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SHËNIM NGA KRYEREDAKTORËT 

Botimi i një reviste shkencore gjuhësore, letrare, edukative dhe kulturore ishte 
domosdoshmëri e kohës dhe reformave që po i zbaton katedra e Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë 
Angleze pranë Universitetit Shtetëror të Tetovës. Shumica e kontribuesve të shkrimeve 
janë studiues, pedagogë dhe studentë universitarë dhe pasuniversitarë shqiptarë nga 
mbarë bota që kryejnë veprimtarinë e tyre shkencore në vendet e tyre ku edhe jetojnë 
dhe punojnë. Revista jonë ID EST synon t’i njohë të gjithë lexuesit me aktivitetin 
shkencor shumë cilësor, të studiuesve kudo që ndodhen në botë. Nëpërmjet përzgjedhjes 
së kujdesshme të shkrimeve, sipas normave që i kemi si redaksi, në këtë revistë kemi 
pranuar për botim vetëm ato shkrime që kalojnë në filtrin e cilësisë. Këtu, pra, 
pasqyrohen ato shkrime-hulumtime që kanë kaluar deri në fazën e fundit të filtrit për 
cilësi. Kjo revistë është shkencore gjuhësore, letrare, edukative dhe kulturore, 
gjegjësisht botim i Katedrës së Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë Angleze (www.idest-journal.com) 
që u krijua këtë vit, dhe është menduar t’i shërbejë një auditori të gjerë intelektualësh e 
dashamirësish të gjuhësisë në përgjithësi dhe të gjuhëtarëve dhe letrarëve shqiptarë, 
studiues të anglistikës në veçanti. Kjo revistë do të botohet një herë në vit. Stafi 
ligjërues aktual i Katedrës së Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë Angleze pranë Universitetit Shtetëror 
të Tetovës vendosi ta quajë këtë revistë me emrin simbolik: ID EST – Kjo është kjo. 
Fjala “ID EST” ka edhe një kuptim të dytë simbolik e që është reflektimi i së vërtetës. 
Botimi i revistës ID EST është shprehje e qartë e këtij angazhimi serioz i stafit të 
Katedrës së Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë Angleze pranë Universitetit Shtetëror të Tetovës që po 
përpiqet për çdo ditë të kontribuojë në zhvillimet jo vetëm të gjuhësisë dhe letërsisë, por 
edhe arsimit dhe shoqërisë shqiptare anglofone në përgjithësi. Revista ID EST edhe në 
numrat tjerë të ardhshëm do të përfshijë një larmi artikujsh prej fushave nga më të 
ndryshmet shkencore gjuhësore të përgatitur nga studiues të afirmuar dhe prestigjiozë 
shqiptarë dhe të huaj, studentë universitarë dhe pasuniversitarë që kontribuojnë në 
shkencën e gjuhësisë dhe letërsisë. 
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A NOTE FROM THE EDITORS 

Publishing of a pure scientific-linguistic, literary, educational and cultural journal was 
the necessity of time and reforms that implements the Department of English Language 
and Literature at State University of Tetova. Better parts of contributors of the articles 
are researchers, pedagogues, and Albanian undergraduate and postgraduate students and 
students worldwide that do their research activity in their countries where they act and 
live. Our journal ID EST aims to distinguish its very qualitative scientific activity to the 
readers, and students worldwide. Through the careful selection of the articles, according 
to the guidelines that we have settled as an editorial board, in this journal we have 
accepted to publish only those articles which went through quality filtering. Thus, 
herein are represented only those articles which went until the final phase of quality 
filtering. This journal is scientific, linguistic, literaterary, educational and cultural, 
especially a publishing of the Department of the English Language and Literature 
(www.idest-journal.com) that was launched this year and it is meant to serve to the large 
intellectual auditorium an benignants of the linguistics in general and Albanian linguists 
and academics in particular. It will be published annually. Current lecturing staff of the 
Department of the English Language and Literature of the State University of Tetova 
decided to entitle this journal with its symbolic name: ID EST – This is it. The word “ID 
EST” has also the second symbolic meaning and that is reflecting the reality. The 
publishing of the journal ID EST is a clear expression of this serious engagement of the 
Department of the English Language and Literature of the State University of Tetova 
which is attempting to daily contribute in the developments not only in linguistics and 
literature but also in the Albanian education and Albanian English speaking society in 
general. The journal ID EST will include a diversity articles starting from the various 
scientific and linguistic study fields written from the well-known and prestigious 
scholars, Albanian university scholars and postgraduate Albanian and foreign scholars 
who contribute in the science of linguistics and literature.  
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CREATIVE TEACHING AND LEARNING: 
THE CHALLENGE OF THE INFORMATION AGE 

 
Judy S. Richardson, Ph.D. 
Professor Emerita, Virginia Commonwealth University 
 
As a Fulbright Scholar assigned to State University of Tetova, I would like to share my 
views about creative teaching and learning in this brief essay: The twenty-first century 
has been called the “Information Age” (Frand, 2000). Freidman (2006) explains in his 
best-selling book in 2005-2006 that the world is now flat, having been compressed by 
ten “flatteners” such as the breaking down of physical barriers like The Berlin Wall, the 
connectivity of the Internet, software that allows interactivity and productivity around 
the world, new communities without geographic borders, industries that work over 
physical distance, and information obtained almost instantly. Pedagogy has 
subsequently undergone radical change in the past several years. We are in an age of 
technological innovations (Kleiner & Lewis, 2003); accountability (Stewart, 2004); and 
demands for standards of learning (Valencia & Wixson, 1999) these innovations and 
issues cross educational systems and nations. Education has gained a level of attention 
far greater than in past generations.  
 
The result of the many concerns for twenty-first century education is that professors 
need more exposure to information and training that will enable them to teach in 
creative ways. Those who are able to articulate their beliefs about teaching are in a good 
position to improve their instruction. And such articulation and improvement in 
instruction leads to a higher quality academic climate. Our students need professors who 
are able to impart both content and the desire and willingness to learn. What constitutes 
effective teaching? And will students value and appreciate the instruction? Good 
teachers continually explore and learn in an ongoing effort to facilitate student learning. 
They make their classes relevant by keeping current through their own reading. They 
provide discussions and activities that link students to the larger outside world. And 
although they might not be appreciated to the fullest in the short term, they obtain great 
satisfaction in knowing that their students were challenged to think in an atmosphere 
conducive to learning. 
 
Effective teachers never rely on simply telling students what they need to know to be 
successful in a course. Telling is simply not enough. They do not view students as 
“empty vessels” to fill with knowledge bit by bit each day. Also, effective teachers do 
not simply assign new chapters or other lengthy readings for homework and expect 
students to be able to discuss them in class the next day. Good teachers use appropriate 
and effective tools to teach, including strategic instruction, relevant activities, and 
engagement. Good teachers often inspire students to think for themselves in deciding 
how to solve problems, attack reading selections, and evaluate what they are reading. 
Teachers provide inspired instruction when they guide students by showing them how 
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to learn strategically, that is, by using the most efficient and effective ways to suit the 
learning situation.  
 
Effective teachers teach students both the content of instruction and, at the same time, 
all the steps students need for effective thinking and study. Such teachers realize that 
there is no “shortcut” to learning and understand the need to provide students reading 
and writing strategies to help them overcome incomplete thinking. Therefore, although 
the challenge is great, the end result is worth the effort to instruct creatively and engage 
our students in the adventure of learning. As Toffler has said, the illiterate of the 
twenty-first century will not be those who cannot read and write, but those who cannot 
learn, unlearn, and relearn. We are the ones who can—and must teach these critical 
thinking skills of learning, unlearning and relearning. 
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MACEDONIA: HOOKS AND EYES OF 
MEMORY....  TEACHING CREATIVE WRITING, ISUM, 2007 

Janet Roberts 
Currently Professor of Writing 
Deptartment of Foreign Languages, Fudan University – Shanghai – China 
 
EKSTRAKT 
 
Bashkëveprimi shoqëror dhe dialogu i ndërsjellë, i vënë në dijeni nga observimet e Vigotskit në ligjëratë, 
krijojnë një ambient të shkrimit kreativ permes të cilit studentët mund të formojnë vetëbesim dhe kompetencë 
më të madhe. Figurat, metaforat krahasuese dhe format e tjera të menduarit analog shprehin kujtesë historike 
dhe vegimet e së ardhmes, si dhe përvojën aktuale dhe aftësinë njohëse. Duke iu përgjigjur auditorëve të 
shumëllojshëm dhe të shkruarit në forma të imagjinuara dhe të paimagjinuara, studentët hulumtojnë kufijtë në 
mes të perceptimeve të ndryshme dhe realitetit. Gjetja e përfundimeve te fillimet dhe i fillimeve te 
përfundimet, me një shumëllojshmëri rrëfyese, u mundësuan studentëve t’i çmojnë këndvështrimet e 
shumëllojshme me qëllim që t’i formësojnë pikëpamjet e tyre. Të lexuarit dhe të shkruarit ishin vlerësuar si 
forca transformacionale, gjatë leximit përgjegjës të “A New Life” shkruar nga Orhan Pamuk. Studimet e rastit 
për më tepër e ilustrojnë procesin orientues, të përkrahur nga Peter Elbow, në zbatimin e shkrimit kreativ në 
edukim publik.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: Shkrimi kreativ, studentët, kompetencë, auditori, studim i rastit, etj. 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Social interaction and reciprocal dialogue, informed by Vygotsky’s observations, on discourse,   create a 
creative writing environment in which students can develop self confidence and greater competence. Images, 
metaphors similes and other forms of analogical thinking express historical memory and future dreams, as 
well as current experience and cognitive ability.  Responding to diverse audiences and writing in both fictional 
and non-fictional modes, students explore the boundaries between different perceptions of reality. Finding 
endings in beginnings and beginnings in endings, along with a variety of voices for narrative, enabled students 
to appreciate diverse points of view in order to shape their own outlook.  Reading and writing were valued as 
transformational forces, through responsive reading to Orhan Pamuk’s “A New Life”.  Case studies further 
illustrate the process orientation, espoused by Peter Elbow, in applying creative writing in peace education.  
 
Key words: Creative writing, students, competence, auditor, case study, etc.  
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PERSONAL REFLECTION AND INTRODUCTION  

“E bukur” or “beautiful” was the first word, I learned in Macedonia, to describe the 
mountains, when I arrived in Shkupi, and journeyed by car, to Bitola, where I was to 
teach the creative writing workshop, in ISUM. Learning one’s first words in a country is 
an initiation rite.  Speaking in a new language is means of rebirth, into another identity, 
a cross cultural boundary breaker. My assignment was teaching Creative Writing, in 
English.  We were to implement a form of peace education, according to the reforms of 
The Bologna Agreement, to mediate ethnic differences: Albanian, Kosova, Macedon, 
Slovenian, and Serbian in order to “spark” the future. I had previously taught in Kosova, 
in Prishtina, and was ready for another chance to make a difference. What was most 
creative about the creative writing course was the youthful invention of the students. It 
is always the rule, to write about what you know. What they knew was more than we 
could know. Effective teaching is always a dialogue; if I learn something from my 
students, I feel they have likewise, learned something from me. Vygotsky, the Russian 
psychologist, emphasizes that social interaction and collaboration are essential to the 
learning process. When students can collaborate and interact in pairs or larger groups, 
they become aware of and accept responsibility for their learning process and for their 
peers. Important learning experiences are likely to be remembered in terms of our 
relationships with one or more other learners or with a teacher”. Vygotsky’s central idea 
is the importance of social relationships to the development of mental abilities.1 As the 
ambassador from the Netherlands, Frederique M. de Man, our patron, and who taught in 
ISUM in 2006, reminded us, in her opening day speech, the friendships that evolve in 
such a summer program prove most memorable. Before classes began, I immediately 
beat a path towards the Roman 2nd c.A.D.Heraclea, and marveled at its wonders, 
including beautifully preserved tiles and mural paintings.  I had toured Greek sites in 
Athens and on Samos, as well as on the Hellenic coasts of Turkey, with my husband 
and mother in law, a Greek archaeologist. That investigation had cultivated a love of old 
stones and the stories they teach. I planned the class excursion, to Heraclea, in which the 
students delighted.  We were blessed with heavenly clear blue skies, and as we toured 
the site in the early morning, the heat of the day did not prove daunting. Most students 
elected to position themselves, after the tour of the site with a guide, in the old 
amphitheater; there, in pairs, they settled down to write their observations and to 
compose their papers. As painters in France painted, en plein air, so our students 
wrote…and basked in the sunlight of the present, listening to the echoes of the life of 
another period of ancient history, which, in a creative writing seminar, they were asked 
to imagine. Like young students of painting, or of architecture, they contemplated their 
surroundings, and imagined…with brilliant results, the legendary heroes and the life of 
which these ancient stones and rescoes speak. It was the favorite experience of the 

                                                 
1 Vygotsky, L. “The zone of proximal development is the distance between the actual developmental level as determined by 
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving under adult 
guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers.” (Vygotsky, 1978:86)    
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seminar, for most students. 2The course was taught in a highly interactive way, with 
students doing peer evaluations, modeling, and exchanging viewpoints, about the 
textual readings and about their writings, with each other. The objective was to open the 
valves of attention, to inspire invention and adaptation of new rhetorical strategies to a 
greater awareness and an enlivened consciousness of the world around them. In one 
very successful lesson, we would play with the fiction in reality, and the reality in 
fiction, employing fables and news media items, in which the students would convert 
one to the other, and see that made all the difference. They would debate how reality 
imitates fiction, how fiction imitates the reality. In another stimulating session, we 
played with voice, adapting First Person to Third Person, and back again, to inspire 
choices in narrative. In yet another, we made endings, beginnings, and beginnings, 
endings, in order to maximize effect. 3Rather than to present the entire syllabus or 
review the rationale for all the methodology, we feel that educators can benefit from 
listening to the students’ reports about what they learned. They fulfilled the objectives 
beyond all expectations; they were brighter, more ambitious, more tenacious and more 
energetic than we could have hoped for.  It was a great pleasure to know each student 
and to accomplish what was possible in a very short window of opportunity. The fruits 
of the seminar speak about the fine growth of the tree of knowledge, we would harvest.  
 
The course session began with a reading of Joy Williams’ inspirational essay: “Why I 
write…” Students were invited to write about their own reasons for writing. Tina 
(Serbia) wrote:           
 
Why I write 
 
I write because I am lonely even when I’m surrounded by thousands of people. I write 
because the world can get too crowded and the words that I write are the only ones that 
can prevent me from being smothered. I write because my thoughts are eager to be 
written and sent into eternity, and I am not brave enough to say them out loud. I write 
because no one wants to hear what I have to say, except a couple of blank sheets of 
paper.  I write because I enjoy the melancholy of my own thoughts. I enjoy writing 
because words can make me float on the seas of my own wonderful solitude.  
 
I write because happiness overwhelms me so much that I can’t even speak. I write 
because my own dreams are screaming to be turned into reality. I write because my 
hopes can get so high that I feel scared to death.  
 
I write because I am afraid of my future.  I regret my past and my thoughts fidget in the 
present.  I write because I want to believe in myself in the future.  I want to make peace 
with the past, and I want to enjoy the calmness of my spirit.  
 

                                                 
2 Roberts, Janet.  New Yorker education.  University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology Excursion 
for creative writing, about imagining the life of artifacts. 
3 Roberts, Janet.  “Eye to I: The Influence of the Act of Perception on the Psychology of Composition.” Adaptation of George 
Miller’s psychology of cognition and perception, incorporating Linda Flowers’ and Peter Elbow’s process studies. 
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I write because the child inside of me is haunting me, wanting to be heard, wanting her 
naiveté to be respected.  I write out of respect for that child’s honesty. 
 
I write because I am a constant adventurer. I write to test myself, to break my own 
boundaries. I write because I do not want to lie to myself or hide something from 
myself.  I want to admit every word that hurts me or every word that makes me smile.  
 
I write…” 
 
The class started with a bang, not a whimper!  T. S. Eliot would approve! 4We were 
very fortunate to have a student who had done professional acting, and was much 
trained in elocution and dramatic reading, who when she read her personal essay, it 
yielded a round of applause. In the course of the days together, Tina’s writing was 
celebrated more than once, not only for articulating her own feelings so well, on paper.     

WHEN IS FACT, FICTION?  MEDIA MATTERS 

The course was oriented to students who had written previously, and English or 
journalism majors definitely had an advantage, in making the most of the opportunities 
presented to them...Journalists made a nice contribution to the class, especially in the 
conversion of a short story into a news paper article. Newspapers are about facts; fiction 
is about perception of what facts mean.  Such a student, Mirel showed competence, but 
he needed to develop “creativity”. Mirel says, “This course helped me learn new ways 
of using humor in creative nonfiction. The peer exchange helped me in a way to get into 
other’s points of view, which helps me in the future as a translator. This course gets my 
writing to a higher level…improving the way my thoughts and imagination are 
organized.” Mirel (Albanian – Albania)  

INTERIOR JOURNEYS - VIKTORIA AND IVANA 

Victoria was our protege among the English Literature majors.  As the session began, 
she sought out our consultation, and we invited her to join us for lunch to discuss her 
situation. As a student bound for graduate work and a PhD, Viktoria had already some 
mastery of explication and analysis, and had done extensive reading of classics, but I 
felt she needed to free her imagination and turn more from surface manipulations, to 
interior dialogues. Victoria’s own words, again, describe her experience of the course:  
 
“I made progress in identifying with particular objects and making them symbolic, 
letting them inspire me. I had the intention to be as alert as possible, to develop my 
sensitivity to details, and to express all through a creative, unique flow of words. I 
improved my journey to the “interior”. I have made significant progress, but this is only 

                                                 
4 Roberts, Janet.  “Eye to I: The Influence of the Act of Perception on the Psychology of Composition.”  Adaptation of George 
Miller’s psychology of cognition and perception, incorporating Linda Flowers’ and Peter Elbow’s process studies. 
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the beginning. I have good ground, now, for further improvement and development. 
Viktoria. (Macedonia) 
 
A poetic student in the class, Ivana, fits the profile of many students attracted to creative 
writing courses. When asked to declare a goal for the course, on the first, day, she 
elected to map her interior space and connect her different levels of self conscious 
creativity. At the conclusion of the course, Ivana wrote:  “My primary goal in 
writing…has always been introspection.  I have always wanted to penetrate deeply into 
the world around me, and into my own world.  What this course has taught me is that 
creativity seeks to explore new dimensions, as well as keeping the existing one. My 
flow of thoughts...has been enhanced…The course…has resulted in bringing out the 
best of me, into the world. I met my expectations in the course, and I look for constant 
improvement in the future.”  Ivana - Macedonia. 
 
We had hoped to hold consultations with other students but as there was a dance party 
planned every night, and the late evenings had an impact on their studies, most students 
had to choose between work and play, in such a summer program, prove most 
memorable.  Arburim talked informally in the evenings at the student dances, with 
students, and gained a degree of familiarity and comfort with them. I did manage to 
have private exit consultations with four students, all of whom I had been concerned 
about, as they were talented, but had personal issues. At the universities in which I 
taught in the US, they are required parts of the curriculum.5 A student from Slovenia, 
Tina   expressed satisfaction, but had hoped for conferences. She wrote, “My hand is 
moving the pen more easily…My suggestion would be that the course be more effective 
for me if we had an individual consultation with the professor.”6  Conducted as a 
dialogue between students, the seminar in writing was directed and monitored by the 
professors. The course might have been viewed rather like a conductor with her/his 
musicians in a large chamber group! One of the primary goals of the course was to 
improve intercultural communication and for students to consider their diverse 
audiences’ responses.7 As Ana Perko, Slovenia reflected: Before I just wrote for myself; 
now I want to write for others.  I want others to hear me. I don’t want to be invisible 
anymore….I think I became more creative, I never knew I had it in me... I really 
surprised myself. “   
 
This awakening to one’s own potentials, and to “surprise”, a key element in creative 
writing, as well as to a sharper sense of self identity and self presentation, or even 
reinvention of the self, proved heart warming and satisfied our mission for the class.   
 
To see one’s own experience as the resource bank for the imagination was a relatively 
new phenomenon for students. They learned a new self valuation, as well as 

                                                 
5  De Man, Frederique.  Ambassador, the Netherlands, Patron for ISUM. Bitola, Macedonia. 2007.    Quotation from 
Invocation Speech. 
6 Elbow, Peter. Professor Emeritus, University of Massachusetts.  I studied with him at Princeton University.   (Also Dr. 
Linda Flowers, Carnegie Mellon).  All researches on processes of writing.  See all his books.  Conferencing and interviewing 
of young writers. 
7 Jung, Dreams. 
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appreciation of others, and a true treasuring of the world’s offerings. They indeed mined 
the gold in the world around them and in themselves.  Not all the material was about the 
roses blooming, and the beauty of the lakes and mountains, however; some deeper and 
darker channels were also revealed.  

CASE STUDY:  REDRAWING THE MAPS – ARTA & USAMEDIN  

A student, Arta from previously war torn Peja, Kosova, wrote: “This course helped me a 
lot to improve my writing.  Some of the other students’ essays really encouraged me to 
be more creative when I write. I liked revising my writing, as I could not only expand 
my idea, by including my feelings thoughts and different events. I made progress in 
rearranging sentences in better ways, and in employing metaphors to enhance my 
stories.  I can mix realities with dreams”  
 
In the seminar, Arta developed the courage to give shape to the nightmares in her past 
and to come to a new separation of dreams and reality, to move forward to a brighter 
future. She had a very vulnerable psyche, and was highly sensitized to other students’ 
responses to her and her works. Arta was a highly sensitive writer, a delicate young 
woman, who wrote lyrically and poignantly, from her soul, but needed the structures 
and ability to organize those feelings and experiences, and to make distinctions between 
levels and dimensions of reality. As my previous experience for ATA (SPARK) had 
been teaching in the summer program at Prishtina in Kosova, I had been introduced, by 
the narratives of my students and co professor, there, about the historical context of her 
personal experience as a child of wartime violence.  Another student, Usamedin, who 
also had memories of the war in his Macedonian border town to Kosova, wrote: This 
course helped me very much. I learned something I didn’t know…which makes me be 
pleased. All the writings and all the words I heard from the others made me love more 
writing, and gave me more energy. Next year, I will again choose this course.  
Usamedin, like Arta, represented strong potential, in need of assurance of a future. The 
invigoration of students’aspiration and capacities was realized in the seminar’s gestalt. 
If students could develop confidence in themselves and in expression in writing in 
English, the investment was worthwhile, as they demonstrated true cognitive 
growth.The prompts for Arta and Usamedin’s inspiration and progress may have come 
from reading the essay, “Exploring Home” by David Almond, where he says, “I merged 
reality and dream, truth and lies.  In the blending of the real and the imagined, possible 
stories started to emerge…the local can contain the universal; the part can stand for the 
whole”. He invites the writer to “redraw the maps” and .allow your memories to be 
stirred…”Both Arta and Usamedin‘s sensibilities had been refined in the fires of 
childhood experience in their homelands. We can hope, as teachers that writing gave 
them a chance to transform those memories and revise their memories of the past, in 
their writing, to shape a better future.     
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CASE STUDY: GIFTED AND TALENTED - IRIS 

Self assessment plays a key role in the progress and commitment of the writer and of 
the student of writing to process, an assumption predicated upon Peter Elbow’s concern 
with the writer’s own consciousness.8 A naturally talented and gifted student, when Iris 
read her first piece of writing to the class, we acknowledged that the very fact that we 
could not interpret or mine the secrets of every aspect of her narrative:   that made it 
“creative writing”! Its mystery definitively proved that it exceeded normal expectations.  
 
Iris wrote this provocative response to the reading of the first chapter of the Noble prize 
winner Orhan Pamuk’s novel, THE NEW LIFE, which presents reading as a 
transformational power in life.  9 
 
Without reading what I have written, I gain no deeper knowledge about myself.  I am a 
child of the universe just like any soul that has written any great book, mankind honors. 
I need to understand the world, to lose myself in the fictions, imitating reality, and as 
some say, the world of fiction, which is imitated by reality.The book that changed my 
life, has not been written. I could say it was Paulo Coelho’s opus…I am most influenced 
by: George Orwell, Jorge Louis Borges and Pava Pavlicic. Reading Orwell is like 
meeting reality. Borges, like stepping into nightmares and dreams, a phantasmagoria of 
coded symbols in the forest of reading of Umberto Eco. I read to raise the level of my 
knowledge, to refuel my muses, and for others to connect to the worlds I’m in.  I read to 
know how o make the plug-ins into the voice between dream and reality.  Reading is 
also a creative process – like writing – for those to whom it matters, to read.—Iris 
Cvetesic.      
 
Although Iris lost momentum and after starting strongly, she regained self possession, 
and finished well. She appraises her own effort:  
 
Returning back to my declaration of intention at the beginning of the course…I feel 
inspired and am perspiring, as Professor Roberts quotes Einstein, that most creation is 
99 percent perspiration and 1 percent inspiration! These last two weeks have been very 
intense, especially in the responsibility for what I write, because it presents me as a 
person in other’s people’s reading of what I write…I want to grow as a person and as a 
potential professional writer.  I have learned how to work on my writing and on myself. 
At my age, it is easy to think I am the most intelligent being of the universe, but this 
course, and the professor’s dramatic force in class made me burn my old bridges and 
build them back, again with more concrete foundations.What was hidden “between the 
lines of my personal declaration of intention, is to better understand literature, through 
the process of invention and creation of a literary work.”I am sorry that I cannot turn 

                                                 
8 Peter Elbow, Linda Flower’s research studies 
9 Pamuk, Orhan.  ‘The New Life.’  Chapter One. 
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back time to re-write what I have written, in these intense weeks, with the knowledge 
and experience I got in these intense weeks.”—Iris.   
 
If only we could start the course, again, once we finished! With her essay, Iris managed 
to capture second place in the ISUM competition.10   
 
Looking back on what was going on more than a month ago at the ISUM in Bitola I can 
say I am a new person now. I am still wondering about my experiences and my 
imagination started to be a very hungry machine that constantly keeps on moving. 
Signing up for the Creative Writing course was my best decision untill today. Today a 
made a new one. That I must apply for another summer university next year, hopefully 
in Macedonia. 
 
This was a big opportunity for me to finally meet my Macedonian relatives and go to 
the land of my ancestors and meet the culture, the peoples, the history of this dynamic 
region and the philosophy of living through music, food and exchanging the view on 
life with all of the new people I'm still in contact with. My room mates are great! We 
already started to make plans for the next year. We must visit all of the museums we 
hadn't had enough time for, all of the exhibitions, participate more in everything our 
host town will have to offer and again talk to non-academic people we stumble on in the 
streets about nature, foods, work, politics, their private problems and the way they're 
dealing with them. This last is the key to burning all of the bridges of prejudices. People 
are people no matter the race, religion, sex, nationality or life's aspirations. Macedonia 
is a wonderful country of art, music and big hearted warm people. That is why I would 
really like to go back there.  
 
I have learned more in those two intense weeks than I have in two months of college. I 
did expect a lot from the professors and the officers and I got a lot more from Janet 
Roberts and Arburim Iseni. I am not talking about keeping in touch but also being 
thankful for showing me how much more can I give to the world than I expected it to be 
possible. Through my poems, short stories and diaries they saw something me and a 
colleague from a course did not see. Our works were like pieces of a puzzle and 
together made a perfect match. So me started to exchange experiences and write 
together. Again our works were completely different but more complete. But nothing 
was said enough, again. There somewhere was the missing link to a story with a head 
and a tail. There is a lot of romance in friendship and faith. Did anyone expect anything 
else?  
 
The solution was born unexpected. A romance occured between me and this student 
after a dinner of the two of us and prof. Roberts the night before writing our finals. We 
are young, it is in our nature, it is so predictable, logic and wonderful. I haven’t ended 
yet and I don't think it ever really will. 
 

                                                 
10 SPARK Website: www.spark-online.org 
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Who knows what tomorrow brings but some more dreams? And dreams do fulfill even 
if you're positive you didn't have a certain dream! One of my room mates, Biljana, was 
offered to work in Finland, my distance relationship friend Goran is working on his 
politic career, one of my short stories will probably be published and Gligor 
Pandilovski, the project officer of ISUM, offered me to be a project officer of a Summer 
University in Croatia! 
 
I was completely confused when I got back to Zagreb. The first impressions were the 
sight of Macedonia burning through the plane window and I wanted to get off that plane 
that same second! Two people were killed from the fires in Bitola. I was petrified when 
I heard that. I was there for two weeks, there was the music festival, and the beautiful 
nature and the architecture...Prof. Roberts sent me an email from San Francisco. Even 
there she heard of the fires and was devastated about them as was I. All of the layers of 
history, Macedonian forests and lives were lost in planted fires. How could someone do 
such a thing? Goran was among the young firefighters and succeeded to stop the fires in 
his grandmother's village. Everything is going back to normal now. And the sun 
eternally shines over Macedonia again! And here in Zagreb the rains and the cold 
weather make me want to go back. And I will.—Iris. 11 

CASE STUDY:  DETERMINED AND DEDICATED - GORAN   

Like an architect or builder constructing his essay, step by step, or brick by brick, Goran 
showed real leadership and stamina, and diligent effort in the course. Every assignment 
showed a new step forward. It was a great pleasure for all of us to witness his self 
discovery, and his inventiveness emerges in each piece of writing. The class enjoyed his 
dramatic reading of his essays, as well, and one could say that the leaps he made were 
not only for his manhood, but for mankind, and the whole class as well!Goran was 
determined to succeed, and to find that light of creativity in himself, which could make 
a brighter path into his future.   
 
On his reading of Pamuk’s ‘The New Life,’ Goran wrote about a book that expressed 
his life aspiration:  
 
“My concept of reading and writing is connected. I got to know more about the world 
and myself, to better express my feelings and thoughts, to put them in order.  My 
favorite book in English is Jonathan Livingston Seagull. I am a free man, and enjoy the 
freedom of expression this book celebrates. “Goran (Macedonia) 
 
Goran may have been inspired by reading the assigned essay, Graham Mort’s 
“Landscapes and Languages”.   
 
“Landscapes have been shaped by and shape human imagination….The mind’s 
eye”makes them (the folk figures) redolent with meaning, significance, psychic 

                                                 
11 SPARK WEBSITE: www.spark-online.org 
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energy…landscapes are the past and the future, as well as the eye through which each 
present moment slips….landscapes are the psyche-scapes, metaphors representing the 
yearnings and aspirations, hope, betrayal, anger and bitterness that we see in them.”   
 
Focussing on how the folk heroes and the legends in his landscape in Macedonia 
prefigure in his own imagination, Goran finally went so far as to identify with his 
historical heroes in and imagine his life in their legends. He stepped into his hero’s 
shoes. In such a progression, he proved the importance of being earnest, winning our 
applause with his employment of boat as metaphor for his self appraisal:     
 
“At the start, I was like a little boat in the middle of the ocean, and the coast was so far 
away.  Now that my knowledge is bigger, I am near the coast. I can see it, but there is 
still a ways to go for coming there. I appreciate your helping to put us into the world of 
writers.” (Goran Zdravkoski, Macedonia)    

CASE STUDY: THE NEW LIFE - TINA  

Returning to one of the star players in the class, a serious young writer from Serbia, 
Tina writes, in response, to Orhan Pamuk’s THE NEW LIFE, on changing perspectives 
afforded by reading and writing:  
 
My parents have always taught me that books are my best friends.They were so right: 
nothing can make me richer or happier than a good book. I am not sure at what age I 
had begun reading seriously, swallowing two or three books each day. All I know is that 
not a day goes by, without reading something! Anything!  Even just one page can calm 
me down and put a spell on me, helping me to become a part of a whole new world. Just 
as Orhan Pamuk said, the moment when I started reading books was the moment when I 
began noticing the beauty of the world around me. I have been spending most of the 
days, just reflecting, watching learning, touching, tasting, inhaling everything around 
me. The flowers suddenly appeared to have a strong smell; the sun was brighter; the 
streets of my city were dustier, but more romantic; the trees started talking…people 
changed a lot. I changed. Everything changed.   
 
My favorite writers made me more aware of the small details of everyone and 
everything – I have learned how to read pain or happiness from people’s faces. I began 
seeing colors in their own beauty, hear sounds in their softness, touch everything that 
can be touched and feel every smooth part of objects.  It has been 18 years since I began 
enjoying the company of Dostoyevsky, Steinbeck, Zola; it has been since I was 18. That 
I have been asking myself…how can people be as mean as to destroy their own families 
and how does it really feel to experience 100 years of solitude. Just knock and the door 
will be opened.  Take a book. Open it. Smell it.  Glance through its pages.  Let it 
capture you. Be generous to it. It will indulge your senses. It will open your eyes. – Tina 
Covic, Serbia. 
Tina had the ability and the will and dedication to    to make superb progress, through 
task based assignments, in a short window of opportunity, with such sentient 
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language.12 This creative writing student  truly fulfilled American short story writer, 
Raymond Carver’s dictum, “If the writing cannot be made as good as it is with us to 
make it then why do it”… In the end, the satisfaction for having done our best, and the 
proof of that labour, is the one thing we can take into the grave.”… 
 
Students were instructed that rewriting and revision are where good writing and the 
creative act begin. The real writing is in revising. Tina revised every one of her essays. 
She fulfilled the course’s objectives, and those of ISUM, fully; it was as though her 
whole life depended on it.13 Tina saw writing as an incubation process, before the 
course, a journey inward. Her goal was to break out of an insulation which can become 
isolation and reconstruct her own identity.  
 
I enjoy writing because words can make me “float on the seas of my own wonderful 
solitude.” I think that this sentence reveals in the best possible way what my intention is 
when I take a pen and blank sheet of paper.…I write for me, for myself, only; the things 
I see, the things I understand, the things that I would like to understand. I don’t let 
anyone in...I am not a slave of the world. I think I need to be more generous in my 
expression and soften the fortress that I have mercilessly built between me and the rest 
of the world. I don’t want to smother my creativity by hiding it in myself, thinking that 
the outside world would destroy it, rather than nourish it.  
 
Self trust, and trust of a world which had violated that trust, at an early stage of life, was 
renewed. Writers have resources in the world itself, as well as in the well of their 
interiors. Tina wrote:  
 
“If I had to write an essay on the reasons why I write, as we did at the beginning of the 
course, I would have probably added a couple of things. My primary intention was to 
write out of my loneliness and to myself, only. I was an intruder into my own being, and 
I had been neglecting the outside world. For example, if I was to write about a scenery, 
excursion, anything that I saw or witnessed, I made an unbearable introspection into 
myself, not into the way I see the outside world.   
Now, I realize that sharing your ideas, analyzing your senses and completely opening up 
to the world, surrounding you, is not harmful to your creativity, motivations, or 
freedom.  In order to be a good writer, I decided to soak in the world and let it speak to 
me, rather than me whispering to it. I think that some of my writings succeeded in 
showing a satisfactory level of my imagination and the effort that I made in trusting the 
world a bit more.  
 
If I had to choose one sentence which helped me to value my progress, “If you don’t 
have a reason to write, people won’t have a reason to read it.” 
                                                 
12 Researchers have operationalised task in their work, and elaborate a list of key task conditions: Following  Long (1996), 
Skehan (1998), Ellis (2000) Robinson (2001) these include:   (1) the extent to which the type of task is familiar ; (2) the extent 
to which the topic and the discourse genre are familiar (3) the relative complexity of the procedure and information processing  
of the language; (4) the relative stress level (time limits, control over process, if reciprocal or one way) (5) if the task is 
divergent or convergent. 
13 In linguistic terms, the individuals are displaying multi-competence and in social terms, involved in an ongoing process of 
identity construction, maintenance and projection.  Block, D.  The Social Turn in Second Language Acquisition p. 43. 
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Tina, as did other students, provided a definite reason to read one another’s works, 
through writing the stories of their lives: their discoveries and their perceptions, 
conveying the uniqueness of each’s vision. 14 
 
All the students took an excursion during the seminar to the seaside resorts of Ohrid or 
Struga, and to climb the mountain, Pellister, and when they returned to class, were 
instructed that they could write in any style they chose, about their experience. Tina’s 
words and perspective paint Ohrid’s beauty and mystery for us in vivid word pictures. It 
is remarkable, that writing in a second language could yield such a sense of pattern, of 
imagery, metaphor and music. The test of language in reading it aloud is that it sounds 
“right”, and Tina’s images create a melodious sound, while straining for effect. 
 
With the magic of weaving metaphor in her text, Tina becomes a leaf, an Eye, the Lake, 
the Pearl, and perhaps, most convincingly, the pebble. She also extends a metaphor into 
becoming an “other”, the scientist and inventor, Guttenberg, and the press and papers or 
Cyril, the lauded saint, who fixed the language, as Macedon, implanting the seeds of a 
particular identity. 15 
 
OHRID. (Adapted and condensed from the original essay)  By Tina.    
 
“Ohrid: I am a leaf carried by the wind of change. I have nothing except a deep 
yearning…craving to be thrown away into freedom… 
 
I am an Eye, as blue as the clear sky, as curious a deer running through its woods. I’m 
hungry for gazing and thirsting for glancing at every single detail I can catch.  
 
I am the Lake.  My eyes are green as if every artist of this world brushed a bit of his 
favorite shade into my soul. My soul is an emerald, so appealing and so breath-taking 
that I bring tears into every eye.I am a shelter for God’s creatures. I am so wonderful 
that every poet wants to sculpt my beauty into lavish words, and every musician wants 
to write his melody on the strings of my instrument. I have a secret to reveal: I am 
passionately in love with just one of my many admirers – the city of Orhid.  
 
I am the Pearl, cast by the hand of our Lord into the depths of Orhid Lake, rarely visited 
by a beam of a passing light. I am frightened by my own destiny. I refuse to leave my 
home. I enjoy the secrecy and sacredness of my own silver shell. I don’t want to be 
touched.  My fragile soul cannot bear it. I am not as strong as the Pebbles of the Golden 
shore. I am too afraid to tumble through the streets of Orhid and too shy to mutter the 
most beautiful and most secret fairytales of the Lake.  
 

                                                 
14  Pavelenko cites that “learning stories, and in particular language learning memoirs, are unique and rich sources of 
information about the relationship between language and identity in second language learning and socialization.  It is possible 
that only personal narratives can provide a glimpse into areas so private, personal and intimate… that they are at the same 
time at the heart and soul of the second language socialization process.”  (Pavlenko 2001b, p. 167) 
15 John Livingstone Lowe calls such details, “hooked atoms’ images equipped with “hooks and eyes of the memory’ fine 
threads in imagination’s web and links with lived experience.” 
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I am the Pebble, caressed, hugged, touched and swallowed by the quiet waves of Orhid 
Lake. I have seen so many different cultures trying to steal a bit of my reverie.  People 
throw me, step on me, smother me, move me, but I know exactly where my home is. It 
is right here, when the green soul of my Lake meets the golden beams of the Generous 
Sun, captured on the shores of Orhid’s mystery. 
 
I am Johannes Guttenberg, speaking the ideas of my genius mind through so many 
manufacturers of papers in Orhid. I respect the city so much that I decided to give the 
best of my ideas to its citizens, only after they had promised to be faithful to what I gave 
them, printing the symbols of their traditions into eternity. I want every drop of blood 
shed on my paper to be witness to their wars led out of love and respect for Ohrid’s 
people.  
 
I am Cyril, united in brotherhood, centuries ago, to give a permanent trace to the rich 
and vivid culture of Ohrid. I came to Ohrid and every word that I uttered was accepted 
and understood. Every word that I said was my desire to liberate this people from the 
slavery of a foreign language. I taught them how to write, read, talk, scream, and even 
whisper their anger, their satisfaction, and their yearnings. I gave them something to 
believe in, something which will ensure the future for their children. – Tina, Serbia. 
 
Tina demonstrated her leadership, and showed extraordinary talent, with her use of 
metaphor and soaring prose. She not only displayed her talent in dramatic reading, but 
also in her rhythmical dancing and in her consistent and conscientious class 
participation, and in her warm ability to extend the best of herself to others.  
The last night under a full moon, in the courtyard of the art museum, at the final 
farewell party for ISUM, Tina summed up the whole creative writing seminar to me, as 
she, a Serbian, together, with Arta, a Kosova student, and one of the Macedon -
Albanian girls, danced, hand in hand with me.  It was a fine sense of satisfaction for 
Arburim and me, to enjoy our student’s last performance, as they had learned the art of 
both writing, and dancing.  Alexander Pope must be smiling, at our rediscovery of his 
truth. “True ease in writing comes from art, not chance. As those move easiest who have 
learned to dance.” 16 
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EKSTRAKT 

Qëllimi i këtij punimi është zbatimi apo futja në vepra të Letërsisë Britaneze për fëmijë dhe të rritur. Qëllimi 
ynë është që t’u qasemi këtyre teksteve me ato të trimit, Mbretit Riçard. Librat e marra në shqyrtim do të jenë 
The Worm Ouroboros (E. R. Eddison) The Lord of the Rings (J.R.R. Tolkien), dhe The Lion, the witch and 
the wardrobe (C.S. Lewis). Qëllimi ynë kryesor për ta vazhduar këtë studim është krijimi i marrëdhënieve 
kulturore. Ndikimi i trim Riçardit dhe kryqëzatave, me sa duket, është i frymëzuar nga Edisoni për ta krijuar 
The World of the Worm Ouroboros, Tolkien për ta krijuar Middle Earth, dhe Lewis për ta krijuar Narnia. Ne 
do të bëjmë krahasimin në mes të hartave të këtyre teksteve. Dëshirojmë t’i identifikojmë ngjashmëritë që 
mundësojnë që të njëjtat ide të mbijetojnë gjatë kohës. Gjithashtu, dëshirojmë të paraqesim ndikimin e Mbretit 
të Anglisë dhe sunduesit të Mbretërisë Angevine në këto tregime.  
 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Letërsi, imagjinatë e fortë, arsimim, Letërsia britanike për fëmijë dhe të rritur. 

ABSTRACT 

The aim of this work is to carry out an approach to different works of British Young Adult Literature. Our 
intention is to connect these texts to the character of King Richard the Lionheart. The books considered will 
be The Worm Ouroboros (E. R. Eddison) The Lord of the Rings (J.R.R. Tolkien), and The Lion, the witch and 
the wardrobe (C.S. Lewis). Our main reason for carrying out this study is to establish a relationship with the 
cultural transfer that happens between them. The influence of Richard the Lionheart and the crusades probably 
inspired Eddison to create The world of the Worm Ouroboros, Tolkien to create Middle Earth, and Lewis to 
create Narnia. We will make a comparison among the maps of these texts. We want to identify the 
resemblances that make the same ideas survive through time. Also, we want to demonstrate the influence of 
the King of England and ruler of the Angevin Empire on these stories. 
 
 
Key words: Literature, High fantasy, Education, British Young Adult Literature.  
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1. UTOPIA AND HIGH FANTASY:  

RECOVERING IMAGINATION IN YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE 

Our intention is to design a common framework which will help us to understand 
fantasy as a main point in which are included all the ideas of the texts which will be 
analysed. This abstract concept is fundamental for the writer and the reader because 
both know what they want to refer to, but their ideas may be different. However, these 
ideas share common elements, and because of this we can state that fantasy is a 
universal concept that we can recognise in several texts but that is not the same for all of 
them. Unfortunately, nowadays, the characteristics of our societies are not related to 
fantasy but to reality. It is very difficult to make people believe that they can go through 
a mirror, or fly on a carpet. This means that, step by step, it is difficult to imagine 
fantastic places and stories. Another issue concerns films. Although, they show the 
product to an audience, the images do not help people to develop their imagination, 
because they see the concrete image created by another person (the director of the film), 
and this image makes people homogeneous, with only one way of thinking. In this 
work, we are interested in showing the importance of diversity at reading or creating a 
fantasy world. Utopia will be our first concept. Utopian fiction is the creation of an ideal 
world as the setting for a novel. The word utopia was first used in this context by 
Thomas More in his work Utopia, which literally means "nowhere". Starting from 
different worlds, we want to analyse them and see how far one is from the others, but at 
the same time we aim to show the resemblances that these texts share. The second term 
is high fantasy. This is a subgenre of fantasy fiction that is set in invented or parallel 
worlds (Jones, 2005). Built upon the platform of a diverse body of works in the already 
very popular fantasy genre, high fantasy came into fruition through the work of authors 
such as C. S. Lewis and J. R. R. Tolkien. While, it is far from being the oldest fantasy 
subgenre, high fantasy, along with sword and sorcery, has become one of the two genres 
most commonly associated to the general term fantasy. These stories are reputedly 
serious in tone and often epic in scope, dealing with themes of a grand struggle against 
supernatural, evil forces. It is one of the most popular subgenres of fantasy fiction. 
Some typical characteristics of high fantasy include fantastical races such as elves and 
dwarves, magic, wizards, invented languages, coming-of-age themes, and multi-volume 
narratives. All the works selected to deal with (specifically three) seem not to have 
correspondences, because characters, places, actions and so on are different, but if we 
examine them deeply, we will find evidence of their similarities. Besides this, we want 
to search for the promotion of reading, using as a starting point the aforementioned 
similarities which show the way to fantasy. We think fantasy in literature is a good way 
to motivate people to read. As Zipes (1991: 171) stated the fantastic could be used to 
compensate for the growing rationalisation of culture, work and family life in western 
society, to defend the imagination of young people. 
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2. KING RICHARD I THE LIONHEART 

 
Richard I was known as Richard the Lionheart, 
even before his accession to the throne, because of 
his famous military reputation. At only sixteen, 
Richard was commanding his own armed forces, 
putting down rebellions against his father in 
Poitou. He was also a central Christian 
commander during the Third Crusade, effectively 
leading the campaign after the departure of Philip 
Augustus, and scoring considerable victories 
against his Muslim counterpart, Saladin. He 

remains one of the very few Kings of England remembered by reputation, not number, 
and is an enduring, iconic figure of bravery and chivalry in England. By 1260, a legend 
had developed that, after Richard's capture, his minstrel Blondel travelled Europe from 
castle to castle, loudly singing a song known only to the two of them (they had 
composed it together). Eventually, he came to the place where Richard was being held, 
and Richard heard the song and answered with the appropriate refrain, thus revealing 
where the king was incarcerated. In the Arabic world, Richard became something of a 
bogeyman after his death. Richard has appeared frequently in fiction, as a result of the 
'chivalric revival' of the Romantic era. After Ivanhoe, where he is depicted as initially 
adopting the pseudonym of Le Noir Fainéant ("The Black Sluggard"), Sir Walter Scott 
portrayed Richard in The Talisman, a highly fictionalised treatment of the Third 
Crusade. He is portrayed as a merciless Muslim killer in a novel. He is generally 
represented in a heroic role in children's fiction.  In the earliest Robin Hood ballads the 
only mentioned king is "Edward our comely king", most probably Edward II or Edward 
III. However, Sir Walter Scott's Ivanhoe popularised Mair's linking of the Hood legends 
to Richard's reign, and then it was taken up by later novelists and by the cinema. 
Typically, Robin is depicted upholding justice in Richard's name against John and his 
officials during the king's imprisonment. This character will become the main point of 
our work because we wish to connect it with the characters of the three chosen books.  
 

3. HIGH FANTASY: THE TEXTS 

3.1. WALKING THROUGH THE WORLD OF OUROBOROS 

 
The text created by Edisson has as a relevant point in the fact of the death of king 
Gorice VII, when he was slained by evil spirits. This happened in Carce (capital of 
Witchland, upper part of the map, on the right). This situation is an antecedent which 
has a great influence on the other characters, because the main story of the book begins 
when the Holy war of Witchland, Demonland, Goblinland, and other polite nations 
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against the Ghouls takes place. The Ghouls nevertheless overwhelmed by the Demons 
in Kartadza Sound, and their whole race gets exterminated: Gorice XI, demands homage 
of Demonland. It is interesting to look at, on the map, the situation of both countries 
Demonland and Witchland; they are in front of each other and relatively close. Gorice 
XI wrastles with Goldry Bluszco, and is in that encounter slain. Gorice XII, renewing 
with happier fortune the artificial practices of Gorice VII, takes Goldry with a sending 
magical: Juss – brother of Goldry – has a dream and he starts the first expedition to 
Impland. Juss must fight with the mantichore: ascent of Koshtra Pivrarcha, entrance into 
Koshtra Belorn, and entertained by Queen Sophonisba (if we look at the map we can see 
that Koshtra Pivrarcha is opposite to Demondland. It resembles Juss's vision of Goldry 
bound on Zora.  Then, the King of Witchland sends an expedition to put down 
Demonland, setting Corsus as commander-in-chief thereof. The reduction of eastern 
Demonland by Corinius, save only Galing which Bremery holds with seventy men. 
After that, Mevrian meets with Juss and Brandoch Daha on their return home after two 
years. After that the battle of Krothering Side takes place and then the expulsion of the 
Witches from Demonland. There is a second expedition to Impland. Although the king 
of Witchland sent an overwhelming power of ships to close Melikaphkhaz Straits 
against the Demons on their homeward voyage, in the battle of Melikaphkhaz occurs the 
destruction of the Witchland armada. Finally, the Demons enter into Carcë. The fall of 
the empire and kingdom of the house of Gorice in Carcë is completed. In the end, 
Queen Sophonisba goes to Demonland: the marvel of marvels that restored the world on 
Lord Juss's natal day, the thirty-third year of his life in Galing. 
 

3.2. WALKING THROUGH MIDDLE EARTH 

 
Considering an author such as Errigo (2003) 
and taking as a reference this map, we want to 
start our walking by describing the story 
created by Tolkien. The most significant 
actions in the Lord of The Rings begun in April 
3018 when Gandalf returned to Hobbiton and 
he was ready to divulge to Frodo the truth he 
had learned: Frodo's ring and the One Ring 
sought for so many years by Sauron were one 
and the same. The Ring had to be destroyed if 
Sauron were to be utterly defeated, yet that 

meant a dangerous journey to the heart of Mordor to hurl the Ring into the Cracks of 
Doom. As if this wasn't difficult enough, Gandalf warned Frodo that the Ring also 
acquired power over its possessor. Even if he managed to reach Mount Doom, the Ring-
bearer would face a great internal struggle when the time came to toss the Ring away. 
Once Frodo knows the secret, he must start his journey to Rivendell (in the upper part of 
the map (the centre). This text created by Tolkien splits in different parts, following the 
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characters different ways (we must mention the intertextuality with Homer´s work: the 
Odissey). Because of this, Gandalf fell into the hands of Saruman, who tried at first to 
convince his colleague to join in his treachery, and then imprisoned him on the pinnacle 
of his tower, Orthanc (situated in Isengard, the centre of the map). By this time, though, 
the Black Riders of Sauron, wraiths under the power of the Black Lord, had entered the 
Shire. Any further delay on Frodo's part would have meant the end of the journey before 
its beginning. As it was, Frodo and his companions had several near brushes with a 
Rider before arriving in Buckland. When the company reached the strategic hill of 
Weathertop, Frodo was gravely wounded in an attack by the Riders. Then they found a 
token left by the great elven lord Glorfindel, sent by Elrond to find the Ring-bearer. 
Elrond opened a great council (in Rivendell) of the free peoples, called to discuss their 
predicament. During this meeting, Frodo agreed to seek the destruction of the Ring and 
was given several companions to aid him in this quest: Sam, Merry, Pippin, Gandalf, 
Strider (Aragorn), Boromir, the Wood-elf Legolas, and the dwarf Gimli (the son of 
Gloin, who had been one of Bilbo's companions on his earlier journey). Two months of 
relative peace in Rivendell followed before the Fellowship of the Ring departed. In 
Minas Moria (Centre of the Map) Gandalf Fights with the Balrog in the bridge of 
Khazad-dum, but sends both him and the balrog tumbling into the abyss. The fellowship 
was safe, but it had lost its most powerful member. While the fellowship reached the 
forest of Lórien, home of the great elven queen Galadriel. Near the Anduin River, 
Boromir was killed defending Merry and Pippin, who were taken alive for questioning 
by Saruman. These orcs are overtaken by the cavalry of Éomer, a lord of Rohan. In the 
ensuing battle, the orcs were routed, and the hobbits slipped into the forest. There they 
met a very unusual friend, Treebeard the ent, one of those races of tree-herds. 
Meanwhile, Legolas, and Gimli lent their strength to the host of Rohan in a great battle 
with Saruman's forces in the stronghold of Helm's Deep. Although the fighting was 
fierce, the Rohirrim prevailed, and the surviving orcs were destroyed by the ents. 
Gandalf and Pippin succeeded in reaching Minas Tirith before the city was besieged by 
the armies of Mordor. Meanwhile, Frodo was rejoined by Gollum, who was ready to 
lead the hobbits along the secret way÷straight to the lair of a monstrous spider, Shelob. 
Once in the trap, Frodo was poisoned bythe spider. Théoden led the Rohirrim into battle 
with the besiegers and the Battle of the Pelennor Fields began. Though Minas Tirith was 
saved, the plight of Gondor remained desperate, for Sauron still had vast armies of 
Easterlings and Southrons, as well as orcs, at his disposal. And the armies of Gondor 
and her allies had suffered great losses. Having followed Frodo to the Crack of doom, 
Gollum leapt at the invisible but weakened hobbit, finally taking both the Ring and the 
finger from his hand. Gloating insanely over his prize, Gollum stepped too far, falling 
into the abyss and saving the quest that had been so near to ruin. The destruction of the 
Ring shook the mountain with great tremors; the volcano erupted in flame, and lava 
poured down its sides. Before Cirith Gorgor, the servants of Sauron fled, their driving 
force gone. But the Host of the West felt a new hope surge in their hearts. For even as 
the eagles of the North joined the fray, the Nazgûl turned and fled at their master's last 
desperate call. The Black Gate crumbled before them, as did the Tower of Barad-dûr 
many leagues away.  
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3.3. WALKING THROUGH NARNIA 

Taking as a reference the map of Narnia and the works of Duriez (2004), we have to 
summarize the story of the characters which appear in the Lion, the Witch and the 
Wardrobe. Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy Pevensie are four siblings sent to live in the 
country with the eccentric Professor Kirke during World War II. The children explore 
the house on a rainy day and Lucy, the youngest, finds an enormous wardrobe. Lucy 
steps inside and finds herself in a strange, snowy wood. Lucy encounters the Faun 
Tumnus, who is surprised to meet a human girl. Tumnus tells Lucy that she has entered 
Narnia, a different world. Lucy exits Narnia and eagerly tells her siblings about her 
adventure in the wardrobe. They do not believe her, however. Lucy's siblings insist that 
Lucy was only gone for seconds and not for hours as she claims. Edmund follows Lucy 
and finds himself in Narnia as well. He does not see Lucy, and instead meets the White 
Witch that Tumnus told Lucy about. The Witch introduces herself to Edmund as the 
Queen of Narnia. The Witch feeds Edmund enchanted Turkish Delight, which gives 
Edmund an insatiable desire for the chocolate. The Witch uses Edmund's greed and 
gluttony to convince Edmund to bring back his siblings to meet her. One day the 
children hide in the wardrobe to avoid the housekeeper and some houseguests. Suddenly 
all four Pevensie children find themselves in Narnia. Lucy leads them to Tumnus's 
home, but a note informs them that Tumnus has been arrested on charges of treason. 
Guided by a friendly robin, the children wander into the woods, and meet Mr. Beaver. 
Mr. Beaver brings them back to his home, where he explains that the children cannot do 
anything to save Tumnus. The only thing the children can do is join Mr. Beaver on a 
journey to see Aslan a lion. Aslan appears to be a king or god figure in Narnia. The 
children and the Beavers, meanwhile, rush to reach the Stone Table before the Witch. 
When the other three Pevensies meet Aslan, they are awed by him, but they quickly 
grow more comfortable in his presence. They love him immediately, despite their fear. 
Aslan promises to do all that he can to save Edmund. He takes Peter aside to show him 
the castle where he will be king. The Witch is preparing to kill Edmund as the rescue 
party arrives. Aslan and his followers rescue Edmund, but are unable to find the Witch, 
who disguises herself as part of the landscape. Edmund is happy to see his siblings, as 
he has accepted that the Witch is evil. The next day, the Witch and Aslan speak and the 
Witch demands Edmund's life because she says that Edmund is a traitor. The Witch says 
that according to the Deep Magic of Narnia, a traitor life's is forfeit to the Witch. Aslan 
does not deny this, and he secretly reaches a compromise with her. The Witch appears 
very pleased, while Aslan seems pensive and depressed. The following night, together, 
Aslan, Susan, and Lucy walk to the Stone Table, where Aslan tells them to leave. Susan 
and Lucy hide behind some bushes and watch the Witch and a horde of her followers 
torment, humiliate, and finally kill Aslan. The Witch explains that Aslan sacrificed his 
life for Edmund. Susan and Lucy stay with Aslan's dead body all night. In the morning, 
they hear a great cracking noise, and are astounded to see the Stone Table broken. Aslan 
has disappeared. Suddenly Susan and Lucy hear Aslan's voice from behind him. Aslan 
has risen from the dead. Aslan carries the girls to the Witch's castle, where they free all 
the prisoners who have been turned to stone. Aslan, Susan, and Lucy charge join the 
battle between Peter's army and the Witch's troops. Peter and his troops are exhausted. 
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Fortunately, Aslan swiftly kills the Witch and Peter's army then defeats the Witch's 
followers. Aslan knights Edmund, who has atoned for his sin of siding with the Witch. 
The children ascend to the thrones at Cair Paravel, the castle in Narnia. Aslan 
subsequently disappears. The children eventually become adults and reign over Narnia 
for many years. One day, in a hunt for a magical white stag, they arrive at the lamppost 
that had marked the border between Narnia and our world. The Pevensies tumble back 
out of the wardrobe to our world. No time has passed, and they return to Professor 
Kirke's house as children. The foursome tells Professor Kirke about their adventure, and 
the Professor assures them that they will return to Narnia again some day. 

4. COMPARISING THE THREE MAPS 

In this section, we will try to analyze the resemblances in these three texts. The 
comparison will be made among the three books considered and King Richard. Step by 
step, we will try to show how this King of England inspired the authors to create their 
works. Let’s see the comparison: As we can see in the maps, the three stories have a 
King who was out of his Kingdom (Juss –The worm Ouroboros, Aragon – the Lord of 
the Rings – and Aslan – The lion, the witch and the wardrobe). This King has the same 
location: the south-east of the maps, in the case of Juss, he has to save his brother going 
to the South-east of the map, to Koshtra Belorn (like a crusade); Aragorn has to defeat 
Sauron who is situated in the same place than Jerusalem (battle between King Richard I 
and Saladin); and Aslan is out because he has to keep Narnia in order (like a crusade 
again). The trhone of these characters is owned by different characters such as the 
invasion of Witchland, Denethor and the shadow of destruction represented by Sauron) 
and Queen of snow. In the three maps the route is the same the main characters have to 
go to the south east (the aforementioned relation to crusades). In all the cases the king 
returns home and remains as the hero. In the example of Narnia the resemblance is clear 
because the King of Narnia is a Lion (we must remember that King Richard was known 
as the Lionheart). The influence of Richard I on these three texts can be summarized as 
follows: 
 
- The character of a King who is out of his Kingdom. 
- They all moved to the South-East of an imaginary map. 
- They have in common three characters who tried to substitute them as a King or 

Queen. 
- They are considered the heroes of the books. 
- The goodness of the three is highlighted against evil of the other characters. 
 
Making the comparison between the three texts, the first significant difference to 
resemble is the treatment and complexity. Therefore, in the first book – The Worm 
Ouroboros-we can find a difficult book to read because of the philosophical concepts, 
while in the Lord of the Rings the difficulty is the fact of having three stories at the 
same time. The book of C.S. Lewis is easier, probably because is part of a saga. 
Obviously, the three texts are very attractive. Because of this, it is amazing to test the 
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similarities with the real history of King Richard I. Inspired by the character, the three 
writers added a considerable amount of elements of High Fantasy and the result was 
great. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this section we are going to make a summary of some aspects that we have seen 
within the text. We have taken a close look at three books which are related to the 
character of King Richard I. They have received the influence of the known as the 
Lionheart, and the main point of these texts is based on the influence of this character 
on the three writers to create their works. We conclude this contribution with the main 
ideas underlined in this text: 
These books are well known in Young Adult Literature but sometimes we do not think 
about on their origins. This is important because if we want to strength the area of 
Humanities, we have to study all the subjects, including History. In this contribution we 
have studied three different books but with the same roots. This means that we can 
establish a relationship between different stories although they appeared to be so far 
away from the others. 
We have to reflect on the idea related to the influence of historic characters on the books 
and we have to motivate people to not forget history and to understand the books, 
increasing form this way their knowledge. 
Finally, we have to conclude that King Richard I is a universal character and in Young 
Adult Literature it is important to know it as the inspiration of the some of the most 
famous writers of High Fantasy in the UK.  
To establish comparisons is a useful tool in order to know the history of Children’s and 
Young Adult Literature (Hunt, 1996; O´Sullivan, 2005) and to improve our knowledge. 
In a society in which diversity is a raising fact, we have to think about children’s and 
Young Adult Literature to prevent manipulation and to search for the equity of 
opportunities (Encabo, Varela, López-Valero and Jerez, 2007). 
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70 YEARS OF LIFE, 50 YEARS OF CREATIVITY 

Prof.Dr. Salajdin Mehmeti 
Faculty of Philology 
Department of Albanian Language and Literature 
State University of Tetova 
 

Fifty years of sleeplessness, difficulties, efforts, 
sacrifice, all these for the sake of literature – artistic 
creativity. Fifty years in a row of activity in the scope 
of the Albanian Literature, Rexhep Qosja with his 
deeds in different genres enriched the Albanian 
literature and thus, with his deeds he marked the 
Albanian Literature with the new period in our letters. 
Literary interest of Rexhep Qosja about the literary 
interests have been vast and various. He is a good 
expert of the Albanian old literature, modern 
Albanian literature and foreign literature, too. In 
addition, he will show an interest even about political 

and social problems of the Albanian society and he is among the first who will rise up 
the voice against injustices of the Albanian people. Working as a director in the 
Albanological Institute of Prishtina, he will do an extremely hard work with plenty of 
sacrifice in the field of the Albanian Literature; he will open the doors of the archives 
getting to know in this way the basic documents which testify the period back then and 
the present time of our people. In these archives he will find plentiful of materials for 
the greatest part of his deeds, literary-artistic, dramas, comedies, novels or historical 
critics. There he will work all day and night long, and this period of his creative work 
will be the most fruitful in his life in the field of literature. This period of his work will 
be the hardest period, with sleepless nights, but it is the period of zeal and enthusiasm. 
This period will be the period of secluded work and self-denied work in the Albanian 
literature and culture. This will be the period of his raise as a true and reliable scientist, 
but also the period of rough attacks of some of his mediocre people against him. 
Opinions and attitudes towards literature and art, as well as the role in the society, he 
will show through his different writings which will be published either through reviews 
and newspapers or in special books speaking about critique, about true critique, how it 
should look like, speaking about special books and special writings or even about any 
special literary problem. Every presentation should be natural, pure and unimpeded, 
regardless political and social conditions, etc. His work either as a writer (with his 
artistic deeds, novels, etc), or as a literary critique (with his deeds about critique) or as 
the historian of literature, he has finished it with a great awareness and virtuosity. 
Therefore, by all means he deserves the epithet, the historian of the Albanian Literature. 
In his writings the past, the present and the future of the Albanian Literature finds a 
place. His opinions over literary problems and art in general and their role in the social 
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life are given in the synthetic way. Literature according to his writings should be 
expressions of time, to treat the human problems to that time where it has been written, 
problems which he is confronted with, beauty and ugliness, comedies and tragedies, to 
present the human life as full and complex. Thus, the literature should present in the 
same way the life in village and also in town. Therefore, from this way comes the 
necessity of the connection between the literature and people, the connection of the 
creator – the actor with the people, the necessity of the acknowledgement up to the 
spiritual detail and people’s heart, their thoughts and feelings of his intimate 
preoccupation, the connection of the past, its  customs and difficulties. All his opinions 
over literature and art in general have almost implemented and interwoven in his 
critical, essayistic, prose, drama and poetry deeds. He has never disproved his thoughts 
upon the problems he has written and still writes, even at times when he was attacked 
by the others because he has his obedience, viewpoints, and his attitudes towards 
literature, art and for other issues of culture and politics. Even though oftentimes lonely, 
in this aspect he has confronted to everybody and upon insistence he has stood loyal to 
his ideas, obedience, viewpoints and his attitudes. Confronting against the others, he is 
prodigal for every opponent, but without touching their feelings. In such cases, his 
method of approach is very perfect, hinting down with convincing arguments the 
opponent’s pretence. His confrontations against opponent’s thoughts have caused many 
polemics in which he has been strict, oftentimes even merciless not hesitating even to 
under-estimate and subdue them. He has dedicated a special attention to the literary 
criticism and during all the time he didn’t stay indifferent upon it. He didn’t separate the 
literary criticism from the other literary genres. Literary criticism is created through 
analysis, comparisons i.e., while critiquing one should make synthesis. Rexhep Qosja 
has written lots of critiques upon different literary works of the Albanian writers, even 
from those of the tradition, or those of the Albanian present literature, from poetry, 
drama, etc. Real critiques cannot be written by everyone. A literary critique, except that 
he/she needs to have analogic sense for ideas, for generalization, he/she also needs to 
have the sense of making distinctions for details. Literary critique can be only the one 
who possesses a wide culture in the different fields of knowledge, the one who has a 
deep knowledge in philosophy, sociology, psychology, history, etc. Only in this way he 
will understand, explain and analyze the literary deeds in different aspects: linguistic, 
essayistic, artistic, etc. In one word, he/she needs to be an encyclopedia in its own. 
These criteria are met also by Rexhep Qosja who possesses encyclopedic knowledge. In 
his personality are fused the erudition and the creator who always knows what he is 
talking about and what he wants to say. His opinions, regardless of what he is saying 
and writing, always are clear, said up to the end full of meaning. Rexhep Qosja belongs 
to that category of the literary critiques who is well-informed with the literary tenor, art 
and culture in general; he is well-informed not only with our Albanian literature that we 
call it modern today, he also possesses deep knowledge from the sociology of culture 
and other arts. In one word, he is an artist with deep knowledge from the various fields 
of study; a creator who unstoppably researches after the beauty of the artistic deed. His 
critical writings are studious, equipped with many data and not sterile and through them 
he tells us how one should study, explain and analyze a literary work from the past and 
present. Same as he is the critique towards our literary inheritance, he is perhaps even 
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stricter towards the contemporary literary creation. From the whole literary creation of 
Rexhep Qosja, especially from his critical and essayistic writings and those with the 
polemics character, can display his main attitudes and viewpoints for the literature and 
art in general, because in each of his writings he has proved himself  as a writer, literary 
critique and the literary historian while expressing his attitude for one or the other 
problem regarding literature and art, then the rapport which must have the creator 
towards the society and among creator, the literary deed and the reader. Critical works 
of Rexhep Qosja, in European dimension and beyond, are written with a brilliant style, 
with concise and understandable and obedient sentences for everybody. Unless he 
haven’t had written anything else, only with his magnificent literary deed Romanticism 
in three volumes, he would have taken the meritorious place in the history of the 
Albanian literature. With his essayistic writings he will appear in our letters very early. 
With his essays firstly as a high school student we will run into him in the pages of the 
journal “Përparimi”, and then we will run into him in many other journals and 
magazines and later he will engage his work as an author with special writings of 
different genres. With his indefatigable work he will raise the literal critic in a higher 
quality, by creating a new understanding above literature, by explaining and interpreting 
it in a whole new way, by analyzing the most important writers from the past and 
modern ones. This doesn’t have to mean that until these years the Albanian literature 
didn’t have authentic literary critique, but it’s true that we didn’t have any great critic 
except Rexhep Qosja. That’s why in the history of Albanian critique I think Rexhep 
Qosja will deserve his place on top of the list. He knows being astringent objector of the 
surfaced critic fulfilled with formulas, programmed with diagrammatic catchwords. He, 
in this aspect will illuminate with intellectual inclination and analytic, critic and 
historian of Albanian literature, including a big parish of topics: from the tradition of 
Albanians old literature, the literature of the 19th and 20th century, across critic 
investigations above the old and new poetry, with literal-historic investigations from the 
history of Albanian literature of different periods, with distribution and classification of 
the new Albanian literature in context with other Balkan, European and world 
literatures, by serving with comparative methods in studying of the Albanian literature, 
and till the monographs above Naim, Asdren etc. He brings opinions that the Albanian 
literal critic will bring towards the new modern direction. With his critical writings, he 
will infiltrate deeply in the new techniques of modern critic, which before weren’t 
applied in our literature. As if he is going to set free the Albanian critics from its 
traditional and ideological limitations. Like from the normative theory, also ideological 
of the social realism and academic critique, he will imprint the period of the Albanian 
critique. By seeing the incontestable amount of critiques and literary creations of 
Rexhep Qosja, the majority of them are translated into almost all Slavic languages, such 
as: Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, Russian, Macedonian and Bulgarian. Afterwards, some 
of his works were translated into French, Arabic, etc. All this testifies that we have a 
talented scholar and personality who is studying different occurrences of the Albanian 
Literature.  
 

Tetova, September 2006 
At UP and SUT 
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EKSTRAKT 

Hulumtimi i letërsisë për fëmijë në vendet e post-komunizmit që ishin quajtur Evropa jug-lindore pas Paktit të 
Stabilitetit më 1999 që është në periudhën e tranzicionit duhet të ri-testohet mbi dritën e ndryshimeve politike: 
Bosnja dhe Hercegovina [Republika Serbe dhe Federata e Bosnjës dhe Hercegovinës], Kroacia, [Ish] 
Maqedonia, Serbia, Kosova dhe Mali i Zi. Në disa vise ish-Jugosllave [Bosnja dhe Hercegovina, Kosova dhe 
Mali i Zi], ka trende të reja në letërsinë për fëmijë dhe hulumtimi i letërsisë për fëmijë inkurajuan ndryshimet 
politike, dhe, në dekadat e ardhshme kjo do të bëj të nevojshme ri-testimin për dituri. Në shekullin e 19-të, 
letërsia për fëmijë ishte hulumtuar kryesisht nga një këndvështrim edukativ, posaçërisht përmes edukimit 
moral dhe religjioz nga klerikët, instruktorët, dhe mësuesit, njësoj si edhe në shtetet tjera të Evropës. Pas 
Luftës së Dytë Botërore, interesimi për letërsinë për fëmijë u shtua meqë u shtua edhe interesimi për dituri. Në 
vitin 1990, filluan ndryshimet radikale ku përfshin prishjen e socializmit dhe regjimeve komuniste, si edhe 
prishjen e ekonomisë, gjë e cila shkatërroi planin e vjetër të organizimit dhe ndryshuan programet edukative. 
Nga njëra anë shpërtheu hulumtimi ideor i bazuar mbi religjionin dhe kombësinë. Krijimi fillestar i letërsisë 
për fëmijë filloi në gjysmën e parë të shekullit 19-të në Kroaci dhe Serbi, në gjysmën e dytë të shekullit 19-të 
në Bosnje dhe Hercegovinë, dhe në gjysmën e parë të shekullit 20-të në IRJ Maqedonisë. Pas WW2 një 
organizatë më e përbërë rezultoi në festivale për fëmijë. Në vitin 1990, edhe njëherë pati kohëra të turbullta, 
konflikte dhe luftëra [nga viti 1999 nën Paktin e Stabilitetit]. “Ballkani” ishte jozyrtarisht dhe përbuzshëm i 
shfrytëzuar edhe njëherë si sinonim i çrregullimit dhe kaosit. Shtetet e Evropës Juglindore ende janë në proces 
të braktisjes së identiteteve të vjetra dhe kërkimit të identitetit të ri kombëtar, fetar, kulturor dhe letrar në 
kushtet e ekonomisë së tregut.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: Letërsia për fëmijë, këndvështrimi edukativ, programe edukative, edukimi moral, edukimi 
religjioz, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

Children’s literature research in post-communist countries which were named South-eastern Europe after the 
Stability Pact of 1999 is in a transitional period and must be re-examined in light of political changes: Bosnia 
and Herzegovina [Serb Republic and Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina], Croatia, Macedonia [FYR], 
Serbia, Kosova and Montenegro. In some Former Yugoslav lands [Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosova and 
Montenegro], there are new trends in children’s literature and children’s literature research encouraged by 
political changes, and in the next decades this will necessitate scholarly re-examination. In the 19th century, 
children’s literature was researched primarily from an educational point of view, especially through the moral 
and religious upbringing by clerics, instructors, and teachers, just as in other countries in Europe. After World 
War 2, interest in children’s literature grew because of increased scholarly interest. In the1950s, most 
literature dealt with war and post-war in a social realistic style. In the 1970s and 1980s, children’s literature 
libraries and associations were organized throughout Southeastern Europe. At that, time modernization broke 
with tradition, and the child became the focus. In the 1990s, radical changes began which included the 
collapse of socialism and the communist regimes, as well as the collapse of the economy, which ruined the old 
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scheme of organisation and changed educational programs. On one side burst ideological research based on 
religion and nationality. The primary production of children’s literature started in the first half of the 19th 
century in Croatia and Serbia, in the second half of the 19th century in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and in the 
first half of the 20th century in Macedonia, FYR. After WW2 more complex organisation resulted in 
children’s’ festivals. In the 1990s, there were once again turbulent times, conflicts and wars [from 1999 under 
the Stability Pact]. “Balkan” was unofficially and pejoratively used as a synonym for disorder and chaos once 
again. Southeastern European countries are still in the process of abandoning old identities and seeking new 
national, religious, cultural, and literary identity in market-economy conditions.  
 
Key words: Children’s literature, educational point of view, educational programs, moral and religious 
upbringing.  

BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, officially the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, lies in 
Southeastern Europe on the Balkan Peninsula. Formerly a constituent republic of 
Yugoslavia, Bosnia and Herzegovina declared its independence in March 1992. Civil 
war [1992-1995] in Bosnia and Herzegovina broke out among the country’s Muslims, 
Croats, and Serbs. The Dayton/Paris agreement ended the war (1995) and established 
two entities in Bosnia and Herzegovina: the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina [the 
Muslim-Croat federation] and the Serbian Republic. In reality, the country has remained 
divided into three parts with 3 languages: Muslims speaking Bosnian [a language 
associated with the Muslim – Latin alphabet], Croats speak Croatian [Croats – Roman 
alphabet], and Serbs speaking Serbian [Serbs–Cyrillic alphabet]. The metaphor for the 
situation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is Bosnia born novelist Ivo Andrić (1892-1975), 
who was raised a Catholic in Bosnia.  He served as a Yugoslav diplomat between WW1 
and WW2. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1961 as a Yugoslav writer 
and in the later years of his life, he lived in Belgrade in Serbia, but in most of his books, 
he wrote about Muslims. The Muslim authorities regarded Adrić as having been anti-
Muslim, and closed the museum devoted to him in his home town of Travnik in Bosnia 
[and Herzegovina]. These ethnic and cultural mixtures have declined since the wars in 
the 1990s. The start of children’s literature in the ethnic and cultural crossroads named 
Bosnia and Herzegovina began in the beginning of the 19th century with books of moral 
instructional poems for children. In the 20th century, children’s literature was part of 
that literature for adults called “serious literature.” In the second half of the 20th 
century, modernization broke with tradition, as the child became the subject. Muris 
Idrizović, for example, a scholar in Former Yugoslavia who worked in Sarajevo wrote 
several  historical overviews: Children’s Literature in Bosnia and Herzegovina (1976, 
1983), Croatian Children’s Literature - a hundred years of Croatian children books 
(1984), Macedonian children’s Literature (1988), Children’s Literature in Yugoslavia 
(1989), Literature for Children and Juveniles (1991). After 1991, as a Bosnian scholar, 
he wrote Literature for children (1998) which is more theoretically orientated. He 
considers books for children to be more than just tales, fantasy, poems and morals. His 
notion of children’s literature is broader, encompassing non-fiction and fiction (poems, 
novels, animal tales, and adventure, science fiction, and travel novels). In the 1990s 
after the Civil War, [1992-1995] three separate literatures grew up in Bosnian, Croatian, 
and Serbian. In the period after 1995, the major trends for the writers of the Bosnian, 
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Croatian and Serbian nations were the quests for identity, religion, and tradition, which 
resulted in the publication of national anthologies. In 1989 Muris Idrizović published 
Književnost za djecu u Jugoslaviji [Children’s Literature in Yugoslavia] – historical 
overview with authors – published in Sarajevo. In 1990 Alija Hasagić Dubočanin’s 
Dječija književnost naroda i narodnosti u BiH [Children’s Literature of the Nation and 
Peoples in Bosnia and Herzegovina] was published in a 20 book series. In 1990 Rade 
Prelević published Dječija književnost naroda i narodnosti BiH [Children’s Literature of 
the Nations of Bosnia and Herzegovina] in 20 books, published in Sarajevo, while in 
1991, Muris Idrizović published Književnost za djecu i omladinu [Literature for 
Children and Youth] in Sarajevo. Children’s literature and children’s literatures research 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina are in a process of transition. National and religious interests 
have strangled literature and research. The Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina have 
officially two different children’s literatures: 1) Bosnian or Bosniaks [Muslims] and 
Croatian and 2) Serbian in the Serbian Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina. They have 
almost competed the process of quickly establishing an ethnically clean literature.  

MUSLIMS IN THE FEDERATION OF BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 

After 1995, the Bosnian Muslims published the children’s magazine Mostar Cvitak 
[Flower] and many anthologies of poems and tales [Anthology of Bosnian Tales for 
Children in the 20th Century by a group of authors, 2000]. The main criterion to be 
included in the Anthology was nationality, not literary quality, with strong national and 
religious morals [e.g. Davor Uskoković’s Vodič kroz lektiru za osnovne škole [Guide 
for School Books, 2001, Zagreb] or new approaches to teaching the Arabic language in 
Bosnian schools. All three nations witnessed a huge production of anthologies that have 
national characteristics in their titles such as Srpske narodne pripovetke i poslovice 
cvetnik [Serbian Folk Tales and Proverbs – an anthology, 1999] and Narodne 
pripovijetke iz Bosne i Hercegovine [Folk Tales from Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1994]. 
Even more national emphasis on Bosnian appeared with the translation of Croation and 
Serbian children’s literature into Bosniaks, E.g.: Bošnjačka književnost za djecu 
[Bosniaks Children’s Literature by Muhidin Džanko, 1997]. Islam u bošnjačkoj 
narodnoj poeziji by Hifzija Suljkić [Islam in Bosniaks Folk Poems, 1997], Antologija 
usmene priče iz Bosne i Hercegovine  [Anthology of Oral Tales from Bosnia and 
Herzegovina by Djenana Buturović, 1997] is divided into four chapters of folk tales, 
humorous tales, myths and legends and animal tales and morals. The 1998 Antologija 
bošnjačke poezije za djecu 20 vijeka [Anthology of Bosniaks Poems for Children in the 
20th Century by Rizo Džafić, 1998], discusses Bosnian literature for children in 20 
books by a group of authors. Bosnians (Bosnian Muslims) were presented in this series 
of books as a special nation in Bosnia and Herzegovina whose literature is based on the 
specific national, cultural, and traditional values of Bosnia’s people and the influence on 
multicultural Bosnia and Herzegovina. The preface states that Bosnian literature in the 
former Yugoslavia was not considered as a national literature but rather as an ethnic 
group. These twenty books are the first attempt to present the new national literature to 
the world. This series of books is aimed at schools and public libraries. The 1998 Izbor 
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iz bošnjačke poezije za djecu [Selection of Bosnian Poems for Children] includes 
twenty authors who are traditionally orientated. Their work covers such motifs and 
themes as patriotism, home, family, flowers, animal, life, school, knowledge, nature, 
humour, happiness, and work. Mala Vila narodne pripovijetke iz BiH [Little Fairy Folk 
Tales from Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1998] is a one of the new national selection of folk 
tales and obligatory schoolbooks for primary schools. Izbor bosanskohercegovačke 
proze za djecu [Selection of Bosnian and Herzegovian Stories for Children, 1999] is a 
national anthology with some selected international writers. In the early 21st century, 
great interest arose in national Bosnian roots because of the Islamic movement in the 
Federation of Bosnia in Herzegovina and Bosnia’s closed society. E.g., Antologija 
bošnjačke priče za djecu 20. vijeka [Anthology of Bosnian Tales for Children in the 
20th Century, 2000] by Rizo Džabić and a group of authors, Antologija bošnjačkih 
usmenih lirskonarativnih pjesama [An Anthology of Bosnian Oral Lyrics and Epics 
Poems, 2000] by Dženana Buturović and Lada Buturović. This anthology offers a brief 
overview with a strong national persuasion of Islamic or Bosnian literature beginning 
with oral folk literature in its various genres (lyric poems, epic poems, folk tales, etc). 
The anthology provides biographical facts about the national heroes of literary texts in 
the folk tradition and their authors. It briefly presents the texts of well-known and lesser 
known national authors, from the earliest Ottoman Period with an Islamic perspective. 
These anthologies try to re-evaluate literary history from a new national perspective 
tracing the Medieval, Ottoman, and Austro-Hungarian periods to the period between the 
two world wars and up to contemporary time as Bosnian national literature. They add 
new facts about the works themselves and the trends to which the authors belong, 
together with the general, cultural and social circumstances from which the authors and 
their works emerged. The Croats in the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina are 
officially part of Bosnia and Herzegovina, but in reality, they are culturally far apart. 
The Croats in Bosnia Bosniaks are under strong national and religious pressure. They 
are digging deeper into their tradition trying to find national and religious roots in the 
past to combine with a national and religious vision of the future. For example, Vesela 
svetska [Mary’s Notebook] and Palčić [Tom Thumb] printed in1999 in Sarajevo 
children’s magazines and Hrvatska književnost za mladež u 25 knjiga [Croatian 
Juvenile Books in 25 Books, 1995] by a group of authors]. In these books, Croatian 
children’s literature appears to be innovative. The Serbs and Bosnians are trying to 
establish the image of a huge (children’s) literature and culture in this particular place in 
a short period. In 2000, Ferida Duraković’s Amilina abeceda [Amilia’s ABC] was 
named to the IBBY Honour List. Ferida Duraković is a member of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina’s PEN organization and acts as general secretary.  

SERBS IN THE SERBIAN REPUBLIC OF BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA 

The same situation is in the official part of Bosnia and Herzegovina. Unofficial it is the 
third national literatures named Bosniaks that try to invent from Civil war (1992-1995). 
There has not been enough time to re-establish normal life in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and certainly not in the field of children’s literature and children’s literature research. 
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However, ideology has forced the effort to produce, publish and demonstrate the 
primacy of Serbian literature in nationally mixed Bosnia and Herzegovina, for example 
in the children’s magazines Bucko (Bucko] in Banja Luka from 1999 and  Tužni princ 
[Sad Prince]. Lastovica, Sabrana djela dječjih pisaca 1955-1998 [Sparrow, a series of 
children’s books 1955-1988] edited by the Sarajevo Publishing House and initiated by 
Ahmet Hromadžić were published until 1998 as school reading books. In 1998, 
Književnost za djecu [Literature for Children] by Muris Idrizović was published in the 
Bosnian language. It covered broad concepts in children’s literature [poetry, fiction, 
fantasy, etc.]  and new approaches to broadening the concept of children’s literature 
[folk tales, fairy tales, literary tales, poems, morals] but also novels, fantasy, short 
stories, narratives, and more complex works. In 2003, Cvjetan Ristanović’s Prostori 
djetinjstva - ogledi o srpskim piscima za decu [Space of Childhood: Reviews of Serbian 
Writers for Children] – presented an historical overview of Serbian authors for children 
and juveniles. This monograph attempts to give an overview and the information is 
aimed at students at faculties of education for pre-school and grade school teachers. It is 
premature to talk about children’s literature and children’s literature research in the 
Serbian Republic in Bosnia and Herzegovina because not enough time has passed since 
the civil war. Primary and secondary literary production is primarily ideologically 
orientated.  

CROATIA 

Croatia, a republic in southeastern Europe is part of the Balkan Peninsula. Formerly a 
constituent republic of the [former] Yugoslavia, Croatia declared its independence in 
June 1991. The population of Croatia is overwhelmingly ethnic Croat. By tradition, 
Croats are Roman Catholic while the Serbs are Orthodox Christians. Croatia has 
insisted on the exclusive use of the Latin alphabet, rejecting the Cyrillic alphabet used 
in Serbia and Montenegro and parts of Bosnia. Classic Croatian authors are Ivana Brlić 
Mažuranić, Grigor Vitez, Zvonimir Balog, and Luko Paljetak in the 20th century. 
Children’s literature in Croatia began in the middle of the 19th century and was 
influenced by German religious writing. The dominant motives in writing for children 
were religious, patriotic, and support of traditional motherhood. Fundamental children’s 
literature research was begun in 1906 by Rudolfo Franjin Mađer who wrote U pjesmi i 
priči antologija hrvatske omladinske književnosti [Poems and Tales: An Anthology of 
Croatian Juvenile Literature]. Most children’s literature research was issued in the 
1970s and 1980s, such as Zorica Turjačanin’s Ključevi zlatnih vrata [Key to the Golden 
Door, 1978] and Muris Idrizović’s Hrvatska književnost za djecu sto godina hrvatske 
dječje knjige [Croatian Children’s Literature: One Hundred Years of Croatian 
Children’s Books, 1984] which were mimetically orientated to reality and presented 
overviews in the context of historicism and new historicism about the socio-historical 
conditions at the time with a strong national and religious subtext. In the 1990s and 
beyond, Croatian children’s literature and children’s literature research changed 
considerably because of independence and war [1992-1995]. The political changes in 
Croatia influenced the motifs and themes in children’s literature regarding national, 
patriotic and religious themes. The Croatian centre for children’s book from 1998 and in 
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1995 was renamed the Croatian IBBY. Since 2000 they have organized international 
forums for children’s literature [e.g.: the Children’s Library in the New Millennium; 
Taboo Themes] in the Department for children and juveniles in the [public library in 
Zagreb, the contact person is Ms. Ranka Javor. The Hans Christian Andersen Awards 
are presented every two years by IBBY and the Croatian candidate for the 2004 is 
Visnja Stahuljak. Children’s Literature is a subject at the Faculty of Education in the 
capital of Zagreb, and in the larger regional cities of Čakovec, Petrinja, Rijeka, Pula, 
Zadar and Osijek. The most prominent and influential children’s literature research was 
undertaken in the 1990s by Milan Crnković in Dječja književnost [Children’s 
Literature, 1990] that was republished ten times and focuses on of the theoretical and 
methodological merits for educational faculties. Other works followed: Dubravka 
Težak’s Hrvatska poratna dječja priča [Croatian Post-War Children’s Stories, 1991]; Ivo 
Zalar’s Antologija hrvatske djecje poezije [An Anthology of Croatian Children’s 
Poetry, 1994]; Blanka Pašagić’s Tipologija hrvatske dječje proze u časopisima za djecu 
od 1864 do 1950 godine, 1998 [Typology of Croatian Children’s Narrative in 
Children’s Magazines from 1864 until 1950 – dissertation]; Stjepan Hranjec’s Hrvatski 
dječji roman [Croatian Children’s Novels, 1998]. The beginning of new millennium saw 
the beginning of research into new trends with Stjepan Hranjec’s Smijeh hrvatske dječje 
književnosti [Humour in Croatian Children’s Literature, 2000],  Dubravka Zima Ivana 
Brlić Mažuranić, Diana Zalar’s Poezija u zrcalu nastave [Poetry in the School Mirror, 
2002] and Milan Crnković’s in Dubravka Težak Povijest hrvatske dječje književnosti 
[History of Croatian Children’s Literature, 2002]. Theoretical studies of children’s 
literature are leaning towards modern problems and trying to escape political, religious 
and national stereotypes.  The Šibenik – Yugoslavian children’s festival has been very 
popular In Croatia since the 90s.  The International Children’s Festival in Šibenik 
(Croatia) was established in 1958. The Journal Umjetnost i dijete (Art and Child) is a 
journal for art, creativity and sociology which has been published few times a year since 
1969 and is very important for children’s literature research. Croatian scholars 
published papers, overviews, and essays in this journal. The editor-in-chief is scholar 
Ivo Zalar who has tried to promote children’s literature and children’s literature 
scholarship. In 1984 Muris Idrizović wrote Hrvatska književnost za djecu sto godina 
hrvatske dječje knjige [Croatian children’s literature hundred years of Croatian 
children’s book] and 1985 proceeding Jugoslovenski festival djeteta [Yugoslavian 
children’s fair] mostly for educational purposes. An important part of children’s 
literature or cultural research in Croatia consists of the cartoons of famous children’s 
artists from Zagreb’s school of cartoons.  In 1962 Dušan Vukotić received an Oscar for 
a cartoon named Surogat. Zlatko Grgić’s Professor Balthazar is a cartoon serial 
produced by the Zagreb School of Cartoon. It should be emphasized that Professor 
Balthazar is a Croatian product created by Croatian artists. Professor Balthazar is a 
famous cartoon character whose ability to solve various problems in Balthazar-City, has 
attracted the attention of millions worldwide. People are captivated by his imaginary 
world and he has become one of the most loveable and recognizable cartoon characters 
in many countries, particularly in Europe, where he has achieved wide popularity. 
Although intended primarily for children, Professor Balthazar certainly has a wider 
audience among adults since the messages are deeply humane and universal, and the 
stories are poetic, philosophical and sophisticated. 
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FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 

In Macedonia, a former Yugoslav Republic, one third are Macedonians, one third are 
Albanians and one third are others. Their faith is primarily Serbian Orthodox and Islam. 
Macedonia was settled by Slavic tribes in the 6th century and was Christianized by 
Bulgarians. It was ruled by the Ottoman Empire for six centuries. Yugoslavian 
Macedonia was occupied by Bulgaria during WWII, but again became part of 
Yugoslavia as a republic in 1946 and declared independence in 1991. After Greece 
protested, Macedonia adopted the formal title - Former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia (FYR Macedonia). The earliest Macedonian children’s literature is found at 
the end of the 19th century. In Macedonia FYR, children’s literature began almost fifty 
years later than in other southeastern European countries. The historical context of 
Macedonian children’s literature is specific: Macedonia was without a national identity 
because of Greek, Turkish and Bulgarian interests. After WW2, children’s literature in 
Macedonia moved from a politically and socially activist period of romantic patriotism 
and collectivism to a period based on traditional folklore: a romantic mixture of fairy 
tales, folk songs, and idyllic nature. Nowadays it has turned from nature to children, 
from national to international, and towards modern technical and fantastic elements. In 
1951, the publishing house Nova Macedonia published a series of books called Child’s 
Joy [Detska radost] in Skopje. My School Book [Mojata lektira] followed in 1954. In 
1971 Voja Marjanović’s Govorot na detstvoto tvorestvoto za deca na Vidoe Podgorec 
[Research about Video Podgorec’s Childhood Books about Childhood], was published, 
followed in 1975 by Miodrag Drugovac’s Makedonski pisateli za deca [Macedonian 
Children’s Writers]. In 1988 Former Yugoslav scholar Muris Idrizović’s also wrote 
Makedonska literature za deca [Macedonian Children’s Literature] from Serbo-Croatian 
point of view. Miodrag Drugovac’s Makedonskata literaturna kritika i makedonskata 
literature za deca [Macedonian Literary Criticism and Macedonian Children’s 
Literature] was published in 1980. In 1981, the research centre, the Institute for 
Macedonian literature with a children’s literature department was established. 1985 saw 
the publication of Natka Micković’s Deceto i literaturata za deca [Child and Children’s 
Literature] - Macedonian Children’s Poems [Grigor Prličev, a poet in the19th century]. 
Natka Micković’s Literatura za deca i njenizite vaspitni možnosti so primeri od 
sovremenata makedonska poezija za deca [Children’s Literature and its Educational 
Values for Children, 1988] is instructively orientated, as is Duško Cackov’s Otvoreni 
stranici prilog kon učilišnata lektira [Open Page Appendix to School Reading, 1989] 
which focuses on research in children’s literature primarily for educational purposes. 
The most prominent and influential books published in the 1990s focus primarily on the 
informational merit and new historicism of the socio-historical conditions of the time: 
Tome Sazdov’s Narodni pesni od Pirinska Makedonija [Folk Songs from Piryn’s 
Macedonia, 1990] – school books for primary schools, Vasil Tocinovski’s Kratkite 
folklorni žanrovi vo makedonskata poezija za deca i mladi [Short Folk Genres in 
Macedonian Poems for Children and Youth, 1990],  Kata Misirkova Rumenova’s 
Rađanje velike slikovnice [Beginning of the Big Picture Book, 1991],  Tome 
Momirovski’s essay Od geneze do kreativnega čina u makedonskoj literature [From the 
Beginning to the Innovative Books in Macedonian Children’s Literature, 1991]. In the 
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late 1990s, new children’s literature research began focusing on Macedonian folk 
tradition and historical overviews because of re-evaluation of the independence process 
from the Former Yugoslavia. In 1996, Miodrag Drugovac’s Makedonskata kniževnost 
za deca i mladina od Džinot do Čingo [Macedonian Children’s and Juvenile Literature 
from Jordan Džinot to Živko Čingo] from the Beginning until Contemporary Times was 
published. Folk orientated research is represented by Mito Spasevski’s [ed.] Folkorni i 
kniževni ogledi za maedonskata literature za deca [Folk and Literary Review of 
Macedonian Children’s Literature, 1998] – from the beginning of children’s literature 
until contemporary times [historical overview and analytical approach]. Jovanka 
Stojanovska’s Bajka na životot makedonskata knizevnost za deca i mladina vo periodot 
megu dvete svetski vojni, 1918-41 [A Tale about the Life of Macedonian Children’s 
Literature between the Two World Wars 1918-45] was published in 2000. Macedonian 
children’s’ literature and research are still young so we can still perceive the post 
communist syndrome in children’s literature research. 

SERBIA  

Before the 1990s Yugoslavia [SFRY] was a federation consisting of six republics - 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia [with two 
autonomous regions Vojvodina and Kosova], and Slovenia.  It was considered one of 
the five states of the BALKAN PENINSULA along with Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, and 
Turkey [the European part]. Yugoslavia broke apart in 1991. The conflicts consisted of 
four wars [war in Slovenia in 1991; war in Croatia in 1991, war in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina in1992-95, and the Kosova war in 1999]. These four wars have been called 
the wars of Yugoslav succession (1991-1995). Yugoslavia meant the” land of the South 
Slavs”. Yugoslavia was renamed Serbia and Montenegro from 2003. The State of 
Serbia and Montenegro is composed of the Republic of Serbia with the autonomous 
region of Kosova, and the republic of Montenegro. Kosova was under an interim 
international civil and military administration following the 1999 conflict. On the fourth 
of February 2003, the Yugoslavian Parliament adopted a new constitution for Serbia 
and Montenegro. After three years, both states will be allowed to leave the federation 
following a public referendum. Full independence for Montenegro is still a possibility. 
A collection of folktales and songs was first issued in the Serbian language by scholar 
and folklorist Vuk Stefanović Karadžić [1814] and published in Vienna. Although not 
generally aimed at children, folk and fairy tales became children’s reading. At the end 
of the 19th century, the illustrated magazine for children Spomenak [Forget-me-not, 
1893] was published followed in 1899 by Jovan Jovanović’s Zmaj Mednevenče 1, 
Čitančica za veću i manju decu [Evergrin 1; Little Textbook for Older and Younger 
Children]. At the beginning of the 20th century, the leading Serbian authors moved 
away from emotional romanticism to the realism of school life with an emphasis on 
socialist-realism problems. In 1927, Milijove V. Knežević wrote the first scholarly 
overview Dečja književnost [Children’s Literature]. After the 1950s, we find mostly 
Second World War themes that influenced socialist realism writing. Children’s 
literature research started to flourish in the 1950s with Sima Cucić’s Iz dečje 
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književnosti [From Children’s Literature, 1951], Aco Aleksijev’s Izbor knjiga za decu 
[Selection of Children Books, 1955], and Književnost za decu i Rad u dečjim 
bibliotekama zbornik materijala sa seminara za rad u dečjim bibliotekama [1958] in 
Belgrade by the Council of Associations for Children and Juveniles for Literature and 
Print for Children. The trend of socio-historical theories moved from mimetic or reality 
orientated theories toward text-orientated studies: text interpretation and language 
studies in 1976 with Milovan Danojlić’s Naivna pesma ogledi o dečjoj književnosti 
[Naïve Poem - Children’s Literature Overview]. From 1975 the Journal for Children’s 
Literature Research in Serbia Detinjstvo [Childhood] began a brief presentation of 
major children’s books, conferences and presentations of professional organizations. 
Typical for communist countries was the organization of massive events in the 1950s, 
such as the 1958 Zmajeve dečje igre [Zmaj’s Children Games]. Since 1975, the Games 
have been cooperating with similar cultural institutions from other countries all over 
Europe who take part in the literary events organized at the Games. The Record Centre 
was founded by the Statute of Zmaj Children Games in 1976. The activities of the 
Centre are the following: a newsletter launching some larger research projects [A Guide 
to Children’s Literature, the Commemorative Volume of the Games], book exhibitions, 
classifying and sorting out data of the Zmaj Children Games, and exchanging 
information with similar institutions in the country and abroad. In 1983, Voja 
Marjanović’s Ogledala detinjstva kritika dečje književnosti [Mirrors of Childhood 
Review of Children’s Literature] with historical overviews mostly for educational 
purposes was published New styles and sensibilities concerning children began to 
emerge in the1970s with quality modern poetry by Dušan Radović. Children’s literature 
in Serbia and Montenegro [with the Kosova autonomous region] in Former Yugoslavia 
faced trends similar to the rest of Europe. First, there was the commercialisation of 
children’s books and then problem novels about traumatic childhoods in the post 
Communist era of in the 1990s. Growing from childhood to adulthood is a problem-
orientated topic for Serbian and Montenegrin writers. In the 1990s, the Montenegrin 
authors demonstrate the strength of writers in this region and the tendency for 
independent political, cultural and language space. The most prominent and influential 
books published in recent years focused less on their theoretical and methodological 
merits but dug deeper in literary history and sought national and religious roots in 
children’s literature. They include: Knjiga i dete danas [Child and Book Today, 1990] 
which grew out of the Zmaj’s children’s game, Dragoljub Jeknić Srpska književnost za 
decu [Serbian Children’s Literature I.-III 1994] – an historical overview, Svetozar 
Malešev Srpska književnost za decu 1888-1993 izložba knjiga [Serbian Children’s 
Literature from 1888-1993 a Presentation of Books, 1994] – an exhibition catalogue, 
Voja Marjanović’s Pravo na detinjstvo eseji, kritike i zapiski o književnosti za decu i 
mlade [Rights to be Child: Essays, Reviews and Research about Literature for Children 
and Youth, 1995], Voja Marjanović’s Pravo na detinjstvo [Right to Childhood, 1996], 
Dragutin Ognjanović’s Dečje doba studije i ogledi iz književnosti [Children’s Time 
Research and Reviews of Literature, 1997], Children’s Literature in Literary Criticism 
[1998 ] by a group of authors including Božidar Kovaček, Jovan Dunčin, Vladimir 
Milarić, Dragoljub Jeknić, Imre Bori and Voja Marjanović,Voja Marjanović’s Deca, 
pisci i knjige kritike i prikazi [Children, Authors and Book Reviews and Presentations, 
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1998] – historical overview. 1998 saw the publication of Voja Marjanović’s Ogledi i 
kritike iz srpske književnosti za decu [Analysis and Reviews of Serbian Children’s 
Literature] – classics and modern classics and Voja Marjanović’s Portreti srpskih pisaca 
za decu [Portraits of Serbian Children’s Authors], an historical overview, with emphasis 
on 20th century authors. Mirko S. Marković’s Književnost za decu in roditelje 
[Literature for Children and Parents] was published in 1996. In 1999 Dragoljub Jeknić 
published Srpska književnost za decu 1.-3, in a second expanded edition – historical 
overview.  The first edition was published in 1994. In the early years of the 21st 
century, still a turbulent time, Tihomir Petrović published Školski pisci [School 
Writers], and historical overview focused on the 20th century. In 2000 Tihomir Petrović 
published Mašta i igra Pogledi na srpsku književnost XX veka sa posebnim osvrtom na 
delo Desanke Maksimović [Imagination and Play - Overviews of Serbian (Children’s) 
Literature of the 20th Century with special focus on the work of Desanka Maksimović. 
Petrović divided this book into three parts. The first part is devoted to the period 
between WW1 and WW2, the second to the classic author Desanka Maksimović, and 
the third to children’s literature after WW2 or from 1954  with the publication of the 
milestone poems by Dušan Radović Poštovana deco [Respectable children] that start 
period of modern classics. The dominant research method is still historicism. Oblici i 
pojave u književnosti za decu [Genres and Trends in Children’s Literature [2000] by 
Mirko S. Marković is an analytic overview without criticism. The author put the vision 
of children’s literature in the subtitle “Literature for Children and Parents. Jelena 
Kosanović’s Književnost za decu hrestomatija za učiteljske fakultete [Children’s 
Literature Anthology – Selected Works] was published as an academic textbook in 
2001. Tihomir Petrović’s Novosadski pesnički krug pisaca za decu [Novi Sad’s Circle 
of Children’s Authors, 2001] deals with children’s literature in the autonomous region 
of Vojvodina in Serbia and Montenegro. Tihomir Petrović’s Školski pisci [School 
Writers, 2001] deals with Serbian writers in the 19th and 20th centuries for the Faculty 
of Education. Dragoljub Zorić and Miomir Milinković’s Književna razmatranja 
[Literary Matters, 2002] was published by the Faculty of Education and deals with 
education, teaching, textbooks and Serbian children’s literature. Voja Marjanović’s 
Kritike iz Borbe i Politike [Reviews from the Newspapers Borba and Politic, 2002] 
delves into Serbian children’s literature in the 20th century. Srpska bajka u drami za 
decu [Serbian Tales in Drama for Children, 2002] was written by Ana Milovanović. 
Milivoje R. Jovanović’s Književne prilike i pojave [Literary Matters and Reviews, 
2003] – focuses on Serbian children’s literature from the 19th to the 20th century. 
Mirjana Birmančević and Živan Lukić’s Žudnja za zavičajem izbor iz književnosti za 
decu pisaca Podrinja i Kolubare [Desire for Homeland: Selections from Children’s 
Writers from Podrinja and Kolubare, 2003]. Slobodan Ž. Marković’s Zapisi o 
književnosti za decu III pojave, žanrovi, recepcija [Reflections on Children’s Literature: 
Trends, Genres and Reception, 2003] and Radomir Životić’s Knjiga i dete teorija i 
kritika literature [Books and Child Theory and Criticism, 2004] – Serbian children’s 
literature. The Former Yugoslavia has officially adopted a new name, Serbia and 
Montenegro, and will be represented in IBBY by the newly established National Section 
of Serbia and Montenegro. Its headquarters are at the Dositej Obradovic Library in 
Belgrade and the liaison officers are the authors Igor Aleksic and Voja Marjanovic. 
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KOSOVA 

Kosova is an autonomous region in southwestern Serbia, in Serbia and Montenegro. 
The administrative centre is Prishtina. In 1998 and 1999, large numbers of the majority 
Albanian population were displaced by a Serbian program of ethnic cleansing. Before 
1999, ethnic Albanians, most of whom are Muslims, made up nine-tenths of its 
population, with Serbs [mostly Orthodox Christians] accounting for the remainder. 
Kosova was an autonomous region until 1989, when Serbia took control of Kosova's 
administration, prompting protests from the region's Albanian population, and in 1992 
they voted to become independent from Yugoslavia. Serbia responded by tightening its 
control of Kosova, which led to the Kosova conflicts. Albanians in Kosova continued to 
agitate for secession from Serbia, seeking either annexation to Albania or outright 
independence, and tensions mounted between Albanians and Serbs. From 1999, the 
region was administered by the UN. Children’s literature in Kosova, the Autonomous 
Region in the Republic of Serbia was in the service of ideological and socialist realistic 
literature, but for the Albanian majority, these were the fist steps to literacy. Kosova 
authors in the Albanian language prefer to be different from the Serbians and wrote 
about the difficult life of Kosova’s children before and after the Second World War. 
After the 1990s, a post Communist change occurred in the political and cultural life of 
Kosova. The status of children’s literature and research has declined because of political 
changes. In the transitional period, the search for an independent political, national, and 
cultural identity, the role and content of children’s literature are once again being re-
examined along with a re-evaluation of the literary heritage among Albanians and 
Serbs. Examples are the Albanian scholar Faik Shkodra’s Piketakime te perralles dhe te 
poezise scqipe per femije ne Kosova [Comparison between Albanian Oral Poems and 
Poems in Kosova, 1990] and the Serbian scholar Vukale Đerković’s Narodna 
književnost za djecu izbor iz književnosti naroda i narodnosti Jugoslavije [Folk 
Literature for Children: A Selection from National  Literature from Yugoslavia, 1990]. 
In the coming decade after a process of stabilization, it will be necessary to establish 
professional institutions and allow scholars to produce primary children’s literature in 
Kosova and to establish children’s literature research independent of ideology. 

MONTENEGRO 

On the 4th of February 2003, the Yugoslavian Parliament adopted the new constitution 
for Serbia and Montenegro. In 2006 after three years, both states will be allowed to 
leave the federation following a public referendum. Full independence for Montenegro 
is still a possibility. In children’s literature and children’s literature research that has 
been reviewed in Novo Vuković’s Ogledi iz književosti [Literature Reviews: Serbian 
and Montenegrin Authors and Serbian Folk Poems, 1984] and in Voja Marjanović’s 
Potreti crnogorskih pisaca za decu i mlade [Portraits of Montenegrin Authors for 
Children and Youth, 1990] from educational point of view. In the 1990s, it became 
obvious that Montenegrin authors and scholar would like to re-evaluate their own 
identity and along with it children’s literature and children’s literature research.  
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SLOVENIA – COUNTRY IN CENTRAL EUROPE  

The first primer books in Slovenian were the Abecedarium and Catechism by Primož 
Trubar, which appeared in 1550 and were used for elementary instruction from the 16th 
-18th century. Among the oldest texts associated with children were folktales, lullabies, 
verses, proverbs, lessons, and works of moral and religious instruction written for 
adults. Children’s literature began around 1830 and was inspired by romanticism and 
based on German patterns. A popular moralistic tale was written by Bishop Anton 
Martin Slomšek, Blaže in Nežica v nedelski šoli [Blaže and Nežica in Sunday school, 
1842]. The first magazine for children, Vedež [Scholar] from 1848-1850, with the 
instructional subtitle ‘to children and folk for education and pleasure’ published 
nonreligious texts. A second magazine, Vrtec [Little Garden, 1871-1944], was the main 
source of children’s literature research. Fran Levstik published the first poems Otročje 
igre v pesencah [Children’s Games in Songs, 1880] attributed to a specific author, and 
started the process of reducing pedagogical intentions. Young readers nowadays still 
read about the legend of Martin Krpan z Vrha [Martin Krpan from Vrh, 1858]. 
Children’s literature research in Slovenia in the 20th century was begun in 1920 by 
Rudolf Pečjak Nauki [Morals] as articles in a review about the educational purposes of 
children’s literature. The scholarly approach to children’s literature begin in the 1950s 
with a paper about children’s reading, library work, and promoting reading (1945, 
1950s, and 1960s by Alenka Gerlovič, 1955 by Kazimir Humar Slovensko mladinsko 
slovstvo). This provided a good basis for the development of children’s literature 
research that continued in the 1960s with Alenka Glazer’s Delež leposlovja v slovenskih 
mladinskih listih [The Role of Children’s Literature in Magazines] and Martina Šircelj’s 
work in the Knjižnica [Library] Journal for Library and Informational Science and  Delo 
z mladim bralcem [Work with Young Readers,1968]. In the 1970s - Martina Šircelj, 
Marjana Kobe, Alenka Gerlovič focused on storytelling in Ura pravljic [Fairy tale time]. 
Marjana Kobe, the most prominent and scholarly orientated critic was influenced by 
Max Luthi’s German school of structuralism approach to folk tales, and fantasy research 
by Gote Klingberg in the 1970s and 1980s. In 1979 Društvo bibliotekarjev Slovenije – 
Professional organization and forum about Vloga bibliotekarstva v vzgojno-
izobraževalnem procesu [Role of the librarian in school] published the proceeding for 
educational purposes. In 1983, Alenka Glazer, Janko Čar, and Požar Breda published 
Zgodovina Slovenske mladinske književnosti od začetkov do leta 1945 (The History of 
Slovenian Children’s Literature from the Beginning til 1945: A Historical and 
Theoretical Overview.) Children’s literature became a subject at the University of 
Ljubljana, Faculty of Arts in 1987/88. The lecturer was Helga Glušič. The first Ph.D. 
scholar in children’s literature was Marjana KOBE (1992) who became a lecturer in 
1993. Before that she was a scholarly orientated librarian and storyteller in the 
Children’s Library in Ljubljana. She established the subject in the 1980s. The journal 
Otrok in knjiga [A Child and a Book] plays an important role in children’s literature 
research in Slovenia.  It deals with the questions of juvenile literature, literary education 
and with media connected with books.  The editor-in-chief is Darka Tancer-Kajnih. The 
journal Otrok in knjiga was established in 1971 with the purpose of presenting 
children’s literature as an important and necessary creative field that should be treated 
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systematically and studied within the literary sciences. This is the only journal in 
Slovenia devoted to juvenile literature. As such it deals with contemporary literature for 
children, follows the happenings in the book market, presents and evaluates books for 
children and adolescents regarding text and artistic contents and objectives for readers 
of various stages, and their response among young readers.  It analyses the effect of 
various media on reading interests of children and adolescents and provides a didactic 
basis for the guidance of young readers. This journal organizes national (1978, 1983, 
1986, 1996, 1997, 1999) and international (from 2002) symposiums on such topics as 
Comics (1978), translation and children’s literature (1983), could children’s books be 
“sick” (1996), tragedy and comedy in children’s literature (1997), perspectives in 
children’s literature (1999), myths in contemporary children’s literature (2002), and 
children’s literature criticism (2004). The journal usually publishes thematic issues 
including the proceeding from the symposiums. Every year on April 2nd, the journal 
celebrates International Book Day with the Slovene Writers Association, the Slovenian 
IBBY section, the Reading Badge Movement and children’s literature authors. In the 
1990s, a new generation of scholars at the University of Ljubljana and the University of 
Maribor started to research children’s literature from an educational perspective: the 
psychology of reading, reader-response theory (Metka Kordigel), children’s poetry, 
drama, and textbooks (Igor Saksida), children’s literature criticism (Milena Mileva 
Blažić) and reader-response theory and drama genres in the school (Vida Medved 
Udovič Univerza na Primorskem). Also active are children’s author and scholar Peter 
Svetina (University of Klagenfurt, Austria), and the poet Boris A. Novak who wrote 
inventive literary theory for children in poetic form. The translation movement also 
plays a very important role (Vasja Cerar, Jakob Jaša Kenda). A new generation of 
scholars started in the 1990s with Metka Kordigel Bralni razvoj, vrste branja in 
tipologija bralcev [Reading Development, Reading Typology and Typology of Readers] 
and continued with Alenka Goljevšček’s Pravljice, kje ste? [Fairy Tales, Where are 
you? (1991)], and Bisernica’s Slovenian Tales for Children from 1945-95 with an 
analytic foreword (1996). In 1996 Slovene section of IBBY published internationally 
orientated research Slovene children’s literature and illustration by Marjana Kobe and 
about illustration by Maruša Avguštin. In 2000, Marjana Kobe wrote theoretical articles 
entitled Modern Literary Tales in the journal Child and Book. 2001 was first time that 
children’s literature achieved a prominent place in the national monograph Slovenska 
književnost III [Slovene Literature III].  The whole of the monograph was devoted to 
Slovenian children’s literature by Igor Saksida who wrote a historical and theoretical 
overview focused on 1950 onwards. Bralna značka [Reading Badge] started in the 
1960s as a unique reading movement in Europe, inspired by the ideal of promoting 
books and rewarding young readers. Each year approximately 140,000 schoolchildren in 
Slovenia, which has a population of 2 million people, read books and are rewarded with 
35 different badges named after Slovene poets and writers. The Mladinska knjiga 
publishing house has specialized in children’s literature, particularly original picture 
books, since 1955, Pionirska knjižnica [Children’s Library] was founded for young 
readers in 1948. Another branch of the Oton Župančič Public Library is the Mobile 
Library, which distributes material to smaller communities in the area of Ljubljana, 
which do not have their own libraries. The second children’s library is the Rotovž 
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Children’s Library in Maribor. The Rotovž children’s library is also very important 
because it contains a special study collection and organizes various kinds of activities 
such as story hours, quiz competitions, exhibitions and meeting for authors, illustrators, 
librarians, teachers and scholars. The Slovenian Section of IBBY was founded in 1992. 
Members of the Slovenian Section of IBBY are publishing houses, especially the 
publishing house Mladinska Knjiga and EPTA, the publisher of the most beautiful and 
most commercial world picture books. Other important members are the Journal Otrok 
in knjiga [Child and Book], The Journal on children’s Literature, and Literature 
Education and Media. In the Pionirska knjižnica [Children’s Library] there is also a 
centre for children’s literature and librarianship in the Children’s Library, Ljubljana. In 
1997 the Slovene Writers’ Association began awarding special awards for the most 
original children’s books. Since 1997 the journal Child and Book along with children’s 
literature organizes the meeting of the Slovenian children’s writers with an exhibition, 
thematic symposium (picture books in 2003) and the national award Večernica 
[Evening Star] for children’s literature.  

CONCLUSION  

The child began to be viewed as an individual in the second half of the 19th century. His 
coming out, as well as the development of a literature fitting his needs, is correlated to 
many historical, cultural and political forces, among them the Enlightenment, the rise of 
the middle class, the beginnings of the emancipation of women, romanticism and the 
rise of genres making a special appeal to the young such as folk tales, fairy tales, myths, 
ballads, and folk poems. In the mid 19th century, what may be defined as children’s 
literature was at last developing. In the mid 20th century, what may be defined as 
children’s literature research was at last developing. Children’s literature appeared later 
than that of adults and developed slowly. Therefore children’s literature research needed 
at least one additional century to develop. The tempo of development varies from 
country to country (e.g. children’s literature began in FYR Macedonia in the mid 20th 
century) and from region to region. General features include the tension between the 
didactic versus the imaginative and passive dependence on oral tradition, folklore, 
national and religious tradition. The degree of development of children’s literature 
research in the south-eastern European countries depended upon the rise of a class of 
professional scholars, as distinct from authors, or schoolteachers. The degree of 
independence from authoritarian controls like the church, state, and schools in former 
Yugoslav countries (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Serbian and Montenegro) is 
higher in the post communist than in the communist period. The number of national 
classics that transcend national boundaries is very important.  The quantity of primary 
literature and the annual production of good children’s books is a condition sine qua 
non for the quantity of secondary literature – scholarship, criticism and reviews, as well 
as the level of institutional development such as libraries, publishing houses, 
associations, universities, conferences, international meetings. All South-eastern 
European countries have the same post-communist problems: how to find solutions and 
ways to cooperate between South-eastern and North-western countries in the field of 
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book publishing, promoting books, and surviving in the commercialism of the market 
economy. Their main concerns are related to issues of the psychology of reading, 
problems of translation, working with parents, educational institutions, book promotion, 
group activities, and less theoretical aspects. This research on children’s literature 
research confirmed the necessity for crossing borders between South-East and North-
West and developing greater understanding and benevolence on the part of the North-
western European countries to include post-communist countries. In the 1990s, progress 
was made from passive dependence from communistic through social realist tradition. A 
distinct class of professional authors for children arose along with a degree of awareness 
of children and their identity. The degree of dependence upon authoritarian controls, 
especially of eastern communist ideology decreased, along with the rise of the western 
economic market philosophy. At the same time, children's books became highly 
inventive but remain unrecognized in the western countries. Commercial motivations 
started to dominate in series books, teenage romance, picture books and animal books. 
Socially relevant books designed for young adults have appeared, treating subjects like 
urban crisis, discrimination, the environment, women's liberation, and unpleasant 
aspects of maturity in a new realistic tradition. Books in the 1990s were concerned with 
traumatic experiences like divorce, alcoholism, war, disease, death, sex, violence, 
refugees, and drugs. At the same time, the south-eastern European authors invented new 
genre forms and exploited a variety of traditional ones (folk and fairy tales). They have 
accrued a quantity of primary (the annual production of qualitative children’s books) 
and secondary literature (scholarship, criticism, reviewing), institutional developments 
such as libraries and publishing houses, and are members of associations like IBBY. 
However, western society should respond more positively to children’s literature from 
south-eastern European countries and try to overcome the West-East stereotype and 
aesthetic curtain. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Karakteri i Wakefield-it i tejkalon faqet e letërsisë dhe është bërë një legjendë mitologjike. Wakefield-i, në 
përgjithësi, njihet si një njeri i pandershëm i cili kishte lënë shtëpinë dhe gruan e tij, vetëm për t’u kthyer 
pastaj pas njëzet viteve e ta gjejë botën e tij si një absurd të pandryshuar. Edhe pse Hawthorne huazoi 
materialin për këtë tregim nga paracaktimi dhe mitologjia, tema e mungesës dhe e kthimit, dhe simbolikisht - 
vdekje dhe ringjallje - është e përbashkët në të gjitha kulturat. Duket qartë se Hawthorne ka shkruar një tregim 
rreth izolimit dhe kohës në jetë. Çfarë bëhet e dykuptimtë rreth “Wakefield” është interpretimi dhe kuptimi i 
kohës në këtë rast të veçantë. Wakefield mund të shfaqet vetëm si një njeri përplot me kotësi, i cili e arsyeton 
ndërgjegjen e tij të errët dhe për më tepër, si një përjetim nostalgjik i hapave të parë në historinë e shkurtër por 
të thellë amerikane. Me këtë rast, kryevepra e Hawthorn-it i drejtohet asaj domosdoshmërie që prej kombeve 
të reja të krijojë një mitologji, një e kaluar e lashtë e cila arsyeton praninë e vet dhe jep të drejtat në të 
ardhmen.   
 
Fjalët kyçe: Letërsia amerikane, mitologji, simbolizmi, izolim, dykuptimësi, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

The character of Wakefield has transcended the pages of literature and has become a mythological legend. 
Wakefield is universally known as the unscrupulous man who left his home and wife, just to come back 
twenty years later and to find his world as an unchangeable absurd. Although Hawthorne borrowed the 
material for the story from Protestant predestination and mythology, the theme of absence and returning, and 
symbolically – death and resurrection – is common in all cultures. It is obvious that Hawthorne has written a 
story about isolation and time in life. What becomes ambiguous about “Wakefield” is the interpretation and 
meaning of time in this particular case. Wakefield may appear just as a man full of vanity who justifies his 
dark conscience or furthermore, as a nostalgic evocation of the first steps in Americans’ short but intense 
history. In that sense, Hawthorne’s masterpiece refers to that necessity from young nations to create a 
mythology, an ancient past that justifies its present and gives rights in the future. 
 
Key words: American literature, mythology, symbolism, isolation, ambiguity, etc.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The character of Wakefield has transcended the pages of literature and has become a 
mythological legend. Wakefield is universally known as the unscrupulous man who left 
his home and wife, just to come back twenty years later and to find his world as an 
unchangeable absurd. Although Hawthorne borrowed the material for the story from 
Protestant predestination and mythology, the theme of absence and returning, and 
symbolically–death and resurrection–is common in all cultures. Hawthorne probably 
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read somewhere some news which he refers to us in the very first lines of “Wakefield”: 
«In some magazine or old newspaper collection have I read the presumed history of a 
man who was absent for a long time from his home». This short passage is, therefore, 
all the argument of the story. Taking this into account, we may assume that his interest 
lies not in presenting the event completed at the beginning of the story but in the 
singular psychology of the characters, their relationships and their disagreements. In the 
very same way, Hawthorne wants to think over the possible reflections and thoughts, as 
well as the nature of the character of Wakefield. This is just a simple procedure that is 
used in relation to a concrete aim or a main topic that it is clearly stated in the following 
paragraph: «Wakefield examines his thoughts so carefully as he can, and he is curious 
about what is going on at his home, how will endure his loving wife the widowhood of 
a week and, specially, how will affect his absence to all the small creatures and 
circumstances which surround and depend on him. A sick pretense placed at the central 
stage of his behaviour». It is as if the speculation of the characters and situations were 
justified by the aim of developing an idea underlying every single human being; to look 
into the suffering of the other as a result of the absence of a beloved one. Hawthorne, 
not long before publishing his book Twice Told Tales, had already dealt with this matter 
in one of the sketches included in American Notebooks: «In every single human heart 
there is evil, that evil may stay hidden all your life; but some circumstances can awake 
it. Try to imagine those circumstances».As it is obvious, Hawthorne recalled that 
leading idea; that particular intention already mentioned. Then he thought about 
something that could awake that evil feeling in order to justify, according to his mind 
darkened by Protestant predestination, a final moral conclusion. 

2. THEMATIC PARADIGMS 

It is quite clear that in “Wakefield”, we can find a great number of themes and topics 
which are related to deep reflections about human condition; here strives its continuous 
interest as a superb short story, unique in its genre. A first thematic paradigm would be 
the abnegation of Mrs. Wakefield; the voluntary sacrifice of her own feelings and 
interests in favour of her husband. Although this is apparently approached as a slightly 
superficial characteristic of his wife, it is present throughout the whole story. It clearly 
shows Hawthorne’s admiration towards such a feminine feeling. In a passage it is said: 
«She would ask willingly how long is going to last his trip, and when he is going to be 
back; nevertheless, indulgent with kindness about Wakefield’s love for mystery, her 
only questioning is with the look». It is necessary to point out Wakefield’s wife detach 
which was not uncommon at the time the story was written when women depended on 
their husbands passively. It is also necessary to mention that Hawthorne doesn’t state an 
apology of chauvinism; on the contrary, he praises Wakefield’s wife common sense in 
opposition to her husband’s inconstancy and her strength facing difficulties. The 
absence of Wakefield doesn’t have, as he expected, terrible consequences. A second 
topic would be the relationship between the man as individual and the community 
represented by the busy streets of a city where Wakefield disappears among the crowd. 
The tumultuous cities and the social conventionalisms have achieved a sort of 
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depersonalized modern man involved in a succession of similar elements: «He hurried 
along the busy streets and disappeared among the crowd». Human possibilities, are seen 
dramatically reduced by the social standards which each particular society imposes to its 
members; each individual is regarded as an element with similar characteristics to the 
rest, which determines, though it seems paradoxical, a certain loneliness, since the 
contemporary man is seen unattended or unnoticed, he feels a sort of idea of 
insignificance which deeply afflicts him. The third paradigm has to do with the effects 
of suffering on the individual: «and she looked more worried». Hawthorne’s proposal is 
quite diagrammatical, but it doesn’t lack the truth, the pains will never outcome that 
instinct of survival in every human being which finally prevails or at least attenuates 
that pain. However, Wakefield’s conscience differs from the rest as he is fascinated by 
what he is doing. He wanders around his home for more than ten years without getting 
inside and loyal to his wife with all the affection his heart is capable of while his self 
gradually vanishes into her heart. There is no doubt, once we get to this point, that 
morality is widely perceived. Hawthorne tries to punish his character by keeping his 
fondness and love for his wife invariable, in a clear opposition to what she feels: «After 
a few weeks, his wife was quite well again». 

3. SYMBOLISM 

If we look into one of Hawthorne’s most characteristic features we have, inevitably to 
consider his use of symbols with those verbal images which try to represent a moral or 
intellectual concept. This has a historical reason, Hawthorne lived at the time of the first 
puritan pioneers and that puritan moral shifted from behaviour to fantasy, gathering in 
such a way, delicate forms from symbolism in the art. Some recurrent symbols are 
found in “Wakefield” which we will try to place in its context. If we pay a close 
attention to the following lines, we will see them clearly: «After several turns in 
different directions, Wakefield went to a lodging house in the next street. There he 
stayed in a small room that was already booked for him, and his journey ended». Also 
other passage refers: «He turned and ran back to his lodgings». In an explicit or implicit 
way, we find the home as a symbol subjected to many considerations: «like a man in a 
dream, he went to the door». A similar dramatic atmosphere can be seen when he 
mentions: «His lodgings were only in the next street, but it now seemed a different 
world». The crowd, the moving multitude, it is constantly portrayed: «towards the end 
of the busy street among the crowd». There are only two symbolic images to comment 
on, these are the character or singular personality of the protagonist and, of course, the 
presence of Mrs. Wakefield. A special interest acquires the psychology of Wakefield, 
since due to her wife, is how the story achieves its dynamism and not through a 
succession of events. Wakefield’s mind is where takes place all the fiction. There Mrs. 
Wakefield deepens our interest not only by her reflections but also by her distressing 
conjectures. As far we have seen, it is obvious that the triviality or the insignificance of 
the protagonist as a product of bureaucracy, the non-easy understandable artistic world 
and the crowd. This protagonist’s insignificance in contemporary terms based on failure 
and success contrasts is compared to his madness’ magnitude. There is also a blurry or 
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diffuse background which supports the plot. Hawthorne, in many of his literary 
inventions recalls a romantic past in which he achieves a bourgeois contemporary 
environment, common to any modern city. Hawthorne’s genial artistic aspect covers a 
timely darkness in his stories. We believe, though, that this is his main virtue and what 
confers to him that classic condition as a writer; that possibility of multiple 
interpretations in his writings. Wakefield owes its efficiency as a character to the 
contrast between his internal violence as a result of his pathetic reflections and the 
superb elegance of his prose as consequence of the delicate style and the obscure 
suggestions pretended by the author. The room where Wakefield hides represents the 
isolation a man suffers when he rejects what is established by society. It is the moral 
jail, the prison he has to be in as an outcast in that ruled society for carrying out his 
apparently nonsense idea. The Familiar home also symbolizes the world that he has lost 
due to his crazy idea, his attack to social conventionalisms and the established order. At 
home, life goes on, just after a short stupor caused by his disappearance, as usual; all 
that is carefully watched by Wakefield. The idea of nobody being essential, just like a 
water drop in the ocean consumes his mind. The crowd drags Wakefield, who shows 
himself relentless to regret what he is doing. This is a procedure whose function is to 
hide the protagonist and to suggest the human individual projects’ idea of insignificance 
in opposition to the crowd. If the crowd feels them as a danger, they will end up being 
marginalized. We tend to like the character of Wakefield because of his absurd 
character and the identification the reader can find with a character lost in a modern 
society. The individual character loses that individualism among the crowd and lives a 
monotonous existence. Our character just wanted to get away for a moment from that 
monotony but his rave was widened for more than one night because he was delighted 
by that sort of liberty. Although, society punished him hardly through his wife through a 
shift from deep concern after his absence to resignation and forgetfulness.  

4. LITERARY TECHNIQUES 

Hawthorne, as puritan descendant, was deeply influenced by a series of prejudices and 
feelings of guilt. He felt that being a writer was some sort of intolerable immorality. At 
the same time he accepted what he was doing as a result of the idea of predestination 
that fulfilled his life. Any intention to escape that destiny would only bring isolation and 
forgetfulness. Such an apparent contradiction was solved by composing allegories and 
fables in order to make his art an instrument of the moral. Malcolm Cowley, the well-
known literary critic has stated that he found reading Wakefield a clear allegory with 
Hawthorne’s personal reclusion. However this is not the only possible interpretation as 
that experience and be thought apart from the own personal experience. As we can see 
in many of his sketches from his American Notebooks, Hawthorne first used to think 
about a situation and then he placed in that very situation the characters. Such was the 
technique he used in Wakefield. Eventually, if we take a close look to the characters and 
the narrator, we will see that we basically have three characters: Wakefield, Mrs. 
Wakefield and the own author. Hawthorne doesn’t want to be any longer that 
omniscient narrator; he is trying to persuade Wakefield. The story could have been told 
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linearly although it is full of digressions made by the writer: «Don’t stand in the street, 
man! Go inside! ». There are plenty of advances and flashbacks in the narration. They 
could have been considered as apparently faults but what they are doing is to witness 
Hawthorne’s art of the creation. 

5. CONCLUSION 

It is obvious that Hawthorne has written a story about isolation and time in life, 
especially in big cities. What becomes ambiguous about “Wakefield” is the 
interpretation and meaning of time in this particular case. Wakefield may appear just as 
a man full of vanity who justifies his dark conscience or furthermore, as a nostalgic 
evocation of the first steps in Americans’ short but intense history. In that sense, 
Hawthorne’s masterpiece refers to that necessity from young nations to create a 
mythology, an ancient past that justifies its present and gives rights in the future. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Përdorimi i fjalorëve në mësimdhënien e gjuhës angleze si gjuhë e huaj nuk llogariteshte si një mjet i 
domosdoshëm në procesin e të mësuarit për disa vite. Theksi viheshte në strategjitë e ndryshme duke ndjekur 
të nxënit e kuptimit. Është mendimi ynë i sinqertë se është e një rëndësie shumë të madhe t’i jepet një shtysë 
sa i përket përdorimit të fjalorëve si brenda ashtu edhe jashtë klasës, edhe ate duke filluar që nga periudha e 
hershme. Dobitë nga fjalorët, si edhe dobitë nga teknikat e përdorura për të mësuar tërësi fjalësh mund të 
rrumbullaksohen në dy pika kryesore; ato u sigurojnë autonomi studentëve për të vazhduar me të mësuarit 
jashtë klasës, dhe se ato i japin studentit një informatë të plotë sa i përket fjalës. Prandaj, ne si mësimdhënës 
duhet që të kemi kujdes të veçantë gjatë ligjeratave me qëllim që t’u ofrojmë fjalorë të mirë dhe t’i mësojmë 
studentët se si t’i përdorin sa më drejtë ato, si dhe të bëjnë integrimin e tyre në klasë.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: Fjalorët, fjalët në kontekst, fjalorë dygjuhësorë, tërësia e fjalëve, AGjH. 

ABSTRACT 

The use of dictionaries in the teaching of English as a foreign language was not considered as an 
indispensable tool in the learning process for many years. The emphasis was laid on different strategies 
pursuing the acquisition of meaning. It is our sincere opinion that it is highly important to promote their use, 
both in and out of the classroom, and from a very early stage. The benefits of dictionaries over other 
techniques for learning vocabulary could be summarized in two basic points; they provide autonomy to 
the student to continue learning outside the classroom and they give the student complete information 
about the word. Therefore, we, as teachers, have to dedicate special attention in the lessons to the presentation 
of good dictionaries and their proper use, and also its integration in the classroom. 
 
Key words: Dictionaries, words in context, bilingual dictionaries, vocabulary, EFL. 
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THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY IN THE CLASSROOM 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years, the use of dictionaries in the teaching of English as a foreign language 
has been a somewhat neglected area, practitioners putting emphasis on other strategies 
leading to the acquisition of meaning. 
When a teacher of English needs to provide students with the meaning of a new word, 
s/he uses techniques such as mimicry, blackboard drawings, definitions, showing 
pictures, giving synonyms or antonyms, context guessing, and so on. All these have 
become very popular because they encourage students to make an effort to develop their 
understanding in a very active way: they listen to explanations in the target language, 
they practice the language by giving different guesses, and they revise vocabulary 
already learnt and so on. 
On the contrary, there has been a rejection of the use of translation into the mother 
tongue and the use of the dictionary. 
In my opinion, both prove to be very useful if properly employed. In this paper, it is 
not my aim to deal with the advantages and disadvantages of translation of words in 
the classroom, although my personal opinion is that it should not be ruled out, as it 
can be a profitable technique, especially with adult learners. 
Regarding dictionaries, I think it is essential to “promote” their use, both in and out 
of the classroom, and from a very early stage. The benefits of dictionaries over 
other techniques for learning vocabulary are manifold, among which we can 
mention: 

• They prepare the student to have autonomy to continue learning 
outside the classroom. 

• They give the student complete information about the word. 
• They provide the student with examples of the “use” of the word in 

context. 
For the abovementioned reasons, among others, it is a teacher's duty to dedicate special 
attention in his/her lessons to the presentation of good dictionaries, advice on how to 
use them properly, and the integration of it in the classroom. 

WHAT LEARNING A WORD MEANS 

Learning a word does not only mean knowing the equivalent term in the native 
language, but this process implies something much more complex. 
Richards (1976) brings the acquisition of a new word down to the following 
assumptions: 

• Knowing a word means knowing the degree of probability of encountering 
it and the sorts of words most likely to be found associated with it. 
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• Knowing a word means knowing its limitations of use according to 
function and situation (temporal, geographical, social, field, mode, etc.) 

• Knowing a word means knowing its syntactic behavior (eg. transitivity 
patterns)  

• Knowing a word means knowing its underlying forms and derivations. 
• Knowing a word means knowing its place in a network of associations 

with other words in the language. 
• Knowing a word means knowing its semantic value (its composition) 
• Knowing a word means knowing its different meanings (polysemy) 

WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD DICTIONARY 

Bilingual dictionaries have had a bad press for a long time due to the criticism of 
translation as an approach to or facet of language learning and due to the fact that they 
sometimes tended to be inadequate and unreliable. However, it must be said that in the 
very early stages of learning, even an inadequate bilingual dictionary can provide 
important support and be a quick way of finding information. 
As proficiency develops, greater use should be made of monolingual dictionaries. In 
fact, Baxter (1980) concludes that prolonged dependency on a bilingual dictionary 
retards the development of language proficiency. 
Whatever kind of dictionary we refer to, a good one should fulfill as many of the 
following conditions as possible: 

• Contain good information about the symbols and abbreviations used in 
it. 

• List the different definitions of a term in order of meaning from the most 
common or simple to the most rare or complicated. 

• Use simple, clear language in the definitions, avoiding unfamiliar words 
that make the student refer to a different entry. 

• Give grammatical information about the word (part of speech, countable or 
uncountable, transitive or intransitive, followed by infinitive or -ing) 

• Provide information about stylistic appropriacy of the term (whether is 
formal, informal, colloquial, slang, literary, pejorative, etc.) 

• Give example sentences containing the word, if possible based on actual 
usage.  

• Provide the student with the phonetic transcription and stress marking. 
• Suggest some of the most common collocations. 
• Contain illustrations. 
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RECOMMENDED GENERAL DICTIONARIES FOR STUDENTS OF EFL 

We are going to concentrate here on monolingual general dictionaries that are valid for 
students of any nationality, as nowadays there are more and more dictionaries that deal 
with specific matters or tackle very limited areas, such as dictionaries of idioms, phrasal 
verbs, colloquial terms, combinatory dictionaries, pictorial dictionaries, antonyms and 
synonyms, thesauri, and so on. 

 
Among the most renowned monolingual general dictionaries, we can highlight: 
• Longman Active Study Dictionary (1991) 
• Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary (1987) 
• Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English (Latest edition 1987) 
• Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English (1989) 

 
Their most characteristic features are as follows: 

 
1) Longman Active Study 

 
• It is aimed at intermediate, pre-First Certificate students.  
• It includes 45,000 references. 
• It contains 250 usage notes based on real evidence of students' writing.  
• There is a workbook included in the dictionary. 
• It shows alternative spellings and American spellings. Eg. judgement (also 

judgment) 
• It provides interesting related words to some of the entries. Eg. atheist 

(compare AGNOSTIC) 
• Words that intermediate students may not understand in the definition 

are written in capital letters, so that they can look these up easily. Eg. 
cockle: a small SHELLFISH 

• It shows which verbs have to be or can be followed by “that”. Eg. claim 
(+that) 

• It shows how a word can be divided at the end of a line using a hyphen. 
Eg. civ-i-li-za-tion 

• It contains full-page color illustrations accompanied by exercises. 
 

2) Collins Cobuild English Language Dictionary 
 

• It includes 70,000 references. 
• It is aimed at a wide range of students, from basic to quite advanced. 
• It is based on the way contemporary English is used in all kinds of 

communication, and many uses of word-forms that have been found to be 
very uncommon, obsolete, dialectal or highly technical have been left out. 
E.g. the word "cyclamate" cannot be found in this dictionary. 
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• The entry word is always explained by means of a complete, simple, easily 
understood sentence in natural English. 

• The examples are written in italics and are never made up, long, complex 
or unnatural, but they are typical of usage and have been selected from 
actual instances. 

• It contains an extra column to the right of the entries, providing the more 
advanced student with structural information, thus keeping the main 
dictionary text simple and accessible. 

• It pays special attention to collocations and typical phrasing. 
• A lot of emphasis is put on very common words, those often called 

“purely grammatical” or "empty" words, such as the, and, of. 
 

3) Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 
 

• It is aimed at advanced learners. 
• It includes 56,000 references. 
• It contains 400 detailed usage notes, some of them including information 

on pragmatics that is giving clues to the way words are used or what 
speakers may mean. Eg. by the way: Although this expression seems to 
suggest that you are going to add unimportant information, in fact it is 
often used to introduce a subject that is really very important to you.  
By the way, I wonder if we could discuss my salary some time. 

• Very complete grammar information is provided. 
• It suggests American equivalents for British entries. E.g. drawing pin BrE 

// thumbtack / AmE. 
• Compound words and different parts of speech are shown as separate 

entries, which makes it easier and quicker to find them. 
• It includes cross-references - notes that direct the student from one 

headword to another that has some connection with the word s/he is 
looking up. Eg. import - compare EXPORT 

• It shows the most common or fixed collocations in bold print. 
• Definitions are written in simple language, using a small “defining 

vocabulary” of about 2,000 common words. This list of words is shown at 
the back of the dictionary. If the definition includes a word which is not in 
the list, it is written in capital letters and has a short explanation of its 
meaning in brackets. E.g. white wedding: a wedding at which the BRIDE 
(= woman being married) wears a long white dress. 

• Labels show the region / area / country where a word is particularly 
used. 

 
4) Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English 
 

• It is aimed at advanced students.  
• It includes 57,000 entries. 
• It contains 200 usage notes. 
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• It shows different words used with the same meaning as the one we are 
looking up. Eg. lime (also quicklime) 

• It gives very good information about which preposition to use after a 
headword.  

• It shows when to double consonants before comparative/superlative forms 
or -ed/-ing forms. 

• It marks very clearly the beginning of a different section under the same 
entry, by using symbols: 

- start of the idioms section (idm) 
- start of the phrasal verb section (phr v) 
- start of the derivative section (◊) 
- start of the compound section(□) 

• It contains illustrations showing typical features of Britain, such as: trees 
common in Britain; flowers common in Britain; birds common in Britain; 
some typical British homes. 

• Worksheets to help students learn to use the dictionary are available. 
 
One of the problems teachers may encounter in encouraging their students to use the 
excellent reference resources now available is that learners may not be very experienced 
in using dictionaries or might be daunted by the complexities of the larger dictionaries. 
The most popular learners’ dictionaries try to get round the problem by providing 
workbooks to accompany the dictionaries. Some of these are: 

 
• Cobuild’s Learning Real English Workbook (Fox and Kirby 1987) 
• The Longman Dictionary Skills Handbook (McAlpin 1988) 

HOW TO TEACH STUDENTS TO MAKE THE MOST OF DICTIONARIES 

Handling a dictionary is a skill that must be taught very carefully, and all teachers 
should spend a reasonable amount of time talking to their students and schooling them 
in the correct use of the dictionary, as they will take great benefit from this all their life. 
 
► Before opening; a dictionary, the students should follow these steps: 
 

a) Think carefully about the sentence in which the new word appears. 
Can you try to guess the meaning from the context? 

b) Look carefully at the new word. What kind of word is it? 
 

This procedure will help the students in two ways: 
 

a) After having thought about the possible meaning of the word and the part of 
speech it could be, the student will now feel better able to choose from among 
all the possible meanings provided by the dictionary. 
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When the student thinks carefully about the whole sentence before looking in his 
dictionary, he might find that he does not really need to look up the unknown word. 
Virginia French Allen illustrates this wit the following example sentence: 

 
“One of the rewards that space travelers receive is the beautiful view of the planet on 
which we live”. 

 
A student who has been taught to think about the whole sentence will say to himself, “I 
know that rewards is a noun here because it is used after the. The sentence tells me a 
reward is something that is received; and it must be something good, because the 
beautiful view is called a reward”. 
 

b) The student will be more prepared to look for the base form of the word, which 
might coincide with the actual word s/he is looking up. 
 

For example, if the student is looking up the word “equipped” that s/he found in the 
sentence: “Weather stations are equipped to receive direct reports from U.S. weather 
satellites”, he will probably not be able to find it. But those who have looked carefully 
at the sentence will have guessed that “equipped” is the -ed form of a verb and that 
the verb probably ends in a single “p”. Now the student is ready to look for “equip” 
and to find out whether the verb means something like “establish”, “permit” or 
“require” - or something different from any of these. 
 
► Some students will even need guidance as to how to reach the page in the dictionary, 
where the required definition appears. 
 
In order to practice this, we can ask students to do the following exercises: 

- Give the number of the page where each of the following words are defined: fog - 
loaf - load - roly-poly. 

- Arrange the following words in alphabetical order: slump - sluggish - shadow - 
sloppy - slope – spate. 

- One student opens the dictionary and reads aloud the first word on the left-hand 
page and the last word on the right-hand page. The other students try to think of 
words, which will appear on either of those two pages. 

 
► Some not very advanced students might have problems recognizing what the base 
word is, especially when looking up idioms, phrasal verbs or fixed expressions. 
 
We could train them, by giving them a set of words or expressions they do not know the 
meaning of, and asking them to identify the exact word they would look up. For 
example: tapping - echoes - begged - out of breath - with flying colors. 
 
► Once the students have found the word in the dictionary, they might find it very 
difficult to decide on the best entry for their context. 
 
To develop this skill, we can ask students to do the following exercise: 
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We can provide them with a series of sentences containing unknown terms that have 
quite a range of different meanings, and ask them to find the most suitable one in each 
case. For example: 
 
I think my phone has been tapped. 
He has issued a flat denial of these allegations. 
Could you ask Peter to book some seats for the concert? 
 
Each of the words underlined in these sentences has different meanings and can act as 
different parts of speech. It is useful for students to know which of the words they have 
learned may also function as a different part of speech. To learn a new function for a 
word one already knows is to expand one's vocabulary in an efficient way. 
 
► It is also essential to teach students the most common abbreviations found in 
dictionaries. Although each dictionary could use different ones, there is usually some 
sort of agreement on symbols and abbreviations that stand for common words, and we 
should make sure our students are familiar with them. 
 
We should pay particular attention to the following: 
adj. - adjective / adv - adverb / Amer. - americanism / C - countable / conj. - conjunction 
/ f. - feminine / FAM. - familiar, colloquial / final - formal / infmal - informal /intr. - 
intransitive / m. - masculine / n. - noun / o.s. - oneself / pl. - plural / poss. - possessive / 
p.p. - past participle / pref - prefix / prep. - preposition / prop. - pronoun / rel. - relative / 
s.o. - someone / sth. - something / tr. - transitive / U - uncountable / U.S. - United States 
/ v. – verb 
 
► Most good dictionaries use International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) Symbols. The 
learner who cannot read these is at a complete loss, and the ability to interpret IPA 
symbols may have to be taught directly and practiced in class if efficient dictionary use 
is to be fostered. Students are usually quite reluctant to do so, because they think it is 
too difficult and tiresome, but it is my experience that even absolute beginners get used 
to it very quickly and even enjoy it if presented in an attractive way. I do not think they 
should become experts in transcription, but it is most important for them to be able 
to pronounce accurately a word they have never heard by reading the symbols. In 
order to make this task appealing, we could for example use a “bingo” game, in which 
each student is given a card with a few phonetic symbols that have been taught, and the 
teacher calls out different words containing the sounds represented by the symbols. 
When the student hears the word for which he has got the symbol, he crosses it out. This 
should be played separately for vowel, diphthong and consonant symbols. When we are 
dealing with vowels or diphthongs, we should use one-syllable words that contain only 
one vowel or diphthong. If we are working with consonants, we will need the students 
to concentrate only on the first sound of the word we read out. 
 
► We should also encourage students to look at all the example sentences the 
dictionary provides. This is, in my opinion, essential to help students understand the 
meaning of the word more clearly and remember it more successfully. 
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► It is also important to get the more proficient students to look at possible prefixes and 
suffixes that can accompany the word they are handling, and note them down, as this 
will enlarge their vocabulary. 
 
We could ask students to use their dictionaries to look up all the possible affixes that 
can accompany a given word, for example: man (manly, unmanly, unmanliness, 
manlike, mankind...) 
► Another important point, especially for advanced students, is to make them aware of 
the possible collocations that affect the word in question. When two items occur 
together frequently, they are said to collocate. Collocation errors are extremely 
frequent in students at all levels. Items may co-occur simply because the 
combination reflects a common real world state of affairs. The better the dictionary 
is, the more variety of collocations it will provide the student with. 
An interesting exercise dealing with this aspect is that of providing the student with a 
“collocation grid”, which he will have to fill, using good dictionaries. Ruth Gairns and 
Stuart Redman propose the following example: 
 
Beautiful woman / child / dog / bird / flower / weather / landscape / view / day / 

village / house / furniture / bed / picture / dress / present / voice  
Lovely  woman / child / dog / flower / weather / view / day / village / house / 

furniture / bed / picture / dress / present / voice 
Pretty  woman / child / bird / flower / view / village / house / bed / picture / 

dress 
Charming woman / man / child / village / house / voice 
Attractive woman / man / village / house / dress / voice / proposal 
Good-looking  woman / man / child / dog /  
Handsome woman / man / present 
 
► Most students take notes after consulting a dictionary, as this helps them to 
memorize the word and it is quite useful when they want to revise. This might sound a 
very personal question, but it is of great value to the student to obtain some sort of 
guidance or advice from the teacher on the possible ways of organizing written 
vocabulary information, so that the learner can choose the most appropriate one for him. 
Traditionally, most learners were encouraged to list their vocabulary items as they were 
learnt in chronological order, and the most common way of indicating the meaning was 
to assign a mother-tongue equivalent to each item. But this system of storage is not 
flexible, it does not allow for later additions or refinements as one's knowledge of the 
item increases. It is better to advise the student to use category sheets or diagrams, 
which could have headings such as topic areas or situations. The information given for 
each term could include the definition in English, part of speech and at least one 
example. To help students get some practice doing this, the following exercise could be 
performed: Thirty or forty words that have been recently learnt in the classroom are 
written on the board and the students are asked to divide them into different categories. 
Of course, the chronological organization is not incompatible with other forms of 
storage, so this should not be completely discouraged. Whatever system they adopt, the 
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most helpful guidance teachers can give here is to show learners how to be systematic, 
as organization is generally held to be the key to memory. 

GAMES / ACTIVITIES WHICH INVOLVE THE USE OF THE DICTIONARY 

Of course, not only should we instruct students on how to use the dictionary, but also 
integrate it in the classroom routine, and use it in games and activities that will help 
students develop a liking for its use. There are a great variety of activities we could 
propose, depending on the level of the students, among which figure: 
 
- Daft Definitions (Andrew Wright, David Betteridge and Michael Buckby) 
 
Choose an unfamiliar word from the learners’ dictionary, copy out the definition given, 
and then write a sentence exemplifying its meaning and use. Then write two or three 
false, but plausible, definitions for the same word, again with exemplifying sentences, 
also false. Read all your definitions and sentences to the class, for the learners to decide 
which one is correct and which one is false. Once a decision has been reached, or 
the learners agree to differ, tell them to consult their dictionaries and check for 
themselves. 
 
- Word Dip (John Morgan and Mario Rinvolucri) 
 
Ask students to form groups of 2-4 players each. Make sure each group has a dictionary. 
Player A opens the dictionary at random and he chooses an unknown word defined on 
the pages open and tells the other player(s) what it is. He should pronounce the word 
and spell it out. The other player(s) then question A on the meaning of the word. A may 
answer only yes or no. A scores a point if no one guesses the meaning within twenty 
questions. Otherwise, the first person to guess the meaning gets the point. 
 
- From Word to Word (John Morgan and Mario Rinvolucri) 
 
Ask students to work individually with one dictionary each. Write up a word on the 
blackboard: choose one, which will produce a rich set of synonyms. Ask the students to 
look up in the dictionary the word on the board and to read through the definition. Then 
ask them to choose one of the words in the definition and to look that up. Ask the 
students to continue in this way until they have looked up about a dozen words. At each 
stage they should write down the word they look up. Finally ask the students to link the 
words in their list into a paragraph or short story. 
 
Starting from the word plant one person produced this list: 
 
plant - vegetable - organism - structure - framework - skeleton - bone - bobbin - reel - 
cylinder - tubular – chamber 
 
- Connections (Andrew Wright, David Betteridge and Michael Buckby) 
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This game gives practice in the reading skills of skimming, and scanning a text at speed. 
Each learner needs a dictionary. The learners are given a word, and starting together, 
they must search through their dictionaries for another word containing the same 
number of letters. They must be able to argue a connection between the meaning of that 
word and the starting word. 
 
- Building stories (Worksheets – Oxford Student’s Dictionary) 
 
Ask students to open their dictionaries at random and to write down any three words, 
which appear on the two pages that are visible. They then write a short passage or story 
containing those three words in alphabetical order. One student reads his/her story to the 
others, who must try to guess which pages, had been opened. 
 
- Names of Pop Groups (Worksheets – Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary 
 
The following are names of current or former pop groups. Ask the students how many 
of these words they would expect to find in the dictionary. They should tick the words 
they recognize as being part of the language and then check by looking to see if any of 
the others are in the dictionary. 
 
Aha – Applejacks – Barracudas – Blancmange – Bros – Dire Straits – Drifters – 
Eurhythmics – Genesis – Heat wave – Honeycombs – House martins – Hue and Cry – 
Kinks – Living Daylights – Prefab Sprout – Rolling Stones – Status Quo – Wham – 
Zombies. 

CONCLUSION 

Michael McCarthy wrote in 1990: “It is the experience of most language teachers that 
the single, biggest component of any language course is vocabulary. No matter how 
well the student learns grammar, no matter how successfully the sounds of the foreign 
language are mastered, without words to express a wide range of meanings, 
communication in a foreign language just cannot happen in any meaningful way.” And 
yet this has been an underestimated aspect of the language for many years. In recent 
times there has been a radical shift towards emphasizing the importance of vocabulary 
acquisition in language teaching. Many books have been written in order to help 
teachers to decide on what vocabulary to select for their students to learn, how to 
present it, how to explain it, and what exercises they should use to practice and 
reinforce it. However, we should not forget the most valuable, priceless tool a 
student of a foreign language can have: the dictionary. A proper, regular, skilled use 
of it will provide the student with autonomy, security and much wider information 
about words than any of the techniques used by his teacher. It is a teacher's duty 
therefore to instruct his/her learners on the use of the dictionary, encourage them to 
consult it, and help them enjoy this process of consultation. Should this duty be 
successfully carried out, it would, in my opinion, constitute one of the most 
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important contributions that a teacher could make to the current and future progress 
of the learners we have in our charge. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Mësimi dhe mësimdhënia e fjalëve në gjuhën angleze është çështja kyçe në mësimin e anglishtes si gjuhë e 
huaj. Coady (1986) shpjegon se mësimi i fjalëve është një mister dhe vite me radhë mësimdhënësit dhe autorët 
e librave të teksteve shkollore e neglizhuan atë. Mësimdhënësit e gjuhës mendonin se nxënësit do t’i mësojnë 
fjalët që paraqiten në kontekst dhe për këtë arsye nuk duhet asnjë metodë e veçantë për të t’i mësuar fjalët e 
reja. Me qëllim që nxënësit të zhvillojnë aftësi për mësimin e fjalëve të përgjithshme dhe specifike (Anglishtja 
për qëllime specifike), ata duhet të vetëdijesohen për rëndësinë e strategjive të mësimit dhe duhet të trajnohen 
që t’i përdorin ato me kujdes. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Mësimnxënia dhe mësimdhënia e anglishtes, mësimnxënia dhe mësimdhënia e fjalëve, të 
mësuarit e fjalëve në kontekst, strategjitë e mësimit, ESP, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

Vocabulary learning and teaching is a central issue in learning English as a foreign language however; it is a 
neglected area in research. Coady (1986) explains that vocabulary learning is a mystery and for years teachers 
and textbook writers neglected vocabulary learning. Language teachers believed that the students will learn 
vocabulary which is presented in a context and for this reason no instruction is needed to teach vocabulary. In 
order to develop an ability to learn new vocabulary, for general English and technical vocabulary in learning 
ESP (English for Specific Purposes), the students should become aware of the importance of language 
learning strategies and get trained to use them appropriately. 
 
Key words: English language learning and teaching, vocabulary learning and teaching, learning vocabulary in 
context, learning strategies, ESP, etc.  

TEACHING VOCABULARY 

Teaching vocabulary is a crucial issue in teaching English as a second/foreign language 
and how best to help students store and retrieve words in the target language, it is 
becoming a challenge for English Language Teachers. Vocabulary is an inseparable part 
of any teaching syllabus and vocabulary should be taught in a well-planned and regular 
basis. Therefore, it is essential to carefully decide what vocabulary will be selected for 
teaching, and what approach or activities will be used to teach it to the students. Nation 
and Newton (1997) suggest that sequencing of levels of vocabulary and grouping and 
ordering of words within a set of lessons is also an important part of selecting 
vocabulary for teaching.  
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In a study of a long academic text, Nation (1990) provides a table based text coverage.  
 
Level Number of Words Text coverage, % 
High-frequency words 2,000 87% 
Academic vocabulary 800 8 
Technical vocabulary 2,000 3 
Low-frequency words 123,000 2 
TOTAL                                                128,000                                      100 

 
Table 1: Words’ distribution in one academic text (Nation, 1997:239) 

 
Nation (1997) further suggests that high-frequency words should receive more attention 
first because without these it is not possible to use English in any normal way. It is true 
that high-frequency words appear more in any reading text but it also depend how often 
the learners use them and how often are exposed to them. Müller-Hartmann and 
Schocker-von Ditfurth (2004) suggest three major phases in teaching vocabulary. The 
first phase involves the presentation of the different language properties such as sounds 
and words, in a way that the learners will notice the new word. The second phase 
involves networking the material in the mental lexicon as intake and thus properly put 
into storage. The third phase involves language retrieval and language use in activities 
designed by the teachers. However, Hill (2001) suggests another procedure in teaching 
vocabulary:  
 
a) teaching individual collocations,  
b) making students aware of collocations and 
c) extending what students already know by adding knowledge of collocation restriction 
to known vocabulary and storing collocations through encouraging the students to keep 
a lexical notebook. (Hill 2001:138) 
 
Based on this, the importance of collocations in teaching vocabulary is emphasized a 
lot. As an EFL teacher I find teaching collocations very important. Since, in English the 
number of collocations is huge Bahns (1997:254) suggests that “at least in a 
linguistically homogenous class, instruction focus on those collocations which do not 
have a direct equivalent in L1”. For example; “to make a decision” should be taught to 
Albanian speakers since a direct translation from “ta marre nje vendim” results in “to 
take a decision”. Teaching vocabulary remains a concern for English teachers since 
there is no special method to teach it. Current research would probably suggest explicit 
vocabulary teaching, for both words and vocabulary learning strategies. Sökmen (1997) 
reviewing the latest literature suggest the a number of key principles for teaching 
vocabulary: Build a large sight vocabulary, integrate new words with old, provide a 
number of encounters with words, promote a deep level of processing, facilitate imaging 
and concreteness, use a variety of techniques and encourage independent learner 
strategies. Nevertheless, Schmitt (2000) is against the principle that integrating new 
words with old will lead to a better teaching because if two or more similar words are 
initially taught together, it might actually make them more difficult to learn. Sökmen 
(1997) further considers that the challenge for teachers is to systematize the vocabulary 
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in English. Developments in technology will help us in collecting and analyzing current 
and specialized corpora, ESP both spoken and academic English in order to develop 
better descriptions of lexical phrases and collocations. (Sökmen 1997). Nation 
(2001:75) argues that “repetition is essential for vocabulary learning because there is so 
much to know about each item that one meeting with it is not sufficient to gain 
information, and because vocabulary items must not only be known, but be known well 
so that they can fluently accessed.” This means that students need to practice words and 
go through them several times if they want to recall and use them in future situations. 
From my experience as an EFL teacher, incorporating vocabulary teaching in our 
everyday instruction is essential and the teachers should struggle to make the students 
aware that to learn a word means to know its form, its meaning and to know how to use 
it.  

THE LEXICAL APPROACH 

This Lexical Approach is emphasized a lot in teaching vocabulary and it follows the 
principle that lexis is the most important part of any language and should be treated so. 
This approach aims to develop the learners’ ability of learning words, combining them 
successfully and using them in the spoken and written language. According to Nattinger 
and DeCarrico (1992:112) “students need to learn words and sentences not as isolated, 
planned answers to classroom exercises, but rather to learn how to use these structures 
to create the flow and purpose of spontaneously unfolding conversation “. This Lexical 
Approach was created by Lewis.  Moudraia (2001) cites Lewis (1993) who believed that 
Lexis is the basis of language. Lexis is misunderstood in language teaching because of 
the assumption that grammar is the basis of language and that mastery of the 
grammatical system is a prerequisite for effective communication. The key principle of 
a lexical approach is that language consists of grammatical zed lexis, not lexicalized 
grammar. One of the central organizing principles of any meaning-centered syllabus 
should be lexis. (Lewis 1993:94) 
The building blocks of a language are not grammar and definitions but the lexicon is 
central in developing communication abilities. Lexical approaches in language teaching 
make us believe that the lexicon is central in second language learning, language use 
and especially multiword lexical units or “chunks” which are used and learned as single 
items.  (Richards and Rogers 2001) Similarly Nattinger comments: Perhaps we should 
base our teaching on the assumption that, for a great deal of the time anyway, language 
production consists of piecing together the ready-made units appropriate for a 
particular situation and that comprehension relies on knowing which of these patterns 
to predict in these situations. Our teaching, therefore, would center on these patterns 
and the ways they can be pieced together, along with the ways they vary and the 
situations in which they occur. (Nattinger 1993:341)  
To conclude, methodologists are still searching for an approach that would fit into the 
teaching context where the lexis would be a basis of the teaching theory.  
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VOCABULARY IN ESP 

With the continued increase of international contacts in various spheres, a lot of 
attention is being paid to designing of ESP courses that can prepare students for 
professional communication. English for Specific Purpose courses are designed to 
respond to the learners’ needs studying different subjects such as: Business, Computer 
Sciences, Law, etc. Sysoyev (2000) in his article introduces Vygotsky’s notion for a 
mediator, which he believes is a person who helps students achieve something what 
they cannot do themselves. Mediator’s role in ESP classes is placed on the teacher and 
the teacher is supposed to start from students' current stage and bring them to the next 
stage of their needs. Most of the students taking ESP identify it with specific 
terminology related to their field of study. In essence, a technical word is one that is 
recognizably specific to a particular topic, field or discipline. Wallace (1982:17) points 
out that “a word may be relatively rare for occurrence in the total use of English, but 
absolutely essential for, say, a biochemist who wishes to read learned articles on his 
specialism which happens to be in English”. There are degrees of”technicalness” 
depending on how restricted a word is to a particular area. (Nation, 2001:198). ESP is 
seen as an approach rather than a product, by which is meant that ESP does not involve 
a particular kind of language, teaching material or methodology. So, ESP relates to the 
learners, the language required and the learning context, and thus establishes the 
primacy of need in ESP. Need is defined by the reasons for which the student is learning 
English. (Dudley – Evans and St John, 1998). Nation claims that “technical vocabulary” 
is a type of specialized vocabulary and its occurrence is affected by factors that 
influence the use of all vocabulary. The language teachers should prepare their learners 
to deal with the large numbers of technical words that occur in specialized texts. 
(2001:204). It is my opinion that the language teachers who teach ESP courses should 
be familiar with the core vocabulary of the field of study and design curricula that 
integrate both content area and English language. Nevertheless, Dudley Evans and St 
John are of the opinion ESP teacher should not teach technical vocabulary but ESP 
teachers should check that learners if they had understood technical vocabulary 
appearing as carrier content for an exercise. (1998:80).  
 
They distinguish two types of vocabulary:  
Type of vocabulary Examples 
General vocabulary that 
has a 
higher frequency in a 
specific 
field 

Academic: factor, method, function, occur, cycle; 
Tourism accept, advice, agree,  
Collocations make a booking, launch a campaign. 

General English words 
that have 
a specific meaning in 
certain disciplines 

Bug in computer science; force, acceleration and  energy in physics; 
stress and strain in mechanics and engineering, etc. 
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Several researchers cited by Nation (2001:203) that “ the words are learned through the 
study of a field and the use of service words and academic words as technical words 
means that the English teacher may be able to make a useful contribution to helping 
learners with technical vocabulary”. Dudley –Evans and St John (1998) are of the 
opinion that teaching ESP vocabulary is the same as teaching EGP (English for General 
Purposes) but the only distinction should be made between the vocabulary for 
comprehension and vocabulary for production? They further suggest using cognates to 
deal with technical vocabulary. “In some circumstances a term will be cognate with the 
equivalent term in the students’ first language and will not therefore cause difficulty. 
Let us assume that the carbon cycle in biology is being used as carrier content. Both 
carbon and cycle and something similar to the noun compound carbon cycle may exist 
in the students’ L1 though it may reverse the order (for example ciclo de carbono in 
Spanish).The only difficulty may be with pronunciation, as, for example, with the 
pronunciation of cycle in English (saikl) compared with that in most other languages (si: 
kl)” (Dudley –Evans and St John 1998:81) 
Kavaliauskien and Janulevièien (2000) suggest that the lexical approach is very useful 
in teaching ESP. Most learners equate ‘vocabulary' with ‘words', and there is a tendency 
among learners to translate any professional text word-for-word, i.e. they usually try to 
simplify most lexical phrases to separate words. The role of teachers is to raise students' 
awareness of the existence of lexical items. These lexical items are often called ‘’multi-
word chunks’’ or simply ‘’chunks’’ of language. They are very important feature in 
language acquisition and in language use which offer advantages for language teaching, 
especially in teaching ESP.   

CONCLUSION 

The lexis is a very important part of a language. The teachers’ responsibility is to follow 
different procedures suggested by researchers in this field and try to make teaching of 
words as easier as possible for the students. I definitely believe that the words should 
not be taught as isolated items but rather present them in context for latter use in 
conversation. It has been suggested that the Lexical Approach is very suitable in 
teaching ESP vocabulary which is more complex and requires more attention and time 
to study it because it involves low-frequency words. More research on the effectiveness 
of methods of vocabulary instruction is important. Three crucial areas are semantic 
elaboration, ways to productively learn collocations and lexical phrases, and computer-
assisted vocabulary activities. The teacher should always address the needs of the 
students that is take into consideration the words that the students have difficulties to 
master and also teach selected words that are related to the lesson that he/she does in the 
classes. The students should have a chance to practice the words in different contexts 
and repeat them more often for a better retention. 
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OF ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE 
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EKSTRAKT 

Ky artikull është shndërruar në një udhëzues manual për mësimdhënësit e anglishtes si gjuhë të huaj për t’i 
zhvilluar aftësitë gjuhësore te studentët. Është aplikim i një qasjeje integruese për ndërtimin e aftësive 
komunikuese në klasë, ku katër shkathtësitë e nxënies së diturisë së një gjuhe të huaj, mund t’u mësohen 
studentëve në mënyrë koherente, dhe ta ushtrojnë së bashku, me një dallim rëndësie të njërës në tjetrën. Një 
pasqyrë e mësimdhënies së anglishtes si gjuhë e dytë apo gjuhë e huaj (ESL/EFL) është ajo me anë të 
tapicerisë. Tapiceria mbështillet nga shumë skaje, siç janë tiparet e mësimdhënësit, nxënësit, ambientit, dhe 
gjuhëve relevante (p.sh. Gjuha angleze dhe gjuhët burimore të nxënësve dhe mësimdhënësit). Për një përvijim 
mësimor për të krijuar një tapiceri të bukur me ngjyra dhe të gjerë, gjitha këto skaje duhet të thuren në mënyra 
pozitive. Për shembull, stili mësimdhënës i instruktorit duhet të drejtojë stilin e mësimnxënies të nxënësit, 
nxënësi duhet medoemos të motivohet, dhe ambienti medoemos duhet të sigurojë burime dhe vlera që 
fuqishëm mbështesin mësimdhënien e gjuhës. Megjithatë, në qoftë se skajet nuk thuren së bashku në mënyrë 
të efektshme, përvijimi instruksional ka të ngjarë të prodhojë diç të vogël, të dobët, të shakmisur, dhe të 
zbehtë - që nuk duket aspak si tapiceri. Veç kësaj që u përmendën më lart këto katër skaje – mësimdhënës, 
mësimxënës, ambienti, dhe gjuhët e rëndësishme – ekzistojnë edhe skaje tjera në tapiceri. Në praktikë, një 
ndër këto skaje më të rëndësishme përbëhet nga katër shkathtësitë themelore: të dëgjuarit, të lexuarit, të 
folurit, të shkruarit. Ky skaj gjithashtu përfshin shkathtësi të lidhura apo të afërta siç janë njohuritë rreth 
tërësisë së fjalëve, germëzimi, drejtshqiptimi, sintaksa, kuptimi, dhe përdorimi. Skaji i tapicerisë për 
shkathtësi shpie deri te komunikimi optimal ESL/EFL kur shkathtësitë janë të thurura gjatë instruksionit. Kjo 
njihet si qasje ndaj shkathtësisë së integruar. Në qoftë se kjo thurje nuk shfaqet së bashku, skaji përbëhet 
thjeshtë nga shkathtësitë paralele si fije të dallueshme, të veçuara që nuk puthiten, mbështeten apo 
bashkëveprojnë me njëra-tjetrën. Kjo ngandonjëherë njihet si qasje apo shkathtësi e izoluar. Një tjetër emërtim 
për këtë lloj instruksioni është qasja e bazuar te gjuha, pasi që gjuha vetë është fokusi i instruksionit (gjuha për 
hir të gjuhës). Në këtë qasje, theksimi nuk bie te mësimnxënia për komunikim autentik. Duke testuar 
instruksionin shkathtësi e izoluar, mund të shohim përparësitë e integrimit të shkathtësive që të lëvizim drejt 
përmirësimit të mësimdhënies për nxënësit e gjuhës angleze.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: ESL/EFL, mësimi i ndërsjellë, katër shkathtësitë themelore, motivimi, gjuha, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

This article has been made as a guide for teachers of English as a foreign language to develop the students´ 
abilities in the language. It is the application of an integrating approach for the development of communicative 
skills in the classroom, in which the four skills in the acquisition of knowledge of a foreign language can be 
taught in a coherent way, and practiced together, with a distinction of the importance of one upon the other. 
One image for teaching English as a second or foreign language (ESL/EFL) is that of a tapestry. The tapestry 
is woven from many strands, such as the characteristics of the teacher, the learner, the setting, and the relevant 
languages (i.e., English and the native languages of the learners and the teacher). For the instructional loom to 
produce a large, strong, beautiful, colorful tapestry, all of these strands must be interwoven in positive ways. 
For example, the instructor's teaching style must address the learning style of the learner, the learner must be 
motivated, and the setting must provide resources and values that strongly support the teaching of the 
language. However, if the strands are not woven together effectively, the instructional loom is likely to 
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produce something small, weak, ragged, and pale-not recognizable as a tapestry at all. In addition to the four 
strands mentioned above-teacher, learner, setting, and relevant languages-other important strands exist in the 
tapestry. In a practical sense, one of the most crucial of these strands consists of the four primary skills of 
listening, reading, speaking, and writing. This strand also includes associated or related skills such as 
knowledge of vocabulary, spelling, pronunciation, syntax, meaning, and usage. The skill strand of the tapestry 
leads to optimal ESL/EFL communication when the skills are interwoven during instruction. This is known as 
the integrated-skill approach. If this weaving together does not occur, the strand consists merely of discrete, 
segregated skills-parallel threads that do not touch, support, or interact with each other. This is sometimes 
known as the segregated-skill approach. Another title for this mode of instruction is the language-based 
approach, because the language itself is the focus of instruction (language for language's sake). In this 
approach, the emphasis is not on learning for authentic communication. By examining segregated-skill 
instruction, we can see the advantages of integrating the skills and move toward improving teaching for 
English language learners.  
 
Key words: ESL/EFL, teaching coherence, four basic skills, motivation, language, etc. 

1. SEGREGATED-SKILL INSTRUCTION 

In the segregated-skill approach, the mastery of discrete language skills such as reading 
and speaking is seen as the key to successful learning, and language learning is typically 
separate from content learning (Mohan, 1986). This is contrary to the integrated way 
that people use language skills in normal communication, and it clashes with the 
direction in which language teaching experts have been moving in recent years. Skill 
segregation is reflected in traditional ESL/EFL programs that offer classes focusing on 
segregated language skills. Why do they offer such classes? Perhaps teachers and 
administrators think it is logistically easier to present courses on writing divorced from 
speaking, or on listening isolated from reading. They may believe that it is 
instructionally impossible to concentrate on more than one skill at a time. Even if it 
were possible to fully develop one or two skills in the absence of all the others, such an 
approach would not ensure adequate preparation for later success in academic 
communication, career-related language use, or everyday interaction in the language. 
An extreme example is the grammar-translation method, which teaches students to 
analyze grammar and to translate (usually in writing) from one language to another. 
This method restricts language learning to a very narrow, non communicative range that 
does not prepare students to use the language in everyday life. Frequently, segregated-
skill ESL/EFL classes present instruction in terms of skill-linked learning strategies: 
reading strategies, listening strategies, speaking strategies, and writing strategies (see 
Peregoy & Boyle, 2001). Learning strategies are strategies that students employ, most 
often consciously, to improve their learning. Examples are guessing meaning based on 
context, breaking a sentence or word down into parts to understand the meaning, and 
practicing the language with someone else. Very frequently, experts demonstrate 
strategies as though they were linked to only one particular skill, such as reading or 
writing (e.g., Peregoy & Boyle, 2001). However, it can be confusing or misleading to 
believe that a given strategy is associated with only one specific language skill. Many 
strategies, such as paying selective attention, self-evaluating, asking questions, 
analyzing, synthesizing, planning, and predicting, are applicable across skill areas (see 
Oxford, 1990). Common strategies help weave the skills together. Teaching students to 
improve their learning strategies in one skill area can often enhance performance in all 
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language skills (Oxford, 1996). Fortunately, in many instances where an ESL or EFL 
course is labeled by a single skill, the segregation of language skills might be only 
partial or even illusory. If the teacher is creative, a course bearing a discrete-skill title 
might actually involve multiple, integrated skills. For example, in a course on 
intermediate reading, the teacher probably gives all of the directions orally in English, 
thus causing students to use their listening ability to understand the assignment. In this 
course, students might discuss their readings, thus employing speaking and listening 
skills and certain associated skills, such as pronunciation, syntax, and social usage. 
Students might be asked to summarize or analyze readings in written form, thus 
activating their writing skills. In a real sense, then, some courses that are labeled 
according to one specific skill might actually reflect an integrated-skill approach after 
all. The same can be said for ESL/EFL textbooks. A particular series might highlight 
certain skills in one book or another, but all the language skills might nevertheless be 
present in the tasks in each book. In this way, students have the benefit of practicing all 
the language skills in an integrated, natural, communicative way, even if one skill is the 
main focus of a given volume. In contrast to segregated-skill instruction, both actual and 
apparent, there are at least two forms of instruction that are clearly oriented toward 
integrating the skills.  

2. TWO FORMS OF INTEGRATED-SKILL INSTRUCTION 

Two types of integrated-skill instruction are content-based language instruction and 
task-based instruction. The first of these emphasizes learning content through language, 
while the second stresses doing tasks that require communicative language use. Both of 
these benefit from a diverse range of materials, textbooks, and technologies for the ESL 
or EFL classroom. In "Content-Based Instruction", students practice all the language 
skills in a highly integrated, communicative fashion while learning content such as 
science, mathematics, and social studies. Content-based language instruction is valuable 
at all levels of proficiency, but the nature of the content might differ by proficiency 
level. For beginners, the content often involves basic social and interpersonal 
communication skills, but past the beginning level, the content can become increasingly 
academic and complex. The Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach 
(CALLA), created by Chamot and O'Malley (1994) shows how language learning 
strategies can be integrated into the simultaneous learning of content and language. At 
least three general models of content-based language instruction exist: theme-based, 
adjunct, and sheltered (Scarcella & Oxford, 1992). The theme-based model integrates 
the language skills into the study of a theme (e.g., urban violence, cross-cultural 
differences in marriage practices, natural wonders of the world, or a broad topic such as 
change). The theme must be very interesting to students and must allow a wide variety 
of language skills to be practiced, always in the service of communicating about the 
theme. This is the most useful and widespread form of content-based instruction today 
and it is found in many innovative ESL and EFL textbooks. In the adjunct model, 
language and content courses are taught separately but are carefully coordinated. In the 
sheltered model, the subject matter is taught in simplified English tailored to students' 
English proficiency level. In "Task-Based Instruction", students participate in 
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communicative tasks in English. Tasks are defined as activities that can stand alone as 
fundamental units and that require comprehending, producing, manipulating, or 
interacting in authentic language while attention is principally paid to meaning rather 
than form (Nunan, 1989). The task-based model is beginning to influence the 
measurement of learning strategies, not just the teaching of ESL and EFL. In task-based 
instruction, basic pair work and group work are often used to increase student 
interaction and collaboration. For instance, students work together to write and edit a 
class newspaper, develop a television commercial, enact scenes from a play, or take part 
in other joint tasks. More structured cooperative learning formats can also be used in 
task-based instruction. Task-based instruction is relevant to all levels of language 
proficiency, but the nature of the task varies from one level to the other. Tasks become 
increasingly complex at higher proficiency levels. For instance, beginners might be 
asked to introduce each other and share one item of information about each other. More 
advanced students might do more intricate and demanding tasks, such as taking a public 
opinion poll at school, the university, or a shopping mall.  

3. ADVANTAGES OF THE INTEGRATED-SKILL APPROACH 

The integrated-skill approach, as contrasted with the purely segregated approach, 
exposes English language learners to authentic language and challenges them to interact 
naturally in the language. Learners rapidly gain a true picture of the richness and 
complexity of the English language as employed for communication. Moreover, this 
approach stresses that English is not just an object of academic interest or merely a key 
to passing an examination; instead, English becomes a real means of interaction and 
sharing among people.This approach allows teachers to track students' progress in 
multiple skills at the same time. Integrating the language skills also promotes the 
learning of real content, not just the dissection of language forms. Finally, the 
integrated-skill approach, whether found in content-based or task-based language 
instruction or some hybrid form, can be highly motivating to students of all ages and 
backgrounds.  

4. INTEGRATING THE LANGUAGE SKILLS 

In order to integrate the language skills in ESL/EFL instruction, teachers should 
consider taking these steps: 
Learn more about the various ways to integrate language skills in the classroom (e.g., 
content-based, task-based, or a combination). 
Reflect on their current approach and evaluate the extent to which the skills are 
integrated. 
Choose instructional materials, textbooks, and technologies that promote the integration 
of listening, reading, speaking, and writing, as well as the associated skills of syntax, 
vocabulary, and so on. 
Even if a given course is labeled according to just one skill, remember that it is possible 
to integrate the other language skills through appropriate tasks. 
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Teach language learning strategies and emphasize that a given strategy can often 
enhance performance in multiple skills. 

5. CONCLUSION 

With careful reflection and planning, any teacher can integrate the language skills and 
strengthen the tapestry of language teaching and learning. When the tapestry is woven 
well, learners can use English effectively for communication.  
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EKSTRAKT 

Ekzistojnë dallime të dukshme në mes gjinisë mashkullore dhe femërore dhe është një e vërtetë shumë e 
njohur se disa nga këto mospërputhje ndërhyjnë gjatë përdorimit të gjuhës që i shkaktojnë të dyja gjinitë. Në 
këtë shekull të informimit në të cilin jetojmë, media i thith këto dallime dhe pastaj i shpërndan ato. Ajo 
rezulton te të dyja gjinitë duke u trajtuar dallueshëm e që shkakton një pabarazi të mundësive në mes të grave 
dhe burrave në fusha të ndryshme, për shembull, akademi, politikë dhe arte. Qëllimi i këtij shkrimi është të 
reflektojë mbi përdorimin e kësaj gjuhë të bazuar në gjini me qëllim që të sqarojë se përse gjuha është një 
element i cili kontribuon për të krijuar atë që ne e quajmë ‘përplasje e gjinive’. Pastaj do të ishim grindur për 
një ndryshim në përdorim të gjuhës me qëllim që të shkojmë drejt një kulture më premtuese për gjithë anëtarët 
e saj. Kjo detyrë fillon në shkollë, konkretisht, në klasën ku ligjërohet gjuha, ku djemtë dhe vajzat kuptojnë 
idenë se ata jetojnë në një shoqëri ku të dy gjinitë duhet t’i kenë të njëjtat gjini. Kjo qartë mundet të paraqitet 
kur ne i referohemi mënyrës se si gjinitë lidhen me njëra- tjetrën pasi që në të shumtën e rasteve burrat dhe 
gratë bisedojnë dhe dëgjojnë, mirëpo ato thjeshtë nuk janë të gatshëm për të komunikuar. Disa sugjerime kanë 
qenë të përfshira me qëllim që të vetëdijesohen mësimdhënësit për rëndësinë e kësaj fushe dhe kontributin e 
tyre të çmuar ndaj saj.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: Gjuha, ndryshimi shoqëror dhe akademik, përplasja e gjinive, komunikimi. 

ABSTRACT 

There are obvious differences between the male and female gender and it is a very well known fact that some 
of those discrepancies interfere with the use of the language both gender make. In this Information Age we 
live in, the media absorb these differences and spread them out. That results in both genders being treated 
differently which causes an inequality of opportunities between women and men in different fields, for 
instance, academics, politics and arts. The aim of this paper is to reflect on these gendered language uses in 
order to explain why language is an element which contributes to create what we call ‘gender gap’. Then we 
would argue for a change in the use of language in order to move towards a fairer culture for all its members. 
This task begins at school, concretely in the language teaching classroom where boys and girls grasp the 
notion that they are living in a society where both genders should have the same opportunities. This can be 
clearly shown when we are referring to the way genders relate to each other because most of the time men and 
women talk and listen but they are simply not able to communicate. A few suggestions have been included 
with the intention of making teachers aware of the importance of this area and their valuable contribution to it.  
 
Key words:  Language, social and academic change, gender gap, communication. 
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1. LANGUAGE AS A HUMAN ACTIVITY 

There can be no doubt that language plays a vital role in our lives. It is what provides us 
with a ‘human’ layer that differentiates us from animals or robots. Language pulls us 
through our daily lives from the moment we wake to bedtime. Therefore we can claim 
that our life is language-related. Language in its various forms (oral, written, extra-
linguistic) serves as a basis for communicative purposes facilitating our interaction with 
others. Human communication involves the use of abilities which are gradually acquired 
and it is a gift that should be preserved. For this reason and from the viewpoint we 
adopt in this paper, we considere language to be essential for education, since it is the 
key which opens the door to all types of knowledge; moreover its relationship with 
human thinking is too important and debated in the history of Linguistics to be ignored. 
In this paper we claim that any formative activity, curriculum planning or teacher-pupil 
interaction at school should be based on the indissoluble relationship between language 
and thinking influencing the former enormously on the latter. This implies that if 
teaching is to be made as positive and effective as possible, a refined selection of key 
language to cover each one of the curriculum areas must be a priority. We consider 
language as a reflexive tool which attributes meaning to our thoughts and actions, and 
the axis all our work revolves around. From our subject area of Language and Literature 
Teaching, we attempt to highlight some options that will improve communication. We 
are aware of the difficulties of working effectively with language and literature in the 
technological era, since time and production are important, but we still feel that 
language work and especially language teaching is of most importance (Lazar 2000). It 
is vital then, that we instil into teachers the notion that placing restrictions on 
communication is damaging for our personal development since such restrictions will 
gradually erode the values inherent to our human condition. 

2. CULTURAL DEMONSTRATIONS, GENDER GAP AND 
COMMUNICATION 

We have just said that language is the tool which allows individuals to interpret the 
uniqueness of the reality they live in and to create a personal view of it. These linguistic 
manifestations have built the cultural society that we now know (Preston 1997) and 
participate in. Thus culture is a part of linguistic education since we can highlight as 
many elements in our everyday lives as in academic thought. If we are to analyse the 
gender gap in our culture, we should start with popular demonstrations such as our oral 
tradition. It has had such a considerable influence over all of us that it has also shaped a 
collective thought that includes stereotypes. The fact that this oral tradition has rooted 
so deep in the collective subconscious makes a re-interpretation of any stereotyped 
misconception hard to do. It is also true that cultivated demonstrations such as the arts 
also contain examples referring to a gender gap too. We know, in Literature, that 
women have been discriminated against because until recent times, writing has been 
forbidden to them. Besides this, their role seems to have been simply a stereotype of 
beauty, tenderness or weakness. In another artistic demonstration such as painting, we 
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find once again the same situation but this time through a visual medium instead of a 
written one. Nowadays, in this technological and mass-media era, we have to search for 
the gender gap in advertising, in cinema or in television. The more complex the cultural 
framework gets, the less successful any attempt at changing the gender imbalance 
becomes. The language and literature teaching we advocate goes along with an 
improvement in linguistic and social skills. Firstly the relationship between language, 
culture and teaching becomes closer. And secondly the importance of teaching in the 
acquisition of a language which facilitates the adaptation to these new contexts and 
generates critical and autonomous thought becomes evident (Nieto 2001). 
Communicative competence and human discourse have a lot of things in common. 
Communicative competence is defined as the knowledge required by the speaker to 
communicate effectively in culturally meaningful contexts. If this competence includes 
multiple levels of linguistic and literary knowledge, it is very important to develop a 
correct means to adapt learning and teaching processes. This approach must help 
individuals to overtake traditional teaching methods and strengthen communication 
between people. Only from this development can skills be improved and only from this 
will we be able to change the gender gap that we currently experience. We know that 
discussing texts or daily themes helps us to reflect on problems such as the gender gap. 
Because of that, we must think beyond training and defend a communicative paradigm 
that helps people to develop their skills (Richards 1998). This involves a transformation 
in the linguistic structures they employ, affecting thought formation and reality 
interpretation. We must therefore adhere to an education model based on the critical 
paradigm to be able to reach our objectives. There is no doubt that social and cultural 
indicators reveal an inequality between women and men. This becomes more evident in 
the use of language demonstrations: written, oral, physical demonstration (Coates 
1994). We have to be aware that both genders have established their particular 
communication models which include a variety of stereotypes. The stereotypical role is 
then assumed by all participants. The use of any aspect that belongs to the other gender 
is considered to be a transgression. From our perspective, we want to study the textual 
unity of language, the discourse. This is one of the most functional and complete 
demonstrations of concerning language we know. This is where we must study the 
gender gap because people are building such a discourse during their training processes. 
Furthermore, depending on the amount and quality of that learning, discourse could 
either improve or deteriorate. We remind ourselves that there are some thought 
tendencies which identify people with language. Therefore, discourse is a complex 
object of study and needs an in-depth analysis for its understanding. Each linguistic and 
literary demonstration points to a certain cultural learning process; women´s discourse 
is different to that of men (Tannen 1994), because they have different characteristics in 
relation to coherence and cohesion, or shape and content. Historically, separation has 
occurred and we can now see that a cultural universe exists, divided into two halves. 
Those halves are so far divided from one another that it is a difficult task to try to bring 
them closer together. 
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Study of language 
areas 
 

Feminine style Masculine style 

Prosody and 
paralinguistic 
elements 

- More emphatic intonation: up-
down; down-up intonation 
- High-pitched tone of voice 
- Use of structures as (mm, aha...) 
to indicate I am listening to you 

- Few changes in their tone of 
voice 
- Use of structures such as (mm, 
aha...) to indicate agreement or 
disagreement 

Morphology and 
syntax 

- Usually use exclamatory and 
interrogative sentences 
- Use of questions such as ¿verdad? 
Is it true? ¿no te parece? Don´t you 
think so? 
- More unfinished sentences in 
their discourse 

- Use of declarative sentences 
- Use of impersonal forms 

Vocabulary - Refer to personal areas, for 
instance, family 
- Use of diminutives 

- Refer to public areas, for instance 
politics, sports, job... 
- Use of augmentatives 

Textual organisation - Try to talk about different topics 
- Explain topics from a personal 
view (intimate experiences) 

- Talk about few topics, few 
changes related to topics 
- Explain topics from an 
impersonal view 

Conversation - Have difficulties in keeping 
conversations going (need 
exclamations, help...) 

- Less effort in keeping 
conversations going 

 
Table 1: Characteristics of feminine and masculine styles (Spanish language) 

3. CRITICAL TEACHING AND EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITIES 
BETWEEN WOMEN AND MEN 

The inequality of opportunities between genders is a current problem that cannot be 
resolved by technological advances. It is related to the human being and answers muts 
be sought in the educational field of Social Sciences (Blackmore 1998). An educational 
system centred on critical thought and oriented to social improvement must be our 
objective. In order to achieve our goal, we should consider the consensus concept 
through communicative processes. Thus, social change may be easier, if we agree that 
any cultural transformation must include women and men in the same communicative 
frame. We need an education which concedes a similar communicative competence to 
both genders (Glover and Kaplan 2000). A suitable framework will be important to 
develop communicative performances and in our opinion it is the critical model that will 
provide us with the necessary basis. Focussed on social change, this model defends 
fairness mainly based on concepts such those consensus advocates. The result of this 
work will be one of communicative improvement between genders. In short, creating a 
better society requires from an improvement in communicative processes and situations 
within a specific context which permits better thought formation, and a constructive 
understanding of events. Obviously, to maintain our objective of improving 
communication, as well as linguistic and literary change, we have to think about 
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learning and teaching conditions. The first important aspect referred to is space. 
Physical position is an aspect we must study when we want to make explicit social 
space and relationships. We are used to seeing how women are often more modest than 
men; in the same way, we can see how in a classroom male and female groups share the 
same space, sometimes even without establishing any communicative contact between 
them. We must implement a change for the elimination of taboos in relation to the 
assumed gender related occupation of space. Another important element related to 
educational conditions is the stereotyping process that determines the treatment of a 
man or a woman. The former is more unpolished and the latter is more sensitive or 
weak, and therefore treatment of the sexes is different. This is not necessarily true since 
there are people who belong to the male side that are sensitive. This fact should not 
constitute a good reason for the treatment to be changed. Another fundamental 
condition relates to the themes we use in communication processes; we know that, 
stereotypically speaking, men talk about football and women about clothes but, it is not 
worth restricting the possibilities. A conversation could include different elements that 
can be used both by a man and by a woman. A fairness should exist which allows 
people to choose and not have social limits imposed. To bring these elements into 
practice we need a type of education where teachers are a guide and students, the central 
element of the learning process. This way, unidirectional communication turns into a 
multidirectional model, and a good application will facilitate the improvement in 
students’ education. At the same time, external resources will be used, because other 
experiences that pupils may have can be an excellent resource in some teaching and 
learning processes (Kincheloe 1993). In such an unsettled time as the one we live in, 
there seems to be a tendency to reduce communication and use technological supports. 
It is strange to try to give advice in relation to the human condition or to reflect on 
problems such as the gender gap. It is now that we, as professionals in Social Sciences, 
have to procure language care and communication improvement. It seems quite clear 
that if we talk about social change with reference to the equality of opportunities 
between women and men, the agent instigating this transformation must be the 
community as a whole, that is, families, friends, teachers and students. These three 
central elements are connected because all of them have an influence on education. 
Teachers and learners are the most important agents. In order to manage an education 
based on the equality of opportunities between genders, it is necessary to develop a 
democratic relationship between teachers and pupils (Kaplan 2000) that involves fluid 
communication processes, where people can improve their linguistic structures and their 
thought formation. For this reason, if teachers become guides, they must have the 
suitable training to be able to change the sexist stereotypes found in communicative 
performances. It is in education where the transformation starts. Although teachers do 
not have social recognition, and although nowadays their function is open to question, 
they will be the main agent of transformation in our framework to oversee the equality 
of opportunities between both genders. The critical paradigm of education provides us 
with the necessary framework to bring together the two concepts outlined previously: 
lifelong learning and communicative competence. Indeed, it obliges us to adopt a more 
democratic and pluralistic approach to educational action. UNESCO explicitly states 
that the right to education and lifelong learning is no longer something capricious, but is 
now more than ever a necessity. Immersed as we are in a eminently dynamic society, 
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the specific learning of factual knowledge, although necessary, is not sufficient work to 
combat the enormous economic interest that soaks our society. It is now vital that we 
broaden our horizons and include ourselves within the philosophy of lifelong learning, 
which is fundamental in the desired educational and social transformation. This implies 
that learning can no longer be an isolated occurrence which eventually leads to the loss 
of the knowledge from our mind. On the contrary, this situation is not only interesting in 
itself, but also falls into line with those advocating quality teaching and learning for all. 
A teaching and learning adapted to the needs of the disadvantaged and concerned with 
overcoming failure in schools. This involves working in accordance with the Equity 
Schema which seeks greater social justice. As regards the Teaching of Language and 
Literature, and as we have insisted throughout this paper, we should be primarily 
concerned with functional learning. This implies that students should be able to adapt 
the four basic skills when making the transition from the world of school to the world of 
work (Beaufort 1999). Teamwork, in our opinion, will play a vital role in helping to 
create more equal social structures. In this sense, it is necessary to change the tradition 
of teaching or problem solving which has been defined as a process developed in the 
mind of each individual (Mercer 1995). Rather, we should aim to promote collective 
activities, since when individuals participate in group practices over long periods of 
time, their outlook is consequently broadened, individuals become members of 
communities in which ways of seeing, knowing and representing their reality are 
common. As we have stated before, teachers will be guides who help students to 
improve their knowledge and to re-construct reality in such a way that schools form a 
microcosm which can be extrapolated to the social community. 

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR SOCIAL AND ACADEMIC TRANSFORMATION 

As we have previously mentioned, a change, a transformation in social and scholarly 
fields is important. When we define the problem, identify its cause and develop a 
perspective for a change through determinate guidelines, we must make suggestions that 
help teaching and are effective in the transformation process (Arnot, Weiner and David 
1999). Probably, the most suitable alternative will be action research, because with it we 
could directly appreciate reality and make proposals at the same time. We plan teaching 
and learning situations, we develop them, put them into practice, improve them and via 
a cyclic system we return to planning educational situations with the pertinent 
improvements (Berge and Ve 2000). We need suitable strategies that lead to the 
development of communicative activities, such as establishing workshops that serve to 
educate and help to reflect the equality of opportunities between genders. Teaching 
Language and Literature from a communicative model requires a change with respect to 
educational structures; a considerable change of mentality that obliges us to give more 
importance to the development of linguistic skills rather than testing the academic 
knowledge (Widdowson 1978). The workshops are to be designed to focus on 
communicative action. If we were to establish workshops that help to equalize the 
opportunities between genders, we would have to create activities that involve a 
functional use of language, paying special attention to those linguistic terms that 
produce gender stereotypes. During workshops we would have discussions, mass-media 
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analyses, study the role of women and men in literature, painting, and construct a 
dictionary with new vocabulary excluding literary stereotypes. Each workshop would 
adjust to the individual needs of the students. A closer understanding of the situation 
will enable teachers to design strategies that will give optimal results in the 
communicative transformation for the equality between genders. In addition to the 
design of the workshops, we have to select and study materials we will use in 
communicative action. Teaching materials based on cultures have been proved to be 
sexist. Teachers, as educators must eliminate that sexism, and design activities where 
students can reflect on the inadequacy of those materials in our schools and our society. 
An example in Literature is folklore and Children´s Literature. The selection of books 
must be very careful and the use of that materaial, very thoughtful. If we analyse books 
and materials that are used in schools we find a lot of gender stereotypes. Teachers and 
students alike have to decide if they want to change that situation. 
Suggestion: The dictionary of equality 
Academic level: Elementary and Secondary School  
Objectives: 
-   To study semantics 
-  To improve our vocabulary and to see what words are discriminatory for women and 

men. 
-  To work in a collective manner to elaborate a new dictionary 
Tools: A selection of dictionaries 
Activities: Taking a specific dictionary as a model, we will analyze what the sexist 
words are. Then we will make a list with those words and we will begin to elaborate a 
new dictionary that attempts to eliminate any sexist reference included in the words 
listed. Additionally, we could use words from any dictionary as an alternative but if we 
need to, we can create new words that help us to reach equality. 
Time: It is possible to develop this activity during an academic year. 
Evaluation indicators: We analyse the final result and the effort students make 
throughout the process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Through the elaboration of this work we support a point of view that pleads for a 
communicative fairness as a principal way to oversee the equality of opportunities 
between men and women. As members of a culture where there is a separation between 
genders, it is necessary to realize the importance of language when we want to express 
reality, and to what extent thought is conditioned by language. Until now, thought and 
use of language think that through education it is possible to trigger a change through 
active strategies based on communication. The critical model that advocates democratic 
relations between teachers and learners is the frame that serves to transform 
communicative structures and to deal with the question of equality between genders. To 
the question ‘is it worth fighting for from the domain of education?’ (Hargreaves and 
Fullan 1998), we only have a positive as we imagine a society whose cultural universe 
is shared by both women and men. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Ky artikull është motivuar nga eksperienca ime e mësimdhënies. Në këtë artikull unë jam munduar të dëshmoj 
se foljet modale për nga natyra janë komplekse, që i bën ato të ngjashme me nënklasat e foljeve tjera, dhe i 
vendos ato si të veçanta në klasën e foljeve. Studimi im është i bazuar në një grup gjuhësor prej rreth 100 
fjalive me fraza të foljeve modale. Këto fjali janë të nxjerra prej tregimeve të shkurtra të shkrimtarëve 
britanikë të shekullit të XX. Unë i kam përdorur parimet e analizës krahasuese, me qëllim që të krahasoj 
tiparet formale, funksionale dhe semantike të ndihmësve modalë me tiparet e nënklasave tjera të foljeve. Në 
këtë mënyrë i identifikoj ngjashmëritë dhe dallimet ndërmjet foljeve modale dhe nënklasave të tjera të foljes. 
Proceset e krahasimit dhe të kontraktimit i përmbajnë procedurat e parafrazimeve dhe zëvendësimeve, që e 
zbulon ekuivalencën funksionale ndërmjet foljeve modale dhe ndajfoljeve të ndryshme modale, si dhe 
ekuivalencën funksionale ndërmjet foljeve modale dhe mënyrës së kategorizuar të foljeve të plota. Sikurse e 
dimë të gjithë ne, foljet modale funksionojnë si burime për shprehjen e modaliteteve. Ekzistojnë dy koncepte 
më të mëdha të modaliteteve. Njëri koncept i modalitetit shfaqet si relativizëm i vlefshmërisë të një propozimi 
në një grup të fjalëve të mundshme. Ky koncept gjithashtu i përfshin edhe modalitetet logjike. Modaliteti në 
logjikë është i bazuar në konceptin e mundësisë dhe të nevojës. Personi që e përdor fjalinë: Është e mundshme 
që nesër të bjerë shi, normalisht nuk e di me siguri se si do të jete koha nesër. Njëra nga mundësitë është që 
nesër mund të bjerë shi. Pra, mundësia nënkupton se propozimi pyetësor është i vërtetë në së paku një fjalë të 
mundshme. Në mënyrë të ngjashme ne mund ta përdorim edhe fjalinë “Është e sigurt se nesër do të bjerë shi” 
që nënkupton se cilado fjalë e mundshme nga fjalia paraprake do të realizohet, do të bjerë shi nesër (Alwood 
et al.1977-108). Koncepti i dytë i modalitetit identifikohet me vlerësimin e folësit për situatën. Duke e mbajtur 
në mend këtë koncept, modaliteti mundet të definohet si sjellje e përafërt ose emotive e folësit, kundrejt 
situatës. (Bally, 1932, 1942). Ne mund ta modifikojmë pak këtë definicion për shkaqe praktike, në 
përmbajtjen si vijon: Modaliteti është kategori semantike që shfaq qëndrimin e folësit, kundrejt relacionit 
ndërmjet situatës në fjali dhe realitetit ekstralinguistik. Pasi që çdo fjali ka kuptimin e vet modal, me qëllim të 
kapjes së kuptimit për shprehjen, përdoruesit e gjuhës angleze duhet patjetër të posedojnë njohje të përkryer të 
njësive gjuhësore që i shprehin kuptimet modale. Foljet modale janë një ndër kuptimet themelore të shprehjes 
së modaliteteve, që e bën të nevojshme për çdo studiues që të njëjtat t’i studiojë nga secili aspekt. Praktika ime 
e mësimdhënies dëshmon se foljet modale nuk janë të lehta për përvetësim. Ky është shkaku pse unë gjej 
foljet modale si objekt interesimi për studim dhe që kam bërë paraqitjet e tyre formale, funksionale dhe 
semantike si temë të magjistraturës sime.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: Funksioni i fjalive të varura/të pavarura; paradigmat gramatikore; cilësitë e lidhura me strukturën 
e fjalisë; mundësia për kombinacione e krahasuar me objektet e nënklasave; semantika. 
 

ABSTRACT 

This article is motivated by my teaching practice. In this article I have tried to prove that modal verbs are of a 
complex nature which makes them similar to the rest of the subclasses of verbs and renders them unique in the 
verb class. My study is based on a linguistic corpus of about 100 sentences with modal verb phrases. These 
sentences have been excerpted from four short stories by twentieth-century British writers. I apply the 
principles of contrastive analysis in order to compare and contrast the formal, functional and semantic features 
of modal auxiliaries with the features of the other subclasses of the verb. In this way I identify similarities and 
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differences between the modal verbs and the rest of the verb class. The processes of comparing and 
contrasting involve the procedures of paraphrase and substitution, which exploits the functional equivalence 
between the modal verbs and the various modal adverbs, and the functional equivalence between the modal 
verbs and the categorical mood forms of the full verbs. As we all know modal verbs function as means of 
expressing modality. Two major concepts of modality exist. One is the concept of modality as the 
relativization of the validity of a proposition to a set of possible worlds. This concept also covers the logical 
modalities. Modality in logic is based on the concepts of possibility and necessity. The person who utters the 
sentence”It is possible that it will rain tomorrow” does not normally know for sure what the weather will be 
like tomorrow. One of the possibilities is that it will rain tomorrow. Therefore, possibility means that the 
proposition in question is true in at least one possible world. Similarly, we can interpret the sentence “It is 
certain that it will rain tomorrow” as meaning that whichever of the possible worlds comes to be realized, it 
will rain tomorrow, (Alwood et al., 1977:108). The other concept of modality identifies it with the speaker’s 
evaluation of a state of affairs. Bearing in mind this concept, modality can be defined as the speaker’s 
cognitive, emotive or volative attitude towards a state of affairs (Bally, 1932, 1942). We can slightly modify 
this definition for practical purposes into the following:”Modality is a semantic category revealing the 
speaker’s attitude towards the relation between the sentence situation and the extralinguistic reality”. Since 
each sentence has its own modal meaning, in order to grasp the meaning of the utterance, users of English 
must acquire perfect knowledge of the lingual units which express modal meanings. Modal verbs are one of 
the basic means of expressing modality, which makes it necessary for the learner to study them in all their 
aspects. My teaching practice shows that modal verbs are not easy to master. That is why I find modal verbs 
an interesting object of study and make their formal, functional and semantic features the topic of my paper.  
 
Key words: Dependent/Independent sentence function; grammatical paradigms; properties related to sentence 
structure; combinability with items of the subclasses compared; semantics. 

MAJOR TRENDS IN THE BACKGROUND LITERATURE ON ENGLISH 
MODALS 

1. FOCUS ON FORM AND FUNCTION 

Modality has long been a field of interest to the linguists. Grammarians studying the 
formal and functional peculiarities of English modal verbs have come to the important 
conclusions that: a. Modal verbs are defective – they lack non – finite forms and for this 
reason they lack analytical forms, too. b. “The functions of modal verbs range from 
purely auxiliary (shall and will in the future) to a fairly pronounced   meaning of their 
own, but in all cases they depend on a full verb” (Mincoff, 1958). Modal verbs are 
traditionally treated as auxiliaries with regard to the formation of the negative and the 
interrogative. During the 1970s R. Huddleston defined a set of properties which he 
referred to as the “NICE” properties. These properties characterize auxiliary verbs and 
mark them out as a subclass in the morphological class of the verb. The concept of 
“NICE” properties can be put into words as follows: auxiliaries express negation (N), 
inversion (I), code (C) and emphasis (E) on their own (Huddleston, 1976). 
 

• Modal auxiliaries express negation by attaching the negative particle “not”: 
e.g. He could not resist the opportunity to have a fling at the Levantine (SM). 

• Modal auxiliaries come before the Subject in sentences of inverted word order: e.g.  
Why should we set out to kill all provocative and venturesome art? (AC) 

• Modal auxiliaries function as Propredicates: e.g. I’d rather get home. I must (AC) 
• Modal auxiliaries express emphasis through stress and intonation: e.g. What is this so – 

called modern art? I   will tell you (AC). 
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However, these properties do not apply consistently to the semi-modals “need” and 
“dare”. Modal verbs have two more idiosyncratic properties: they do not occur together; 
they do not participate in number agreement. Being auxiliaries, modal verbs combine 
with non – finite (infinitive forms) of full verbs. The combinations result in verb 
phrases. Modal verb phrases perform the syntactic function of Predicate. The lexical 
meaning of such Predicates is expressed by the full verb; the modal auxiliaries reveal 
the relation between the verbal situation and reality: e.g. They ought to help her – moral 
duty. e.g. They must help her – obligation. 

2. FOCUS ON SEMANTICS 

Modality is a cross-linguistic category which can be expressed by different lexical and 
grammatical means. Modal semantics, however, is often vague and diffuse and “there is 
no single semantic feature with which modality may be correlated (Palmer, 1994). The 
most interesting early study of modality is that of O.Jespersen (1924). He distinguished 
twenty subcategories of modality and divided them into two sets – containing an 
element of will or containing no element of will (Jespersen, 1924). Modality was 
studied in logical terms by von Wright (1951). He distinguished four logical modes. 
Two of these modes are important for natural languages: epistemic (modes of knowing) 
and deontic (modes of obligation). They correspond to Jespersen’s types. F. Palmer 
points out that the epistemic/deontic distinction is useful but the category should be 
expanded “to include notions such as willingness and ability…expressed in English by 
the modal verbs “will” and “can”. They may be characterized in terms of a third type of 
modality (Palmer, 1994) F.Palmer produced himself two major studies in the field of 
modality - “Modality and English modals” (1976) and “Mood and Modality” (1986). In 
these studies Palmer focused on the semantic aspect of the different means of 
expressing modality. He deals with the microfields of modality in great detail, 
investigating and explaining the modal meanings as well as the means of expressing 
these meanings in the English language. Palmer follows Lyons’ concepts and 
terminology and concentrates efforts on the study of two basic microfields of modality – 
deontic and epistemic. Deontic modality is concerned with the necessity or possibility 
of acts performed by morally responsible agents; epistemic modality is concerned with 
matters of knowledge and belief (Lyons, 1977). In addition to deontic and epistemic 
modality, some other modal notions have been defined in the recent decades.. A state of 
affairs may be possible or necessary in view of the circumstances, as in the sentence 
“He can only relax in his summer house: this sentence can be paraphrased as “The 
circumstances are such that he can only relax in his summer house”. In this case we can 
talk of “circumstantial modality” (Kiefer, 1994). The possibilities of an agent may also 
depend on his dispositions: the sentence “John must sneeze” can be interpreted as 
“John’s dispositions are such that he must sneeze”. This sentence is an example of 
“dispositional modality” (Kiefer, 1994). Kiefer points out that “circumstantial and 
dispositional possibilities come close to ability or capacity (ibid). Another type of 
modality, the so called “boulomaic modality” has to do with someone’s wishes: “He 
may be our leader”: this sentence denotes the speaker’s intention to express the fact that 
in view of their wishes this is not excluded. The context which determines the modal 
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reading can be construed as a set of propositions from which certain conclusions can be 
drawn. But there is an intuitive difference between the “epistemic and the non-epistemic 
use of modal verbs.” If we use an epistemic modal, we are interested in what may or 
must be the case in our world, given everything we know already and when we use a 
non-epistemic modal, we are interested in what can or must happen, given 
circumstances of a certain kind (Kratzer, 1981). As a consequence, the conclusion that 
can be drawn from the background concerns the truth of the proposition in the case of 
epistemic modality and the occurrence of an event in the case of the non-epistemic 
modality (Perkins, 1983). Epistemic and deontic are the basic notions of modality: they 
are non-factual and subjective. The third type of modality is neither non-factual nor 
subjective. But it is expressed in the same formal grammatical system as epistemic and 
deontic modality. S. Chung and A. Timberlake use the term “epistemological” modality 
to cover the modal meanings of “willingness” and”ability”: e.g. John can read Latin – 
ability 
e.g. I will not take this medicine – willingness 
We can include the meanings of “capacity” and “impudence” in the semantic subfield of 
epistemological modality: 
e.g.  The conference hall can seat 100 people - capacity 
e.g. I dare not talk to him – impudence 
There is a close relationship between linguistic modalities and modal notions as defined 
in logic. From a linguistic point of view the notions of epistemic and deontic modalities 
are very important. “A proposition is epistemically necessary if it is logically entailed 
by what is known and a proposition is epistemicaly possible if it is compatible with 
what is known” (Kiefer, 1994). The close relationship between deontic and modal 
concepts in logic is reflected in natural language. In English, the expressions of 
certainty, necessity and possibility are also used for obligations and permissions. We 
can assume that “deontic necessity” and “deontic possibility” are semantic notions 
whereas obligation and permission belong to pragmatics. To impose an obligation on 
somebody or to grant permission are speech acts. Sentence types are determined by the 
speaker’s attitudes and by syntactic criteria (form). In certain cases, a conflict may arise 
between form and meaning: a sentence is formally a question, but expresses a request. 
This phenomenon is known as indirect speech acts and can be described in terms of 
modality. It is obvious, therefore, that the discussion of modality involves also problems 
of pragmatics and syntacs. Having considered the background literature on modality, we 
can, for the aims of this study, use the following definitions of three basic types of 
modality: Deontic modality is a microfield of modal meanings which present the verbal 
situation as imposed on the extralinguistic reality by the speaker. This microfield is 
comprised of the meanings of obligation advice, permission, insistence and promise. 
Epistemic modality is a microfield of modal meanings which present the speaker’s own 
interpretation of the relation between the sentence situation and reality. To this 
microfield belong the modal meanings of certainty, probability, possibility and 
prediction. Epistemological modality is a microfield of modal meanings which present 
the situation as dependent on external for the speaker factors concerning the subject of 
the situation. Generally, most modal verbs can express two or three modal meanings 
belonging to different microfields of modality: e.g. What’s the good of believing a lot of 
old tales nobody can prove or disprove (AC) (ability) 
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e.g. Gentlemen, we cannot support a decay of elegance and good taste (AC) – (deontic 
possibility) - the speaker lays stress on what the addressee will have to do, implying 
annoyance and disapproval. e.g. This can’t be true (epistemic possibility) Practically, 
most modal meanings can be expressed by several modal verbs and phrases. However, 
each modal phrase denotes particular connotations of the meaning. The following 
examples illustrate the related meanings of obligation and necessity: 
e.g. You must never do that (AC) =  the speaker imposes the obligation 
e.g. I must run home now (OH) = the speaker intends to do so 
e.g. You must look at the spirit not the letter of religion (RA) = the speaker finds it 
important for the addressee to do so 
e.g. I had to play up to my clothes (OH) = the subject had no other choice under the 
circumstances 
e.g. I am sure you needn’t trouble yourself any further (AC ) =  it is not necessary for 
you to do so. 

3. CONTRASTIVE STUDIES OF MODALITY 

F.Palmer’s “Mood and Modality” defines a framework for the study of modality. This 
framework provides an explanation of linguistic phenomena not only of the English 
language but of other languages, too. An exhaustive study of English modal verbs in 
contrast with their Bulgarian counterparts was produced by M. Nenkova in the 1980s. 
The contrastive analysis explicates the specific semantic and functional features of 
English modal verbs through the features of their Bulgarian translation equivalents. 
M.Nenkova’s project reveals the practical aspects of investigating the modals (Nenkova, 
1986). My efforts are concentrated on an interclass study that will make it possible to 
define the status of the modal verbs in the verb class as an important means of 
expressing modality. 

4. THE INTRICATE NATURE OF ENGLISH MODALS 

In my attempt to define the status of the modal verbs in the verb class of English I shall 
present the intricate nature of English modals in its three aspects-form, function and 
meaning. It is well known that the class of verbs falls into several subclasses 
distinguished by different lexico-grammatical features. These subclasses are: A/verbs of 
full nominative value, B/verbs of partial nominative value that include: 
-auxiliary verbs (primary and modal) 
-catenative verbs 
-link verbs 
This classification can be presented in the following table (Penakova, 2004):  
SHAPE \* MERGEFORMAT SHAPE \* MERGEFORMAT    
Following the branches of the table, I shall proceed to reveal the similarities and 
differences between modal and primary auxiliaries, between modal auxiliaries and 
catenative verbs, between modal auxiliaries and link verbs, between modal auxiliaries 
and the various mood forms of full verbs. The modal verbs will be analyzed in parallel 
with each subclass of the English verb in the parameters defined in 1:6. 
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5. MODAL AUXILIARIES AND PRIMARY AUXILIARIES 

5.1 Dependence on the full verb 
Both types of auxiliary have no function independent of the full verb. Modal auxiliaries 
combine with various infinitive forms of full verbs to make modal verb phrases: e.g. 
One never knows when a revolution may break out. (AC) – simple infinitive. E.g. They 
must be suffering from chronic indigestion (AC) – progressive infinitive. E.g. You 
might have kicked him downstairs (SM) – perfect infinitive 
e.g. You will be surprised to hear it (SM) – passive infinitive. Modal verb phrases 
function as compound verbal predicate. Primary auxiliaries combine with different 
participles to produce analytical forms of the full verb: e.g. I have been a member of the 
Royal Academy for more than thirty years (AC) – present perfect 
e.g. The war had just finished (SM) – past perfect 
e.g. Mr. Tower Chandler was pressing his evening suit in his hall bedroom(OH) – past 
progressive 
e.g. She was inexpensively clothed in a plain black dress (OH) – past passive 
e.g. I am going to Japan  – present progressive 
e.g. The streets are washed at dawn  –  present passive 
e.g. I have been waiting for hours  –  present perfect progressive 
e.g. She said she had been waiting for hours – past perfect progressive 
e.g. A symphony was being played  –  past progressive passive 
e.g. The house had been cleaned the day before my arrival  –  past perfect passive. 
Analytical verb forms function as simple predicate. 
 
5.2 Grammatical paradigms 
Modal verbs have incomplete grammatical paradigms; they lack non-finite forms and 
analytical forms: 
Present tense                Past tense 
May                               Might      
Can                               Could 
Shall                              Should 
Will                               Would 
Must 
Ought 
Dare  
Need 
Unlike them, primary auxiliaries have all the forms of the grammatical paradigm of the 
verb:  
Be – am, are, is; was, were; been; being 
Do – do, does; did; done; doing 
Have – have, has; had; had; having 
The primary auxiliary “Be” has analytical forms, too: 
e.g. He is being examined by the professor. 
e.g. The students have already been examined. 
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5.3 The “NICE” properties 
Modal auxiliaries and primary auxiliaries exhibit similar properties when they form 
negative, interrogative and emphatic structures: 
Negation: e.g. I wasn’t listening to him. 
e.g. I couldn’t hear anything. 
Interrogation: e.g. Have you seen the new film yet? 
e.g. Could you tell me the time, please? 
Emphasis: e.g. No, you weren’t listening to me. 
e.g. I can’t stand the rain. 
Both modal and primary auxiliaries can function as Propredicate: 
e.g. Is he doing his homework? Yes, he is. 
e.g.  Can you swim? Yes, I can. 
 
5.4. Combinability of modal auxiliaries with primary auxiliaries 
Modal auxiliaries exclude the use of primary auxiliaries.  Primary auxiliaries as part of 
some analytical infinitive form can follow modal auxiliaries to constitute modal verb 
phrases: e.g. I shouldn’t be surprised. 
 
5.5. Semantics 
Primary auxiliaries express purely grammatical functions and denote grammatical 
meanings: e.g. She is working in her office – present tense, progressive aspect, 3 person, 
singular, active voice. Modal auxiliaries combine grammatical meanings with modal 
meanings:  
e.g. She must be working in her office – conclusion; present time reference, progressive 
aspect.  
 
6. Modal auxiliaries and Catenative verbs 
6.1 Dependence on the Full verb 
Modal auxiliaries combine with infinitive forms of full verbs. Catenative verbs combine 
with all the various non-finite forms of full verbs:  
e.g. So he began to prate to Miss Marian of clubs, of teas, of golf and riding (OH) – 
infinitive, e.g. He stopped talking for a while (OH) – gerund 
e.g. She had her hair done by a very good stylist – pastparticiple 
Both catenative and modal verb phrases function as compound verbal predicate 
  
6.2 Grammatical paradigms 
Catenative verbs coincide in form with full verbs. Unlike modal auxiliaries, catenative 
verbs have all the forms of the grammatical paradigm of the verb: 
e.g. Begin – begins, began, begun, beginning, am beginning, is beginning, are 
beginning, have begun, has begun, had begun, was beginning, were beginning 
e.g. She was beginning to pack – past progressive 
e.g. She began to pack  –  past simple    
e.g. He arrived after she had begun to pack  –  past perfect 
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6.3 The “NICE” Properties        
Catenative verbs do not have the ‘NICE’ properties. They need primary auxiliaries in 
order to express negation, interrogation or emphasis. Auxiliaries function as 
propredicates of catenative verbs: 
e.g. She didn’t start to cry. -  Negation 
e.g. Did she start to cry?     -  Interrogation 
e.g. She did start to cry.      -  Emphasis 
e.g. Did she start to cry? No, she didn’t.  -  Propredicate 
 
6.4. Combinability of modal auxiliaries with catenative verbs 
Modal auxiliaries can combine with various infinitive forms of catenative verbs:    e.g. 
She couldn’t help thinking of him (OH – inability) 
e.g. It must have started raining. – Conclusion 
 
6.5. Semantics 
It is well-known that modal verb phrases and catenative phrases function as compound 
verbal Predicate. However, the two types of verbal Predicate differ semantically. Modal 
predicates denote modal meanings: catenative verbs denote aspective meanings.     
e.g. They started voting (AC) – initial phase 
e.g. He stopped talking for a while (OH) – final phase  
e.g. He kept thinking of her (OH) – the action goes on. 

7. MODAL AUXILIARIES AND LINKING VERBS 

7.1 Syntactic valency of link verbs 
Linking verbs express relational meanings.They always combine with Predicative to 
produce a compound nominal predicate. Like modal verbs, link verbs express the 
features of predication: e.g. She was pretty in a refined way(OH) – past tense, singular, 
e.g. These books are fairly easy   - present tense, plural    
 
7.2 Grammatical paradigms 
Link verbs coincide in form with full verbs. Link verbs have all the forms of the 
grammatical paradigm of the verb: e.g. I was getting tired – past progressive 
e.g. She has grown into a fine young lady – present perfect 
 
7.3 The “NICE” properties 
Link verbs, like full verbs and catenatives, do not have the “NICE” properties. They 
express grammatical meanings by means of primary auxiliaries: 
Negation: e.g. He didn’t sound interested. 
Interrogation: e.g. Did she become a doctor? 
Emphasis: e.g. She did sound tired. 
Propredicate: e.g. Didn’t she sound tired? Yes, she did. 
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7.4. Combinability of modal verbs with link verbs 
Modal auxiliaries may combine with various infinitive forms of link verbs. The 
resultant phrases function as compound verbal nominal predicates: 
e.g. You must be very tired.  – conclusion 
e.g. I ought to be more attentive in class  – moral duty 
     
7.5. Semantics 
Link verbs have no meaning independent of the Predicative. Link verbs contribute to the 
lexical meaning of the resultant common nominal predicate the general connotations of” 
being” or “becoming”:  
e.g. She looked beautiful in that dress – being 
e.g. She turned pale at that sight  –  becoming 
Link verbs express relational meanings. Modal verbs express attitudinal meanings. 

8. MODAL AUXILIARIES AND VERBS OF FULL NOTIONAL VALUE 

8.1 Combinability of full verbs with other subclasses of verb 
Verbs of full notional value have synthetic forms which do not combine with auxiliaries 
in the positive statement: e.g. I saw an interesting film on TV last night – past simple. 
E.g. The performance starts at three – present simple. Full verbs combine with the 
primary auxiliaries “be” and “have” to form analytical verb forms that function as 
simple predicate: e.g. I am going back home. – Present progressive 
e.g. They have just finished work. – Present perfect     
Full verbs constitute negative and interrogative structures of the present simple and the 
past simple in combination with “do”: e.g. I don’t like tea. 
e.g. Did you have breakfast at home 
Full verbs can combine with modal auxiliaries to express future time reference: e.g. I 
shall spend the night in a hotel; e.g. I will get you some tea. 
Full verbs can combine with modal auxiliaries to constitute compound verbal predicate 
of various modal meanings. e.g. After a diet of your cows the audienve must obviously 
be suffering from chronic indigestion (AC) – conclusion; e.g. I ought to know what I am 
talking about  (SM)  – moral duty 
e.g. I could not walk round the deck without his joining me  – possibility 
e.g. I should not have paid any attention to her – advisability 
 
8.2 Grammatical paradigms 
Full verbs have all the grammatical forms characterizing the verb class: e.g. Teach – 
teaches, taught, teaching, taught, is taught, has taught, has been teaching, has been 
taught. Full verbs can express all the grammatical categories of the verb – tense, aspect, 
voice, mood, person, number. These categories constitute the basis of predication. That 
is why full verbs in their finite forms function as Predicate in the sentence. 
8.3 The Predicate and the three types of sentence meaning 
There are three kinds of meaning contained in a sentence (Halliday, 1970). The 
Predicate is the most important sentence position because the syntactic valency of the 
full verb in this position determines the rest of the functional positions in the sentence. 
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The lexical meaning of the items in all the functional positions of a sentence makes the 
ideational meaning of the sentence. The structural positions opened up by the Predicate 
in a sentence make it possible to join this particular sentence to the preceding and the 
following parts of the context, i.e. the nature of the Predicate determines the textual 
meaning of the sentence. Each sentence is aimed at affecting the Addressee. The 
speaker may want to inform the addressee of a fact or he may want to make the 
addressee perform some action or experience some emotion. This interpersonal meaning 
is achieved by realizing a certain attitude the speaker adopts in respect of the Speech 
Act. Attitudinal meanings constitute the semantic field of Modality. 
 
8.4 Modal Verbs and Grammatical Moods 
Modal verbs and grammatical moods are the basic means of expressing modality. The 
semantic field of modality can be subdivided into three major subfields: deontic, 
epistemic, epistemological. Each subfield includes several individual meanings. 
 
8.4.1 Modal Meanings 
To illustrate modal meanings, I present sentences with modal predicates. To reveal 
semantic parallels between modal verbs and the grammatical mood forms, I paraphrase 
the sentences avoiding the modal auxiliaries. The meanings are grouped according to 
the subfield of modality to which they belong. 
DEONTIC modality comprises the following meanings: Obligation - e.g. You must do 
it right now = Do it right now! (I order you to do it) 
Necessity - e.g. I must run home (OH) = Run home! (I order myself under the 
circumstances); e.g. You need not trouble yourself any more = Don’t trouble yourself 
any more (there is no need to)  
Moral duty - e.g. You always knew exactly what ought to be done. (Do it, you know 
that (It is right to do so) 
Advice - e.g. You should be patient with her. = Be patient with her! (I think it is 
advisable). 
Recommendation - e.g. You had better take a rest. = Take a rest I recommend you). 
Permission - e.g. You may do as you please = Do it (if you please). 
Prohibition - e.g. You may not do it!  Don’t do it (I order you not to). 
Invitation - e.g. Will you dine with me? = Dine with me, will you? 
Request - e.g. Could you tell me the time, please? = Tell me the time, please. 
Promise - e.g. You come with me and we shall have a cozy dinner = I promise you a 
cozy dinner 
Threat - e.g. They shall be dismissed! =I threaten them with dismissal. 
Reproach - e.g.  You might have told him the truth = I reproach you for not telling him 
the truth. 
EPISTEMIC modality comprises the meanings of: 
Conclusion - e.g. There must be another way out (OH) = I am certain of there being 
another way out. 
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Probability - e.g. I’m afraid you might like those cubist chaps (AC)   
                     e.g. I find it probable that you like those cubist chaps. 
Possibility - e.g. A decay of good taste can only confuse and corrupt our younger 
generation of artists (AC) = I think it possible that a decay of good taste will confuse a 
corrupt our younger generation of artists.  
EPISTEMOLOGICAL modality includes the following meanings: Ability - e.g. No 
sensible man can comprehend this juggling with form and color (AC) - No sensible man 
understands it because no one is able to. Capacity - e.g. The door will not go further. = 
The door does not go any further. Insistence - e.g. Much as I implored, he wouldn’t take 
it to heart. = He didn’t take it to heart   because he didn’t want to. Impudence - e.g. I 
dare not declare my love to her = I do not declare my love to her because I don’t have 
the courage to. 
 
8.4.2. Semantic parallels between modal predicates and mood forms of the full verb 
When we compare sentences expressing deontic modality and the sentences that 
paraphrase them, we come to the conclusion that sentences of deontic modality can be 
paraphrased by two means: a. Imperative mood forms. e.g. You may not do it =  Don’t 
do it! b. Reporting verbs which reveal the speaker’s will. e.g. Join us and shall not be 
disappointed = I promise you not to be disappointed. Both means explicate the 
speaker’s imposing the situation upon the extralinguistic reality. Sentences expressing 
epistemic modality can be paraphrased by means of modal adverbs in combination with: 
Full verbs in the Subjunctive mood; Structures with weakened auxiliaries, which are 
considered to be syntactic synonyms of the Subjunctive. Both means explicate the 
speaker’s interpreting the relation between the situation and reality. Sentences 
expressing epistemological modality can be paraphrased by means of Indicative mood 
forms in combination with explicit definitions of external for the speaker circumstances 
which affect the subject’s performing the action or being affected in the situation 
reported. e.g. Much as I implored, he wouldn’t take it to heart = He didn’t take it to 
heart because he didn’t want to. The analysis makes the semantic parallels between 
modal predicates and mood forms of full verbs obvious. It also reveals the fact that 
mood forms, being grammatical means, express generalized, abstract modal meanings. 
Modal verbs, being lexical means, express specific, individualized modal meanings: 
MUST – obligation, conclusion, prohibition (with negative infinitive forms); CAN – 
permission, probability, ability, possibility, volition, conclusion and prohibition (in the 
negative form); MAY – permission, possibility, probability, prohibition (in the negative 
form) Request (in the past tense form); SHOULD – advice, moral duty, probability; 
SHALL – obligation, promise, threat; WILL – probability, volition, willingness, 
capacity, insistence; WOULD – probability, volition, willingness, capacity, insistence; 
OUGHT – moral duty; NEED – necessity; DARE – impudence. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Having compared and contrasted the modal verbs and the rest of the subclasses of verb, 
I came to the following conclusions: Each subclass of Verb of partial nominative value 
exhibits a particular combination of formal, functional and semantic features. The 
formal features of modal verbs are similar to the formal features of primary auxiliaries. 
Due to their auxiliary nature, modal verbs can combine with catenatives and link verbs 
but do not take primary auxiliaries in expressing predication. The functional features of 
modal verbs are similar to the functional features of catenative verbs and to a lesser 
extent to the functional features of link verbs. Modal verbs, like catenatives and link 
verbs, express predication as constituent elements of compound predicates. However, 
modal verbs always refer to the speaker’s attitude. Therefore, and the grammatical 
subject of the sentence is the morphological subject of the infinitive of the full verb. 
Temporal, aspectual and voice distinctions are expressed by the infinitive of the full 
verb. There are semantic parallels between modal verbs and the categorical forms of 
mood of the full verb. Modal meanings within the deontic subfield correspond to the 
meaning of the Imperative mood forms. Meanings within the epistemic subfield 
correspond to the meaning of the Subjunctive mood forms. Meanings within the 
epistemological subfield correspond to the meaning of the Indicative mood forms. The 
combination of formal, functional and semantic features of the English modals reveals 
their unique and complex nature and determines their peculiar status in the verb class of 
English. Modal verbs express information concerning the truth value and the 
interpersonal aspect of the sentence, as well as propredicate reference.  
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EKSTRAKT  

Fusha kryesore e ndikimit të librave të leximit në edukimit parashkollor është të siguruarit e të riut kontakt me 
kulturën. Një kontakt i tillë mund të kuptohet në shumë aspekte, si në zgjerimin e njohurive të fëmijëve 
poashtu edhe në formësimin e tyre në sfera të ndryshme. Kjo mund të përfshijë njohuritë e tyre me letërsinë, të 
kuptuarit që lidhet me përmbajtjen e teksteve, stimulimin e zhvillimit shoqëroro-emocional, zhvillimin e të 
menduarit, falë inkurajimit të kontaktit kritik dhe kreativ me tekstin, formësimin e identitetit të fëmijës gjatë 
krijimit të marrëdhënies së veçantë në mes të tekstit dhe marrësit (objektiv kundrejt subjektiv) dhe shumë më 
shumë. Këto sfera përzihen, ndonëse në një moment të dhënë secili nga to mund të jetë në një pozitë 
posaçërisht të rëndësishme në procese të veçanta shkollore. Në punimin tim, do të fokusohem te rastet me 
kuptime shoqërore të përfshira në tekste për studentë të rinj. Do t’i analizoj përmbajtjet e tyre si dhe mënyrën 
e kontaktit me përmbajtjen që është stili i punës me një tekst gjatë mësimeve. Si përfundim, do të sjell çështje 
që ndërlidhen me këtë, siç janë:  
Të mbështeturit apo të asgjësuarit e të menduarit kritik te fëmijët;  
Të thelluarit apo të kapërdyerit e të kuptuarit e tyre të botës shoqërore; 
Të forcuarit apo të dobësuarit e të kuptuarit e kontrollit intelektual dhe interpretues rreth kuptimeve të një 
teksti. 
Në analizën time, do të krahasoj tekste të përdorura në edukimin e hershëm shoqëror në polonisht dhe anglisht 
gjatë mësimeve. Kështu që në këtë mënyrë do të përcjell mënyrën se si manifestohet vetë kultura e 
mësimdhënies-nxënies në sferën e zhvillimit shoqëror te nxënësit e vegjël në teksteve për lexim në klasat e 
ulëta. Me fjalën tekst këtu nënkuptohet ai tekst letrar apo gazetaresk dhe shkencor i popullarizuar, gjithashtu 
edhe didaktik, i përpiluar për nevojat e edukimit të hershëm parashkollor.  
 
Fjalët kyçe: librat e leximit për edukimin parashkollor, të menduarit kritik, kontrolli intelektual, edukim i 
hershëm, teksti, etj. 

ABSTRACT  

The basic area of influence texts for reading in early stages of education is to provide a young receiver with 
contact with culture. Such contact may be understood in many aspects, both in broadening a child’s 
knowledge, as well as his/her development in different spheres. This may consist in introducing literary 
culture, building a world of meanings connected with the content of texts, stimulating socio-emotional 
development, development of reflexiveness thanks to the encouragement of critical and creative contact with a 
text, shaping a child’s identity through creating of specific relation between text and receiver (objective versus 
subjective) and many more. These areas intermingle, although at a given moment every one of them may be in 
a particularly important position in specific school processes. In my paper, I shall focus on issues of social 
meanings included in texts for younger students. I shall analyse their content as well as the way of contact 
with the content that is the style of work with a text during lessons. In consequence, I shall bring up issues 
connected with this, such as: Supporting or extinguishing critical thinking in children;  
Deepening or swallowing their understanding of the social world; 
Strengthening or weakening their sense of intellectual and interpretive control over meanings of a text. In my 
analysis, I shall compare texts used in Polish and British early social education during lessons. This way I 
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shall follow the way the teaching-learning culture of a school manifests itself in the area of developing social 
meanings in younger students through texts for reading in the early grades. A text here I understand as literary 
or journalistic and popular scientific, consequently didactic as well, created for the needs of early school 
education. 
 
Key words: texts for reading in early stages of education, critical thinking, intelectual control, early stage 
education, text, etc. 

SOCIAL MEANINGS IN POLAND’S EARLY EDUCATION 

Early education in Poland has been conducted for several decades in an unchanged 
model of rigid and inflexible transmission of culture. Meanings, understood as 
knowledge legitimised by school curricula, are wholly established outside the pupil as 
far as content, as well as form of its expression, are concerned. Before a lesson starts it 
has been decided not only what pupils would be doing during a lesson and how exactly 
they would do it, but also what conclusions they would arrive at and what attitudes 
would be instilled and shaped in them and what values would be close to them. As a 
result, possibility of individual differentiation has been negated for the sake of the 
indisputable model of collective thinking. Rigid school transmission is characterised by 
defined features connected with selection of presented meanings included in reading 
texts and inspired by them, their source, scope, and atmosphere that accompanies their 
presentation, as well as anticipated pupils’ attitudes towards meanings considered as 
“correct”.  
 
These characteristics are comprised in the table below: 
 
Area of features of transmitted meanings Features of transmitted meanings 

Selection of meanings Postulates and models of behaviour (norms) 
Origin of meanings Course book fiction 

Scope of meanings Narrow-local, infantile 

Atmosphere of meanings Optimistic and idyllist  
Expected attitudes towards meanings Accepting and glorifying 

 
Table 1. Features of social meanings in early transmission education 

 
Social meanings, recognized by transmission methodology of teaching as right for 
younger pupils, are selected to serve not as a means of acquainting oneself with society 
and relations between people, but as a means of postulative indication of norms of 
behaviour. In texts, pupils find rules how one is required to behave, not information on 
how people do behave in different social situations. They read about what life should 
be, and not about what life really looks like. The omnipresent creation of fictional 
pictures of social life, excluding or radically marginalizing any references to real-life 
situations, consistently serves the purpose. These real-life situations are treated only as a 
declared, thus uncertain by definition, future area of inculcating desired behavior. This 
way social reality never appears in reflections during classes as something that ‘is’ and 
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as something that can be a subject to critical thinking, but always as something that 
‘should be’. Such content that could prove existence of difficult social problems is 
particularly and thriftily omitted. That is why pupils discuss histories of a course book 
family, but not their families; they settle disputes between course book children, and not 
between themselves; they decide about reasons of people from book illustrations, but 
not about those from their own life experiences. In respect to the scope of social 
meanings, they do not reach beyond the circle of affairs defined as “nearest to them” 
(family, peers, streets, shops etc.), despite the fact that from their own life and media 
they know the world of events to be much more extensive, complicated, and complex. 
All of this is accompanied by the atmosphere of an easy happy ending, idealization of 
adults, high-flown indication of duties. During the whole course of a lesson, as well as 
at the moment of concluding, children are expected to show adoration for these 
meanings that are treated by the school as describing states that are desired and only 
right. Doubts, questionings, objections, or even normal uncertainty are treated as 
‘dissident’ and illegal behaviour in a pedagogical sense. An educational weakness of the 
thus selected texts is not their appearance, but total absence of texts different in 
character. A world full of loving parents, courageous policemen, doctors ready for 
sacrifice, fair judges, honest merchants, warm-hearted teachers, people living according 
to unbending rules and caring for other people’s well being – such a world surely exists, 
however, it does not cover the complexity of social reality. Limiting one to show it 
deprives pupils of the chance to deepen their understanding of the real world and 
competent acting in it. Thus children during the several years of education are bound to 
read anti-cognitive pap of wishful idealizations, misrepresented pictures, and 
indoctrinated utopias that in no way contribute to the cognition of the social world. 
After course book-methodical conversion, social meanings lose connection with reality. 
Although in the dictionary sense they concern social life (role of a friend, friendship, 
tolerance, family etc.), they tell really little or nothing about the world outside the 
course book. The limiting of the area of meanings to so-called “close-to-children” 
elements makes education about society totally insensitive to real social phenomena that 
children know from their own experiences they take part in, or they know of from other 
sources, for example mass media. Moreover, passing over matters that children are 
perfectly aware of (very often from their personal, difficult experiences) creates a 
problematic atmosphere as far as morality is concerned. Children learn to deny their 
own feelings and experiences, they lose awareness (or they never acquire it) about the 
fact that it is not shutting eyes on the reality, but courage in seeing the world and 
thinking about it that allow them to take actions that would contribute to making the 
world a better place. Not only the content of reading texts but also typical of the 
inflexible didactic transmission manner of working on the thus selected contents during 
classes do not allow to go beyond what has been arbitrarily considered as ‘right’ for 
children. Pupils’ statements and their conclusions are directed by a teacher, using the 
method of a so-called “lesson-talk” according to a detailed lesson scenario. In reality, it 
is just playing a game “Guess what the teacher has in mind”. A transmission teacher is 
not interested in discovering what his/her pupils think, or all the more in enabling them 
to learn to express and popularise these thoughts. These are the pupils who are supposed 
to be interested in discovering what their teacher is thinking or, what is more frequent, 
what he/she pretends to be thinking, so that they start thinking in the same way, or, what 
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is more frequent, to start pretending to think in this way. A few years training in hiding 
one’s own judgements for the sake of expressing what a teacher wants to hear, denying 
one’s own beliefs for fear of lack of acceptance and a negative mark and on the other 
hand, collecting gratifications for presenting lies and hypocrisy have cognitive and 
developmental, ethical, as well as identity, consequences. Those taught this way are 
imitative and intellectually dependent, accustomed to limited freedom of beliefs, 
treating hypocrisy as the manifestation of socially desired behaviours, increasingly 
incapable of self-reflection and realizing one’s own thoughts and beliefs.  

CONTEXTS AND SOURCES OF COURSE BOOK SOCIAL WORLDS 

This model of reading texts for children is strictly connected with a postulate of 
didacticism of literature. The task of art, as well as of its borderline in the form of texts 
created exclusively for the school uses is, in this approach, to educate through depicting 
ideal reality. For Polish schools the literary source is literature from the post-war period 
with its tendentious didactism 17 . School texts present an affirmation of courteous 
mediocrity, cheerful subordination to existing structures and rules, establishing a fixed 
position in a row, and attitudes of limiting one’s own interest towards “one’s own 
problems”. At the same time, in comparison with similar soviet-type socialist romantic 
literature as far as idealization is concerned, texts for children are loaded with the idea 
of vast scopes of the „truth undue” for children. This leads to the tearing off the ideal 
from the reality and deepening attitudes of tendentiousness. The atmosphere of the 
content of course books for the youngest pupils is even today strongly rooted in the 
political-educational tradition from before the transformation of the political system in 
Poland. It remains the same, as in texts for reading from the eighties, critical analysis of 
which was conducted by B. Szacka, summing it up in the following way: “The 
surrounding world without social inequality and technological backwardness is shown 
as complete and ready. It is the world with solved problems (…) which assumes the 
shape of a fulfilled utopia. Because there is nothing to change and improve in it, it does 
not appear as a challenge and a scope of activity.18 Children are openly subjected to 
symbolic violence19 which denies their emancipation interests and serves as a means to 
strengthen existing social relations and structures. It is, as Z. Kwieciński wrote, a 
process that makes a human being unable to recognise meanings, since it consists in 
imprinting meanings set from above, even those that are opposite to the real ones, 
consistent with reality and developmental interests of an individual20. In spite of the 
pretended dialogue, exchange of opinions in a classroom consists in, as I call it, a 
monologue of meanings21, because no matter how conversation proceeds, meanings 
treated as legal are set already before a lesson as those that are to be “transferred” and 
                                                 
17 A. Hutnikiewicz, Od czystej formy do literatury faktu. Warszawa 1988, Wiedza Powszechna, pp.244 – 262. 
18 B. Szacka, Społeczny wymiar obrazu Polski w podręcznikach szkolnych dla klas I-V szkoły podstawowej. In:  B. Szacka 
(ed.), Polska dziecięca. Warszawa 1987, Wydawnictwo UW, p. 144. 
19 P. Bourdieu, J.-C. Passeron, Reprodukcja: elementy teorii systemu nauczania. Warszawa 1990, PWN. 
20 Z. Kwieciński, Dynamika funkcjonwoania szkoły. Warszawa 1990, PAN, IRWiR, p. 240. 
21 D. Klus-Stańska, Monolog znaczeń – ślepa uliczka szkolnego przekazu kultury. In: J. Nikitorowicz, J. Halicki, J. Muszyńska 
(eds.), Międzygeneracyjna transmisja dziedzictwa kulturowego. Białystok 2003, Trans Humana; D. Klus-Stańska, Przerwanie 
szkolnego monologu znaczeń – bariery i szanse. In: T. Bauman (ed.), Uczenie się jako przedsięwzięcie na całe życie. Kraków 
2005. 
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“acquired”. Education of individuals incapable of constructive and critical thinking, 
tolerating hypocrisy and passing over the truth of social life, passively repeating beliefs 
of people in power starts from the early years of attending school. The pedagogical 
context of the course book’s world of meanings is the ideology of cultural transmission, 
in which knowledge and values are to be “internalised by children through imitation of 
adult behaviour”, and pedagogical success is reflected in the ability of an individual to 
“acquire reactions that he/she has learnt and to respond according to the requirements of 
a system”22. The theoretical/scientific support for education of this sort is behaviourism, 
for which teaching consists in strengthening reactions in accordance with an outside 
model. A sequence of precisely established stimuli is here a detailed lesson scenario 
with precisely defined and required final reactions. Personal freedom (and thus of a 
child) is no longer a pedagogical, or even a scientific issue23. 

SOCIAL MEANINGS IN TEXTS FROM ENGLISH SCHOOLS 

What was striking for an observer from Poland during lessons in England was the 
multiplicity of interpretations not only accepted by a teacher, but also cultivated as 
something of great value. What draws attention is easiness with which even the 
youngest students show their own beliefs and opinions and the high tolerance of 
teachers as well as children towards dissimilarity of other people’s opinions. A teacher 
does not aim at setting one interpretive line (“this is how you are required to think”), but 
rather he inquires, “why do you think so?”, persuading to develop abilities of 
responsible reasoning and justifying one’s standpoint. Texts offered to children 
attending primary schools in Great Britain are significantly different from those known 
to us in the Polish educational system. Their features are described in the table below. 
 
Area of features of social meanings Features of constructed meanings 

Selection of meanings Notions and situations (knowledge) 
Origin of meanings Real-life situations, fiction as inspiration 

Scope of meanings Wide, intellectually adequate 

Atmosphere of meanings  Realistic 
Expected attitudes towards meanings Exploring -critical, reflexive  

 
Table 2. Features of meanings in progressive early education 

 
Social meanings that British younger students encounter are selected so that they would 
serve the deepening of understanding, what the world is and what kind of people live in 
it. This resembles especially adapted to children’s abilities mixture of sociology, social 
psychology and political science, in which postulates and norms of behaviour do not 
shadow a real picture of social reality, but are consequences of choices made by 
children who make the effort to understand it. This is why texts, very often supported by 
                                                 
22 L. Kohlberg, R. Mayer, Rozwój jako cel wychowania. In: Z. Kwieciński, L. Witkowski (eds.), Spory o edukację. Dylematy i 
kontrowersje we współczesnych pedagogiach. Warszawa 1993, IBE, p. 54. 
23 B. F. Skinner, Poza wolnością i godnością. Warszawa 1978, PIW. 
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very rich documentary photographic material, are like pieces of the world that have 
been moved to a classroom for a closer look and doing with them something worth 
interest and consideration. Even literary fiction usually becomes a bridge to what 
children experience and what they come across in everyday life, not remaining a value 
in itself with leaving out, or radical marginalizing of references to real-life situations. 
Thus, an element such as “should be” does not disappear from the view of children, but, 
paradoxically, gains reality through being given a status of something that should be 
strived for in this not too perfect world. The category of duty no longer serves as an 
expression of maintaining status quo dependency and subordination, and becomes a 
challenge and an area of possible involvement for possible changes. Consequently, 
during classes with younger students complicated personal and social problems are 
discussed, such as bed-wetting, family pathology, loneliness and helplessness, human 
rights and breaking of them, discrimination, and indecency of governments and many 
more. The semantic range of “my problem” is thus significantly widened and includes 
everything in the world that concerns people. Authenticity of meanings, those included 
in texts and in accompanying photos as well as of those triggered off during in-class 
discussions, on the one hand raise question whether children are prepared for them and 
on the other hand, however, immediately gives an affirmative answer, because they turn 
out to be amazingly competent (and unfortunately very often experienced). Instead of 
idyll and “smooth words”, critical thinking appears and the will to act and change things 
that are not perfect. Willingness to intervene is supported by the feeling that “I know 
and understand”. Social meanings are deprived of final shape and are no longer 
“required”. Instead of “listen and repeat”, present in a transmission education, the 
school offers “think and act”.  

CONTEXTS AND SOURCES OF INTERACT IONAL SOCIAL WORLDS  

Early education in British schools is strongly based on views of J. Dewey who 
reproached traditional education with providing pupils with ready answers and extortion 
of obedience and submission, expecting from school a close relation of teaching with 
life and real problems of students24. Progressivism that British teachers commonly refer 
to as a source of their philosophy of education inclines them to create an educational 
environment that “actively stimulates development through presentation of solvable yet 
authentic problems and conflicts”25. A consequence of this is interact ional orientation 
in constructing meanings during lessons for which not a planned results of pupils’ 
participation but processes (e.g. intellectual) activated in the course of its creation are 
pedagogically more important. Interaction takes place here between the student’s 
personal knowledge and public knowledge included in cultural tradition of society, but 
also knowledge of other people, for example other students in the classroom or personal 
knowledge of a teacher. It consists in negotiating meanings which are individualized on 
the one hand, but deeply rooted in a cultural community on the other. Knowledge is 
defined as not a collection of established information and abilities, as it is in 

                                                 
24 J. Dewey, Experience and Education. New York 1956, Macmillian Co. 
25 L. Kohlberg, R. Mayer, Rozwój jako..., p. 56. 
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transmission of culture, but as an active change in models of thinking caused by 
experienced situations of problem solving26. Thus, what is a starting point are meanings 
of pupils’ and the aim is not to replace them with meanings of a teacher (or of a 
curriculum), but to aid the capability of changing the ways of understanding the world. 
As a result of a lesson, a student is not supposed to think “in this and that way”, but is 
expected to think “differently” from before the lesson, namely more deeply, thoroughly, 
with greater involvement, more understandingly. It does not have to mean change of 
beliefs if they are not consistent with the beliefs of a teacher, but it should consist in 
increasing awareness of having them and awareness of the freedom (and therefore 
responsibility) of choice of values and behaviour. Psychological argumentation for such 
a model of school preparation of meanings is provided by constructivism, in which 
much greater cognitive and interpretative participation of a subject is assumed than was 
assumed in other versions of psychology of learning. This is no longer seen as passive 
acquisition of knowledge, but as the personal, intellectually involved constructing and 
reconstructing of it. We may find here obvious influence of Piaget’s ideas that saw the 
importance of an individual’s participation triggered off in the state of cognitive 
conflict. On the other hand we can also notice the influence of L.S.Vygotsky’s thought 
and his theses on the need of considering education in the context of cultural specificity 
in which it is provided, and emphasis on the social exchange of meanings. The special 
role for establishing a model of lesson based on the deliberating of difficult social issues 
may be played by theoretical support in the aspect of moral stages of L. Kohlberg with 
his dilemmas, which by definition do not carry easy solutions. In other words, 
construction of social meanings in the assumptions of British early education is 
supposed to consist in intelligent coping with a possibly real problematic situation while 
being involved in interactions between people. 

FROM “PREACHING” TO UNDERSTANDING A COMPARISON OF 
“TEXT CULTURES” 

In the summary, it seems purposeful to compare features of texts typical of contrasted 
models of early education in the area of social meanings (table 3).  

 

 
Table 3. Comparison of features of contrasted “textual cultures” 

In the transmission version, strong domination of didactics can be observed. It is 
reflected by presenting to children social situations of one imposing (treated as the only 
right one) solution, and by persuading to naïve, courteous interpretations. Social 

                                                 
26 Ibidem. 

Features of textual transmission culture Features of textual constructivist culture 
Single-valued quality Multivalency 
Interpretive simplification Interpretive deepening 
Hypocrisy Criticism 
Postulating Understanding 
Uni-directional distribution Interaction 
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situations appear as very simple and non-conflicting, and the level of understanding 
scratches the surface of psycho-social mechanisms. Colloquially speaking, one may 
have an impression that there is an attempt to shape polite and rather silly people. It is 
accompanied by the atmosphere of hypocrisy and production of easy postulates. All of 
this is subject to transmission from a teacher to a pupil, in which a question of the 
content of the educationally valuable transmission has been replaced by a technological 
question of ways of successful transmission. In the British selection of texts containing 
social meanings, problems of many possible solutions and axiologically interpretative 
orientations dominate. Children are persuaded to make authentic choices resulting from 
their personal experiences and to explore their own motives. Construction of problems 
presented for consideration triggers off criticism and stimulates exploration of 
judgements and beliefs. At the same time, awareness that we do not move in the world 
of school fiction strengthens the sense of responsibility for one’s own words and 
preferred decisions. Although British teachers handle such situations with various 
flexibility and pedagogical insight there is no doubt that such lessons makes children 
involved in social dispute about the world we are responsible for. As far as life in a 
democratic society is concerned, a life in changing socio-political conditions, it seems 
essential to give up orientation to monologue of meanings and suggestive moralisation 
for the sake of the creation of opportunities to understand oneself and social reality. 
Opening of meanings in texts for the youngest students cannot just consist in agreement 
to fantasizing without consent to their critical thinking.  
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ASPEKTE TË HUAZIMEVE ME ORIGJINË ANGLO-SAKSONE 
NË GJUHËN E FOLUR SHQIPE DHE NË MEDIAT 
SHQIPTARE NË MAQEDONI DHE KOSOVË 

Mr.sc. Agron Zeqiri 
Universiteti Shtetëror i Tetovës 
Fakulteti Filologjik 
Dega e Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë Angleze 
 
Çdo përdorues gjuhe duhet të ruajë vetën dhe të tjerët. Pikërisht, nisur nga ky parim, 
kemi bërë objekt të punimit tonë hetimin e veçorive të huazimeve me burim anglo-
sakson në gjuhën e folur shqipe dhe në mjetet e informimit masiv nëpërmjet analizës 
socio-linguistike, duke i vlerësuar: së pari, si përbërës thelbësorë të ligjërimit gojor dhe 
të ligjërimit publicistik; se dyti, si fusha dhe si faktorë me ndikime të fuqishme 
gjuhësore, pozitive ose negativ, pasuruese ose bastarduese; dhe, së treti, si prurje të 
nevojshme ose të panevojshme të gjuhës së folur (nga njerëzit, televizionet dhe radiot) 
dhe të gjuhës së shkrimit (nga gazetat, përkthimet informative dhe politike). Pra, qëllimi 
i këtij punimi studimi lidhet me shkallën e përhapjes së dukurisë në fjalë në rrafshet dhe 
në trevat e lartpërmendura, me vetëdijen komunikuese të përdoruesve, me qëndrimin 
ndaj saj. Përfundimet përkatëse janë nxjerrë nëpërmjet vjeljes, shoshitjes dhe shkoqitjes 
së dëshmive të folësve të gjinive, të moshave, të niveleve të ndryshme të arsimimit, të 
cilësisë njohëse të gjuhës angleze, si dhe të anglicizmave të botuara në mjetet e shkruara 
të informimit masiv. Mjetet e informimit masiv shfrytëzojnë gjuhën e shkruar, pra, që 
parapërgatitet në trajtë teksti të gatshëm, dhe gjuhen e folur, pra, që nuk parapërgatitet 
në trajtë teksti të gatshëm. Megjithatë, pavarësisht nga ky fakt, duhet të mbahet mirë 
parasysh se gjuha e folur është formë e të shprehurit gjuhësor, e mbështetur në norma të 
ngulitura dhe e përpunuar deri në caqet e gjuhës së shkruar. Rrjedhimisht, edhe gjatë një 
bisede, një interviste ose një ligjërate, folësi është i detyruar të zbatojë rregullat 
themelore të gjuhës së shkruar, duke bërë aq shmangie sa nuk e dëmtojnë aktin e 
komunikimit, sepse midis gjuhës së folur dhe gjuhës së shkruar nuk mund të krijohet një 
hendek i gjerë që pamundëson njësimin e përafërt. Përveç kësaj, mbarëvajtja e aktit të 
komunikimit kushtëzohet edhe nga rrethana jashtëgjuhësore. Rendja me tepri dhe pa 
kurrfarë kriteri ndaj huazimeve bie ndesh me pasurimin, njësimin dhe ruajtjen e 
pastërtisë së gjuhës. Dihet se mjetet e informimit masiv në Republikën e Maqedonisë 
dhe në Republikën e Kosovës, edhe pse të ndodhura përballë pengesave dhe 
vështirësive të mëdha, kanë krijuar tashmë “thesarin” e tyre të vyer me shkrime, 
ligjërime dhe kumtime të arrira në drejtim të punës me gjuhën, sidomos për sa i përket 
zgjedhjes së fjalës së duhur, duke qëndruar larg barbarizmave. Mirëpo, atë e dëmtojnë 
mjaft shkrime, ligjërime dhe kumtime të mbingarkuara me huazime të tepërta, 
veçanërisht me anglicizma, ndërkohë që gjuha shqipe i ka mjetet e saj shprehëse. Në 
këtë mënyrë, ato cenojnë përcjelljen e saktë të thelbit të mesazhit te marrësit, 
vështirësojnë komunikimin dhe shkaktojnë “plagë” gjuhësore të natyrës leksikore, 
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morfologjike dhe sintaksore. Për ilustrim, po sjellim disa shembuj: handikapi i qeverisë, 
divizioni i marketingut; violojnë kondicionet e agrementit; Shkupi është investuar direkt 
në agravimin e situatës; drafti konstitucional; persistencë individuale; stafi ka 
performancë efikase; alokimi i fondeve; Maqedonia vinte pas shokeve deçizive; 
separacioni fraxhil i Kosovës; stabilitet në oshilacione; establishmenti i faciliteteve, 
navigoj dhe çetoj në internet; karaktere të involvuara; bestseller brilant; interlokutor 
perfekt; paramilitarët serbë suportojnë krimin; evadimi i mbetjeve urbane; mijëra 
performues participuan në paradë; intervensioni human, aksesorë në demtimin e 
netuorkut; relacionet bilaterale nuk dipendojnë nga një negociatë politike; 
risponsibiliteti i premierit; defekt gjeneral; disraport propabil, resurse atraktiv; erozion 
hidrik; dekonfliktim parcial; topik inovativ; asistuan menaxhimin; interferim spiritual; 
kompeticion internacional; kapacitetet mobile, certifikimi i bekgraundit lokal; termat e 
references; u signatua nominalisht; intensionet permanente; incentiva qe jep kabineti; 
prohibicion apo permicion; kontestimi elektoral; maturimi i participuesve; regjion i 
diversifikuar; Kosova në secesionin linguistik; eskalimi i violencës; nominimi i 
kandidatit; pollet që bëhen; mjuzikhollet e metropolit; rrugë terciare; presingu i rivalit, 
depresioni ekonomik; principet e selektimit; risku i maltrajtimit; evidenca tangibile; 
uorkshope irrelevante; konstitucion relevant; margjinat e rotacionit; reverendi dhe 
ekselenca, bëjmë target gjeneral; ka avancuar indeksin, raport integral; radiacioni i 
eksplodimit: prevenoi aferën; e fasinueme nga starat; kishte akseptuar ofertën; ligji 
adoptohet në kushte ekstraordinare; benifice komplementare; mediacion multilateral; 
recesioni aktual; impresione shokuese; suportuan kërkesat; civilizacion vulnerabel; 
aparenca eksternale; interkoneksioni i telefonisë fikse; aktorët diplomatikë reprezentues 
dhe vendet respektive; gjenerojnë kontributet; gjenerozitet ekstrem; administratorë 
abuzivë; vaniteti mental; prezentatori me reputacion; publikimet luajale; opsion neutral; 
asete me importancë; inkompatibilitet privues; i jep suport involvimit; konkluzione të 
induktuara; prezantimi i partit, kompatibel me inputet; absorboi eksperiencë; 
kondicionohet nga religjioni; ka indiferenca të pasuportueshme; definicion adekuat; 
previzion temporar; ra në dipendencë totale; lider okult; kredo religjioze; fondamental 
për adresimin; muzikë laiv dhe plejbek; prioritet maksimal; lobing eventual; stilim me 
defekte, prosporitet galopues; respektimi i privacisë; amendimi me amendamente; 
reflektuan pa obsesion; rezidenca presidenciale; insistenca inoçente; advertizimi for fri, 
opinionist pa integritet; lejdi pa sharm; lançuesi i programit informativ; spikere me luk 
fals; analist konfidencial i premierit; xhurnalizëm kontemporan; thriller monstruoz; 
killer serial; investigim kull; kontinuitet me pauza; etj. Mirëpo, dëmtimi do të ishte më i 
vogël – fundja barbarizma të tilla dalin nga përdorimi me rritjen e vetëdijes gjuhësore të 
përdoruesve – sikur huazimet e panevojshme, sidomos anglicizmat, të mos përjashtonin 
fjalë, shprehje dhe ndërtime të qëndrueshme me jetë të gjatë në gjuhën shqipe. Kështu, 
për shembull, për shkak të cektësisë së njohurive gjuhësore dhe të prirjes për të shitur 
mend dhe dije të disave, po zëvendësohet “drejtim” me “menaxhim”; “përurim“ me 
“promovim”; “ngritje në detyrë” me “promocion” ose “avancim”; “përballim” me 
“konfrontim“; “qejfëz” me “hobi”; “sulm” me “atakim”; “kryeqytet” me “metropol”; 
”rend” (i ditës) me “axhendë”, “bërthamor” me “nuklear”, “thelbësor” me “esencial”; 
“kërshëri” me “kuriozitet”; “cilësi” me “kualitet”; “sasi” me “kuantitet”; “kundërshtar”: 
me “oponent”; “bashkim” me “union”; “mirë” me “okei”; “arsim” dhe “arsimim” me 
“edukim”; “ndodhia e ditës” me “top stori”; “kryeshfaqje” me “top show”; “formim” 
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me “bekgraund”; “zbatoj” me “implementoj”; “frymëzohem” me “inspirohem”; 
“prehem” me “relaksohem”; “shpërndaj” me “distribuoj”; “përcaktoj” me “determinoj”; 
“elaboroj” me “shoshit”; “tungjatjeta“ me “tung” dhe “haj”; mirupafshim” me “baj-baj”; 
“linda” me “isha lindur”; “më merr malli për ...” me “më mungon”; “jam nga ...” me 
“vij nga ...”; “jam i përfshirë në ...” “jam i angazhuar në ...”; “rrjedh nga...” me “derivon 
nga ...” etj. Po ashtu, megjithëse në pak raste, në mjetet e informimit masiv në 
Republikën e Maqedonisë dhe në Republikën Kosovës ndeshen huazime të pavolitshme 
kuptimore përkthimore, pra, anglicizma, të cilat prishin rrjedhshmërinë dhe bukurinë e 
ligjërimit sepse futen si mish i huaj në gjedhet e ngulitura të të menduarit shqiptar. 
Shembujt në vijim janë vërtet shqetësues: “prodhon pasoja / festë / politikë / art / 
stabilitet / mentalitet”; “dorëhiqet kryeministri”; “bëhet tejet i konsiderueshëm”; 
“mbledh guximin”; “vuajmë mungesa”; “pedagogë të rekrutuar për universitete”; “vihet 
në operim”; “oficerët e kredisë; etj. Këtyre u shtohen kalket e pakuptueshme, të 
ndërtuara në kundërshtim me gjedhet e fjalëformimit të gjuhës shqipe dhe me kuptimin 
e gjegjëseve të tyre burimore në gjuhën e huaj, si dhe ndërtimet e gabuara sintaksore 
dhe semantike, të tilla si: “multipërforcoj”; “multiplikatoj”; “multigrindje”, 
“multikulturë”; “superoj”; “emeton urrejtje”, “jam kultivuar atje”. Ndërkohë, fjalë të 
huaja ose me përbërës të huaj, të ligjërimit bisedor të përditshëm, zënë vend fare pa 
nevojë në ligjërimin libror. Për shembull: “pavarësia e Kosovës pret okein”; “shqiptarët 
i thonë baj-baj pushtimit serb”; “ishte në Hevën”; “jesmenët prostituojnë me fjalën”; 
“nuk hëngri brekfest”; “faruelli i tij e pickoi në zemër”; “gërllfrendi i saj është shumë 
hot”; etj. Përveç kësaj sjelljeje të pahijshme gjuhësore, shpesh vërehen këto raste: (1) 
kur fjala e huaj ose formimi sipas fjalës se huaj – anglicizma – përdoret krahas fjalës 
shqipe ose formimit shqip, herë me “dhe”, herë pa “dhe”, për shembull, “e rrëmbyen 
dhe kidnepuan“; “përgjegjësitë dhe lajabilitetet”, “pasojat dhe konsekuencat”; “hendeku 
dhe gepi”; copëzimi dhe fragmentarizimi”; “hapësira dhe spejci”; ndjeshmëria dhe 
sensibiliteti”; “shkarkimi dhe daunlodimi”; “detyrimet dhe obligimet”; “helmimet dhe 
intoksikimet”; hyrja, introduksioni”; “arranxhimi, rregullimi”; indiferenca, 
mospërfillja”; “hezitimi, mëdyshja”; “prononcimi, shqiptimi”; “ofensivë, mësymje”; 
“rehatia dhe komforti”; “priti dhe simpatike”; “ambige dhe e dykuptimshme”; 
“receptive, marrëse”; “stabile, e qëndrueshme”; “timid, i druajtur“; “spacioz, i 
bollshëm”; “nominalisht dhe vetësisht”; “ekskluzivisht, vetëm”; “aprokismativisht, 
përafërsisht”; eksluduan dhe përjashtuan; “spelluan dhe germëzuan”; “refuzuan dhe 
hodhën poshtë;”; “denoncuan, dënuan”; “proklamuan, shpallën”; “bejbi tok, gjuhë 
foshnjore”; (2) kur fjala e huaj – anglicizmi – përdoret si mjet përforcues sqarues, për 
shembull, “gjithëkohësia, pra, permanenca”; “zotësia, do me thënë, skilli”; “sforcimi 
fizik ose eforti”; (3) kur emra të përveçëm shqiptarë shkruhen gabim, sipas burimit të 
huaj, për shembull, “Kosovo” për “Kosovë”; “Ohrid” për “Ohri”. Duke marrë shkas nga 
vëzhgimet tona, kemi arritur në përfundimin se, të shumtën e herës, shkaqet e 
“anglishtizimit” të gjuhës shqipe në ditët tona janë thjesht subjektive. Së pari, 
përdoruesit kanë formim të mangët gjuhësor; ata gjithashtu vuajnë nga mungesa e 
njohurive të duhura të kulturës së gjuhës, pra, nuk kanë arritur të përvetësojnë normat 
gramatikore, drejtshqiptimore dhe drejtshkrimore, normat leksikore dhe stilistikore 
(aftësia për të zgjedhur dhe përzgjedhur fjalën, shprehjen, gjethen sintaksore në shërbim 
të komunikimit të frytshëm). Për shembull:”; “finish” për “përfundim”; “benifite” për 
“përfitime”; “hitet” për “më të ndjekurat” ose “më të pëlqyerat”; “startojnë” për 
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“fillojnë “selektoj” për “përzgjedh”; “nominoj” për “emëroj” ose caktoj”; “apdejtim” 
për “përditësoj” ose “freskoj” ose “rifreskoj”; “akseleroj” për “përshpejtoj”. Edhe pse të 
rregullta nga pikëpamja fonetike dhe gramatikore, këto “trillime” janë dëshmi e gjallë e 
shkeljes së normës leksikore dhe stilistikore, pra, janë barbarizma me burim anglez. Së 
dyti, përdoruesit shpalosin qëndrime kozmopolite, prirje për t’u dukur të ditur dhe të 
mësuar, për t’u mburrur, përpara të tjerëve, ose dëshmojnë pakujdesi, mungesë 
përgjegjësie. Së treti, përdoruesit nuk e gjejnë veten të përfaqësuar te roli i shtetit. 
Kështu, në Republikën e Kosovës, pas shpalljes së pavarësisë kohët e fundit, shteti 
ndodhet në etapën e krijimit nga e para dhe përballet me shumë sfida, të cilat e largojnë 
vëmendjen nga hartimi i politikave të mirëfillta gjuhësore. Ndërkohë, në Republikën e 
Maqedonisë gjendja paraqitet edhe më e nderë sepse ende nuk po vihet në zbatim 
Marrëveshja e Ohrit, megjithëse themelimi, pastaj, njohja zyrtare e Universitetit 
Shtetëror të Tetovës përbëjnë dy arritje me rëndësi mbarëkombëtare në mjaft drejtime, 
sidomos në ato që lidhen me ruajtjen, mbrojtjen dhe pasurimin e gjuhës shqipe. Edhe në 
Republikën e Shqipërisë, “teorikisht, duket se shteti ka një politikë gjuhësore që u 
përgjigjet kërkesave objektive të zhvillimit, të pasurimit e të pastrimit të mëtejshëm të 
gjuhës standarde shqipe, përderisa Kushtetuta e Shqipërisë, me një nen të posaçëm merr 
në mbrojtje trashëgiminë kulturore dhe gjuhën kombëtare, por, praktikisht, na duket 
sikur shteti ose nuk e ka autoritetin e duhur, ose nuk pyet për gjuhën, përderisa nuk e 
shohim ta institucionalizojë e as ta vlerësojë sadopak mendimin shkencor por edhe 
publik ... për ta ruajtur e çuar më tej pastërtinë e gjuhës sipas parimeve e kritereve 
shkencore, përderisa shteti e bën një sy qorr e një vesh të shurdhër për emërtime 
shitoresh e veprimtarish, për reklama e tabela, për etiketa, për fjalën angleze “open” pas 
fjalës shqipe “hapur” në dyer dyqanesh, sikur në Shqipëri të kishte dygjuhësi, përderisa 
vetë veprimtaria shtetërore që jepet për t’u pasqyruar në mjetet e informimit masiv e 
vetë botimet e shtetit lënë një shije jo fort të këndshme në punë të përdorimit të fjalëve 
te huaja, përderisa shteti ende nuk ka vendosur me ligj redaktorin gjuhësor”27. Fjalët e 
huaja të panevojshme – anglicizmat – në mjetet e informimit masiv nuk i kërkon as 
ligjërimi i ngritur (për shembull, “falënderojmë sponsorët”; “mori lidershipin e radhës”, 
“performuan lirshëm”; top modelja ka menduar të pozojë nudo“; “është arrestuar në 
aeroportin londinez”; “në uebsajtin e saj”; “triangël i çuditshëm”; “rreshtim bipartizan”; 
“nën promocionin e politikës”; “nëpërmjet e-maileve”; “nonsensi i marrëveshjes”.), as 
ligjerimi i përditshëm (për shembull, “larje perfekte”; “hyrja fri”; “paguani kesh”; “para 
një billdingu”; “inekzistenca e koshave të plehrave”; “festival badi-billdingu”; “ishte fer 
në ato që tha”). Këto fjalë të huaja – anglicizma – janë mjaft të dëmshme për shëndetin 
e gjuhës shqipe sepse: E para, si rrjedhojë e pabarazisë diturore të marrësve (lexuesve, 
dëgjuesve, shikuesve), sidomos në lëmin e anglishtes, mes njëri-tjetrit, nga njëra anë, 
dhe mes dhënësve (folësve, shkruesve), nga ana tjetër, pamundësohet kumtimi, qartësia 
dhe kuptueshmëria e komunikimit të ndërsjellët. E dyta, duke qenë pasuri më së shumti 
të stilit libror, dhe të tilla tingëllojnë kur krahasohen me gjegjëset vendase, ato e 
“trashin” gjuhën. E treta, me gjithë detyrën parësore të mjeteve të informimit masiv për 
të mbuluar të gjitha fushat e jetës në përputhje me ëndjet e rretheve të ndryshme të 
lexuesve, të dëgjuesve dhe të shkruesve, ku nuk mund të shmanget plotësisht 

                                                 
27 Detyrimet me ligj ndaj shqipes, Gazeta “Shekulli”, 22 SHKURT,2006. 
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intelektualizimi i gjuhës si mjet pasqyrimi i vlerave dhe arritjeve të qytetërimit botëror, 
prapëseprapë, ato i përdorin fjalët e huaja – anglicizmat – me denduri të njëjtë në tekste 
shumë të përveçme, në tekste të natyrës shkencore-popullarizuese, si dhe në tekste, 
emisione etj. të zakonshme; nuk gjejnë fjalë dhe formime shqipe ose kalke të 
zbërthyeshme, të shkoqitshme nga pikëpamja e gjedheve kuptimore dhe fjalëformuese; 
kanë shkëputur lidhjet me gjuhën e gjallë të popullit dhe nuk shfrytëzojnë atë, as frytet 
frytet e shëndosha të autorëve të shquar shqiptar. E katërta, ato shkaktojnë “kalbje” të 
gjuhës së mjeteve të informimit masiv dhe e burokratizojnë atë. E pesta, duke 
keqpërdorur aftësinë e gjuhës shqipe për përvetësimin e fjalëve të huaja – anglicizmave 
– mjetet e informimit masiv u hapin rrugë “ardhjeve” të tjera fare të panevojshme, pa ua 
matur vlerat në lidhje me komunikimin ndërshqiptar. E gjashta, ngjyrimet e tyre 
vlerësuese-emocionuese nuk përputhen me ato të gjegjëseve përkatëse në gjuhën shqipe. 
E shtata, ato çojnë në krijimin e dysoreve, kuptimisht të tkurrura, të fjalëve shqipe. E 
teta, përmes shtimit të numrit të tyre sipas qejfit të gjithsecilit, thyhen standardet, 
shkelen normat leksikore dhe stilistikore të gjuhës shqipe, “thahet” shprehësia, pëson 
plasaritje palca e identitet kombëtar. Pikërisht në këtë hulli dhe pa mbajtur qëndrime të 
njëanshme puriste, kemi shtjelluar përdorimin dhe shpërdorimin e fjalëve të huaja – 
anglicizmave – në mjetet e informimit masiv në Republikën e Maqedonisë dhe në 
Republikën e Kosovës, duke vënë fillimisht në dukje vlerat e gjuhës shqipe, të përftuara 
në rrjedhën e shekujve, përpjekjet e pareshtura, për ruajtjen, mbrojtjen, pasurimin dhe 
pasurimin e saj, si dhe duke pasur parasysh të vërtetat e mëdha se ato ushtrojnë ndikim 
të jashtëzakonshëm në mësimin dhe edukimin e marrësve me kulturë gjuhësore, se 
pajisin fëmijët tanë të sotëm me fjalorin e së ardhmes, se “të çmendësh” gjuhën do të 
thotë t’i përgatitësh varrin, sidomos në kushtet aktuale të globalizmit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

“Every animal with blood in its veins and horns on its head will fight when it is attacked. How much more so 
will man, who carries in his breast the faculties of love and hatred, joy and anger” Translated by Griffith, S. 
(1963) Sun Tzu The Art of War, (Oxford University Press). 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Ohri Agreement is classified among the groups of agreements which are 
categorized as ‘by party agreements’. The parties involved in the conflict were Ethnic 
Albanians and Macedonians, both citizens of Macedonia. The insurgency underwent a 
period of five months. It was a conflict which would have had unpredictable 
consequences in the region with the possibility of involving many parties in it. The 
ethnic cleansing mainly between these two major ethnic groups was put under control 
after the intervention of the international community. Their presence resulted in the 
implementation of the conflict resolution including; conflict prevention, conflict 
management, and conflict termination. The agreement itself cannot be well thought-out 
as perfect or the one that satisfies the vital means of each party. But at least a ‘truce' is 
applied There is a general opinion that this agreement is either an unfinished piece of 
work, or just a prevention of the escalation of a civil war. Bearing in mind the fact that 
the mediators helping the reconciliation process take place were successful diplomats, 
there was a need for additional pressure to avoid the escalation  of the situation by 
representatives  of  the international community such as; statesmen, the UN Secretary 
General, EU, NATO and the Diplomatic Corps in the RM. If one considers the ethnic 
Albanian demands, they would argue that 75% of their claims are undermined. If the 
Macedonians’ opinion is to be evaluated they would argue that ‘they lost their country, 
their identity, and their pride and that allegedly the country became a multinational 
habitat but not a nation state.’28  Macedonians also express frustration and a grave 
concern about the future of the country supposedly leading to divisions of the country 
into cantons, federalization with pretensions to secession.  To understand the nature of 
the conflict in Former Yugoslav Republics, especially in the Republic of Macedonia, 

                                                 
28 The Macedonian Academic Board, exclusively consisting of ethnic Macedonians has been working desperately hard on the 
Macedonian question to create a history, a language and a heritage sometimes controversial. 
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there is a certain need to explain the notions such as ‘Balkan Entente, which was an 
‘alliance established in 1934 between Yugoslavia, Greece, Rumania and Turkey, chiefly 
directed against Bulgaria’s claims to territories incorporated in these countries since 
World War I.’29 Another notion is the attempt to strengthen the alliance as the  Balkan 
Federation, which was ‘an  abortive plan for a federation of Balkan and Danubian states,  
promoted in 1947 by President Tito of Yugoslavia and Georgi Dimitrov, the Prime 
Minister of Bulgaria, but subsequently voted by Stalin’.30 A third attempt to create a 
more constructive alliance was the Balkan Pact, which was a military alliance, 
concluded (August 1954) between Greece, Turkey and Yugoslavia, pledging mutual aid 
in case of aggression against a member country. The treaty was concluded for 20 years 
and has never been formally cancelled, but since ‘1955 Yugoslavia has claimed that the 
treaty has become a dead letter’.31The Balkans is geographically a peninsula in South-

East Europe, which politically is the collective 
name for Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Rumania, 
(European) Turkey, and Yugoslavia. The Balkan 
Peninsula Map 1 underwent, through a long period 
of wars, conquests changes of maps, immigrations, 
migrations, displacements, different geopolitical   
issues such as, claims of independence, claims of 
national minority rights, secession, and annexation 
to the homeland, dispute over borders, human rights 
abuses, claims for fundamental human rights etc. 
The major source of conflict in the region is the 

Albanian Issue. ‘Archaeological, historical, ethnic and linguistic closeness witnesses the 
fact that Albanians are the direct predecessors of Illyrians, one among the ancient tribes 
in Europe, landlords of very important strategic pieces of land and coast, conquered by 
many invaders pulling the nation to its present statehood of Albania. ‘Illyrians or 
Liburns were living by the end of the Alps between the rivers of Arsia and Tidi and the 
entire Adriatic Coast’32 Many bilateral and international treaties taking place in the past 
were not in favour of the Albanians; among these was the Treaty of San Stefan. The San 
Stefan Treaty was contracted in March 1878, and brought peace to the Russo-Turkish 
war. Article 6 of this treaty states as follows; ‘During the 1877/1878 war, the Russian 
army penetrated deeply into the European part of the Osmanly Empire and succeeded in 
seeing Adriano Pole (Edrine).’33 Russia dictated the peace treaty of the Sublime Porte 
and ended the Turkish ruling over Balkans. Big nations opposed the treaty, which 
disliked the encouragement of Slav nationalism. The Berlin treaty was contracted on 13 
July 1878 as a result of the complicated international crises produced after the San 
Stefan Treaty the same year.  The Congress revised the results of the San Stefan treaty. 
The article 13 of the Treaty deals with the obligations of the Ottoman Empire for 
reforms in the European section of Turkey, including Albania and Macedonia. 
                                                 
29 Lequeur, W. (1971) A Dictionary of Politics, Redwood Press Limited, (p, 36). 
30 Ibid. (p. 37) 
31 Ibid. (p.37) 
32 Prendi.F. Ceka. H. Ismaili. S. Anamali. S. Iliret Dhe Iliria Te Autoret Antike,Rilindja, Redaksia e botimeve, Prishtine, 
(1997), (p.210 ) 
33 San Stefan Treaty of  3rd  March1878  
http://www.onwar.com/aced/data/romeo/russoturk1876.html (accessed 23/11/2005) 
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Macedonia was given a full autonomy and was not let under Serbian, Bulgarian or 
Greece rule. Both these treaties were not in favour of the Albanian nation. The Berlin 
Conference divided the Albanians in two parts. Half of them remained in today’s 
Albania, while the second half was split into ghettos in three latter Yugoslav Republics, 

Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia. 
This map 2 represents the areas around Albania 
historically inhabited by Albanians. Macedonia 
Albanians are concentrated in the western part of 
Macedonia, struggling for better lives within the 
existing borders. The map is intended to show that 
Macedonian Albanians have been living in those 
areas for many generations, contrary to some beliefs 
that Macedonia Albanians have come in Macedonia 
from Albania or Kosova. Albanians as a non-Slav 
ethnic group underwent though difficult processes of 
discrimination and abuse of fundamental human 
rights. They continued to be victims of covert 
political activities of sizeable Slav Academic Military 
and Political centres such as Belgrade, Titograd 

(Podgorica) and Shkupi (Skopje). They were provoked and accused of being; 
nationalists, irredentists, separatist, shovelnoses, opportunists, terrorists, disloyal, 
assertive for their way of seeking their natural rights Albanians were not privileged to 
gain their rights through democratic means. Their vital demands remained hindered on 
the shelves of the institutions of the government. The only means of getting the 
attention of the international community were massive demonstrations like those which 
took place in 1968, 1974, 1981, 1996, 1997 and reactions against the last ethnic 
cleansing of 1998 in Kosova and the conflict of 2001 in Western Macedonia.     
 

II. METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

This study has focused on analyzing some of the agreements of the conflict regions. 
Issues are considered from the perspective of the Ohri Agreement. This Introduction 
provides an overview of the background of the conflict as well as aims and objectives of 
the Ohri Agreement. The methodology adopted focuses on approach taken in order to 
complete the research and to demonstrate the rationale for this. For this project personal 
interviews were conducted, supplemented by books, pamphlets, annual reports, 
communiqués, newspapers, NGOS crisis groups, and VIP statements are used as the 
most appropriate research method. Another contribution to this project is the author’s 
personal experience of a leadership of two large NGOs such as; ‘The Albanian Woman 
League,’ ‘Helsinki Committee,’ and later the involvement in state affairs. In 1999 the 
author was elected as an MP at the local level in the municipality of Tetova. In 2000 
was nominated as an Undersecretary of the Foreign Office of the Republic of 
Macedonia. In 2002 was posted as a Minister Counselor in the Embassy of the Republic 
of Macedonia in London. The insights gained from such experiences have been invested 
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in this work in a thoroughly objective manner. A detailed literature search was 
conducted using a range of sources to gain authoritative knowledge of agreement 
process conflict resolutions nation building. This research leads to a detailed 
understanding of the topic and the important factors to be considered.  

THE REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA: THE INDEPENDENCE AND THE 
CONSTITUTION: A CRITIQUE  

1.1 Under the dominion of Slavic Tribes  
 
The commonwealth of Slavic tribes in ex Yugoslavia was determined to dominate the 
Balkan territories. It was carefully following the developments of neighbouring 
countries especially Bulgaria Greece and Albania, concentrating on keeping balance of 
relations and not letting Bulgarian expansionism come to power. Bulgaria was seen as 
the most potential threat. Historically Bulgaria was continually claiming territorial 
pretensions towards parts of South Serbia and Macedonia. Greece belonged to the 
capitalistic block headed by the USA Albania, which was an isolated communistic 
country, demonstrating tiredness of long lasting conquests, wars, and occupations and 
losing trust on alliances, decided to rely on its forces. The way it felt safe from external 
threats, was to build up a net of bunkers covering all the country. Remaining isolated for 
a long period from the world, it became the poorest country in Europe. Yugoslavia took 
advantage of her status and undermined the Albanian population in the territories of ex 
Yugoslavia. For decades Albanians were under huge pressure of expulsion, 
apprehensions, tortures, exploitation, and violation of human rights. The province of 
Kosova underwent a period of poisonings, assassinations, exploitations and 
unemployment, physical and mental torture. The accorded pressure was conducted in 
harmonisation with the Political, Military, Academic and strategic plans aimed to 
compel Albanians to migrate to third countries, in order to decrease the number into a 
non-influential minority. Somehow the desired effect was reached. ‘A huge number of 
Albanians were deported to Turkey during the years 1930-9,’34 later the notorious plan 
of Vasa Cubrilovic ‘The expulsion of the Albanians’35 to Turkey Western Europe and 
America. Republic of Macedonia was imitating the same strategy towards the Albanians 
in Macedonia as Serbia towards Albanians of Kosova. Albanians suffered from low 
levels of education and high unemployment and were left to remain in the impoverished 
countryside. Macedonia introduced an International call for alleged Macedonians to 
return to their homeland. Thus, those who fled to the Republic of Macedonia were 
granted special benefit such as; ‘Yugoslav citizenship, ‘Macedonian’ identity, free 
housing, honours, distinctions, and most important of all, military pensions.’ 36 
Thousands of repatriated citizens were settled in the urban areas where the majority of 
population were the Albanians. This behaviour generated revolt among the natives. 
Their existence was threatened. ‘In the urban areas where more than 80% of citizens 

                                                 
34 Pettifer, J. Kosova Express, A Journey in Wartime,  C. Hurst & Company Publishers Ltd, London 2005, ( p, 12 ) 
35 The Greater Serbian Ideology http://www.darko/etf/prim1.html (accessed January2006) 
36 Frequently Asked Questions http://www.macedonian-heritage.gr/ (accessed November 2006) 
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were Albanians their employment in public sector was from 1 to 5%.’37 This behaviour 
created social disorder, unemployment and a huge irritation. 
 
1.2 The disintegration of the SFRJ (Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia)      
 
The end of the cold war, ushering the end the Marxist-Leninist Doctrine and the 
collapse of the entire technology, industry and economy of communistic ruling 
countries, finalized the cold war era and gave birth to a new one, constructing new 
strategies relations and geopolitical maps in Europe and wider. The SFRJ was 
composed of six Republics; Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Serbia, 
Montenegro, Macedonia and two provinces of Kosova and Vojvodina. The Federation 
was considered an artificial Unit consisting of Slav ethnic groups (Slovenians, Croats, 
Serbs, Bosnians, Montenegrins, Slavo-Macedonians) and a half of the Ethnic Albanian 
territory and population (in today’s South Montenegro, Kosova, South Serbia and West 
of Macedonia) remaining detached of their homeland were a constituent part of the 
Federation with minority rights. What is to be considered as an irony despite the fact the 
total Albanian population in SFRJ encountered the third largest nation after Serbs and 
Croats, they were deprived of having a Republic. On the other side Slovenians, 
Montenegrins, Macedonians who were less in number enjoyed the right of sovereignty 
under their constituency and Republics. The forty five year rule of Socialist Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia was notably and distinctly led by the most ferocious ethnic 
groups of Serbs and Croats. The main reasons for the collapse and the disintegration of 
the federation were the Serbian hegemonistic pretensions, the multi ethnic character of 
the state, and the disproportional distribution of wealth and benefits. 
 
1.3 Declaring the Independence of the Republic of Macedonia 
 
After the disintegration of the SFRJ, in 1991 the Former Yugoslav Socialist Republic of 
Macedonia became an independent state under the name ‘Republic of Macedonia’. The 
identity of this state, its name, symbols, language and history, emerged as one of the 
most contentious and complicated issues in the Balkans. ‘Even the most moderate 
Greek historians and politicians rejected the most unqualified adjective ‘Macedonian’ in 
describing the state that has emerged north of their border, and its majority population 
and language.’38 The only thing that can be said with any certainty about the ancient 
Macedonians, (J. Pettifer notes) ‘is that they were active in spreading Hellenic culture 
throughout the world, and that they were completely ‘Hellenised many centuries before 
the Slavs started to settle in the Balkans.’39  Who are the Macedonians on the Lower 
Moesia? The majority of the Macedonian population is strongly convinced that they are 
a nation of its own and speak the Macedonian language. Many research sources come to 
a unique conclusion that Macedonians derive from Serbian ethnic group, others are 
Bulgarians (famous Serbian geographer and ethnographer Jovan Cvijic)40 while the rest 
are Vlach minorities of Illyrian and Romanian origin. The founding father of The Slav 
                                                 
37 Analiza, Decentralizimi.http://www.gurra-pdsh.org (accessed on January 2006) 
38 Pettifer. J., The new Macedonian Question, Macmillan press Ltd.1999, London 
39 Ibid 
40 Cvijic. J., Remarks on the Ethnography of the Macedo –Slavs, London 1906 
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Macedonian Nation and the Macedonian Republic was the life lasting president of SFRJ 
Tito and his influential Doctrine of Titoism promoting Social Imperialism. After the 
disintegration of the SFRJ, Macedonia wisely followed the sample of the other 
republics. The negotiations with hegemonistic Serbs were led By Kiro Gligorov, a 
graduate of Belgrade Academy (in Serbia), well experienced member of the SFRJ and 
an ex Minister of Finances of the Federation. His major merit on negotiations was 
avoiding the conflict with Serbs offering commonwealth to them, elaborating that 
Macedonia cannot sustain to remain on its own, due to lack of resources and second 
seeing the risk of being threatened from neighbouring countries. The people of the 
Republic of Macedonia achieved their independence in the period from September 1990 
to September 1991 in a peaceful way. ‘On 8 September 1991 a referendum was held, 
proclaiming the independence of Republic’41, transferring the sovereignty, modifying 
the borders from administrative to practical, justifying this movement by the inherent 
right of self determination from the federal constitution. The next phase to come was the 
voting on the constitution. On November 17, 1991, the Assembly of the Republic 
adopted and proclaimed the new Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia, which 
confirmed the state’s name, and the Republic of Macedonia was defined as a sovereign, 
independent, democratic and welfare state (Article 1), in which the sovereignty derives 
from the citizens and belongs to them (Article 2). The Republic is organized in 
accordance with the principles of modern democratic and parliamentary state. The 
Constitution establishes the indivisibility and inalienability of the territory of the 
Republic, and also the inviolability of its borders. According to the constitutional 
provisions, the borders of the Republic of Macedonia may be changed only in 
conformity with the Constitution and the principle of voluntariness and in conformity 
with generally accepted international standards. This means that the ‘state border of the 
Republic may only be changed by a decision of the Assembly, passed by a two-thirds 
majority vote of the total number of representatives and adopted in a referendum by a 
majority vote of the total number of voters in the Republic.’ 42 The Constitution was not 
voted by the Albanian MPs in the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia, representing 
the second major ethnic group of citizens; the Albanians. According to them the 
constitution was legitimising a unitary mono-ethnic state counting the rest as second 
class citizens, excluding the basic principles of homogeneity of the country such as 
anthem, flag, official use of the language, education, religion. It is a strong belief that 
nationalism strongly and effectively activates people after transition or the change of 
political regime. At this stage all sorts of Macedonian nationalism grew to a curiously 
obsessive stage. There were objective (socio-economic) and subjective (national 
identity) reasons for all sorts of nationalism. Macedonia was starting a dangerous phase 
of its newborn career. The endorsed constitution did not satisfy the needs and demands 
of all the citizens of Macedonia. Especially Albanians being historically the natives of 
this land had no means to express the anger and the revolt. The revolt was expressed in 
many forms by not taking part in the census, not voting the president of the state at the 
first presidential elections, founding an illegal university in Albanian language. The last 

                                                 
41 The Republic of Macedonia-From a Member State of the Yugoslav Federation to a Sovereign and Independent State  
http://faq.macedonia.org/history/therepublic.of.macedonia.html. (accessed Jan.2006) 
42 Ibid 
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was followed by massive demonstrations, casualties, riots, peaceful protests in different 
cities, protests in front of USA Embassy in Shkupi. The revolt was also expressed 
regularly via electronic and written media. 
 
1.4. The constitution as the future generator of conflicts 
 
The constitution was adopted by two-thirds majority vote of the entire number of 
Assembly Members of the Parliament. The new adopted constitution, having the 
instrument of the majority voting system, assured the certainty of undermining the will 
of other ethnic groups, initiating revolt and provoking the ‘awakened nationalism’. The 
other ethnic groups except Macedonians were well aware of the fact that the majority 
system of voting will exclude their demands from the agenda and reduce their 
effectiveness at the parliament. Article 5 of the constitution states that; ’the state 
symbols of the Republic of Macedonia are the coat of arms, the flag and the national 
anthem’.43 All these three elements are explicitly combined with Macedonian values 
and exclude any symbol of other ethnic groups. Article 7 ‘The Macedonian language, 
written using its Cyrillic alphabet, is the official language in the Republic of 
Macedonia.’44 This article reveals the intention of Macedonians to build a unitary nation 
state. In the meantime the Albanians demanded to build a bi-party system including the 
Albanian language as an official language, use the Albanian flag side by side the 
Macedonian flag (Albanian are strong emotionally derived as far as the flag is 
concerned. They are presented under one flag wherever they are) and introduce 
Albanian elements in the national anthem. Even though the same article says ‘In the 
units of local self-government where there is a considerable number of inhabitants 
belonging to a nationality, their language and alphabet are also in official use, in 
addition to the Macedonian language and Cyrillic alphabet, under conditions and in a 
manner determined by law’ this part was never put into a practice. As critically seen a 
future democratic republic becomes apartheid for the ethnic groups which lost their 
fundamental rights previously enjoyed under the Socialist Federal Republic of 
Yugoslavia. Article 36 is devoted especially to the compatriots living in foreign 
countries and encouraging them to return to their homeland Article 48 paragraph 4, 
which states that ‘members of the nationalities have the right to instruction in their 
language in primary and secondary education, as determined by law. In schools where 
education is carried out in the language of a nationality, the Macedonian language is 
also studied,’ 45  deals with a sensitive issue, where undergraduate and postgraduate 
studies, and also the establishment of the institutions for the ethnic groups other than 
Macedonians are forbidden by the constitution. Article 86 demonstrates a general truth 
that according to this article and its paragraphs a member of the ethnic group rather than 
Macedonians can never be elected in crucial posts such as the president of the state, 
prime minister, member of security council, or crucial ministries such as foreign affairs, 
defence and interior the ‘(1) The President of the Republic is President of the Security 
Council of the Republic of Macedonia. (2) The Security Council of the Republic is 
                                                 
43 Balkan Info Home Republic of Macedonia Constitution. 
 http://www.b-info.com/places/Macedonia/republic/Constitution.shtml, (accessed June 2004) 
44 Ibid 
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composed of the President of the Republic, the President of the Assembly, the Prime 
Minister, the Ministers heading the bodies of state administration in the fields of 
security, defence and foreign affairs and three members appointed by the President of 
the Republic. (3) The Council considers issues relating to the security and defence of 
the Republic and makes policy proposals to the Assembly and the Government.’  
 
1.5. The awakened nationalism 
 
As we lay down the facts, one may come to a conclusion that one ‘awakened 
nationalism’ of one ethnic group provokes the ‘awakened nationalism’ of the other 
ethnic group. The constitution is the main source that polarises both major ethnic 
communities in the Republic of Macedonia. Macedonians express reluctance on sharing 
the values of a common state. On the other side Albanians fill irritated to a greater 
extent why they are treated as second class citizens. As far as the stubbornness of both 
communities is concerned there are two forms of solutions. Full implementation of Ohri 
Framework Agreement without compromise or Albanians would seek for more radical 
solution.  

NATION BUILDING: A LINGUISTIC PERSPECTIVE 

2.1 Integration 
 
The International community has put a lot of effort in providing technical assistance for 
running the process of nation building in the entire region of South Eastern Europe after 
the period of transition. This activity was of a great value mainly for putting to an end 
the interethnic conflicts, and assisting to the process of transition contributing to the 
process of transition and future integration to the EU and other world organisations, 
even though the barriers have not completely disappeared despite the great pressure, 
investment and effort taken by international community.  
 
2.2 Multilingualism and Nation Building 
 
The phenomenon of monolingual or multilingualism finds its explanation in the 
etymology of the word itself. Multilingualism is the communication through several 
languages; whereas monolingual system is the communication through one language at 
all levels of interaction. While analysing socio-linguistic situations we can find out that 
large counties like the UK, France, Spain and Germany apply monolingual 
communication at the state institutions, due to the presence of a huge number of labour 
migrants even though there is the presence of minority languages and dialect variations. 
Countries applying monolingual interaction argue that the language of majority is the 
only dominating language thus being the language of the power. During the centuries 
the strong policy of assimilation forced minorities to learn the official language of 
communication even though in theory nobody is excluded from the public discourse. On 
the other side the practice of multilingualism is loosely applied to different situations. 
For example countries like Switzerland, the oldest successful model of applying 
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multilingualism since the break up of the ‘Habsburg domination in 1291 and recognised 
by the end of the 15th century.’46 Canada and India are other models of applying 
multilingualism with more than two official languages. There are countries which have 
considerable linguistic diversities where one official language is imposed. The countries 
belonging to this group are third world countries. Linguistically speaking, there is 
another phenomenon to analyse, which is the borderline between the language and the 
dialect. For example for Spanish policy makers Catalan is a Spanish dialect, whereas for 
French, Catalan is a French dialect. The same situation applies in many countries in the 
world. The Republic of Macedonia shares the same experience with the Macedonian 
language. The Serbian historians claim that the Macedonian language is a Serbian 
dialect whereas on the other side of the Bulgarian border, policy makers claim that the 
Macedonian language is Bulgarian dialect. There is a tendency to compare monolingual 
societies with monotheism, where monolingual system is equated with civilisation, 
whereas multilingualism with (according to ‘biblical story of the tower of the Babel) 
Gods punishment of the wicked.’47 G Mansour notes; ‘The sociolinguists do not make 
such value judgements but consider monolingual system and multilingualism to be the 
alternative patterns of communication which may exist at communal level or at the 
national level’48 The history of human social development with emphasis to the role of 
languages raised many questions based on effectiveness of monolingual or multilingual 
communication. The later is considered to be a phenomenon of transition. Throughout 
history the ways of communication and social organisations are developed in different 
stages which are meant to draw attention and dialectical relationship between language 
and societies.  
 
The stages, according to Mansour are as follows: 
 
Primitive monolingual communication of clan societies 
Societies belonging to this group are organised with a minimal scale of social 
interaction and showed no obvious need for communication beyond their clan-hood. 
These are the oldest but the purest groups, using the language for direct communication, 
with no need for other languages to be learned due to the isolated environment. These 
types of monolingual units are present in many isolated parts of Australia and Africa. 
 
Primitive bilingual societies 
 
In this category of livelihood, the social organisation is at the lower stage. The 
cooperation counts at the clan or wider at the village level. Communications of this type 
emerged among the communities as an expression of the need of mutual cooperation 
and co-existence, for example the exchange of goods. This kind of interaction raised the 
need for bilingual communication. ‘These types of stable bilingual communities still 
exist, for instance the climatic zone immediately bordering the Sahara in Africa.’ 49 
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Centrally organised, monolingual tribal societies  
 
Societies at this stage are considered more advanced in all parts of livelihood, especially 
showing effort for social interaction at the highest level, creating opportunities for 
structured cooperation and elected representatives of a loose federation were progressed 
into monarchs. Mansour observes, ‘in some parts of the world this stage coincided with 
the period immediately preceding the entrance into history of a particular people-for 
instance, the age of heroic epics in Homeric Greece.’50  
 
Multi lingual empires 
 
At this stage, economically well established tribes expressed the need to expand their 
borders of exploitation and dominance. The future process of transition led to formation 
structured organisations. These structured bodies included the new language of the 
occupied tribes. The new situations produced supra-tribal multilingual empires such as 
Greek and Roman. Mansour notes: At a later stage the motivation to become fully 
integrated, linguistically and socially, resulted in whole-scale language shift. As a result 
the languages of the conquered people eventually disappeared and a hybrid, but 
monolingual society emerged, as it did in most countries conquered by the Arabs in the 
7th and 8th centuries.51   
 
Monolingual National State Formations 
 
The further development of the societies led into a split of the empires consolidating 
powerful monarchies and perfection of the languages. Thus, ‘The monolingual ideal of a 
nation played a particularly important role in the formation of’ new nations in the 19th 
century, which arose from the collapse of three multilingual empires: the Russian, 
Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman empires.’52 
 
2.2.6 Multilingual Federations and Multi-Ethnic Newly Independent Countries 
 
An outstanding supra-state model that represents this type of social interaction is 
relevant to the Federation of Switzerland. A few ethnic groups speaking different 
languages decided to live together five centuries ago, in accordance with the principles 
of mutual trust, equal rights and full respect of each other. This model has become a 
symbol of social organisation for newly liberated countries after the II WW in Africa, 
Asia and Europe. Russia was for two decades among them.  
 
De - mystifying the conflict 
 
One among the major reasons for de-mystifying the conflict is the phenomenon 
applying of monolingual, bilingual or multilingualism in the process of education and 
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the official use of the language in inter state and international communication. As far as 
Republic of Macedonia is concerned the most compatible type of social interaction that 
suits to her is type (2.2.5). 
 
3. 1. Hegemonic behavour 
 
After the war in Kosova there was a general opinion that people in Macedonia could not 
suffer the hegemonic behaviour of the Macedonian Slav ethnic group and sooner or 
later the country would erupt into an insurgency. Many analysts also predicted that after 
the turbulences in Kosova there was an evident element that these actions will expand in 
wider areas due to the earlier attempt such as the national movement of the Albanians in 
Macedonia during the period of 1990s which was organised under umbrella of the first 
political party of PPD. The activity of the organisation collapsed at the time due to the 
collaboration of some members with the government and the involvement of MI5 and 
MI6 representatives, working to help the survival of the Macedonian State. Activist of 
this movement were detained, tortured and the movement was extinguished for a certain 
period. The discordance among the Albanians themselves showed the virtue of political 
immaturity as well as, of a sort of leadership and charisma. The ‘reason d’etat’ was 
undermined.  
 
3. 2 The ethnic cleansing in 2001 
 
As the most of the terrorist attacks, which later became actions of National Liberation 
Army (NLA), on the eve of 22 January 2001 the attack on the local police stations in the 
village of Tearce, the suburb of Tetova, announced the turbulences and the awakened 
nationalism of the Albanians in the Republic of Macedonia. The local police station was 
attacked by a missile, killing one policeman and injuring three others. ‘A day after the 
attack, a communiqué (communiqué No 1) was sent to the local broadcasting company 
TV ERA’53 taking the responsibility and explaining the reason for the attack. ‘The 
communiqués outlined political demands to the Macedonian authorities that were 
exactly the same as those advanced by Macedonian Albanian political parties over the 
decade since Macedonia’s independence in 1991, a period during which Albanians had 
been part of governing coalitions into the bargain.’54 The next crisis point was the 
village of Tanushevci on the border with Kosova. At that time there was a great 
confusion among the governmental body and all the citizens. The players were still 
anonymous. The Minister of Foreign Affairs, Sergan Kerim, declared that the conflict 
originated from Kosova. This was a serious allegation for the fragile status and the 
international reputation of Kosova as being a source of the conflict in the region and 
also interfering in the sovereignty of the neighbouring country. The insurgency spread 
in the villages of Tetova, a western city of Macedonia where the absolute majority of 
population is Albanian. The entire country and the population lived in fear and 
insecurity for the future. The rural village of Shipkovica becomes headquarter of the 
NLA. For a certain period of time the early authenticity of the National Liberation 
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Army, NLA, remained a mystery, for mass media, some international bodies, the 
Government itself and even Albanian Political Parties operating in Macedonia. After the 
real actions on the ground, the beginning of the war in March 2001, the NLA enjoyed 
extensive coverage in the foreign media and after September 2001 coverage improved 
within Macedonia, yet many issues regarding the planning and preparation of NLA 
activities in Macedonia remained unclear. This ambiguity results from the reluctance of 
those believed to be the main actors to make public their version of events. ‘Ali Ahmeti, 
the principal political representative and former leader of the NLA, apparently believes 
that the time has not yet come to reveal the NLA's early codes of operation, or those of 
the Kosova Liberation Army, KLA.’ 55   Material and communiqués predating the 
conflict are conspicuously absent from the NLA's official website’ 
(http://www.shqiponjapress.com). The transparency would weaken the ‘whatever goal’ 
of the organizer of the uprising. Others are slightly more forthcoming, hinting they have 
information which could challenge popular perceptions. For example, ‘Xhezair Shaqiri - 
also known as Commandant Hoxha, "Xheza" - claimed that in 1999 Ahmeti believed 
that armed actions in Macedonia would be possible only in 2003 or 2004 at the 
earliest.’56 Shaqiri, who led the group which entered the border village of Tanusevci in 
‘mid February 2001 and later directed NLA operations in the Skopje suburb of 
Aracinovo in June 2001, claims that Ahmeti made this assessment after KFOR entered 
Kosova.’57 Some of the leadership of the National Democratic Party, NDP, an Albanian 
political party in Macedonia, were in close contact with the core of the NLA leadership 
even before the conflict in Macedonia.’ They recalled meetings in Kosova and 
Macedonia at the beginning of March 2001, in which the general activities and 
especially Tetova Kala were discussed and decided upon. The happening at Tetova Kala 
remained mysterious and remained subject of the actors. If these details became public, 
the existing view about “who is who” in the former NLA would change.’ 58  In 
November 2001, at a meeting in Sipkovica with the editors of the weekly magazine 
Lobi, ‘former NLA spokesman Nazmi Beqiri revealed the existence of a “war diary” in 
which preparations for NLA activities in Macedonia were chronicled in detail.’59 The 
diary was written under the pseudonym of ‘Dern Korabi, identified during the war as an 
NLA spokesman, from whose email address the NLA and the Coordinating Council of 
Albanians in Macedonia sent press releases to the media.’60 The same address is now 
used by Ali Ahmeti’s party, The Democratic Union for Integration. ‘Lobi editorial staff 
could not persuade Beqiri, Ali Ahmeti and the NLA chief of staff Gezim Ostreni, to 
allow publication of the entire diary, although a single entry’61 
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3.3 EU Stabilisation and Association Agreements with the RM 
 
While the conflict was escalating the political situation was tense, Brussels (The 
European Council) reacted on time ‘due to previous mistakes with delayed reaction to 
Bosnia and Herzegovina, were genocide reached its peak,’ whereas in Macedonia for 
the benefit of the citizens EU, initiated the process of signing the Stabilisation and 
Association Agreement, which in diplomatic language meant ‘the carrot and the stick'. 
‘The Agreement was signed by way of Exchange of letters in Luxembourg on 9 April 
2001’62 Macedonia was given the carrot whereas it will be under a great surveillance in 
order to accomplish its tasks towards the promises of full cooperation with the EU. 
Membership requires fundamental reforms such as; stability of institutions guaranteeing 
democracy, the rule of law, full respect of human rights, the functioning of the market 
economy as well as the energy to cope with market forces of the EU. Will the Republic 
of Macedonia have the capacity to meet the challenges that the agreement requires such 
as; establish a close and lasting relationship based on reciprocity and mutual interest. 
Will it be able to be an equal partner with large and rich countries such is UK? Will it 
be able to settle the diversity between its ethnic groups? It is a long process that will 
take time. Macedonia is a highly volatile region which is dotted with the threat renewed 
conflict remains. 
 
3. 4 Constitutional changes under military pressure 
 
The Republic of Macedonia has been under a continuous surveillance of international 
bodies such as UN, EU, NATO, WTO, NGOs, commentators, analysts and reporters. 
‘Macedonia became a major concern for Havier Solana as well as the Anna Lind the 
President of the EU for the time being.’63 Their frequent travelling to Macedonia was to 
monitor, listen to the parties in the conflict, intermediate and discuss to find a 
reasonable solution of the generated insurgency. The Brussels representative’s concern 
had a reasonable background. The EU countries political and economic strategy, could 
not afford the destabilisation of the region in the hart of Europe. The Human Rights 
Watch as a private nongovernmental organization was concerned with human rights 
issues and as such sent a letter to the President of the Republic of Macedonia, Boris 
Trajkovski revealing that Human Rights Watch wanted to express its concern that 
Macedonian authorities take all measures to ensure that security forces comply with 
basic principles of international humanitarian law applicable to situations of internal 
armed conflict, and enshrined in Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. “This 
provision protects those who do not take an active part in hostilities from the most 
serious violations, including acts of murder, torture and cruel treatment, the taking of 
hostages, outrages upon personal dignity, and the passing of sentences and the carrying 
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out of executions without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted 
court.64 The crisis was vastly progressing. The incident of the three murdered policemen 
in the village Gajre of Tetova who were transferred to serve in Tetova from Manastir 
(Bitola) South part of Macedonia provoked a riot in their home town and as a singe of 
revenge for the dead policemen Albanian properties such as; 13 shops, 5 houses, 1 car 
were burned, destroyed and 14 people were injured.  There was a fear that a number of 
700 or 800 UCK (terrorists; the governmental version for guerrillas) were located in the 
Village of Araqine. The UCK was controlling the strategic places. The ex Home Office 
Minister came up with speculations that the terrorists very soon would occupy the 
capital of the country Shkupi (Skopje), which meant the Airport Petrovec, water 
resources in Rashce, Matka, the oil company OCTA, and other oil stores, food stores 
and other vital depose where the food is stored. The entire government and the 
population were in panic. Foreign investors, companies, travel agencies, diplomatic 
missions announced withdraw. British Foreign Office cancelled the flights of British 
Airways. The country was running the risk of becoming a UN protectorate. The 
President of the Macedonia feared to use the army in its full capacity, for the only 
reason that after peace is restored he might become a subject of the IC of Hague. The 
ethnic Macedonians were protesting every day before the Assembly calling for traitors 
to be exposed. The state financial treasure gained by the sold assets, which was 
dedicated for the welfare of the citizens, such as building schools, hospitals, roads, 
changed its programme into buying two helicopters from Ukraine and much 
ammunition to be used against its citizens. Fraud and corruption was at its highest stake. 
The economy was collapsing; the citizens of the conflict zones were displaced to their 
relatives, council houses or different shelters as a result of their burnt property. Many 
people migrate. And there were casualties on both sides. The registered dead Albanians 
were 87 and Macedonians 63. Beyond the dead there were 263 wounded Macedonians 
and 39 wounded Albanians. Among the victim there were three observers of the OSCE. 
There was space for everything but rationality. It was a waste of time, finances, health, 
lives, trust, cohesion, future coexistence. What is the regressive force that is driving 
some groups of people to wrong decision making. In this case every one knew that 
when it comes to such an extent, a compromise is necessary and use the wisdom of 
finding long term solutions. Macedonians wouldn’t imagine compromising with the 
terrorists. Albanians fed the illusions that they would become equal partners in the 
government and in the institutions of the system. The Albanian Language would be the 
second official language in the state and that they would enjoy equal rights as 
Macedonians  
 
3. 5 The Ohri Document 
 
While the conflict was taking place none of the political parties took the responsibility 
to rule the country. None of them dared to bring fundamental decisions. On 13 May 
2001 a broad coalition including position (The Prime-Minister Ljubco Georgievski, 
‘Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization–Democratic Party of National 
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Unity’, VMRO-DPMNE, Arben Xhaferi, ‘Democratic Party of the Albanians’, DPA) 
and opposition ( Branko Crvenkovski, ‘Social-Democratic Union of Macedonia’, 
SDSM, and Ymer Ymeri ‘Party of Democratic Prosperity’, PDP) was formed to find a 
solution and end the conflict between Macedonian security forces and the Albanian 
extremists in the country. The ‘Framework Agreement’ adopted 35 new amendments. It 
consisted of three parts. The first part is establishing amendments to the constitution, 
second part consists of the changes of the legislation, and the third part is a plan to end 
the insurgency as well as the timetable for its implementation.The Preamble to the 
constitution should be changed in a way to declare the Republic of Macedonia a state of 
all its citizens: The citizens of the Republic of Macedonia, taking over responsibility for 
the present and future of their fatherland, aware and grateful to their predecessors for 
their sacrifice and dedication in their endeavors and struggle to create an independent 
and sovereign state of Macedonia, and responsible to future generations to preserve and 
develop everything that is valuable from the rich cultural inheritance and coexistence 
within Macedonia, equal in rights and obligations towards the common good – the 
Republic of Macedonia, (…).65 The Preamble of 1991 constitution, had defined the 
Republic of Macedonia as the national state of the Macedonian people, which 
guarantees the full civic equality and permanent co-existence of the Macedonian people 
with the Albanians, Turks, Vlachos, Roma and the other nationalities (…).66 Since the 
adoption of the constitution in 1991, pointed out that the Preamble was a major point of 
disputation for the Albanians. They were fully convinced on their claim of joining equal 
status as the second constitutive community of the Republic. Eventually they agreed on 
the civic concept. The agreement emphasizes the changes of some articles which 
beforehand they had given the Macedonian people a superiority status. The vocabulary 
of the new constitution doesn’t include the terms 'Macedonian’ people ‘nationalities’, 
‘minorities’ (which Albanians found it very irritating) but mentions the ‘majority of 
population’ and ‘communities’  
 
3.5.1 The official use of the Albanian Language 
 
Another very sensitive issue is the non official use of the Albanian language, 
respectively, the official use of the language. The long-lasting, complicated, ferocious 
disputes over this issue, reached the compromise with regard to establishing its official 
status, but partially ‘it’ will be used for inter communication and especially in urban 
areas were more than 20% of the citizens speak the language. It will also be used in the 
Assembly of the republic by the Albanian Representatives, but not in the Government. 
Here lies a big question mark ‘Why’? Is it a question of sovereignty?  It will be used in 
local constituencies and local institutions. The other languages such as, Turkish, 
Serbian, Romas, and Vlach didn’t meet this criteria. Furthermore, another amendment 
was adopted for providing university education. The education of the Albanians in 
Macedonia was a story of its own. During the Tito’s regime Albanians used to move to 
other republics to earn their living. They were well known as successful merchants, 
sweet shops and restaurant keepers. Their children, friends and families studied in the 
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centers such as Zagreb, Lublana, Sarajeve and Belgrade. Most of other Albanians 
including the author of this study graduated at the University of Prishtina today’s 
Kosovas capital. A small part was lucky to study at the University of Shkupi (Skopje). 
After the disintegration SFRJ, all the Albanians felt threatened to remain to other 
republics and they returned to their homes. The proclaimed independence of each 
republic was followed by the change of the legislation and the ‘Ex Nationals' became 
foreigners. Albanians needed passports, visas and funds to pay tuition fees, being 
considered as foreigners in other republics. Today this practice seems very normal, but 
not then. Kosova was occupied by Serb-Miloshevik forces. Albanians of Kosova left 
their jobs in the institutions and completely went out of the system. They organized 
themselves in a kind of parallel shadow government, with separate funds supported by 
3% of their income. The education was bearing the entire burden. People let their 
houses to be used as schools with no proper equipments and standards. This practice 
lasted for ten years, until the future status of UN protectorate of Kosova. Albania as a 
poor country underwent a difficult transitional period, followed by riots, strikes, the 
civil war was quite a possibility but it was thankfully avoided. Corruption, poor rule of 
law and economical collapse were due course. Bulgaria had the same experience during 
the transitional period. And above all Macedonia ignored the validity of the certificates 
of graduates in the universities of the neighboring countries. As far as the admission 
policy of the two Universities in Macedonia was concerned, 90% of the places were 
allocated for ethnic Macedonians and 10% for ‘minorities’ including foreigners. 
‘According to some observations by the year of 1995 more foreign students from Africa 
were admitted in the Universities of Macedonia than ethnic Albanians from the same 
country.’67  Concerned about the future of their nation, Albanian progressive forces 
organized petitions, protests, demonstrations and informed the foreign community about 
the regress of the future of their youth. The government remained deaf for a long period. 
It was assumed that by the end of 1999 following that practice, Albanians would not 
have graduated teachers for elementary and secondary school. The Albanian 
Representatives to the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia were powerless, due to 
the majority voting system. Their demands were never voted. Redundant PhDs, 
Masters, Majors, including all sorts of intellectuals organized themselves and decided to 
establish illegal education of the university level. Here we can compare the practice of 
Kosovars and the Albanians from Macedonia. It seems like the latter followed the 
practice of the firs. The Kosovars run completely out of the system and unanimously 
left their jobs and all the institutions of the occupied Province. In Macedonia Albanians 
followed a different practice. They were fully participating in the state system, but in the 
meantime they established a parallel undergraduate education with the Macedonian 
University, funded privately by donations. The ceremony of the foundation of the 
University of Tetova was followed by government’s brutal intervention, using 
bulldozers to destroy the building, detaining the leaders, shooting at the citizen. Even 
though there were casualties evident, the practice of the private education didn’t stop. 
To that activity in 2001 the international community led by the UN High 
Commissioner, Vander Stoel was leading the project of  establishing the private 
university of South Eastern Europe in Tetova, which is continuing to run very 
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successfully. A fraction of the Albanian people not happy with the foundation of the 
private university by the International Community, found themselves offending, why 
having a private University, while they contributed as regular taxpayers to the state 
budget equally as the Macedonians, and they owned two state funded universities. The 
conflict of 2001 forced the Government to accept the fundamental demands of 
Albanians, among which the state was funding undergraduate studies at the University 
of Tetova. The amendment on the Education and the Use of Languages in the Ohri 
Agreement cites as follows. 
 
3.6 Education and the Use of Languages 
 
With respect to primary and secondary education, lectures will be allocated in the 
students’ native languages, while at the same time uniform standards for academic 
programs will be applied throughout Macedonia. State funding will be ensured for 
university level education, in languages spoken by at least 20 percent of the population 
of Macedonia, based on specific agreement. The principle of positive discrimination 
will be applied in the period of enrolment at State Universities. Candidates belonging to 
communities not in the majority of the population of Macedonia will be fully respected 
until the enrolment would reflect the proportional composition of the population of 
Macedonia. The official language for internal and international communication of the 
country is the Macedonian language. Any other language spoken by at least 20 percent 
of the population is also an official language, as set forth herein. In the organs of the 
republic of Macedonia, any official language other than Macedonian may be used in 
accordance with the law, as further elaborated in Annex B of the OFA. Any person 
living in a unit of a local self-government in which at least 20 percent of the population 
speaks an official language other than Macedonian may use any official language to 
communicate with the regional office of the central government with the responsibility 
for that municipality; such an office will reply in that language in addition to 
Macedonian. With respect to local self-government, in municipalities where a 
community comprises at least 20 percent of the population of the municipality, the 
language of that community will be used as an official language in addition to 
Macedonian. ‘With respect to languages spoken by less than 20 percent of the 
population of the municipality, the local authorities will decide democratically on their 
use in public bodies. In criminal and civil judicial proceedings at any level, an accused 
person or any party will have the right to translation at State expense of all proceedings 
as well as documents in accordance with relevant Council of Europe document. Any 
official personal documents of citizens speaking an official language other than 
Macedonian will also be issued in that language, in addition to the Macedonian 
language, in accordance with the law.’68 This way the protracted ‘Albanian university’ 
issue, which has been a cornerstone of Albanian political activism in Macedonia since 
the early 1990s, finally was put to an end. Furthermore, an issue of great importance is 
the use of symbols and the article 48 paragraph 1 of the agreement. This article as such 
gives rise to manipulation stating that ‘Members of communities have a right freely to 
express, foster and develop their identity and community attributes, and to use their 
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community symbols’ 69  by not defining the relevant circumstances of the 
implementation. The article was voted this year (September 2005, denoting that the 
symbols will be used in the urban areas where 50 percent of the population consist of 
relevant community. Which means out of  the entire western Macedonia populated with 
Albanians, 2 cities inhabited with more than 85 percent might practice this article) by 
undermining the regulation of 20% as previously mentioned in the article 7, 
amendments 2,3,4,5,6. Albanians were careless on accepting the general interpretation 
of this article as such, without specifying the circumstances and conditions when to be 
implemented.  
 
3.7 Stubbornness 
 
Both major communities in Macedonia are stubborn on this issue, which will be a 
boiling spot for the next September elections of 2006. The Author of this study finds it 
confusing rewinding the facts that since 1945 Albanians rotate with the same demands: 
language, education and symbols. The modern sophisticated nationalism is left aside. 
What about ‘economy’. The national assets are privatized and election units don’t even 
bother to ask their representatives about the foreign investments and the effects on their 
social life. All these efforts and actions taken by the international community, and the 
innocent manipulated population of the Republic of Macedonia fell apart. DUI, 
previously acting as UCK and the actual Macedonian governing political party LSDM 
were said to contract a hidden treaty on the plan how to win the next elections. They 
prepared a scene, where the entire population of the RM was manipulated, the play was 
conducted as a perfect peace, knowing the wicked part of the population  provoking the 
‘nationalism’ of both ethnic groups just for the sake of wining the elections.    

THE AGREEMENT PERIOD 2001-2005, POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENTS 

4.1 Major Political Parties in RM 
 
The post conflict elections were held on 15th September 2002.  The previous leading 
parties of former Prime Minister Ljubco Georgievski (VMRO-DPMNE) and coalitions 
partner Arben Xhaferi, ‘(known as bulwark and the founder of the real democratic party 
of the Albanians after the division of the fraction of PDP, the first political party of 
Albanians in Macedonia)’70 PDSH (DPA) after the elections became opposition parties 
while, the former opposition called Together for Macedonia led by Branko 
Crvenkovsi’s Social Democratic Alliance (SDSM), which had governed from 1992 until 
1998 secured 40% of the votes. On the other side a new radical Albanian party was 
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community. See Arben Xhaferi ne emisionin shqip te Rudina Xhunges ne TV Top Channel, http://www.gurra-pdsh-org 
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founded, lead by Ali Ahmeti, the political spokesman of the former rebel National 
Liberation Army. This party as the most radical one, during the conflict and the 
campaign, expressed their commitment for providing the Albanian rights. DUI won the 
majority votes of the Albanians, even though there were allegations that the elections 
were not fair and a lot of fraud took place. Many political critics’ commentators and 
analysts revealed that the newly formed party would not be in advantage in the office, 
due to lack of office experience and absence from the country for decades. On 
November the 1st, 2002 the new government took office, led by Branko Crvenkovski, a 
well experienced politician who had previously served two mandates as Macedonia’s 
Prime Minister from 1992-1998. Following the aftermath, governing party leaders 
repeatedly expressed their engagement to improving inter ethnic relations and 
implementing the 2001 Ohri Agreement. In contrast the opposition party leaders on 
their regular briefings criticized the government’s delayed poor performance. Branko 
Crvenkovski is known to Albanians as a communist transformed to a democrat 
conducting sophisticated pitfalls to non-Macedonians, punitive, pro- Serbian, notorious 
for his behavior using reprisals to suppress the legal demand of citizens. (The citizens of 
Gostivar were harshly beaten by the police forces in the streets and even inside their 
houses regardless their age or sex, wile the Mare of the same city Rufi Osmani raised 
the Albanian flag side by side the Macedonian during anational holiday. After the riot 
Branko Cervenkovski celebrated the police force saying ‘you have done a great job’71). 
In February 2004, President Boris Trajkovski was killed in a plane crash over Bosnia. 
After the presidential election, a government reshuffle took place. The former Home 
Minister Hari Kostov succeeded Crvenkovski as Prime Minister. In November, Kostov 
demonstratively resigned, claiming frustration with the lack of progress in economic 
reforms and blaming the ethnic Albanian DUI party for obstructionist and corrupt 
performance. The Former Defense Minister Vlado Buckovski took seat as Prime 
Minister and also became leader of the Social Democratic Party. Buckovski since then 
has led a cabinet consisting of the members of the coalition such as; SDSM, DUI, and 
Liberal Democratic members. Poor economy is the main destabilizing factor 
determining inter-ethnic instability. Predominantly there is another ruling opinion that 
the disproportional distribution of power, wealth and respect of human rights is the 
dispersive factor that most of the shortsighted or notorious nationalist leaders fail during 
their governing. The economy in Macedonia is in a chaotic state. The pressure to apply 
the reforms recommended by the EU generates the diffusion and a huge gap between 
‘the know how’ and the ex socialistic experience. The market is full of subsidies even 
the crucial products that used to be the brand of the country itself such as textiles, 
agricultural products, poultry, fishery, vineyard, and carpeting are exported from the 
third countries. The fields are poisoned by the improper use of the chemicals; the 
farmers are discouraged by the low benefit. ‘GDP levels declined by over 4% during the 
2001 year of conflict grew a scant 0.7% in 2002 and recovered somewhat since then, 
with GDP growth reaching 3.4% in 2003 and about 3% in 2004. Rising unemployment 
(around 37%)’ 72  remains a significant problem and disproportionately affects the 
minority and youth. Fighting corruption remains a major priority and obsession to the 
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citizens especially the youth. State benefits used by bureaucracy do not comply with the 
standard of the state. The economy is based on assistance donations and loans.’ From 
1992 to 2000, European Union Assistance amounted to €475 million.’ 73  In 2004, 
Macedonian authorities concluded stand-by arrangements with the ‘International 
Monetary Fund and are negotiating new multi-year agreements with the IMF and World 
Bank on new lending and reform projects.’74  The Government of Macedonia must 
change its course of running the state by reforming the economy, stabilizing the 
institutions, showing progress in legislation, democratize the society, implement the rule 
of law, attract foreign investment and reform the agriculture. 
 
4. 2 Census 
 
One among many contentious issues related to the inter-relations between Macedonians 
and Albanians is in the Republic of Macedonia is the Census. When will the Pandora’s 
Box open? It seems as it is a long way to get to it. It is obvious that every Macedonian’s 
central fundamental concern is to increase the number of the ethnic Macedonians, 
secondly to prove back their ancestry as much ancient as possible. These obsessive 
objectives are conducted by the adoption of noble figures such as; kings (it is very 
controversial the adoption of the name of the country Macedonia. There are many 
theories of the origin of the name Macedon among them; 'The land of Macedonia was 
named after Macedon, the son of Zeus and Thia, daughter of Devcalion, while others 
believe that Macedonia was named after Macedon, son of Acolus.’75 In the meantime 
the adoption of the Alexander the Great as their king the student of Aristotle, who lived 
and ruled the world during the years 356-323 BC contradicts the other side of the story, 
that today’s Macedonians claim to be Slavs by origin. The Slavs of the Balkan 
descended from Carpates occupying territories down to South, by the end of the 7 
century AC. Another indication that proves today’s Macedonians Slavic origin is the 
constant intensive relations with Russia, Ukraine, and the rest Slavic states) tsars, noble 
price winners, heroes, writers, politicians or celebrities, who were born in the territories 
of Ancient Macedonia, Bulgaria, Serbia or Albania. Since it is well known that 
Macedonian linguists initiated the development of the Macedonian Lexicology, 
Morphology and Syntax by the end of the II WW under the rule of the Federation of 
Socialist Yugoslav Republics, through invention of new words and substitution of the 
old dialects, which resembled Bulgarian language in East Macedonia and the Serbian 
language in Northern part of the country. This effort was supported by the Macedonian 
Academy and all institutions. Special contribution to it paid the national TV 
broadcasting daily programs, lecturing the public to the correct use of the modified 
words. Another effort to increase the number was the massive activity taken to 
repatriate nationals in Diaspora, which in fact was a form of bribery of the citizens of 
the world by giving special incentives or bonds while accepting the Macedonian 
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citizenship. (This issue is elaborated in the above sections).The third major activity was 
the scrupulous rejection of issuing citizenship to the Albanian nationals, which is up 
today present. The Ministry of Interior Informed that the amendment proposed by it will 
be in harmonization with the European convention on citizenship and the international 
standards. One of the most significant changes is the decrease of the duration of 
necessary stay before acquiring citizenship from 15 to10 years.76 Most of Albanians are 
migrant workers. Since they are away of their house and members of the family they 
could hardly fulfill the criteria. The proposal of the Albanian MP Ramadani was of 
opinion that amendment of articles 4,5,7,9 and 26 will alleviate the procedure by giving 
equal rights to children born in Macedonia and children born abroad by Macedonian 
citizens, decreasing the term for getting citizenship to 5 years.77 This sort of abuse of 
fundamental human rights can be witnessed in many Albanian families. There are some 
covert activities that make impossible the process of granting a citizenship especially to 
illiterate poor and rural areas. ‘Also double standards can be often faced.’78 This covert 
action of not issuing citizenship to the Albanian ethnic group had its effect. A citizen 
without citizenship can be expelled out of the country, cannot be issued a passport, an 
ID, driving license, and can not be owner of a property. Albanians aware of the 
discrimination refused to take part in previous censuses, complaining that the results 
were always false due to lack of representatives in commissions. this is a basic 
document for possessing other documentation such as; passports IDs, driving silence, 
they can not be employed, be owners of property or to put it otherwise the are treated as 
illegal citizens and at any police riot can be expelled from the country.  The results of 
the last census were also disputed by the Albanian and Macedonian opposition parties. 
The foreign community claimed that results were fair and state department comes out 
with the following figures. According to a ‘State Department press release, December 1, 
2003 official results of the census reported that ethnic Macedonians comprised 64.18% 
of the population; ethnic Albanians, 25.17%; ethnic Turks, 3.85%; Roma, 2.66%; Serbs, 
1.78%; Bosnian Muslims, 0.84%; Vlachs, 0.48%, and others, 1.04%’.79 
 
4.3 Decentralization 
 
Based on the previous practice, the system of central government was not very 
effective, and also discriminatory. All the taxes gathered by the Local Units were used 
and misused by the central bureaucracy. ‘The Local Government received back a few 
percent of the central budget’s income.’80 Decentralisation is the last step towards the 
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implementing the OFA. The Special Envoy Michael Salin, delegated by the high 
Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy of the EU Havier Solana is 
assisting in the processes of the security and stability of the country and also providing 
technical assistance for the implementing of the Ohri Framework Agreement. A 
ferocious debate was conducted among the MPs of different ethnic groups, position and 
opposition. Albanians were not happy with the law of new territorial division. The 
number of municipalities was reduced to 84. The Macedonian representatives of the 
government were lining new borders of local units, according to their strategic plan, 
including objects of vital interest like sport centres, hospitals, factories, airports, theatres 
etc. in the local units where majority of population will be Macedonians, so that they 
will govern the national assets. The second secret of the law of the decentralisation is 
that it will transfer the competences from the central government to the local level 
including all activities and competences of everyday life such as the chief of Local 
Police will be elected by municipal council, followed by the recommendations of the 
Ministry of Interior. According to an opinion poll in ‘June 2005 sponsored by the 
United Nations Program (UNDP), 47% of the population believe that decentralisation 
will improve their lives, 28% expect no changes and less than 12% fear negative 
development.’81 ‘The polls convey that the rise of support for decentralisation mostly 
comes from ethnic Macedonians ‘(from 30% to 40%), while the support of ethnic 
Albanians is quite high and stable between 56 and 62%. Albanians look forward to 
greater community rights but also to possibilities to have effective rule, while 30% of 
Macedonians still object to the minority rights already enacted in laws.’82 Following the 
reforms imposed by the international community, the Macedonian ethnic community 
fears that the law of Decentralisation is a further step towards the federalisation of the 
country. The fact that the Western Macedonia is composed by majority of Albanian 
population indicates the fact that the future cooperation of the municipalities will be 
conducted on an ethnic basis. 
 
4.4 The 2004 Referendum 
 
Among the most obsessive nationalistic organizations of Macedonia is the World 
Macedonian Congress. During the entire period of the conflict they were permanently 
on the scene with pompous declarations trying to catch the attention of the population. 
The opposition parties and nationalistic groups organized protests with thousands of 
Macedonians in Shkupi (Skopje) and Struga with latter turning violent. They also 
organized a referendum opposing the decentralization plan. The turnout gathered 
180.000 petition signatures which legitimized the referendum. The referendum was 
organized on 7 November 2004 which turned to a failure. The opposition claimed fraud; 
the results of 26% participation were not enough to reject the plan of the self-
government. Brussels urged boycott to the vote, warning that the EU would cancel the 
processes of integration. A successful referendum would impose a one year moratorium 
of the decentralization plan. A major contribution to the failure of the referendum was 
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considered the U.S. unilateral recognition of Macedonia’s constitutional name on the 
eve of the referendum. 
 
4. 5 The 2005 Local Elections 
 
The local elections held in 13th March 2005 were a true test for the future integration of 
the country itself into the international bodies, especially the EU. The pre-election 
campaign was dominated by a large scope of paid political campaign including TV 
radio broadcasting and journalistic capacities which were in service of all political 
parties. Beyond all legal means there were illegal actions taken by bribing the poor 
population, ‘by distributing (especially expired) food in rural areas, providing mobile 
cards, paying utility bills. There were cases were people were blackmailed. Incidents 
were evident.’83 The elections were seen as irregular by many international bodies. The 
US State Department spokesman Richard Boucher said on 14 March that ‘the local 
elections of 13 March in Macedonia were marred by "significant irregularities" in 
certain areas.’84  According to OSCE monitors, these included ‘group voting, ballot 
stuffing, stolen ballots, intimidation and violations of voter privacy. The organization 
criticized authorities for not addressing the problems adequately, noting that ‘similar 
irregularities - often at the same locations -- were observed during all three rounds.’85 
Opposition parties came up with statements that they were ‘gravely concerned about the 
wellbeing of the people and the stability of the country.’86  
 
4.6 The Equitable Presentation 
 
Due to this type of discrimination Albanian Political parties such as Democratic Party of 
Albanians DPA carried out a research on the field of the employment, analysing the 
presence of the Albanian community in the institutions of the system. The research and 
the elaborated results were introduced on its web site in order to inform the world 
community for low presence of the Albanians in the state system.   

        
 
 

Figure 1 Appendix 3 
 
The presented estate was 
one of the major reasons 
of the Albanians 
grievance. Another source 
of discontent is the fact 
that the adopted article of 
the constitution on the 
Assembly’s voting 

                                                 
83 TV Koha, News, Press Conference of Opposition Parties, DPA, PPD, VMRO (accessed 14 March 2005) 
84 http://www.europeanforum.net/news/138 
85 Country Page, Local Elections in Macedonia 
http://www.setimes.com/cocoon/setimes/xhtml/en_GB/infoCountryPage/setimes/resource_centre/elections/macedonia_local_
2005?country=Macedonia 
86 TV Koha, News, Press Conference of Opposition Parties, DPA, PPD, VMRO (accessed 14 March 2005) 
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system, which is a majority voting, as such is discriminatory, not effective in 
implementing the demands of other ethnic groups. The following figures reveal the 
current proportional representation. The State hierarchy of the Republic of Macedonia 
consists of the Parliament, Government, the President and the Court of Justice. The 
assembly comprises 185 employees out of whom 20 are Albanians or 10.8 %. There are 
28 sectors of the parliament, but none of the heads of the sectors is Albanian. ‘During 
the period of 2002-2004 none of the newly employed were Albanians, except 4 
interpreters.’ 87  As we can see the government is not equipped according to the 
proportional system, beyond the fact that the head of the state and the government claim 
that they are fully committed in implementing this amendment. The bodies of the state 
administration are Ministries, Agencies of the state administration and State companies. 
The Ministry of Defence and the Army as one of the most sensitive institutions, 
according to the facts given in continuation (during the period ‘2002-2004 out of the 
total officers of 1752 fifty-two were Albanian. For 2083 deputy officers, 188 were 
Albanians. Out of 3325 professional soldiers, 163 were Albanians. Civilians working in 
army totalled 1744, of whom 26 were Albanians, a percentage of 4.81’88  tells the 
readiness of the government to seek loyalty from the other ethnic groups and the 
readiness of the ethnic groups fully to rely on the security provided by the army. The 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs including Embassies and consulates consists of total ‘284 
employed out of whom 36 (12.6%) are Albanians.’89 
The Ministry of Interior acting member of the security council of the state reveals the 
following results ‘Total employed 11.591 Albanians 1193.’90  
The Ministry of Finance comprises the following institutions: ‘The Bureau of Inland 
Revenue, Customs, Inland Revenue and the Chancery. The total employed 3747 out of 
them 184 Albanians or 4.9%.’91 
The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management 
The total employed ‘513; out of them are 15 Albanians or 3.2 %.’92  
The Ministry of Culture 
The total employed is ‘2700 out of them are 76 Albanians or 2.81 %.’93  
The Ministry Labour and Social Welfare 
The total employed ‘5567 Albanians 327 or 5.87%.’94 
The Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Water Management is the poorest institution 
responding to the equitable presentation. Total employed ‘530 with 17 Albanians or 
3.2%.’95 
The Ministry of Health and Health Fund comprises a total of ‘l23.629 employed out of 
them total Albanians are 1.065 or 4.6%.’96 
 
4.7 Objections and obstructions toward interpretations and implemetations of OFA 
                                                 
87 Appendix 3 
88 Ibid 
89 Ibid 
90 Ibid 
91 Ibid 
92 Ibid 
93 Ibid 
94 Ibid 
95 Ibid 
96 Ibid 
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The chapter above offers relevant information and statistics. During the period of 2001-
2005 the implementation of Ohri Agreement has been forced through legislative 
processes. Still there are many practical problems with the administrative 
implementation. There are also evident many objections and obstructions towards the 
interpretation and implementation of OFA. This will reflect the processes of integration 
of Macedonia with EU, NATO. There is also a risk of being marginalised 
internationally. 
 
4.8 The history is repeated  
 
The author of this study endeavoured not to be biased threw her work and was 
committed to represent a reliable view of the political social and economical current 
estate of the entire socio and economic structure of the Republic of Macedonia. The 
often used notion ‘Balkan is a Powder Cage’ increased the curiosity of many critiques 
and international observers to focus their research on the causes of the permanent 
conflicts in the Balkan. As the issue is seen by the Albanian perspective, the Albanian 
Nation had been divided and scattered in two halves by the end of the twentieth century. 
‘Under these circumstances, when a representative quorum of Albanian nobles met 
inside Kosova in 1878, they confined their demands to autonomy for all the lands 
occupied by Albanians, rather than outright independence from the disintegrating 
Ottoman Empire. It was only after another two decades, which witnessed the recapture 
of Kosova by the Serbs from the Ottomans,..’97 Additional contribution to this division 
added the communistic regime since the World War II. The countries of ex communistic 
block remained isolated within decades and the exchange of wealth and values were 
also frozen. The countries’ policies were driven by nationalist romantics who 
endeavoured to establish nation states of its own. ‘Albanians not only denied an equal 
stake in Tito’s proposed federation but were spread across three of the Slavic republics: 
Serbia, Montenegro and Macedonia.’98 This obsessive nationalism provoked the revolt 
of the weaker nations which later turned out into revolts protests demonstrations and 
conflicts. The fall of Berlin Wall and the end of the cold era, affected all the 
communistic countries. The major process that took place was the disintegration of the 
Russian, Check and Slovak as well as the Yugoslav Federation followed by the process 
of reforms. Republic of Macedonia was at the centre of its controversy almost at the 
very beginning of its independence. The region of Macedonia historically possessed a 
large part of Albania and has historically been heavily contested by Greece, Bulgaria, 
Serbia and Slavs living in historical regions of Macedonia. However the most vocal 
disagreement came from Greece, who ferociously objected the use of the name of the 
country Macedonia. The dropping of the reference FYROM by the Macedonian people 
furiously challenged Greece. They complained and feared that the new name has 
territorial pretensions toward Greece Macedonia, which includes the major port city of 
Thessalonica. The Greeks took the situation very seriously and imposed an embargo to 
the land locked territory of Macedonia as it also had a previous imposed blockade by 
the Serb dominated Yugoslavia. The sanctions were lifted in 1995 after FYROM agreed 

                                                 
97 Kola., P., “The Search for Greater Albania,” C. Hurst & (Publishers) Ltd, (2003) London,(p.384) 
98 Ibid 
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officially to be referred as the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, renounce any 
territorial pretensions on Greece and modify the new adopted flag of the Alexander the 
Great. Currently EU and UN enforced the improvement of the relationship of 
Macedonia visa-vi Bulgaria and Serbia. ‘As far as the referring and recognition of the 
constitutional name of the Republic of Macedonia by the USA is a subject of 
controversy.’ 99  There are three theories also speculations regarding the official 
recognition of the constitutional name of the Republic of Macedonia. ‘USA claimed that 
it made the decision to reward FYR Macedonia for its commitment to democracy, the 
move sparked a row with Greece who feared that there may be “negative effects” 
associated with the use of the new name.’100 Many speculated that Bushe’s decision was 
due to the revenge on poor support by Greek lobby on Presidential Elections and second 
reason was; Macedonias’s support on the Iraq War. During the process of disintegration 
of former Yugoslav Federation, there were some minor conflicts such as the one in 
Slovenia and the rest, the major one which turned out as genocide in Bosnia, destroying 
war in Croatia and ethnic cleansing in Kosova. Macedonia was luckily spared from the 
vicious ethic conflict. This was a very important momentum of its history, which might 
be a contribution of wisdom and of luck During the first days of disintegration a lot of 
speculations and analytical opinions took place claiming that the only boiling spot was 
Kosova and a second ‘Battle of Kosova’ will take place predicting a lot of blood shed. It 
happened the opposite. Albanians remained quiet at the very beginning of the 
disintegration of the Federation and all the army potential was used and delivered in 
Croatia and Bosnia. Was this a piece of luck, of wisdom or fear let it be part of the 
contribution of all three factors. After the declaration of independence in September 
1999, Macedonia took a wrong course of running the state. Its policy was based on 
forming a mono-ethnic nation state, a very dangerous strategy for a very contentious 
territory, history and multi ethnic character of the country. The Albanians began to 
question their position and their status in Macedonia and ethnic tensions began to come 
to surface. The insurgency took place in the parts of west and north Macedonia mostly 
inhabited by Albanians. This fight had a serious polarising effect among the population. 
After a six month conflict in August 2001 a cease-fire was agreed by the intervention of 
international community. The monitoring enforced the Framework Agreement by 
oppressing both parties taking part in the conflict. The framework Agreement was 
agreed on constitutional and legislative changes designed to improve rights for the 
ethnic Albanian group, such as establishing Albanian language as a second official 
language, the use of the national symbol, guarantee higher education, proportional 
representation in the institutions of the system, rehabilitation of the UCK, implement 
the law of decentralisation, guarantee the political, cultural, and religious rights, 
integration of all ethnic groups into security service. The OFA also called on for the 
deployment of NATO peace keepers to disarm the UCK and keep the security of the 
country. In 2003 NATO forces were replaced with EU forces. During the period of 

                                                 
99 In May 4th  2001 being on duty of an Undersecretary of the Ministry Of Foreign Affairs, I had the privilege to be member of 
a large state delegation consisting of the former president Boris Trajkovski, three Ministers and two Ambassadors. Among all 
the demands of the President of Macedonia was the international recognition of the country by the constitutional name. The 
response by the President Bush was “I want to be Bush Junior but I am Bush Senior”.   
100 Global Security.org, Military. Conflict in FYR Macedonia:  
http://www.global  security.org/military/world/war/Macedonia.html (accessed January 2006) 
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2001-2005 the peace process had its up and downs. The ethnic Albanians especially the 
opposition parties are not happy with the implementation of the Agreement. The agreed 
amendments were deviated. There was a problem with the governments plan to redraw 
local government boundaries, which would mean that Albanian Ethnic municipalities 
will be divided and added to Macedonian ones in order to decrease the majority 
percentage in to miss the Rights according to the Agreement. Another very sensitive 
issue is the use of the national symbol where the previous plan will affect the rest. The 
law on the use of national symbols was adopted by not respecting the Agreement. The 
law allows only the municipalities inhabited by over fifty percent of ethnic groups to 
use the flag. Demonstrating this law practically it will mean; If a group of football fans 
of the same country will go to watch a football match in another city of the same 
country, they would have to be careful on the 50% of the criteria and hide the flag in the 
municipalities were less percentage of their ethic groups live, otherwise they will be 
subject of the punishment. Another subject of great importance is the proportional 
representation in the institutions of the system. This part of the Agreement is also failing 
to be implemented. According to this brief analytical review, a simple conclusion can be 
drawn out, that one of the 35 amendments added to the constitution, after the Ohri 
Agreement, is the ‘Proportional Representation’ in the institutions of the system. These 
amendments were due to be implemented by the end of 2005. So far as the process is 
progressing, Republic of Macedonia will need 33.333 years time to fulfil the 25% of 
this process. 101  The main factors that contribute to this are the high rate of 
unemployment, over employed people in the institutions of the system, low GDP and 
egocentrism as a virtue of social behaviour. Ethnic Albanians and ethnic Macedonians 
in the Republic of Macedonia have distinctly opposite but equally ethnocentric views of 
the causes and sources of the long lasting conflict threw their history. These behaviours, 
which are largely emotionally and nationally driven and fuelled by stubbornness, are 
likely to stifle efforts to overcome existing animosities and may well provoke the future 
conflicts. The risk and consequences of a serious generated conflict in Macedonia might 
engulf four states as Serbia, Bulgaria, Greece and Albania (some of them NATO and 
EU members) and the conflict might also increase the risk of polarizing other countries 
of Europe. Macedonia was very lucky on being on a very strategic territory of the 
Balkans and as such being very contentious it has been granted many incentives since 
its independence. Lately it was granted a ‘Status Candidate of the EU’.  

                                                 
101 Appendix 3 This material of a statistical research,  taken from the web site of the DPA Political Party  
http://www.gurra-pdsh.org dated 070905, where part of it is the contribution of the author of this study, as a result of her 
performance as an Undersecretary of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Framework Agreement 
 
13.08.2001  
 
The following points comprise an agreed framework for securing the future of 
Macedonia's democracy and permitting the development of closer and more integrated 
relations between the Republic of Macedonia and the Euro-Atlantic community. This 
Framework will promote the peaceful and harmonious development of civil society 
while respecting the ethnic identity and the interests of all Macedonian citizens.  
 
1. Basic Principles  
 
1.1. The use of violence in pursuit of political aims is rejected completely and 
unconditionally. Only peaceful political solutions can assure a stable and democratic 
future for Macedonia.  
1.2. Macedonia's sovereignty and territorial integrity, and the unitary character of the 
State are inviolable and must be preserved. There are no territorial solutions to ethnic 
issues.  
1.3. The multi-ethnic character of Macedonia's society must be preserved and reflected 
in public life.  
1.4. A modern democratic state in its natural course of development and maturation 
must continually ensure that its Constitution fully meets the needs of all its citizens and 
comports with the highest international standards, which themselves continue to evolve.  
1.5. The development of local self-government is essential for encouraging the 
participation of citizens in democratic life, and for promoting respect for the identity of 
communities.  
 
2. Cessation of Hostilities  
 
2.1. The parties underline the importance of the commitments of July 5, 2001. There 
shall be a complete cessation of hostilities, complete voluntary disarmament of the 
ethnic Albanian armed groups and their complete voluntary disbandment. They 
acknowledge that a decision by NATO to assist in this context will require the 
establishment of a general, unconditional and open-ended cease-fire, agreement on a 
political solution to the problems of this country, a clear commitment by the armed 
groups to voluntarily disarm, and acceptance by all the parties of the conditions and 
limitations under which the NATO forces will operate.  
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3. Development of Decentralized Government  
 
3.1. A revised Law on Local Self-Government will be adopted that reinforces the 
powers of elected local officials and enlarges substantially their competencies in 
conformity with the Constitution (as amended in accordance with Annex A) and the 
European Charter on Local Self-Government, and reflecting the principle of subsidiarity 
in effect in the European Union. Enhanced competencies will relate principally to the 
areas of public services, urban and rural planning, environmental protection, local 
economic development, culture, local finances, education, social welfare, and health 
care. A law on financing of local self-government will be adopted to ensure an adequate 
system of financing to enable local governments to fulfill all of their responsibilities.  
3.2. Boundaries of municipalities will be revised within one year of the completion of a 
new census, which will be conducted under international supervision by the end of 
2001. The revision of the municipal boundaries will be effectuated by the local and 
national authorities with international participation.  
3.3. In order to ensure that police are aware of and responsive to the needs and interests 
of the local population, local heads of police will be selected by municipal councils 
from lists of candidates proposed by the Ministry of Interior, and will communicate 
regularly with the councils. The Ministry of Interior will retain the authority to remove 
local heads of police in accordance with the law.  
 
4. Non-Discrimination and Equitable Representation  
 
4.1. The principle of non-discrimination and equal treatment of all under the law will be 
respected completely. This principle will be applied in particular with respect to 
employment in public administration and public enterprises, and access to public 
financing for business development.  
4.2. Laws regulating employment in public administration will include measures to 
assure equitable representation of communities in all central and local public bodies and 
at all levels of employment within such bodies, while respecting the rules concerning 
competence and integrity that govern public administration. The authorities will take 
action to correct present imbalances in the composition of the public administration, in 
particular through the recruitment of members of under-represented communities. 
Particular attention will be given to ensuring as rapidly as possible that the police 
services will generally reflect the composition and distribution of the population of 
Macedonia, as specified in Annex C.  
4.3. For the Constitutional Court, one-third of the judges will be chosen by the 
Assembly by a majority of the total number of Representatives that includes a majority 
of the total number of Representatives claiming to belong to the communities not in the 
majority in the population of Macedonia. This procedure also will apply to the election 
of the Ombudsman (Public Attorney) and the election of three of the members of the 
Judicial Council.  
 
5. Special Parliamentary Procedures  
5.1. On the central level, certain Constitutional amendments in accordance with Annex 
A and the Law on Local Self-Government cannot be approved without a qualified 
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majority of two-thirds of votes, within which there must be a majority of the votes of 
Representatives claiming to belong to the communities not in the majority in the 
population of Macedonia.  
 
5.2. Laws that directly affect culture, use of language, education, personal 
documentation, and use of symbols, as well as laws on local finances, local elections, 
the city of Skopje, and boundaries of municipalities must receive a majority of votes, 
within which there must be a majority of the votes of the Representatives claiming to 
belong to the communities not in the majority in the population of Macedonia.  
 
6. Education and Use of Languages  
6.1. With respect to primary and secondary education, instruction will be provided in 
the students' native languages, while at the same time uniform standards for academic 
programs will be applied throughout Macedonia.  
6.2. State funding will be provided for university level education in languages spoken 
by at least 20 percent of the population of Macedonia, on the basis of specific 
agreements.  
6.3. The principle of positive discrimination will be applied in the enrolment in State 
universities of candidates belonging to communities not in the majority in the 
population of Macedonia until the enrolment reflects equitably the composition of the 
population of Macedonia.  
6.4. The official language throughout Macedonia and in the international relations of 
Macedonia is the Macedonian language.  
6.5. Any other language spoken by at least 20 percent of the population is also an 
official language, as set forth herein. In the organs of the Republic of Macedonia, any 
official language other than Macedonian may be used in accordance with the law, as 
further elaborated in Annex B. Any person living in a unit of local self-government in 
which at least 20 percent of the population speaks an official language other than 
Macedonian may use any official language to communicate with the regional office of 
the central government with responsibility for that municipality; such an office will 
reply in that language in addition to Macedonian. Any person may use any official 
language to communicate with a main office of the central government, which will reply 
in that language in addition to Macedonian.  
6.6. With respect to local self-government, in municipalities where a community 
comprises at least 20 percent of the population of the municipality, the language of that 
community will be used as an official language in addition to Macedonian. With respect 
to languages spoken by less than 20 percent of the population of the municipality, the 
local authorities will decide democratically on their use in public bodies.  
6.7. In criminal and civil judicial proceedings at any level, an accused person or any 
party will have the right to translation at State expense of all proceedings as well as 
documents in accordance with relevant Council of Europe documents.  
6.8. Any official personal documents of citizens speaking an official language other 
than Macedonian will also be issued in that language, in addition to the Macedonian 
language, in accordance with the law.  
 
7. Expression of Identity  
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7.1. With respect to emblems, next to the emblem of the Republic of Macedonia, local 
authorities will be free to place on front of local public buildings emblems marking the 
identity of the community in the majority in the municipality, respecting international 
rules and usages.  
 
8. Implementation  
8.1. The Constitutional amendments attached at Annex A will be presented to the 
Assembly immediately. The parties will take all measures to assure adoption of these 
amendments within 45 days of signature of this Framework Agreement.  
8.2. The legislative modifications identified in Annex B will be adopted in accordance 
with the timetables specified therein.  
8.3. The parties invite the international community to convene at the earliest possible 
time a meeting of international donors that would address in particular macro-financial 
assistance; support for the financing of measures to be undertaken for the purpose of 
implementing this Framework Agreement, including measures to strengthen local self-
government; and rehabilitation and reconstruction in areas affected by the fighting.  
 
9. Annexes  
 
The following Annexes constitute integral parts of this Framework Agreement:  
 
A. Constitutional Amendments  
B. Legislative Modifications  
C. Implementation and Confidence-Building Measures  
 
10. Final Provisions  
10.1. This Agreement takes effect upon signature.  
10.2. The English language version of this Agreement is the only authentic version.  
10.3. This Agreement was concluded under the auspices of President Boris Trajkovski, 
done at Skopje, Macedonia on 13 August 2001, in the English language.  

ANNEX A  
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS  

Preamble  
 
The citizens of the Republic of Macedonia, taking over responsibility for the present 
and future of their fatherland, aware and grateful to their predecessors for their sacrifice 
and dedication in their endeavors and struggle to create an independent and sovereign 
state of Macedonia, and responsible to future generations to preserve and develop 
everything that is valuable from the rich cultural inheritance and coexistence within 
Macedonia, equal in rights and obligations towards the common good - the Republic of 
Macedonia, in accordance with the tradition of the Krushevo Republic and the decisions 
of the Antifascist People's Liberation Assembly of Macedonia, and the Referendum of 
September 8, 1991, they have decided to establish the Republic of Macedonia as an 
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independent, sovereign state, with the intention of establishing and consolidating rule of 
law, guaranteeing human rights and civil liberties, providing peace and coexistence, 
social justice, economic well-being and prosperity in the life of the individual and the 
community, and in this regard through their representatives in the Assembly of the 
Republic of Macedonia, elected in free and democratic elections, they adopt. . . .  
 
Article 7  
 
(1) The Macedonian language, written using its Cyrillic alphabet, is the official 
language throughout the Republic of Macedonia and in the international relations of the 
Republic of Macedonia.  
(2) Any other language spoken by at least 20 percent of the population is also an official 
language, written using its alphabet, as specified below.  
(3) Any official personal documents of citizens speaking an official language other than 
Macedonian shall also be issued in that language, in addition to the Macedonian 
language, in accordance with the law.  
(4) Any person living in a unit of local self-government in which at least 20 percent of 
the population speaks an official language other than Macedonian may use any official 
language to communicate with the regional office of the central government with 
responsibility for that municipality; such an office shall reply in that language in 
addition to Macedonian. Any person may use any official language to communicate 
with a main office of the central government, which shall reply in that language in 
addition to Macedonian.  
(5) In the organs of the Republic of Macedonia, any official language other than 
Macedonian may be used in accordance with the law.  
(6) In the units of local self-government where at least 20 percent of the population 
speaks a particular language, that language and its alphabet shall be used as an official 
language in addition to the Macedonian language and the Cyrillic alphabet. With respect 
to languages spoken by less than 20 percent of the population of a unit of local self-
government, the local authorities shall decide on their use in public bodies.  
 
Article 8  
 
(1) The fundamental values of the constitutional order of the Republic of Macedonia 
are:  
- the basic freedoms and rights of the individual and citizen, recognized in international 
law and set down in the Constitution;  
- equitable representation of persons belonging to all communities in public bodies at all 
levels and in other areas of public life.  
 
Article 19  
 
(1) The freedom of religious confession is guaranteed.  
(2) The right to express one's faith freely and publicly, individually or with others is 
guaranteed.  
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(3) The Macedonian Orthodox Church, the Islamic Religious Community in 
Macedonia, the Catholic Church, and other Religious communities and groups are 
separate from the state and equal before the law.  
(4) The Macedonian Orthodox Church, the Islamic Religious Community in 
Macedonia, the Catholic Church, and other Religious communities and groups are free 
to establish schools and other social and charitable institutions, by ways of a procedure 
regulated by law.  
 
Article 48  
 
(1) Members of communities have a right freely to express, foster and develop their 
identity and community attributes, and to use their community symbols.  
(2) The Republic guarantees the protection of the ethnic, cultural, linguistic and 
religious identity of all communities.  
(3) Members of communities have the right to establish institutions for culture, art, 
science and education, as well as scholarly and other associations for the expression, 
fostering and development of their identity.  
(4) Members of communities have the right to instruction in their language in primary 
and secondary education, as determined by law. In schools where education is carried 
out in another language, the Macedonian language is also studied.  
 
Article 56  
 
(2) The Republic guarantees the protection, promotion and enhancement of the 
historical and artistic heritage of Macedonia and all communities in Macedonia and the 
treasures of which it is composed, regardless of their legal status. The law regulates the 
mode and conditions under which specific items of general interest for the Republic can 
be ceded for use.  
 
Article 69 
  
(2) For laws that directly affect culture, use of language, education, personal 
documentation, and use of symbols, the Assembly makes decisions by a majority vote 
of the Representatives attending, within which there must be a majority of the votes of 
the Representatives attending who claim to belong to the communities not in the 
majority in the population of Macedonia. In the event of a dispute within the Assembly 
regarding the application of this provision, the Committee on Inter-Community 
Relations shall resolve the dispute.  
 
Article 77 
  
(1) The Assembly elects the Public Attorney by a majority vote of the total number of 
Representatives, within which there must be a majority of the votes of the total number 
of Representatives claiming to belong to the communities not in the majority in the 
population of Macedonia.  
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(2) The Public Attorney protects the constitutional rights and legal rights of citizens 
when violated by bodies of state administration and by other bodies and organizations 
with public mandates. The Public Attorney shall give particular attention to 
safeguarding the principles of non-discrimination and equitable representation of 
communities in public bodies at all levels and in other areas of public life.  
 
Article 78  
 
(1) The Assembly shall establish a Committee for Inter-Community Relations.  
(2) The Committee consists of seven members each from the ranks of the Macedonians 
and Albanians within the Assembly, and five members from among the Turks, Vlachs, 
Romanies and two other communities. The five members each shall be from a different 
community; if fewer than five other communities are represented in the Assembly, the 
Public Attorney, after consultation with relevant community leaders, shall propose the 
remaining members from outside the Assembly.  
(3) The Assembly elects the members of the Committee.  
(4) The Committee considers issues of inter-community relations in the Republic and 
makes appraisals and proposals for their solution.  
(5) The Assembly is obliged to take into consideration the appraisals and proposals of 
the Committee and to make decisions regarding them.  
(6) In the event of a dispute among members of the Assembly regarding the application 
of the voting procedure specified in Article 69(2), the Committee shall decide by 
majority vote whether the procedure applies.  
 
Article 84  
 
The President of the Republic of Macedonia  
 
Article 86  
 
(1) The President of the Republic is President of the Security Council of the Republic of 
Macedonia.  
(2) The Security Council of the Republic is composed of the President of the Republic, 
the President of the Assembly, the Prime Minister, the Ministers heading the bodies of 
state administration in the fields of security, defense and foreign affairs and three 
members appointed by the President of the Republic. In appointing the three members, 
the President shall ensure that the Security Council as a whole equitably reflects the 
composition of the population of Macedonia.  
(3) The Council considers issues relating to the security and defense of the Republic and 
makes policy proposals to the Assembly and the Government.  
 
Article 104 
  
(1) The Republican Judicial Council is composed of seven members.  
(2) The Assembly elects the members of the Council. Three of the members shall be 
elected by a majority vote of the total number of Representatives, within which there 
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must be a majority of the votes of the total number of Representatives claiming to 
belong to the communities not in the majority in the population of Macedonia.  
 
Article 109  
 
(1) The Constitutional Court of Macedonia is composed of nine judges.  
(2) The Assembly elects six of the judges to the Constitutional Court by a majority vote 
of the total number of Representatives. The Assembly elects three of the judges by a 
majority vote of the total number of Representatives, within which there must be a 
majority of the votes of the total number of Representatives claiming to belong to the 
communities not in the majority in the population of Macedonia.  
 
Article 114  
 
(5) Local self-government is regulated by a law adopted by a two-thirds majority vote of 
the total number of Representatives, within which there must be a majority of the votes 
of the total number of Representatives claiming to belong to the communities not in the 
majority in the population of Macedonia. The laws on local finances, local elections, 
boundaries of municipalities, and the city of Skopje shall be adopted by a majority vote 
of the Representatives attending, within which there must be a majority of the votes of 
the Representatives attending who claim to belong to the communities not in the 
majority in the population of Macedonia.  
 
Article 115  
 
(1) In units of local self-government, citizens directly and through representatives 
participate in decision-making on issues of local relevance particularly in the fields of 
public services, urban and rural planning, environmental protection, local economic 
development, local finances, communal activities, culture, sport, social security and 
child care, education, health care and other fields determined by law.  
 
Article 131  
 
(1) The decision to initiate a change in the Constitution is made by the Assembly by a 
two-thirds majority vote of the total number of Representatives.  
(2) The draft amendment to the Constitution is confirmed by the Assembly by a 
majority vote of the total number of Representatives and then submitted to public 
debate.  
(3) The decision to change the Constitution is made by the Assembly by a two-thirds 
majority vote of the total number of Representatives.  
(4) A decision to amend the Preamble, the articles on local self-government, Article 
131, any provision relating to the rights of members of communities, including in 
particular Articles 7, 8, 9, 19, 48, 56, 69, 77, 78, 86, 104 and 109, as well as a decision 
to add any new provision relating to the subject matter of such provisions and articles, 
shall require a two-thirds majority vote of the total number of Representatives, within 
which there must be a majority of the votes of the total number of Representatives 
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claiming to belong to the communities not in the majority in the population of 
Macedonia.  
(5) The change in the Constitution is declared by the Assembly.  

ANNEX B 
LEGISLATIVE MODIFICATIONS  

The parties will take all necessary measures to ensure the adoption of the legislative 
changes set forth hereafter within the time limits specified.  
 
1. Law on Local Self-Government  
 
The Assembly shall adopt within 45 days from the signing of the Framework 
Agreement a revised Law on Local Self-Government. This revised Law shall in no 
respect be less favorable to the units of local self-government and their autonomy than 
the draft Law proposed by the Government of the Republic of Macedonia in March 
2001. The Law shall include competencies relating to the subject matters set forth in 
Section 3.1 of the Framework Agreement as additional independent competencies of the 
units of local self-government, and shall conform to Section 6.6 of the Framework 
Agreement. In addition, the Law shall provide that any State standards or procedures 
established in any laws concerning areas in which municipalities have independent 
competencies shall be limited to those which cannot be established as effectively at the 
local level; such laws shall further promote the municipalities' independent exercise of 
their competencies.  
 
2. Law on Local Finance  
 
The Assembly shall adopt by the end of the term of the present Assembly a law on local 
self-government finance to ensure that the units of local self-government have sufficient 
resources to carry out their tasks under the revised Law on Local Self-Government. In 
particular, the law shall:  
- Enable and make responsible units of local self-government for raising a substantial 
amount of tax revenue;  
- Provide for the transfer to the units of local self-government of a part of centrally 
raised taxes that corresponds to the functions of the units of local self-government and 
that takes account of the collection of taxes on their territories; and 
- Ensure the budgetary autonomy and responsibility of the units of local self-
government within their areas of competence.  
 
3. Law on Municipal Boundaries  
 
The Assembly shall adopt by the end of 2002 a revised law on municipal boundaries, 
taking into account the results of the census and the relevant guidelines set forth in the 
Law on Local Self-Government.  
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4. Laws Pertaining to Police Located in the Municipalities 
  
The Assembly shall adopt before the end of the term of the present Assembly provisions 
ensuring:  
- That each local head of the police is selected by the council of the municipality 
concerned from a list of not fewer than three candidates proposed by the Ministry of the 
Interior, among whom at least one candidate shall belong to the community in the 
majority in the municipality. In the event the municipal council fails to select any of the 
candidates proposed within 15 days, the Ministry of the Interior shall propose a second 
list of not fewer than three new candidates, among whom at least one candidate shall 
belong to the community in the majority in the municipality. If the municipal council 
again fails to select any of the candidates proposed within 15 days, the Minister of the 
Interior, after consultation with the Government, shall select the local head of police 
from among the two lists of candidates proposed by the Ministry of the Interior as well 
as three additional candidates proposed by the municipal council;  
- That each local head of the police informs regularly and upon request the council of 
the municipality concerned;  
- That a municipal council may make recommendations to the local head of police in 
areas including public security and traffic safety; and  
- That a municipal council may adopt annually a report regarding matters of public 
safety, which shall be addressed to the Minister of the Interior and the Public Attorney 
(Ombudsman).  
 
5. Laws on the Civil Service and Public Administration  
 
The Assembly shall adopt by the end of the term of the present Assembly amendments 
to the laws on the civil service and public administration to ensure equitable 
representation of communities in accordance with Section 4.2 of the Framework 
Agreement.  
 
6. Law on Electoral Districts  
 
The Assembly shall adopt by the end of 2002 a revised Law on Electoral Districts, 
taking into account the results of the census and the principles set forth in the Law on 
the Election of Members for the Parliament of the Republic of Macedonia.  
 
7. Rules of the Assembly  
 
The Assembly shall amend by the end of the term of the present Assembly its Rules of 
Procedure to enable the use of the Albanian language in accordance with Section 6.5 of 
the Framework Agreement, paragraph 8 below, and the relevant amendments to the 
Constitution set forth in Annex A.  
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8. Laws Pertinent to the Use of Languages  
 
The Assembly shall adopt by the end of the term of the present Assembly new 
legislation regulating the use of languages in the organs of the Republic of Macedonia. 
This legislation shall provide that:  
- Representatives may address plenary sessions and working bodies of the Assembly in 
languages referred to in Article 7, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Constitution (as amended in 
accordance with Annex A);  
- Laws shall be published in the languages referred to in Article 7, paragraphs 1 and 2 of 
the Constitution (as amended in accordance with Annex A); and  
- All public officials may write their names in the alphabet of any language referred to 
in Article 7, paragraphs 1 and 2 of the Constitution (as amended in accordance with 
Annex A) on any official documents.  
The Assembly also shall adopt by the end of the term of the present Assembly new 
legislation on the issuance of personal documents.  
The Assembly shall amend by the end of the term of the present Assembly all relevant 
laws to make their provisions on the use of languages fully compatible with Section 6 of 
the Framework Agreement. 
  
9. Law on the Public Attorney 
  
The Assembly shall amend by the end of 2002 the Law on the Public Attorney as well 
as the other relevant laws to ensure:  
 
- That the Public Attorney shall undertake actions to safeguard the principles of non-
discrimination and equitable representation of communities in public bodies at all levels 
and in other areas of public life, and that there are adequate resources and personnel 
within his office to enable him to carry out this function;  
- That the Public Attorney establishes decentralized offices;  
- That the budget of the Public Attorney is voted separately by the Assembly;  
- That the Public Attorney shall present an annual report to the Assembly and, where 
appropriate, may upon request present reports to the councils of municipalities in which 
decentralized offices are established; and 
- That the powers of the Public Attorney are enlarged:  
- To grant to him access to and the opportunity to examine all official documents, it 
being understood that the Public Attorney and his staff will not disclose confidential 
information;  
- To enable the Public Attorney to suspend, pending a decision of the competent court, 
the execution of an administrative act, if he determines that the act may result in an 
irreparable prejudice to the rights of the interested person; and 
- To give to the Public Attorney the right to contest the conformity of laws with the 
Constitution before the Constitutional Court.  
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10. Other Laws 
  
The Assembly shall enact all legislative provisions that may be necessary to give full 
effect to the Framework Agreement and amend or abrogate all provisions incompatible 
with the Framework Agreement.  

ANNEX C  
IMPLEMENTATION AND CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES 

1. International Support 
1.1. The parties invite the international community to facilitate, monitor and assist in the 
implementation of the provisions of the Framework Agreement and its Annexes, and 
request such efforts to be coordinated by the EU in cooperation with the Stabilization 
and Association Council. 
2. Census and Elections 
2.1. The parties confirm the request for international supervision by the Council of 
Europe and the European Commission of a census to be conducted in October 2001.  
2.2. Parliamentary elections will be held by 27 January 2002. International 
organizations, including the OSCE, will be invited to observe these elections. 
  
3. Refugee Return, Rehabilitation and Reconstruction 
3.1. All parties will work to ensure the return of refugees who are citizens or legal 
residents of Macedonia and displaced persons to their homes within the shortest 
possible timeframe, and invite the international community and in particular UNHCR to 
assist in these efforts.  
3.2. The Government with the participation of the parties will complete an action plan 
within 30 days after the signature of the Framework Agreement for rehabilitation of and 
reconstruction in areas affected by the hostilities. The parties invite the international 
community to assist in the formulation and implementation of this plan.  
3.3. The parties invite the European Commission and the World Bank to rapidly 
convene a meeting of international donors after adoption in the Assembly of the 
Constitutional amendments in Annex A and the revised Law on Local Self-Government 
to support the financing of measures to be undertaken for the purpose of implementing 
the Framework Agreement and its Annexes, including measures to strengthen local self-
government and reform the police services, to address macro-financial assistance to the 
Republic of Macedonia, and to support the rehabilitation and reconstruction measures 
identified in the action plan identified in paragraph 3.2. 
  
4. Development of Decentralized Government 
4.1. The parties invite the international community to assist in the process of 
strengthening local self-government. The international community should in particular 
assist in preparing the necessary legal amendments related to financing mechanisms for 
strengthening the financial basis of municipalities and building their financial 
management capabilities, and in amending the law on the boundaries of municipalities. 
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5. Non-Discrimination and Equitable Representation  
5.1. Taking into account i.e. the recommendations of the already established 
governmental commission, the parties will take concrete action to increase the 
representation of members of communities not in the majority in Macedonia in public 
administration, the military, and public enterprises, as well as to improve their access to 
public financing for business development.  
5.2. The parties commit themselves to ensuring that the police services will by 2004 
generally reflect the composition and distribution of the population of Macedonia. As 
initial steps toward this end, the parties commit to ensuring that 500 new police officers 
from communities not in the majority in the population of Macedonia will be hired and 
trained by July 2002, and that these officers will be deployed to the areas where such 
communities live. The parties further commit that 500 additional such officers will be 
hired and trained by July 2003 and that these officers will be deployed on a priority 
basis to the areas throughout Macedonia where such communities live. The parties 
invite the international community to support and assist with the implementation of 
these commitments, in particular through screening and selection of candidates and their 
training. The parties invite the OSCE, the European Union, and the United States to 
send an expert team as quickly as possible in order to assess how best to achieve these 
objectives.  
5.3. The parties also invite the OSCE, the European Union, and the United States to 
increase training and assistance programs for police, including:  
- professional, human rights, and other training;  
- technical assistance for police reform, including assistance in screening, selection and 
promotion processes;  
- development of a code of police conduct;  
- cooperation with respect to transition planning for hiring and deployment of police 
officers from communities not in the majority in Macedonia;  and  
- deployment as soon as possible of international monitors and police advisors in 
sensitive areas, under appropriate arrangements with relevant authorities.  
5.4. The parties invite the international community to assist in the training of lawyers, 
judges and prosecutors from members of communities not in the majority in Macedonia 
in order to be able to increase their representation in the judicial system.  
 
6. Culture, Education and Use of Languages 
6.1. The parties invite the international community, including the OSCE, to increase its 
assistance for projects in the area of media in order to further strengthen radio, TV and 
print media, including Albanian language and multiethnic media. The parties also invite 
the international community to increase professional media training programs for 
members of communities not in the majority in Macedonia. The parties also invite the 
OSCE to continue its efforts on projects designed to improve inter-ethnic relations.  
6.2. The parties invite the international community to provide assistance for the 
implementation of the Framework Agreement in the area of higher education.  
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CONTEMPORARY MOVEMENTS AND RELEGION AMONG 
MACEDONIAN ALBANIANS 

Hasan Jashari, PhD 
South East European University - Tetova, Macedonia 

EKSTRAKT 

Ky artikull merret me ndërrimet në bashkësinë shqiptare pas vitit 1991 në lidhje me religjionin, njerëzit, 
besimin e tyre dhe institucionet fetare. Të gjithë lëvizjet, dëshmitë në terren, tregojnë për një tendencë në rritje 
jo vetëm të besimtarëve, por edhe të  institucioneve fetare që të marrin sa më tepër hapësirë në atë që e quajmë 
pjesë sekulare e shoqërisë, bile edhe pjesë sekulare e jetës sociale të njerëzve. Shkaqet e këtyre lëvizjeve të 
reja mund të jenë si prodhim i demokracisë liberale, por edhe si rrjedhim i krizës së shoqërisë maqedonase. Të 
gjithë indikatorët tregojnë se ndërtimi i xhamive dhe i kishave është në rritje, dhe këtu ka teprime të mëdha. 
Kërkimet empirike japin indikatorë se religjioziteti te shqiptarët me fe islame ka një ndikim të madh në 
përcaktimin e identitetit të tyre, dyfish më i madh sesa maqedonasit, që janë ortodoksë dhe krishterë. Por dy 
çështje janë dhe do të jenë gjithë e më tepër  prezente dhe ata nisin nga pyetjet të cilat debatohen në rrafshin 
intelektual; se a do të jenë shqiptarët e Maqedonisë besimtarë më të mëdhenj se shqiptarët në Republikën e 
Shqipërisë dhe në Republikën e Kosovës apo islami në kohën e postmodernizmit duhet të  europeizohet? 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Besimtarët, besimi, institucionet fetare, laicizmi, ndikimi i feve, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

This article deals with the changes in the Albanian community after 1991 as regards religion, people, and their 
belief and religious institutions. All the movements, proofs on the spot, show a tendency in increase not only 
as regards to the believers but also to the religious institutions to take in as much as possible space in what we 
call a secular part of the society, but also in the secular part of the social life of people. Reasons of these new 
movements can be as the product of the liberal democracy but also as a consequence of the Macedonian social 
crises. All the indicators show that the building of the mosques and churches is in progress. And here are 
some redundancies. The empirical researches are indicators that the religiousness as regards Albanians whose 
religion is Islam has a big influence in determining their identity, twice bigger than it is with Macedonians 
who are Orthodox and Christians. But there are two issues and will be even more present and they start off the 
questions being debated in the intellectual spectrum; that will Albanians of Macedonia be more religious than 
Albanians in the Republic of Albania and the Republic of Kosova or Islam should get Europianized in the 
postmodernism. 
  
Key words: Believers, belief, religious institutions, secularization, religious influence, etc.  

INTRODUCTION 

Four main points of writing this text are as follows: 
1. The first point is that in Macedonia and in South East Europe the relegion is under 
strong influence of the external as well as economic, political, integrative and global 
factors.  
2. The western Balkans is the borderline where meet both Islam and Christianity.  
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3. Ethnic Albanians in Macedonia have a quite different relegiosity in comparation with 
Orthodocs Macedonians as well Albanians in Albania and Kosova. 
4. In society under crisis, is it the secularism in crisis as well? 

RELIGION IS PART OF THE HUMAN CULTURE 

The time we are living in presents a time of rapid changes in humans and their behavior. 
These changes are not seen only among believers but also in religious institutions, states 
relation toward religion as well as the way the believers practice their religion in 
different social contexts. Two questions are raised here. The first one, whether this 
presents a tendency for the religion to gain a new image in the society and whether this 
should be understood as an intention for re dimension of the role of the religion in the 
society. If we are about to analyze Emil Durkheim’s work on the basic forms of the 
religious life, he would say that we are dealing with basic forms of the religious life and 
social forms of religious practice. The debates for the new trends in the sphere of 
religious life and religions are extremely intensified in the contemporary communities. 
Few years ago there was a controversial debate in the Italian media who were stimulated 
by the Italian journalist Oriana Fallacy. Besides, world’s intellectuals are openly 
debating about Samuel Huntington’s idea presented in his book “Clash of civilizations” 
that the basic source of the conflicts in future will not be of a political nor economic 
sphere but it will rather be a conflict of religious and cultural nature. According his idea 
the most intensive conflicts will be raised among Islamic and Asian cultures on one side 
and western cultures on the other. According to him, the reason for these clashes would 
be the good side of the western civilizations and culture and the bad side of Islam. A 
Year Ago we hade Emigrants rebellions’ in France. 102 

1. A LITTLE HISTORY 

Historically, Christian religion for the first time appeared among Albanians with the 
first appearance of Christian religion in Balkans. This appearance has been closely 
connected with influence of the other factors which have acted among different ethnic 
communities in the Balkans. According to some historical data the appearance of 
Christianity on Balkans is closely connected with Saint Paul’s coming in Balkans. 
However, the strongest influence for further expansion of the Christianity has had the 
Roman government during the stay in the Western Balkans. The appearance of Islam is 
closely connected with the arrival of Turks in places where the Albanians lived. 
Generally in Ex Yugoslavia we can say that all the rights for religious freedom, 
organization, acting as well as practicing have been guaranteed with.  

                                                 
102 And now, the  latest in a series of reports from the International Crisis Group on Islam and Islamism in Europe, explores 
issues that must be addressed effectively if the integration of Muslim immigrants and native-born, necessary to ensure social 
cohesion and political stability, is to be achieved. Neither political nor jihads brands of Islamism have had much appeal, 
especially for those of Turkish origin, three quarters of the Muslim population. The fundamental problems of Turkish 
Germans and other Muslims are rooted in disfranchisement, social discrimination and the lack of economic and political 
integration, not religion.Another issue that requires attention is the issue of Euro- American influences. 
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2. TRANSITION AND RELIGIOSITY  

Religiosities in western Balkans have their own ways of appearing as well as dimension 
and ways of practices which come as a result of historical development and changes in 
the social structure and dynamic of these communities. Albanians as population live in 
different countries in the Balkans but mostly concentrated in Albania, Kosova and 
Macedonia. Most of them are Muslims but there are also fewer in numbers Christian 
and Orthodox in Albania and Greece, and small part in Macedonia as well as Catholics 
most in Albania, Kosova, Macedonia and Montenegro. If we take Macedonian 
population as an example, according to the latest registration of population done in the 
year 2002, -67% are declared as Christians from whom 64 percent are Macedonians, 2% 
Serbs and others. Population with Muslim religion is 33% from which 25% are 
Albanians then Turks, Bosnians, Egyptians and Romans. 
   
Ethnic groups: Macedonian 64.2%, Albanian 25.2%, Turkish 3.9%, Roma (Gypsy) 

2.7%, Serb 1.8%, other 2.2% (2002 census)  
Religions: Macedonian Orthodox 64.7%, Muslim 33.3%, other Christian 

0.37%, other and unspecified 1.63% (2002 census)  
Languages: Macedonian 66.5%, Albanian 25.1%, Turkish 3.5%, Roma 1.9%, 

Serbian 1.2%, other 1.8% (2002 census)  
 

Table 1 
 

But, firstly I would want to pose a question connected with the recent tendencies in the 
world and their influence as an outer factor in Western Balkans and especially among 
the Albanian population. If we would agree that the secularization process is taking 
global inclusion and that is reflected among Albanians as well then we would try to 
elaborate the issue whether the acting forms of the religion as a collective act, means 
that we deal with transformation of the religion in a new way. I think that in the social 
sphere Islam, as well as all other religions have tendencies to successfully overcome the 
new movements in the society and to gain as much as possible members versus the huge 
number of governmental and nongovernmental organizations, political parties and other 
social movements. 

3. NEW MOVEMENTS IN WAY OF LIVING AFTER 1991 

Concentration of the Muslim and Christian population in Republic of Macedonia shows 
a regional segregation of the religious communities. In Eastern, Central and Southern 
part of Macedonia is concentrated a population which is declared as Christians, but in 
Western Macedonia is concentrated an Albanian population with Muslim religion. 
(ISPPI, 2003). Religious and Regional belonging of the population.  
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Macedonia Muslim Orthodox Catholic all 
Eastern 1.60 98.40 0.00 100 
Western 57,78 41,11 1.11 100 
Northern 27.69 71.54 0.00 100 
Southern 0.53 98.42 0.00 100 
Central 3.57 94,28 2.14 100 
Skopje 16.05 81,63 1.40 100 
All 342 1157 13 1500 

 
Table 2 

 
The year 1991 is year during which the states of the central Europe of the ex socialist 
block got consolidated as states in transition. Also, it is the time when the Yugoslav 
republic is at the beginning of the civil war whereas the new pluralism was doing their 
first steps hoping that capitalism and democracy will solve all their issues. The religious 
community also changed under these circumstances. They gained freedom and became 
very important public people. Different activities and way of functioning of the 
religious communities took a broad dimension of a public character, whereas the state 
control had fewer influence on the religious workers and religious institutions. As a new 
movement was the new way how the Albanian intellectuals behaved. Most of them now 
fast openly, go to mosques and take place in all rites. The same can be seen among 
Macedonians as well who fast in their own way, go to churches. As a new phenomenon 
in the lives of the young Christians in post socialist period is having crucifix on their 
necks as well as other products and decorations with the same symbol as well as the 
symbol of half moon. Selling these products was a new phenomenon and their 
identification in their social life. If we are talking about mosques it is worth mentioning 
that building of the same has grown rapidly especially in the post socialist period 
because the communist regime did not allow even their reconstruction. In 1987 in one 
small village near Skopje called Arnaqi whose citizens were asking a permit ion for 
building a mosque for 20 years decided to build a place where they will pray and other 
religious rituals. The reaction of the state was way too furious. The police destroyed the 
object with dynamite. This object between Tetova and Skopje was a synonym for ethno-
religious conflict between the state and Albanians. After 1991 almost every village in 
the region of Derven around Skopje have made request for building up mosques. Today 
some villages have already built up even two or three mosques and almost every 
existing mosques have been renewed. As a reaction to these tendencies in the Albanian 
community, in Macedonia at the time VMRO-DPMNE’s governing from 1998-2002 
came to a serious clashes between the state officials and the priests (Now is the same 
situation, but now in the both entities). As result of these movements a so called 
Millennium crucifix was built on the top of the mountain Vodno. Another movement 
which has not been present during the communism is covering of students in high 
school and Universities. The first cases of this phenomenon appeared in 1992. There 
was a huge resistance from the Albanian teachers. Today, these phenomena are even 
more present and this becomes personal choice. In Macedonia under 2-3% of female 
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Students are cowered.103  Several religious central heads were accused for financial 
manipulation.  The Muslim community in Macedonia is at the top of the problems. New 
Reis Suleiman Rexhepi is declared open pro the Traditional Islam- against Vahabists 
groups in Macedonia – an extremist Islamic group).This Year the Celebration of the 
Bayram  was done a day before Saudi Arabian time. Macedonia, Albania, Turkey and 
the Former Soviet Union states, with Muslims population, celebrate Bayram with new- 
Ankara’s Schedule. Does it mean that Ankara in the future, for European Countries, will 
replace the role of Mekka? We will see. However, when it comes to the religious elite 
has to do with stresses that come with the reputable status in the society. In this case we 
can use Anthony Glidden’s explanation who says that believers and especially the 
educated religious workers believe in another world still, but the social praxis shows 
that they want (Giddens, A. 1997, 334). Here we can aplsolutely agree with the thought 
that it is clear that some religious institutions are not ashamed and do not escape from 
the wealth of the group or from individual members, while others prompt their members 
to live poorely (L.Swindler and P.Mojzes, 212). In his book “From Modernism to 
Postmodernism”, Lowrence Cohoon makes questions and is surprised with the 
withdrawal of intellectuals from public life. In our case, we can ask: Should intellectuals 
in Macedonia withdraw from the expansion of religious groups? This debate must go on 
and Cahoon calls this people “victim intellectuals.” Nowadays in Macedonia, the debate 
for religious education in educational system is open. The call of the government says 
religious education to start from 2007/08 in the 5th year of primary education, where 
pupils can elect between history of religion and religion teaching where priests can 
teach. These days the debate is opened and polarized concerning this initiative of the 
government.   

4. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON THE RELIGIOSITY  

A huge number of researches have been taking place in Ex Yugoslavia and Macedonia 
connected with the faith and religious relations among main religions in the region and 
Macedonia. Based on the researches conducted from 1991 to 1995 (Acevski and others) 
64.3% believed in God, 57.6 considered themselves religious and 4/5 believe that 
everybody needs faith. 74% of the young people from 15-17 years old in Macedonia 
have declared that they believe in God. Things are also divided based on ethnic 
background of the questioned people. On one side there are Muslims mostly consisted 
of Albanians and Turks and on the other side there are Christian represented by 
Macedonians. Over 90% of the Albanians believe in God and 55% percent of the 
Macedonians believe in God.104   

                                                 
103 Leila Ahmed in her book `Women in Islam` says that the covered women are usually from origin from families where their 
parents are with less education… 
104 Today, overwhelming majorities of Americans affirm religious beliefs. When asked in 2003 simple whether they believed 
in God or not, 92% said yes. In a series of 2002-03 polls, 57% to 65 % of Americans said religion was very important in their 
lives, 23% to 27 % said fairly important, and 12% to 18% said not very important. Large proportion of Americans also 
appears to be active in the practice of their religion. In 2002 and 2003 an average of 65% claimed membership in a church or 
synagogue. About 40% said they had attended church or synagogue in the previous seven days, and roughly 33% said they 
vent to church at least once a week… Samuel P., Huntington, Under God June, 16, 2004, The Wall Street Journal. 
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5. RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE  

In a my research conducted in Macedonia last year on the topic “Presentation of the 
Other in the Media” ( Jashari and others,2004) on the question are you afraid of the 
people who have other religion and ethnic background? These answers were given in 
Table 3.  
 
 Yes, I am afraid  70 18,87 
My relatives are afraid 15 2,70 
My friends are afraid 102 27,49 
No, I am not afraid 61 16,44 
No, not my relatives not my friends are afraid  80 21,56 
I don’t know, I haven’t seen anything 43 11,59 
All together  371 100% 

 
Table 3 

 
This statistic shows that 50% of the questioned people are afraid of the other religions. 
This is a strong indicator that makes us believe that the others are seen as strangers or as 
Hobbs’s Lupus. This is an extremely worrying fact for the citizen’s perspectives and the 
new men’s profile in the civil society as well as for the overall connection of the 
different social spheres such as economic, educational, and cultural in the era of 
information society.  
 
Generally, there is an optimal tolerance which can be seen from the gathered appearance 
of different religious leaders during different social manifestation or in the media.      
 
Yes, presented 63 16,98 
Partially 143 38,54 
Not presented 138 37,20 
I don’t know 27 7,28 
Total 371 100% 

 
Table 4: Attitudes of the examinees on whether in the media all languages, religions and cultures are equally presented? 

 
The table shows the dissatisfaction of the citizens related to the presentation of all 
languages, religions and cultures in the media. This means that media are one-sided, that 
they favours their culture only, that are closed for the Other and his/her culture, that 
they do not start from the premise of cultural relativism. 
 
Yes, presented 43 19.11 
Partially 103 45.77 
Not presented 70 31.11 
I don’t know 9 4.00 
Total 225 100% 

 
Table 5: Attitudes of the examinees Macedonians on whether in the media all languages, religions and cultures are 

equally presented? 
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Yes, presented 13 14.44 
Partially 30 33.33 
Not presented 38 42.22 
I don’t know 9 10.00 
Total 90 100% 

 
Table 6: Attitudes of the examinees Albanians on whether in the media all languages, religions and cultures are equally 

presented? 
 
The table shows the dissatisfaction of the Albanians related to the presentation of all 
languages, religions and cultures in the media. This means that media are one-sided, that 
they favour their culture only, that are closed for the other and his/her culture. 

6. CROSS-STATE DIFFERENCES IN BELIEF105 

In terms of religious belief, Albanians in Macedonia are overwhelmingly believers, and 
only a very small percentage, report scepticism about even a few religious tenets (). 
Those saying that religion is “all true” is 90%; another 8% are believers with some 
doubts; but only 2% say they are anti-religious, non-religious, indifferent to religion, or 
unclear about their beliefs. The proportion of believers is smaller in Kosova, but is still 
an overwhelming majority – 74% believing it is all true, and another 10% believing, 
though not in all respects. Only in Albania do the believers (56%) and the sceptics 
(44%) approach equal numbers. The anti-religious, not-at-all religious and indifferent 
are 21%, far more than in Kosova. With regard to belief, in contrast to activity, women 
are somewhat more religious than men in all three states. This same question was 
included in the 1989 former-Yugoslav survey, though not in other international surveys. 
Among 841 Kosovar Albanians interviewed in 1989, 21% replied that “it is all true,” 
30% said they believed, while it was not all true, 13% were unclear, and 48% were 
unclear, indifferent, not religious, or antireligious.  In short, there is evidence of a very 
great increase in religious belief, much greater than the probable increase in religious 
participation. In the small 1989 sample of 200 Albanians in Macedonia, 56% responded 
that “it is all true,” 18% said they believed while it was not all true, 5% were unclear, 
and only 21% reported a lesser level of belief.  While we must treat this small sample 
with considerable scepticism, it suggests that religious belief was quite high in 
Macedonia in 1989, though not as nearly universal as in 2003. Three more specific 
questions clarify what it is that most respondents agree upon, and upon which issues 
they are most divided.  Asked if they believe in God, Albanians overwhelming agree 
that they believe.  This agreement is nearly universal in Macedonia (99%) and Kosova 
(98%). Only in Albania is the percentage saying they believe 70%, although another 
20% say that they “somewhat believe.”  In terms of contemporary international 
comparisons, this is a very high level of universality of belief in God. Norris and 
Engelhart (2004) report average percentages of respondents saying they believe in God 

                                                 
105 The data presented here are from surveys conducted by the South-East European Social Survey Project (SEESSP), funded 
by the Research Council of Norway.  These surveys were conducted simultaneously in Albania, Kosova, and Macedonia, as 
well as in other states of the Western Balkans, during November 2003 through March 2004.  The respondents involved 
representative samples of persons aged 18 – 80 in each territory,( Simkus Albert, Hasan Jashari and Others) 
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as 78% in agrarian societies, 72% in industrial societies, and 69 % in post-industrial 
societies.  Percentages of 70% are among the highest in Western Europe, and only 
countries such as the United States exceed 90%. In the 1989 former-Yugoslav survey, 
among Albanians in Kosova, 73% professed to believe in God, and 23% said they 
somewhat believed.  In the small 1989 sample of Albanian Macedonians, 78% believed 
and 13% somewhat believed. Thus, belief in God was already the dominant belief 
among ethnic Albanians in former Yugoslavia in 1989, and only became more universal 
and unhesitant by 2003. 

7. RELIGION AND IDENTITY 

In the Research Project the Public Opinion and the Religious Education, ISPPI, 2007 
(To the question “What is for you the most important part of your identity”, four 
modalities were offered, among which: language, religion, tradition and customs, and 
culture in general. The answers were a bit surprising, since in one civil (secular) 
community, the culture and language should be dominant. However, if we follow the 
world trend of desecularization, the choice of religion as a dominant part of the identity, 
should not be surprising. Here, the religion was chosen by 39%, language by 26%, 
while with less frequency tradition and customs (17.5) and culture (15%). According to 
the responses to this questions, it can be concluded that besides ethnical characteristics, 
among which the language is the most important, Macedonian society, as a divided one, 
will have to pay attention to the role of religion, besides the language, in its 
communication and integration dimension. (Tables 7)  
 

Freq.    Perc. 
Language 409 25.6 

Religion 
 

621 38.8 

Traditions and Habits 280 17.5 
Culture 245 15.3 
Other  12 0.8 
I don’t know 33 2.1 
Total 1600 100 
  

                 Mac.        Alb.                 Freq.          Perc. 
Language  29 19 409 25.6 
Religion 
 

 28 65 621 38.8 

 
Table 7: Attitudes of the examinees Albanians on whether in the media all languages, religions and cultures are equally 

presented? 
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WHAT IS FOR YOU THE MOST IMPORTANT PART OF YOUR 
IDENTITY? 

According to the independent variables there are big and important statistical 
differences. The religion, as the most important part of the identity, was more frequently 
chosen by the examinees from the older age groups (56-65 years) with 45%, the 
countrymen with 54% and those with lower levels of education (without elementary 
education 65%, elementary education 54%). Again, the greatest are the differences 
according to ethnical belonging, religion and region. Albanians chose religion with 
67%, while Macedonians only 28 %. Muslims chose religion with 65%, while the 
Orthodox only 28 %. Macedonians chose the language with 29%, while the Albanians 
only 19 %. The Orthodox chose the language with 29%, while the Albanians only 17 %. 
If this means something, it can be noted that there is a trend of amalgamation of the 
ethnical and religious with the Albanians, with which religion becomes more and more 
important and a dominant part of the identity. In comparison to this, With the Turks and 
Roma, this percentage is much smaller. 

8. ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM 

Previously we explained that fundamentalism is western Christian belief. Connected to 
this Bruce Lawrence emphasizes that in Arab language there is no word like 
Fundamentalism, even though there are sayings like reform (islah), renaissance (nahda), 
modernism (tahdith). However, if going back to sources or “the request for renewal of 
the Islamic society using the experiences of the first generation of Muslims” we call it 
Islamic Fundamentalist. That is why we se it reasonable to emphasize the opinion of the 
scholar Sejid Husejn Nasr who says “The journalist and academic use of the word 
Fundamentalism, with which we characterize certain events in the Islamic world and 
Islamic contemporary thoughts is the most wrong expression that takes us to the wrong 
path, because it is taken from a Christian context which has completely different 
connotation.” In United States with this expression is used to determine several 
conservative forms of Protestantism, most frequently anti modern in English. However, 
the differences are far bigger than the similarities…Connected to the different debates 
among journalist for the theoretical action of Al Qaeda and whether the Jihad is turns 
into those sacred Islamic obligations we can say that this concept among Albanians is 
completely unknown. 

9. THE FUTURE OF RELIGIOSITY IN MACEDONIA AND BALKANS 

In conclusion, we can say that religiosity among Albanians is an extremely important 
phenomenon influencing directly their social lives. But, the Balkans Islam should be 
more European, because Albanians from their origin are part of European family. I 
think that the future of citizen’s perspectives and profile in Macedonia should be the 
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future of common societies. The Islam in Balkans, in the future, should be more 
European. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Kontakti i parë i amerikanëve burimorë me “njeriun e bardhë” gjatë zbulimit dhe krijimit të shtetit të ri nuk ka 
qenë shumë kënaqshëm. Ata është dashur të kalojnë nëpër disa faza “civilizuese” me qëllim që të 
konsiderohen si jo të egër. Wallace Adams ka qenë një nga autorët të cilët janë munduar të japin një pasqyrë 
më të qartë për eksperiencën e vështirë nëpër të cilën kanë kaluar amerikanët burimorë. Strategjitë e përdorura 
dhe të ushtruara mbi amerikanët burimorë me qëllim të transformimit të tyre në “qytetarë të civilizuar” kanë 
qenë johumane dhe asimiluese. Disa nga to kanë qenë ndryshimi i paraqitjes fizike, ndryshimi i emrave, 
ndryshimi i konceptit për kohën dhe jetën, etj. Me fjalë të tjera, qëllimi i “njeriut të bardhë” ka qenë ndryshimi 
i identitetit personal dhe kombëtarë i amerikanëve burimorë. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: amerikanët burimorë, transformim, ‘qytetarë të civilizuar’, asimilim, ‘njeriu i bardhë’, etj. 

ABSTRACT 

The first contact that the Native Americans had with the “white man” during the new land discovery and the 
formation of the new nation was not a very pleasant one. They had to pass through several stages in order to 
be considered as not savage. Wallace Adams was one of the authors that strived to give us a clearer image of 
the real life experience that the Native Americans had to live through. The strategies that were used and 
conducted on the Native Americans in order to transform them into “civilized citizens” were very inhumane 
and assimilative. Some of them were changing the physical appearance, the names, the concept of time and 
life, etc. In other words, the aim of the “white man” was changing the Native American’s personal and 
national identity.  
 
Key words: Native Americans, transformation, ‘civilized citizens’, assimilation, ‘white man’, etc.   

AN OVERVIEW 

What was the boarding school experience of the American Indians like, as described by 
Wallace Adams? What were the major objectives of the strategies the Europeans used in 
the schooling of the American Indians? David Wallace Adams is one of the few authors 
who through his writings tells and shows the world the real experience that the 
American Indians have lived through. He does that by using the boarding school 
experience from the Indian perspective and point of view. Who may know and better 
tell than the Indians themselves about what they thought, felt, liked or disliked. D. W. 
Adams gives us a clear image of the life that the Indian children have experienced 
during their “schooling period”. Beginning with the first contact that the children had 
with the white man and later on their experience with the white man’s culture. The main 
points D. W. Adams argues in his book Education for Extinction (1875-1928) are: the 
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implementation of the Governments policy on the Indian education through a federal 
bureaucratic system-institutions called Boarding Schools, the assault on the cultural 
identity, the adjustment to new surroundings, the role of discipline and coping with 
diseases and death. The implementation of the Governments policy on the Indian 
education or extinction was achieved through a federal bureaucratic system. The 
institutions called Boarding Schools were opened with the intention to assimilate the 
Indian culture or as Adams note “the determination to completely restructure the 
Indian’s minds and personalities”. The best way of having impact on someone’s culture, 
attitude and mind is to use the process of education. Since the time when the Europeans 
first set foot on the Native Americans land, they considered the Indians as not capable 
of deciding what a proper way of living is. They were considered as not civilized, 
savages or simply said not European, the completely opposite of it. At that time, 
everything what was not European was considered as not fine. According to the 
philanthropists, everything what was done to the Native Americans was just for their 
own good sake. They thought that it had to be done for the reason of completing the 
“civilizing mission”. “The journey of Indian children to boarding school was the first 
step out of the darkness of savagery into the light of civilization.” Some might ask the 
question: Were the Indians asked for any kind of opinion about the issue that concerned 
their children’s education? Were they asked for their likes, dislikes or perhaps their 
needs? According to the life that their children experienced at the boarding schools, they 
were not. They were convinced that they were doing a good thing by sending the 
children to the boarding schools. These children were forced to leave the familiar tribal 
life for the unfamiliar world of the white man’s school. The Indian boarding school 
movement began in the Post Civil War era when the idealistic reformers turned their 
attention to the troubles of Indian people. Many Americans regarded the native people 
with either fear or hatred and because of that, the reformers believed that with proper 
education and treatment Indians could become just like other citizens. This issue was 
and still is unacceptable, very inhuman and it marked the American History with a dark 
and shameful stain. Imagine someone coming to your home and forcing you to act in a 
way, which that someone thinks, is the best for you. One of the first efforts to 
accomplish this goal of “civilizing” Indian people was the Carlisle Indian School in 
Pennsylvania, founded by Captain Richard Henry Pratt on November 1, 1879. Adams in 
turn to explain us the true experience uses different researches, oral interviews, and 
testimonials from the native people from those who really experienced the journey of 
leaving home and going to school. Plenty Kill was one of the boys who attended the 
Carlisle Boarding School and as he recalls the moment of leaving home he says that at 
the first beginning he thought that he was going to die there. Afterwards, he remembers 
his encounter with the unknown, with things he had never seen before. Such was the 
Steamer or as Plenty Kill used to call it “a long row of little houses standing on long 
pieces of iron”, that were used to transport the recruited children to the boarding 
schools. The moment of the children’s separation from their parents was described as a 
very emotional one. “It was a sad scene, Plenty Kill recalls”. The journey of several 
days from their home to the school was very traumatic and stressful. It was their first 
separation from their tribal life for a longer period. Without a doubt, every single child 
experienced it in its own more or less painful and stressful way. Therefore, since the 
very beginning these children were exposed to a stressful psychological shock, which 
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for sure was not a positive one. Further more, the schools aim, or mission was to get rid 
of everything what could possibly symbolize the Indian culture. They completed an 
assault on the Indian tribal identity. They simply wanted to transform the Indian 
children into “Americans”. They wanted to create new people out of them in terms of 
their physical appearance and psychological state. The children were introduced to a 
complete new life. One of the school objectives was the physical transformation. It was 
the first step of accomplishing the mission and it started first with cutting the children’s 
long hair. The long hair was considered one of the symbols of savagery and non-
civilization. Without exceptions, every child had to obey this rule. Second, they were 
given uniforms to wear in order to approximately appear as the white children. This at 
the beginning was experienced as very exciting and fascinating; to look like the others 
who are easy accepted by the majority is without doubt attractive. On the other hand, 
the children were not aware of the fact that that particular act will not let them ever be 
the same again. Another assault on their tribal identity is the process of changing their 

names. This is also just another school objective to achieve the 
goal of transforming these people in every sense of the word. 
A policy was developed to change the Indian children’s names. 
The reason for this was firs they were Indian, second difficult 
to pronounce and third not remember able. The policymakers 
developed different patterns to solve this matter. The names 
were either translated into English or sounded funny with no 
sense or their names were completely changed. As was 
Hehakaavita changed into Thomas Goodwood or Medicine 
Bull into Samuel M. Bull or even sometimes were given names 
of prominent historical figures of presidents or vice-presidents. 

In an Indian tribe a name is given to the child because different important reasons not 
just because of the fact that a person should have a name. Sometimes, the name was 
given as a reward for a special achievement, the name itself served as a motivation for 
self-improvement. The name, does not matter if it is Indian, European or African 
becomes an important part of a persons life; it becomes a path, a search for completing 
the destiny. It is a sign for life; we have been identified by our names since centuries 
ago. We live with our names. However, the Europeans did not thought of it as an 
important issue; they just preceded it as something that had to be done for “good” 
reasons. For them it was just one of the steps of making the Indians “citizens” or 
Americans. Those who had to live through it were not asked but forced to accept it. The 
process of “civilizing” the Indian children continued. In the meantime, while they were 
given new cloths, new haircuts, and new English names they were obliged to adjust the 
new surroundings, which were completely different from those they were used to. 
“Since the overriding purpose of the boarding schools was to bring about the students 
civilization; it logically followed that the physical environment should approximate a 
civilized atmosphere as closely as possible”. The living conditions at first were not at a 
satisfying level; the children were crowded in ill-ventilated dormitories, which did not 
have suitable living rooms or bathrooms. After a while, the living conditions improved, 
especially at the off-reservation schools. “The best ones provided each girl with a single 
bed, washstand, towel, bowl and pitcher, and brush and comb”. Besides adjusting to the 
physical environment, the Indian children dad to also adjust the new, very different 
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concept of space, food, language, architecture and nature. The school was organized in 
such a way that it was radically different from the Indian tribal houses and community. 
The European world was all in lines, squares and corners. This European environment 
was not understood from the Indian children because all their main cultural figures: the 
sky, the sun, the moon, the tepee, the Sundance lodge and the sacred hoop; they are all 
circular phenomena. Moreover, the children were introduced to a different 
understanding and dealing with nature. The Europeans concept of nature was that the 
nature should serve the men; they take advantage of the nature. The Indians do not do 
that, they do not destroy nature as the Europeans do, they live together with the nature, 
and they take care of it. Another issue, which they had to deal with, was the food, which 
they were getting at the boarding school. This, as most of the children remember was 
not a pleasant memory. Maybe the food was proper according to the European 
standards, but it was definitely not proper according to those of the Indians. They were 
supposed to use forks, spoons and knifes during their meals. “The food not only had to 
be eaten in a certain manner but it also had to be eaten at precise time intervals in the 
day”. A procedure, which they at home, did not do. If these children were babies it 
would have been easer to teach them this new way of living, but these were children 
that already knew how to live, they knew how and what to eat. Nothing they use to do 
was according to the “civilized European standards”, therefore they were forced to 
change their habits of eating, sleeping, dressing, and they simply had to completely 
change their lives in order to be “citizens of America”. Changing their habits of living 
also meant changing their language and religion. They were not allowed to speak their 
language nor practice their religion, if so then they were harshly punished. The role of 
discipline took a very important part at the boarding schools. As Adams points out, the 
schools were generally instructed in a very strict military way with strict military 
methods and techniques. Those who attended boarding schools experienced that 
military atmosphere and lived in fear of punishments. The first indicator of that kind of 
atmosphere was the marching part. Everything they did was scheduled; waking up, 
eating, studying (they were manly trained for vocational work) and working. The 
corporal punishment was one of those instructed in cases of fighting, destruction of 
property, lying, theft, or similar misbehaviors. The corporal punishment included 
whipping with a harness strap board or belt. Other punishments included putting 
students in school “jails”, forcing boys to march in girls clothing, cutting the school 
grass with scissors, palm slapping, and in softer cases with standing in the corner. One 
of the many real experiences, which Adams uses to give us a clear image on what was 
really happening at the boarding schools, is the case of beating a young 18-year-old 
Virginia Weeks from the superintended George Harvey at the Pawnee Indian School in 
1903. For the offense that the girl made, the superintended first took her to his private 
office where no one could witness the punishment and then beaten with a yardstick. She 
was forced to apologize and because she refused to do so, the superintended took her to 
the barn where he could not be seen and beat her with a strap five feet long. This is just 
on of the many brutal punishments that were instructed and administered on the Indian 
children in cases when they did not follow the rules. They were given many rules and 
no choices, they were forbidden to speak their own language and practice their religion. 
Every kind of rule braking and disobedient resulted with harsh punishment. The 
extreme aspects of the boarding school experience were the diseases and death. Because 
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of the crowded dormitories and the conditions that the children were living in, the 
presence of different diseases was inevitable. Mainly, the diseases that occurred were 
epidemics of tuberculosis, trachoma, measles, pneumonia, mumps, and influenza. Their 
immune system was not developed to fight these diseases, and because of that, children 
died. A ridiculous issue, which occurred during these mysterious deaths, was the effort 
of the boarding schools officials to convince the parents of the unfortunate children that 
death is just one of the usual things that happen in life. Just as Pratt writes to one of 
these parents: “We must expect death to come to us in a good cause as well as in a bad 
cause….Never in all the history of your tribe have you sent parties away from it on a 
better mission than this one…..” These children were not sent to war, they were sent to 
school in order to be educated so they will have a better future. Imagine going to school 
and knowing the possibility of dying there. Parents, more or less accepted this death 
issue but what was the impact from it on other student’s lives. They were taught to live 
in constant fear of getting ill, and if so, it would be their own fault. Finally, as a 
conclusion to this shameful part of American History is to note it as everything what 
was done to the Native Americans was not right at all. They were recruited by will or by 
force to attend the Indian boarding schools as part of the Governments policy on the 
Indian Education. Was it to educate or assimilate them? It for sure was a way of making 
their life difficult. Their physical appearance was completely changed, their names were 
changed, and they were forced to adjust to a very different culture than their own one. 
They were not allowed to practice their language, religion or anything which could 
possibly symbolize the Indian culture. During their stay at the boarding schools, they 
lived according to the rules set by the Europeans. When they returned to their Indian 
tribes, they had real difficulties of fitting in again. Some of them even paid the price of 
being part of the boarding schools with death. As they all recall life at the Indian 
boarding schools was definitely not easy. Every human being, since birth has the right 
to be treated as a human and that same right should not be violated, especially not by 
another human. Native Indians were and still are humans not savages because of their 
long hairs, clothes, and beliefs. They should have been respected as such not completely 
transformed in order to survive and exist.  
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EKSTRAKT 

Në kontekst më të gjerë motivi i arritjes definohet si tendencë e subjektit që të garoj me disa standarde të 
suksesit të theksuar (standard of exelence) ose si tendencë që të tejkalohen arritjet e veta personale ose 
arritjet e të tjerëve në ndonjë aktivitet qendror – ekonomik, akademik, sportiv etj. Problemi kryesor i 
hulumtimit ka qenë: të vërtetohet cilësia psikometrike e  instrumenteve matëse që përdoren për matjen e 
motivit të arritjes; llojin e shpërndarjeve që e japin këta instrumente; lartësinë e besueshmërisë; korelacionin 
mes faktorëve që e ndërtonë motivin e arritjes etj. Mostrën e përbënin nxënës dhe studentë të adoleshencës së 
mesme dhe vonshme, respektivisht prej moshës 15 deri në moshën 24 vjeçare. Për testimin statistikor të 
hipotezave janë përdorur dy instrumente MOP dhe MOP2002. Rezultatet tregojnë se  MOP2002 jep 
shpërndarje difuze të mesatareve por disponon me besueshmëri të lartë rtt=0,89 kurse MOP disponon me 
besueshmëri jo të kënaqshme por nga ana tjetër jep shpërndarje normale të mesatareve përgjatë kontiniumit 
të shfaqjes së varijablës. Gjithashtu janë vërtetuar korelacione të larta me shenja algjebrike pozitive që 
nënkupton se kompontat strukturore të motivit të arritjes kanë drejtim të njëjtë “veprimit”. 
 
Fjalitë kyçe: Motivi i arritjes, angazhimi emocional pozitiv dhe negativ në arritje, garimi me të tjerët, 
këmbëngulësia në arritjen e qëllimit, arritja si burim i kënaqësisë, orientimi kah planifikimi, besueshmëra, 
distribucioni i mesatareve. 

 
Motivacioni është ajo që të çon të fillosh. Shprehi është ajo që të çon të vazhdosh. 

 
Përzgjedhjen për hulumtimin e motivit të arritjes, përpos në përcaktimin personal, e 
gjejmë edhe në rrethanat shoqërore në vendin tonë. Tendenca për të arritur sukses, siç 
definohet në mënyrë më të thjesht, motivi i arritjes, paraqet vlerë e cila në mënyrë të 
veçantë kultivohet në vendet e zhvilluara. Me këtë tentohet të zhvillohet një nga 
potencialet individuale të nevojshëm si për zhvillimin personal ashtu edhe në rafshin më 
të gjerë shoqëror. Integrimi në rrjedhat evropiane me siguri do të thotë risi në 
socializim, në veçanti tek të rinj: akcentimi i cilësisë, motivacioni intrinsik, suksesi dhe 
shpërblimi i atyre të cilët janë më të suksesshëm në aktivitete të caktuara, si dhe në 
drejtimin e vëmendjes së tyre drejt të tashmes dhe ardhmes... Që të arrihet ky synim, 
para së gjithash nevojitet njohje më e mirë e natyrës të motivit të arritjes. Sjellja e 
njeriut mund të vështrohet si rezultant e ndërveprimit të një numri të caktuar të 
faktorëve të ndryshëm. Në orvatjen që të kuptohet sjellja e njeriut, merren parasysh një 
sërë faktorësh, mes të cilëve: vija të përgjithshme ose specifike të personalitetit, norma 
dhe standarde shoqërore, rrethana momentale ose konzistente, ngacmime të ndryshme të 
cilët ose e shkaktojnë sjelljen ose e modelojnë. Pa marrë parasysh faktin cili prej këtyre 
faktorëve paraqiten si determinant të sjelljes, dy prej këtyre faktorëve pa të cilët sjellja e 
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njeriut mund të shpjegohet. Ato janë motivet të cilët paraqesin pikënisje të çdo akti në 
veçanti dhe efektet të cilët dëshirohen të arrihen nga akti i ndërmarrë. Nëse i shohim 
teoritë mbi motivacionin, me anë të të cilëve bëhet përpjekje që të sqarohet natyra e 
motivacionit si dhe ligjet mbi të cilët ajo mbështetet, do të shohim se njohuritë që ata i 
japin janë të pjesërishme dhe lejojnë shpjegime komplekëse dhe të shumëkuptimshme 
për sjelljen motivuese të njeriut. Në rafshin e hulumtimeve empirike situata gjithashtu 
nuk është më e mirë. Mungojnë hulumtime të cilat do të japin kontributin në të kuptuarit 
e korrelacionit mes motivacionit dhe disa aspekteve të personalitetit. Mu për këtë arsye, 
ky hulumtim është i drejtuar drejt përcaktimit të natyrës së motivit të arritjes në relacion 
me disa aspekte të personalitetit tek adoleshentët. Pyetjet, prej të cilëve u nisëm në këtë 
hulumtim, mund të kontekstohet në një pyetje themelore: të vërtetohet raporti i 
instrumenteve matëse që përdoren për matjen e motivit të arritjes dhe besueshmëria e 
tyre. Si pyetje shtesë parashtrohen pyetjet në vijim: Si është shpërndarja e mesatareve 
përgjatë kontiniumit i cili paraqet prezencën e varijablës në mostër? Raporti i 
besueshmërisë së testit me numrin e ajtemeve? Problemin e këtij hulumtimi do ta 
shtjellojmë në kontekst më të gjerë të rrjedhave bashkëkohore të koncepteve teorike mbi 
motivacionin në psikologji. Më pas nga një kënd kritik të rrjedhave teorike do të 
përpiqemi që ta ndërtojmë bazën teorike të këtij punimi. Ky synim nuk mund të arrihet 
nëse nuk kemi në disponim instrumentarium i cili i përmbush disa nga kriteret 
psikometrike, siç janë: relijabiliteti (besueshmëria), diskriminiteti (ndjeshmëria) etj. 
Problemin e këtij punimi do ta shtjellojmë në kontekst më të gjerë të zhvillimit 
bashkëkohor të instrumenteve matëse për matjen e motivit të arritjes, si në kontekst të 
sfondit teorik të instrumentariumit ashtu edhe në kontekst të llojeve të vetë instrumentit. 
Interesimi mbi motivacionin dhe zbulimin e shtytësve të sjelljes së njeriut nuk është 
vetëm privilegj i rrjedhave bashkëkohore shkencore psikologjike. Edhe pse ky koncept 
trajtohet si koncept me origjinë psikologjike, në të kundërtën nga pritja, ai në mënyrë 
më precize dhe njëkuptimshme përdoret në vokabularin e përditshëm se sa që është 
situata në psikologji. Në vokabularin e përditshëm motivet definohen si nxitës të një 
sjellje. Deri diku, këtë mënyrë të shpjegimit të motiveve e takojmë edhe në psikologji. 
Shumë pyetje në lidhje me motivacionin edhe sot e kësaj dite nuk janë mjaftë të qarta. 
Në literaturën psikologjike shpesh herë motivi barazohet me instinktet ose me nevojat 
(Harlow, 1950,1954; Brown,1953) kurse definicionet e këtij koncepti, jo rallë, paraqesin 
hipoteza për atë se si motivet formohen (McClelland,1953) ose nga ana tjetër, hipoteza 
mbi bazat neurofiziologjike (Hebb, 1949). Motivi gjithashtu përdoret si koncept 
gjenerik, si p.sh tek Olporti i cili motivin e përcakton si “çdo kusht i brendshëm i cili 
rezulton deri në një aktivitet ose mendim” (Olport,1969). Sot, teoritë mbi motivacionin 
ndahen në teoritë përmbajtësore dhe teoritë mbi proceset motivuese. Në këtë mënyrë do 
ti shqyrtojmë teoritë motivuese. 
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TEORITË PËRMBAJTËSORE 

Teoritë përmbajtësore mundohen që të japin 
përgjigje në pyetjen: çka është ajo që e 
shtynë njeriun në aktivitet? Ata janë drejtuar 
drejt kërkimit të nevojës dhe motivit të cilët 
e vënë në lëvizje njeriun që në situatë të 
caktuar të reagojnë në një ose në mënyrë 
tjetër. Në këtë grup të teorive bëjnë pjesë 
hierarkia e nevojave sipas Maslovit, Teoria e 
nevojave e Meklilendit, Teoria mbi 
ekzistimin, atashimin dhe rritjen (Existence, 
Relatedness and Growth theory) etj. Teoritë 
psikoanalitike mbi motivacionin themelohen mbi të dhënat e Frojdit, Adlerit, Jungut, 
Rankut, Salivenit dhe Fromit. Aksenti i këtyre teorive vendoset mbi motivet e 
pavetëdijshme dhe ndërvetëdijshme. Supozohet se sjellja determinohet nga tendencat e 
pavetëdijshme të lindura (instinktet) si dhe nga konfliktet e krijuara në fëmijërinë e 
hershme. Frojdi ishte i mendimit se e tëre sjellja e njeriut mund të shpjegohet  me anë të 
dy fuqive themelore – “Thanatos ose instinkti i vdekjes” dhe “Eros, ose instinkti i 
jetës”. Qasjen biologjike, autorët më të vonshëm me orientim psikoanalitik e 
zëvendësojnë me orientim sociokulturor. Në këtë kontekst Fromi i përcakton nevojat 
njerëzore si në vijim: “vetëvlerësim, vetërealizim, lidhshmëri, transcendencë, përkatësi, 
ndërtimi i identitetit, korniza orientuese”. Perspektiva psikoanalitike stimuloi një sërë 
hulumtimesh në fushën e sjelljes së subjektit, të emërtuara “sjellje motivuese”. Sot, 
tendenca e përdorimit të një qasje në studimin e problemit të motivacionit në masë të 
madhe është reduktuar. Përparësi u jepet metodave të standardizuara për matje në 
mostra reprezentative me përdorimin e modeleve teorike dhe modeleve komplekëse 
statistikore. Para së gjithësh, edhe sot në literaturë mund të gjejmë mendime të llojit se 
rezultatet e fituara me anë të metodave psikologjike paraqesin të ashtuquajtura 
"hamendje sharmante psikologjike" (Sudar & Keller, 1991 sipas Hol dhe Lindzi).  

TEORIA MBI HIERARKINË E MOTIVEVE 

Me siguri mund të konstatojmë se një ndër teoritë më të njohura mbi motivacionin është 
ajo e Abraham Maslovit. Ai supozon se tek çdo individ ekziston hierarkia e pesë 
nevojave: nevojat fiziologjike, nevojat e sigurisë, nevojat sociale, nevoja për respekt dhe 
vetëaktualizim (Maslov, 1982). 

TEORIA MBI EKZISTIMIN, ATASHIMIN DHE RRITJEN 

Klejton Alderfer (Cliton Alderfer 1998, sipas Wiki, 2006) është themelues i teorisë mbi 
ekzistimin, atashimin dhe rritjen. Ai e përpunon teorinë mbi hierarkinë e nevojave të 
Maslovit për qëllim të unifikimit të teorisë me studimet empirike. Hierarkia e reviduar e 
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tij emërtohet si ERG teori106 (existence, relatedness and growth teory). Alderferi flet për 
ekzistimin e tri nevojave: nevojat e ekzistencës (existence), paraqesin nevoja të cilat u 
referohen nevojave themelore për ekzistencë materiale; nevojat e atashimit 
(relatedness), paraqesin nevoja të cilat e inkorporojnë dëshirën të cilën e kemi për 
mbajtjen e marrëdhënieve interpersonale; nevojat e rritjes (growth), paraqesin nevoja të 
cilat i referohen dëshirës intrizike për zhvillim individual.  

TEORITË MBI PROCESET MOTIVUESE 

Teoritë mbi proceset motivuese bëjnë përpjekje që të përgjigjen në pyetje se si vjen deri 
te nxitja, mbanë dhe ndërpret një sjellje. Teoritë e Meklilendit (McClelland) dhe 
Etkinsonit (Atkinson) paraqesin një shembull të vetëm mbi teoritë për proceset 
motivuese 107. Teoria e Porter-Lavreovit mbi motivacionin (Porter-Lawlerov 1987, sipas 
Wiki 2006) 108 hynë në grupin e teorive më të njohura mbi proceset motivuese. Kjo teori 
u takon të ashtuquajturave teoritë-VIE (Valency, Instrumentaly and Expectancy, 
respektivisht teoria mbi valencën, instrumentalitetin dhe pritjen), të cilat si sistem 
konceptual e marrin valencën (vlerën tërheqëse të një epilogu) instrumentaliteti (arritja 
nga një sjellje ose epilog nga arritja e një qëllimi) dhe pritjen (mendimi për 
probabilitetin e një ndodhie). Sipas teorisë së Porter-Lavreovit, motivacioni i njeriut për 
të realizuar një aktivitet ndodhet nën ndikimin e pritjeve të tij se aktiviteti i caktuar 
mund të realizohet, pritjet e tija në lidhje me epilogun dhe vetë atraktivitetin e epilogut.   

QASJE KRITIKE MBI TEORITË E MOTIVACIONIT 

Problemi mbi motivacionin kontekstohet në grupin e problemeve më të rëndësishëme, 
por njëkohësisht edhe në grupin e problemeve më të ndërlikuara në psikologji, sepse jep 
çelësin për ti kuptuar faktorët e aktivitetit dhe sjelljet e njeriut. Gjatë përdorimit të 
ndonjë teorie të lartpërmendur mbi motivacionin, duhet të jemi të vëmendshëm, sepse 
teoritë mbi motivacionin, para së gjithash, janë të influencuara në masë të madhe nga 
faktorët kulturor të cilat nuk janë universale. Karakteristika proamerikane inherente për 
teoritë mbi motivacionin theksin e vendosin mbi individualizmin dhe kuantitetin në 
jetesë, gjë e cila nuk është koherente për shoqëritë kolektiviste. Teoria mbi hierarkinë e 
motiveve e Maslovit, thekson se njeriu fillon me kënaqjen e motiveve fiziologjike dhe 
më pas në mënyrë progresive përparon sipas kësaj radhitje: motivet fiziologjike, motivet 
e sigurisë, nevojat shoqërore, të respektit dhe vetëaktualizimit. Një lloj hierarkie të 
këtillë, shumë lehtë mund të gjeneralizohet në kulturën amerikane. Në vendet siç janë: 
Japonia, Greqia, Shqipëria, ku ekziston një nevojë e theksuar për shmangie të riskut dhe 
situatave të paqëndrueshme, nevojat e sigurisë do të ishin në maje të hierarkisë së 
nevojave. Shtetet të cilat në shkallën e kualitetit të jetesës  qëndrojnë shumë lartë – 
Danimarka, Norvegjia, Suedia dhe të tjerë - në maje do ti kishin nevojat shoqërore. 
Konstrukti i dytë i cili gjithashtu posedon anim proamerikan, është motivi i arritjes. 

                                                 
106 më tej në tekst do të përdoret shkurtesa teoria ERG. 
107 këto teori do të shqyrtohen në kontekst të sistemeve teorike mbi motivin e arritjes 
108 http://cmc.foi.hr:8080/komwiki/index.php/suvremene_teorije_motivacije 
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Qasja se nevoja e lartë për arritje vepron si motivues intrinzik i fuqishëm, kërkon dy 
determinantë kulturologjike: dëshirë për pranimin e një shkalle relatieve të riskut (e cila 
me automatizëm i mënjanon vendet me tendencë për shmangie të pasigurisë) dhe 
kujdesit për arritjet e punëtorëve (e cila mund të gjeneralizohet për vendet me tendencë 
të theksuar për kuantitet në jetesë). Ky kombinim mund të cilësohet për vendet anglo-
amerikane siç janë SHBA-të, Kanadaja dhe Anglia. Në anën tjetër këto karakteristika 
janë inkonzistente për një numër shumë të madh të shteteve, siç janë Portugalia, Çile 
(Wiki, 2006)109. I pari i cili theksoi ekzistimin e motivit të arritjes është Marej (Murray, 
1938) i cili ndër 20-et nevojat, të cilat sipas tij paraqesin fuqinë kryesore të dinamikës së 
njeriut, e inkorporon edhe nevojën për arritje, e cila mund të kuptohet si “nevojë e 
ndërlikuar e cila manifestohet si dëshirë që të arrihet diçka që çmohet; të garohet me të 
tjerët dhe të dëshmohet para të tjerëve; të  investohet mund për të arritur diçka të 
rëndë” (sipas Havelka dhe Lazarević, 1981). Mënyra e këtillë  e definimit të motivit të 
arritjes na tregon në fuqinë kumulative absorbuese të tij, sepse në vetë definicionin e tij 
qëndron ndërlidhja e tij me motivet tjera: motivi për prestigj, motivi për vetëvërtetim 
dhe vetëdëshmim si dhe me motivin luftarak. 
Shumë shpejt qasja teorike-deskriptive e Marejit zëvendësohet me një qasje empirike-
sistematike të Meklilendit, Atkinsonit, Klerkut dhe Robit (McClelland, Atkinson and al, 
1953). 

SHPJEGIMI MEKLILENDIT MBI MOTIVIN E ARRITJES 

Mbi rëndësinë e motivit të arritjes ka treguar Meklilendi. Këtë dispozicion motivacional 
e përcakton si tendencë e subjektit që të garoëj me disa standarde të suksesit të theksuar 
(standard of exelence) ose si tendencë që të tejkalohen  arritjet e veta personale ose 
arritjet e të tjerëve në ndonjë aktivitet qendror – ekonomik, akademik, sportiv etj 
(McClelland, Atkinson and al, 1953). Komponenti i dytë i këtij motivi është tendenca e 
subjektit për tu dëshmuar para të tjerëve. Me fjalë të tjera, Meklilendi është i mendimit 
se për të gjitha këto situata  i përbashkët është tendenca e garimit në prani të një kriteri 
të pranuar ose të kërkuar. 
Botëkuptimi i Meklilendit për strukturën e motivit të arritjes është aktual edhe sot. Në 
literaturën bashkëkohore përdoren terme të ndryshme që u takojnë dy komponentave të 
motivit të arritjes (Pajares, Britner and Valiante). Këto autorë insistojnë në dallimin mes 
vendosjes së qëllimeve (task goals -  që të përfundohen studimet, të gjindet punë ...) dhe 
tendenca e personit për të qenë më i mirë se të tjerët (peformance goals – për të qenë më 
i mençur, për të qenë më i mirë se të tjerët etj).  
Shpjegimi i Etkinsonit për motivin e arritjes dhe qasja mbi teorinë e pritjes. 
Njerëzit, sipas këtij koncepti, në të gjitha situatat konkrete dhe në bazë të  përvojës të 
fituar gjatë jetës, aftësitë personale dhe cilësitë e personalitetit inkorporojnë dy motive: 
1. Tendencën e arritjes të suksesit (Ts) e cila paraqet funksion multiplikativ të motivit 

të arritjes (Ms),  fuqisë të pritjes se realizimi do jetë i suksesshëm (Ps), dhe vlerës 
ngacmuese që e ka suksesi për subjektin (Is).  

                                                 
109 http://cmc.foi.hr:8080/komwiki/index.php/suvremene_teorije_motivacije 
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2. Tendenca e dytë reciproke në aktivitetet e ndërmarra, të orientuara drejt arritjes, është 
tendenca e shmangies së mossuksesit e cila asocon në frikë (T-f). Natyra e kësaj 
tendence është frenuese dhe madhësia e prezencës së saj në shumën komplementare e 
dobëson tendencën për arritje të suksesit. 
Shikuar në tërësi, komponentë e rëndësishme në performansën gjithëpërfshirëse, sipas 
Etkinsonit është ndryshimi kognitiv i cili është rezultat i suksesit respektivisht 
mossuksesit në aktivitetin e ndërmarrë. 
Teoria e orientimit drejt arritjes së qëllimit (më mirë e njohur si Achivment Goal 
Orientation theory) lloji dhe qëllimi të cilin para vetes e vendos subjekti ndikon në ate 
se si subjekti do ta realizojë qëllimin e vet. Sot në perëndim është e zakonshme që 
arritja të konceptualizohet dhe të trajtohet me “arritjet akademike”. Arritja paraqet një 
koncept që është më i gjerë se sa  mesatarja e notave të arritura110. Në kontekst të 
arritjeve të personit i cili arrin, arritja definohet përmes dëshirës  dhe nevojës së 
nxënësit që t’i përmisojë dukshëm aftësitë e veta (mastrey goal orientation); nevojës së 
nxënësit që të jetë më i suksesshëm (performance orientation) dhe përpjekjeve që 
aktivitetet të reduktohen në minimum ose t’u shmangemi përgjegjësive (work 
avoideance goals) (Elliot and Church, 1997). Autorët të cilët merren me studimin e këtij 
motivi ndeshen me problemin e mungesës së instrumenteve matëse të cilaë posedojnë 
karakteristika psikometrike të kënaqshme. Për matjen e motivit të arritjes më shpesh 
përdoren tri metoda: TAT teknika e Majerit (testi i apercepcionit tematik, e cila përbëhet 
prej interpretimit të ndodhive në fotografitë e përzgjedhura; inventar të ndryshëm të 
personalitetit; shkallë të ndryshme të tipit të pytësorëve si p.sh Pyetësori i Hermanit, 
MOP, MOP2002 etj.  

MOSTRA E SUBJEKTËVE 

Hulumtimi u realizua në formë grupore, njëkohësisht me pjesëmarrje të më shumë 
subjektëve varësisht nga karakteristikat socio-demografike të tyre (mosha dhe niveli i 
arsimimit). Testimi u realizua në disa faza respektivisht testet u dhanë në formë të 
drejtpërdrejt të realizuara në intervale të shkurta kohore111 . Testimi është kryer në 
periudhën janar-shkurt 2007, në mostër prej 412 subjekt112. Gjatë përcaktimit të mostrës 
jemi përqëndruar në tregues relevant për hulumtim, edhe atë: mosha (adoleshenca e 
mesme dhe e vonshme, 15-24 vjeç), gjinia, niveli i arsimit (i mesëm dhe sipëror) viti i 
studimit, përkatësinë religjioze dhe konteksti social. Mostëra sipas të gjitha kritereve 
trajtohet si mostër e madhe. Analiza e brendshme e mostrës tergon se principi i mostrës 
së madhe është ruajtur në tërësi respektivisht në të gjitha karakteristikat socio-
demografike (30, 60 respektivisht 120 subjekt në secilën varijabl, kështu që mostra në 
tërësi si dhe nënmostrat mundësojnë si gjeneralizim horizontal ashtu edhe vertikal të 
rezultateve, pa u lënduar principi statistikor i karakteristikës së mostrës.  
 

                                                 
110 Në literaturën profesionale më shpesh përdoret termi “grade-point average”. 
111 Në këtë mënyrë  u arritë që të minimizohet restrikcioni i rangut për shkakë të mundësis së humbjes së subjektëve nga 
mostra. 
112 Mostrën e subjektëve e përbënin student (të USHT dhe UEJL) si dhe nxënës të shkollave të mesme  
(të Tetovës dhe Gostivarit) edhe atë subjektë me përkatësi shqiptare.  
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PËRPUNIMI STATISTIKOR I TË DHËNAVE 

Për nevojat e përpunimit statistikor të të dhënave si dhe kalkulimit të koeficientit të 
besueshmërisë është përdorur pakoja statistikore SPSS12,  respektivisht janë përdorur 
metoda parametrike statistikore, si: Testi i Levinit për vërtetimin e shkallës së 
homogjenitetit të mostrave, koeficienti i besueshmërisë (Alfa-Cronbah) 113, korrelacioni 
linear dhe bivarijant, analiza e varijansës (analiza multifaktoriale e varijansës) njësit e 
variabilitetit, tendecat qendrore dhe njësit e Skjunesit dhe Kurtozis. Koeficientët e fituar 
të besueshmërisë do të krahësohen me koeficientët e fituar në versionet fillestare të 
MOP dhe MOP2002. Çdo shmangje nga vlerat fillestare do të konsiderohet se është 
rritur gabimi në matje dhe është zvogluar besueshmëria tek instrumentet matëse. 

REZULTATATET NGA ANALIZA PSIKOMETRIKE E INSTRUMENTEVE 

Përshkrimi dhe karakteristikat e MOP. Shkalla MOP paraqet version të përshtatur të 
testit të Hermanit përmes të cilit bëhet matja e motivit të arritjes (1967)114. Shkalla 
përbëhet prej tri subshkallëve115 me gjithsej 54 pohime. Ajtemet janë të hapura, me 
alternativav të ofruara dhe para së gjithash joproektive.   
Përshkrimi dhe karakteristikat e MOP2002. Autorët të cilët e kanë përpiluar këtë 
shkallë, janë nisur nga botëkuptimi se motivi i arritjes para së gjithash definohet si 
faktorë motivacional kognitiv. Versioni i parë i shkallës është zhvulluar nga 
selekcionimi i 70 pohimeve Duke përdorur metodën  për analizë faktoriale nga këto 70 
ajtem janë veçuar 55 të cilat njëkohësisht e përbëjnë edhe versionin final të shkallës 
MOP2002. instrumenti ka formën pesëshkallëshe të tipit të Likertit. Karakteristikat 
metrike të shkallës të cilat janë vërtetuar me anë të pakos RTT9G  (Knežević-
Momirović, 1996).  Besueshmëria e përgjithshme e testit sipas alfa Cronbach është 
rtt=0.91, kurse sipas Gutmanit rtt=0.94. 
Reprezentativiteti i testit është 0.92 kurse homogjeniteti i brendshëm  i tij arrin vlerën e 
interkorelacionit 0.44.  
 
Rezultatet nga analiza psikometrike e shkallës MOP 

 
Motivi i arritjes Min Max M Devijimi Mediana 

Motivi i përgjithshëm i arritjes 1,00 26,00 12,75 20,54 13,00 
Angazhimi pozitiv emocional ,00 12,00 5,77 2,60 6,00 
Angazhimi negativ emocional ,00 14,00 7,04 2,74 7,00 

 
           Tabela 1.  Paraqitja e njësive më të rëndësishme të shkallës MOP 

          
      

                                                 
113 Besueshmëria tregon deri në çfarë masë dallimet e arritura të subjektëve mund tu dedikohen dallimeve të vërteta që 
egzistojnë mes subjektëve dhe deri në çfarë mase ato dallimet janë të shkaktuara nga varijacionet e rastit. 
114 Përshtatja është bërë nga Havelka dhe Lazareviq (1980), prej nga e ka marr edhe emrin MOP.   
115 Subshkalla e parë përbëhet prej 26 ajtemeve dhe i dedikohen matjes së motivit të përgjithshëm të arritjes, subshkalla e  
dytë e matë angazhimin pozitiv emocional me 14 ajteme dhe subshkalla e tret me 14 ajteme dhe i dedikohet matjes së faktorit 
të tretë respektivisht angazhimit negativ emocional.  
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          Grafiku1. Paraqitja grafike e distribucionit të mesatareve 
 
Në kontekst të pikës së mesme të 
kontiniumit egzistues të mesatareve, për 
shkallën e cila e matë motivin e 
përgjithshëm të arritjes, vlerat mesatare 
të shfaqjes së tij, përkundër moshës dhe 
periudhës së adoleshencës ndryshojnë. 
Nga të dhënat e fituara mund të 
konkludojmë se:  
a) motivi i arritjes tregon tendencë drejt 
distribuimit normal të mesatareve në 
popullatën e adoleshentëve. 
Në krahësim me mesataret e larta të cilat 
tregojnë prezencë më të madhe të 

motivit të arritjes, ekziston një dominancë relative të mesatareve më të ulta.  
a) vlerat mesatare të angazhimit pozitiv emocional, përkundër vlerës së pritur, janë 

më të ulta. 
b) vlerat mesatare të angazhimit negativ emocional, përkundër vlerës së pritur, janë 

më të larta. 
                

 Korelacioni linear Motivi i arritj Ang. pozitiv Ang. negativ 
Motivi i përgjithshëm i 
arritjes 

Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

1 
 

,355(**) 
,000 

-,290(**) 
,000 

Angazhimi pozitiv Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

,355(**) 
,000 

1 
 

-,318(**) 
,000 

Angazhimi negativ Pearson Correlation 
Sig. (2-tailed) 

-,290(**) 
,000 

-,318(**) 
,000 

1 
 

     
Tabela 2. Analiza e interkorelacioneve e faktorëve të motivit të arritjes MOP **e rëndësishme për nivelin 0.01 

 
Mes faktorëve të veçuar ekziston korelacion i cili është statistikisht i rëndësishëm në 
nivelin 0.01. Nga ana tjetër, jo çdo korelacion i fituar ka shenjë algjebrike pozitive. 
Korelacion signifikantiv pozitiv vërehet mes motivit të përgjithshëm kurse korelacion 
negativ me angazhimin negativ emocional. Shenja algjebrike e koeficientëve të fituar të 
korelacionit tregon se faktorët e veçuar kanë drejtim të njëtë të “veprimit“, respektivisht 
kanë lëndën e njëjtë të matjes, respektivisht nuk kanë lëndë të njëjtë të matjes. 
Korelacionet e vërtetuara tregojnë se faktorët strukturorë nuk paraqesin vlera të 
pavarura, respektivisht kategori të pavarura, por se bashkërisht e ndërtojnë motivin e 
përgjithshëm të arritjes. 

 

Komponentat strukturore të MOP Cronbach's Alpha N nga ajtemet 
Besueshmëria e përgjithshme e shkallës ,600 54 
Motivi i përgjithshëm i arritjes ,668 26 
Angazhimi pozitiv emocional ,600 14 
Angazhimi negativ emocional ,661 14 
 

Tabela 3. Besueshmëria e subshkallëve të shkallës për matjen e motivit të arritjes 
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Rezultatet e fituara tregojnë se shkalla e MOP-it, e cila e matë shkallën e manifestimit të 
motivit të arritjes, në përgjithësi nuk posedon besueshmëri të kënaqshme. Një nga arsyet 
për  besueshmëri të ulët të instrumentit është numri i vogël i ajtemeve për çdo 
subshkallë në veçanti. Nëse bëjmë një analizë të kujdeshme në tabelën e sipërparaqitur 
do të shohim se lartësia e koeficientit të besueshmërisë ritet në mënyrë progresive me 
ritjen e numrit të ajtemeve.  
 
Rezultatet nga analiza psikometrike e shkallës MOP 

 

Komp. strukturore të motivit të arritjes Min Max M Devijimi Mediana 
Shkalla e manifestimit të motivit të arritjes 143,00 265,00 214,74 20,54 216,00 
Garimi me të tjerët 34,00 95,00 68,57 11,16 69,00 
Këmbëngulësia në arritjen e qëllimit  33,00 74,00 59,52 6,59 60,00 
Arritja e qëllimit si burim i kënaqësis 36,00 65,00 56,07 5,30 57,00 
Orientimi drejt planifikimit 14,00 40,00 30,58 4,80 31,00 

 
Tabela . 4. Paraqitja e njësive më të rëndësishme të shkallës MOP2002 

 
Vlerat numerike të shkallës lëvizin prej 0 deri më 275 që do të thotë se vlera 137,5 
(medijana) parqet pikën e mesme të kontiniumit. 
  
 
Grafikon 2. Paraqitja grafike e distribucionit të mesatareve 
 

Nga të dhënat e fituara mund të konkludohet:  
- Analiza statistikore si dhe ajo grafike për 
shkallën e manifestimit të motivit të arritjes 
tergon se distribuimi i mesatareve për këtë 
shkallë para së gjithash ka formë të deformuar 
të distribuimit të mesatareve përgjatë tërë 
kontiniumi.  
Distribuim me shumë maje dhe plato në skajet 
e distribucionit – pika mesatare 216; 
minimumi dhe maksimumi përfshinë 
parametrin 143-265.   
- Garimi me të tjerët nuk tregon tendencë 

drejt distribuimit normal në popullatën e adoleshentëve. Dominojnë mesatare relativisht 
të larta  - pika mesatare 69,00 minimumi dhe maksimumi i mesatareve të fituara 
përfshinë parametrin 34-95. 
- Këmbëngulësia në arritjen e qëllimit nuk tregon tendencë drejt   distribuimit normal.  
Dominojnë mesataret e larta  - pika mesatare 60,00 minimumi dhe maksimumi i 
mesatareve të fituara përfshinë parametrin 33-74. 
-Orientimi kah planifikimi, nuk tregon tendencë drejt distribuimit normal në popullatën 
adoleshentëve. Dominojnë mesataret e larta  - pika mesatare 31,00 minimumi dhe 
maksimumi i mesatareve të fituara përfshinë parametrin prej 14 deri 40.  
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-Arritja e qëllimit si burim i kënaqësisë, gjithashtu nuk paraqet tendencë të distribuimit 
normal të mesatareve në popullatën e adoleshentëve. Dominojnë mesataret e larta  - pika 
mesatare 57,00 minimumi dhe maksimumi i mesatareve të fituara përfshin parametrin 
prej 36 deri 65 

 
Komponentat 
strukturore të motivit 
 të arritjes 

Korelacioni 
linear 

Motivi 
arritjes 

Garimi me  
të tjerët 

Këmbëngulësia 
në arritjen e 
qëllimit 

Arritja e qëllimit 
si burim i 
kënaqësisë 

Garimi me të tjerët Pearson C 
Sig.  

,796(**) 
,000 

   

Këmbëngulësia në 
arritjen e qëllimit  

Pearson C 
Sig.  

,748(**) 
,000 

,328(**) 
,000 

  

Arritja e qëllimit si 
burim i kënaqësisë 

Pearson C 
Sig. 

,766(**) 
,000 

,454(**) 
,000 

,539(**) 
,000 

 

Orientimi drejt 
planifikimit 

Pearson C 
Sig.  

,555(**) 
,000 

,131(**) 
,008 

,474(**) 
,000 

,379(**) 
,000 

 
              Tabela 5. Analiza e interkorelacioneve për komponentat strukturore të motivit të arritjes  
              ** e rëndësishme për nivelin 0.01 

 

Mes faktorëve të veçuar ekziston korelacion i cili është pozitiv dhe statistikisht i 
rëndësishëm në nivelin 0.01. Korelacion signifikativ pozitiv tregon se faktorët e veçuar 
kanë drejtim të njëtë të »veprimit« respektivisht kanë lëndën e njëjtë të matjes, 
respektivisht nuk kanë lëndë të njëjtë të matjes. Korelacionet e vërtetuara tregojnë se 
faktorët strukturor paraqesin vlera me varshmëri të ndërsjelltë, respektivisht kategori të 
varura të cilët bashkërisht e ndërtojnë motivin e përgjithshëm të arritjes. 

 

Komponentat strukturore të motivit të arritjes Cronbach's Alpha N nga ajtemet 
Shkalla e manifestimit të motivit të arritjes ,883 55 
Garimi me të tjerët ,810 19 
Këmbëngulësia në arritjen e qëllimit  ,659 15 
Arritja e qëllimit si burim i kënaqësis ,621 13 
Orientimi drejt planifikimit ,603 8 

 
Tabela 6.  Besueshmëria e subshkallëve të shkallës për matjen e motivit të arritjes 

 
Rezultatet e fituara tregojnë në mënyrë gjenerale se shkalla e MOP2002, e cila e matë 
motivin e arritjes dhe 4 komponentat strukturore të tij, posedojnë një shkallë të lartë të 
besueshmërisë. Por, nëse vlerën e fituar të koeficientit të besueshmërisë rtt= 0.88 e 
krahasojmë me koeficientin nga versioni fillestar rtt= 0.91, mund të vërehet një rënie 
relativisht e ulët. Krahas koeficientit më të ulët të besueshmërisë, përkundër fillestarit, 
koeficienti i fituar na jep të drejtë të konkludojmë se instrumenti në fjalë posedon një 
besueshmëri me të cilën duhet të jemi më se të kënaqur. Lartësia e koeficientit është 
statistikisht e rëndësishme dhe instrumentin e kategorizon në grupin e instrumenteve me 
besueshmëri shumë të lartë116. Analiza korelative e koeficientëve të besueshmërisë, në 

                                                 
116 Vlera kritike për besueshmëri të kënaqshme është 0.80. 
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mënyrë të veçantë për çdo subshkallë në veçanti, tregon egzistimin e koeficientëve 
relativisht të pakënaqshëm edhe atë: garimi me të tjerët rtt=0.81, këmbëngulësia në 
arritjen e qëllimit rtt=0.66 , arritja si kënaqësi rtt=0.62 , orientimi kah planifikimi 
rtt=0.60. Vetë subshkalla e cila e matë garimin me të tjerët posedon koeficient të 
pranueshëm psikometrik, me çka subshkalla numërohet në kategorinë e subshkallave 
me besueshmëri të kënaqshme. Njëra ndër arsyet për egzistimin e koeficientëve 
relativisht të pakënaqshëm, është numri i vogël në subshkallat egzistuese. Nëse me 
vëmendje e përcjellim raportin mes numrit të ajtemeve dhe lartësinë e koeficientit të 
besueshmërisë do të shohim se i fundit rritet në formë lineare me ritjen e numrit të 
ajtemeve në subshkallë.  

KONKLUDIMI 

Rezultatet vërtetuan se motivi i arritjes paraqet dispozitë të ndërlikuar konative, 
komponentat e të cilit janë: garimi me të tjerët, këmbëngulësia në arritjen e qëllimit, 
arritja e qëllimit si burim i kënaqësisë dhe orientimi drejt planifikimit, angazhimi 
pozitiv dhe negativ emocional në arritje. Rezultatet nga analiza e realizuar psikometrike 
të shkallës së MOP-it, në kontekst të normalitetit të distribuimit të mesatareve përgjatë 
tërë kontiniumit, i vërtetuan të dhënat nga analiza e versionit fillestar të shkallës 
(Havelka, N. i Lazarević, Lj. 1981). Një konkludim i këtillë nuk mund të gjeneralizohet 
edhe për shkallën e MOP2002. Në kontekst të besueshmërisë (relijabilitetit), 
koeficientët e fituar të besueshmërisë, MOP2002 e inkorporojnë në kategorinë e testeve 
me besueshmëri të lartë. Me këtë u vërtetuan rezultatet nga analiza psikometrike e 
realizuar në versionin origjinal të shkallës (Franceško, M. i Mihić, V. 2002). 
Koeficientët e besueshmërisë, për shkallën e MOP, nuk i tejkaloi vlerat kritike për 
pranimin e lartësisë së koeficientit. Mbetet si sfidë për ndonjë hulumtim tjetër të 
detektohen shkaqet dhe arsyet se pse janë fituar koeficientë mesatarisht të lartë të 
besueshmërisë. Në fund mund të konstatojmë se hulumtimi i aprovuar arriti të depërton 
në thelbin e problemit. Për hulumtuesit e arrdhëshëm, të cilët do të merren me fushën 
studimit të motivacionit del një rekomandim pragmatik se cilin nga dy instrumentet e 
përdorura në këtë hulumtim ta përzgjedhin gjatë matjes së motivit të arritjes. Cila 
shkallë do të përzgjidhet MOP ose MOP2002 do të varet nga qëllimi i hulumtimit dhe 
llojin e rezultateve të cilët kërkohen me studimin e ndërmarrur. Nëse hulumtuesi ka për 
intencë që të fitojë shpërndarje normale të mesatareve të fitutuara atëher hulumtuesi do 
të përqëndrohet në shkallëën MOP, kurse nga ana tjetër nëse intenca është që të fitohen 
rezultate të cilat për nga karakteri statistikor atëher për matjen e motivit të arritjes u 
rekomandohet të përdorin shkallën e MOP2002 e cila ka besueshmëri të lartë (por nga 
ana tjetër jep shpërndarje difuze të mesatareve). Gjithashtu si sfidë për ndonjë hulumtim 
të ri, mbetet që të studiohen edhe karakteristikat tjera psikometrike si dhe të përcaktohen 
norma për dallimet individuale.  
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ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY OF SOME DISINFECTANTS 
WHICH ARE USED FOR THE TREATMENT OF UDDER 
SUCKTION AFTER MILKING TOWARDS THE MOST 
FREQUENT MASTITIS INFLICTORS 

Natalia Shoshi, Pranvera Çabeli, Xhelil Koleci 
Department of preclinical substances-Agricultural University in Tirana, Vet Medicine Faculty 
Mensur Kamberi 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy-Veterinary Directorate-Shkup (Skopje)  

EKSTRAKT 

Studimi prezanton një metodë të re "in vitro", për të vlerësuar aktivitetin antimikrobik të produkteve që 
përdoren për trajtimin e thithave të gjirit pas mjeljes.U testuan produkte me bazë jodi dhe produkte me bazë 
klorecidine. Efikasiteti i trajtimit me dezinfektues përcaktohet nëpërmjet raportit në përqindje midis 
mikroorganizmave të shkatërruara në thithat e trajtuara dhe atyre të rikuperuara nga thithat e kontrollit. 
Vlerësimi statistikor i rezultateve tregon ndryshime jo domethënëse midis produkteve të shqyrtuara. 
Gjithashtu me “testin T” përcaktohet mundësia për të përdorur një mikroorganizëm të vetëm referencë dhe 
pikërisht Streptococcus agalactiae. Pra, Streptococcus agalactiae mund të konsiderohet si një mostër kontrolli 
për dezinfektues të ndryshëm duke qenë se ai është shumë i ndjeshëm edhe kundrejt përqëndrimeve, 
principeve aktive dhe formulave kimike më të dobëta. Nëse një produkt nuk vepron kundër Streptococcus 
agalactiae, atëherë ky produkt është i pavlefshëm dhe joefikas për një sërë mikroorganizmash të tjerë, 
shkaktarë të mastiteve në gjedhë.Produktet që ofron tregu sot, zotërojnë një veprim të lartë antimikrobikë 
kundrejt agjentëve në rutinë, shkaktarë të mastiteve në gjedhë. Të dhënat e përftuara nga ky studim përputhen 
me të dhënat e literaturës bashkëkohore në këtë fushë. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Metoda ‘in vitro’, ‘T testi’, dezinfektues, mastitis, thithat, etj.  

ABSTRACT 

The study presentes a new "in vitro" method, to assess the antimicrobic activity of the products being used for 
the treatment of udder suction after milking. Products with iodine alkali and clorecidine alkali were tested. 
The effectiveness of the treatment with disinfectants is determined through the report in percrent between the 
pernicious microorganisms in treated udders and in those recuperated from the controlled udders. Statistical 
evaluation of data shows unimportant changes among inspected products. Also by the “T Test” is determined 
the posssibility to use a single reference microorganism very much so Streptococcus agalactiae. Thus 
Streptococcus agalactiae can be considered as a sample of control for different disinfectants knowing that it is 
very sensitive even versus concentrations, active pricipals and weaker chemical formulas. If a product doesn’t 
function against Streptococcus agalactiae, then this product is useless an inefficient for a rank of other 
microorganisms, inflictors of mastitis in calves. Products that the market offers today, dominate a high 
antimicrobic activity versus agents in routine, inflictors of the mastitis in calves. Generating data from this 
study coincide with the data of the contemporary literature in this field.  
 
Key words: ‘in vitro’ method, ‘T Test’, disinfectants, mastitis, udders, etc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mastitis – is an udder disease, which is caused by the falling of the quantity and quality 
of the milk production.  
Epidemiology – is the discipline which studies the spreading of the different diseases in 
a flock.  
Inflictors mastitogenious – are microorganisms able to cause mastitis.  
Disinfection – is integrity of interventions for destroying microorganisms of the 
inflicted diseases.  
Disinfectants – are chemical preparations with disinfecting effect.  
The danger of infection from mastitis represents a concrete challenge for veterinaries. 
Mastitis is not only a serious problem for the health of the animal, but also is a serious 
threat for the public health and also one of the main reasons of the economic failures. 
Virtually, all bacteria are inflictors to mastitis, in case they are favoured from the 
surrounding factors, which conditionate their appearance and spreading (9, 12, and 33). 
In most of the cases, mastitis is a conditionate disease although in essence the disease is 
of bacterial nature. The disease spreads (proliferates) if we don’t eliminate factors 
which became a reason for its spreading and which favour the nosogenic action of 
bacteria. Bibliographical facts prove that epidemiology of mastititis is changing, e.g. 
Streptococcus Uberis represents now the most general case of clinical reversable 
mastitis. The one which was considered as an ambiental microorganism, now it shows 
that it has an ability as contagiosis; a species of Pseudomonas  is becoming a dominant 
mastitogene quickly in a stockyard; Staphylococcus aureus is being presented more and 
more as a mastitogene in decrease, etc. Improvement of the hygenic conditions of 
breeding is followed by the fall of the incidence from mastitis. In the total of the 
economic damage from mastitis 70-80% is occupied by those subclinical with 20-30% 
and those clinical (8, 24). A great importance for the control and prevention of mastitis 
and the udders health protection show:  
-Disinfection of tits after milking with disinfected solution  
-The use of the more effective disinfectants  
This is the reason why we chose this case study. The undertakings of the studies in this 
field remain always open.  
-Analised Disinfectants and the inspected inflictors 
At the end of milking, the surface of every udder must be polished with a disinfecting 
solution. The aim of post-dipping is to subvert tranferred bacteria in the udder during 
the milking process, before this get the chance to penetrate the nipple canal and to 
stabilise a colony. The number of disinfecting solutions that are used in post-dipping is 
huge. More useful are those which contain iodine and clorexidine substance.   
This study needs to determine the antibacterial activity of disinfectants: 
Jodocor, active iodine 1.75%, is used as a solution in 17500 ppm active iodine (a 
product with iodine substance). 
Isoiodine, active iodine 2%, is used as a solution in 5000 ppm active iodine (A product 
with iodine substance). 
Alfa blue, clorexidin digluconat 20%, is used as a solution in 5000 ppm active 
substance. (A product with clorexidine substance). 
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Deosan, contains clorexidin digluconat 20%, is used as a solution in 4500 ppm active 
substance. (A product with clorexidine substance). 
We will inspect the antibacteria activity of disinfectants towards the below mentioned 
mastitogenic inflictors: Streptococcus agalactie, Staphylococcus aureus, Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, Escherichia coli. 
 

 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The antibacterial activity is proved through laboratory tests while using cattle’s nipples 
after sloughtering them and contaminated experimentally from mastitogenious 
microorganisms (23). Tests are being developed according to the following way:  
 
Taking the udders into inspection  
 
From the healthy cows, regarding the gender organ, after their slaughtering are taken 
nipples (through slaying them), then we gather them in a plastic bag and freeze in 20°C. 
At the moment of use the nipples melt in a hot water, the fur is cleared off and other 
redundant parts of the skin, then these are washed in a clean light solution, are dried and 
put in a solution 70% alcohol for 2 minutes and are left to be dried in the air. 
 
The preparation of bacterial cultivations 
 
Are used the following microorganisms: Streptococcus agalactie, Staphylococcus 
aureus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli. Microorganisms are taken from the 
earlier cultivation, in agar triptosio, and transfer in 200 ml TSB – (trypticase soy broth) 
or PBW – (pepton broth water) or T6. Brodocultures incubate in 37°C for 48 hours in 
the case with streptococus and for 24 hours in the case with other microorganisms. The 
bacterial suspension is taken through the spinner with 4000 rpm (rolls/ minute) and by 
washing two times, always after its spinning, with Proteose peptone n.3 (pepton water). 
After the last washing the derived microbic pellicle is sent again in the beginning 
volume (200 ml) with Proteose peptone n.3. From this cultivation are being prepared 10 
serial dilutions (dissolution) with the alkali 10, in Proteose peptone n.3. Every dilution 
spreads (closes) equable in a measure from 0.1 ml in the surface above a terrain with 
gore. It incubates in 37°C for 24 hours or 48 hours and then we do count the colonies in 
growing (full with energy). The derived Brodoculture is dissolved in sterile milk partly 
with cream, in a way to derive a concentration equall to1x 108 UFC/ml of 
microorganisms in demonstration. (11, 23) 
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3. THE NIPPLE INFECTION  

For every tested microorganism are used 15 nipples, which are plunged into the water in 
2 cm for about 30 seconds in a sterile milk dissolved Brodoculture partly with cream. 
After 5 minutes, (10)12 nipples are plunged into the water in around 3 cm depth, other 3 
in one of the disinfectant solutions which are going to be controlled. (Fig. 1). (5)3 
remained nipples, untreated serve as a control. After 10 min all nipples are washed with 
5 ml brodo Bacto-letheen (peptone 10 g meat extract 5 g, lecitine 0.7 g, Tueen 80  5g, 
NaCl 5 g, distilled water 1000 ml; pH 7). The washing liquid is assembled, (by itself for 
every disinfectant for that of the control) and 0.1 ml from each one is closed in to a 
gore. The plate incubates in 37°C for 24-48 hours and the content, (conta) of the 
colonies of the increaseis being examined. (The numbering of the colonies takes place). 
   

4. THE ANALYSIS AND THE RESULT COMPOSITION  

The handling with efficasity of the disinfectant treatment is determined through the 
rapport in percent between the eroded microorganisms in handled nipples and those 
recuperated from the nipples in control (9, 11). Also with “T test” of the students at the 
end is verified the possibility to use a simple microorganism for the reference. 
 

     
 
 
 
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

For every tested microorganism were used 15 nipples, 3 controls and 12 experiments 
(three for each one of the tested disinfectants), according to the methodology described 
above. We took for every microorganism a pure microbic culture, in this concrete case 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus 
agalactie. We emplaced in PBW (pepton broth water). We applied the scheme of the 
dilution with the alkali 10, to reach the concentration 103 CFU/ml Brodoculture (always 
according to the above description). We infected all the 15 nipples (which are used for 
testing of every microorganism) for 30”, in the infected milk (with infectuous charge – 
108 CFU/ml Brodoculture) and the 12 nipples for the experiment we plunged them in 
after 5’, three by three, especially in 4 disinfectants that we test:  Jodocor, Izoiodin, Alfa 
blue, Deosan. Three of the controlled nipples we plunge in the disinfected solution. 
After 10’ we wash all the 15 nipples with the washing solution (with Tueen 80). From 
the rinsing solution, for the control nipples and the experiment, we took 0.1 ml, and we 
planted in the gore and we incubated in the thermostat 37o C for 24-48 hours (according 
to the causer, 48 hours for the Streptococcus  and 24 hours for the other 
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microorganisms). Afterwards we read the plantage while counting the survived 
microorganisms for every tested disinfectant. The results of the experiments done, 
according to the run of the work described for every mastitogenous causer being taken 
for the study we present them in the tabels below.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Disinfectants 

The dosage of infection 
M 

Survived 
microorganisms 
M 

Eroded 
microorganisms 
M 

Eficacity 
% 

Jodocor Th. Kontr. 
1.0x108 

 
 
 
0 

 
 
 
1.0x108 

 
100 

Th.Eksp. 
1.0x108 

Isoiodine Th.Kontr. 1.0x108  
 
0.01x108 
 

 
 
0.99x108 

 
99 Th.Eksp. 1.0x108 

Alfa blue Th.Kontr. 1.0x108  
 
 
0.02x108 

 
 
 
0.98x108 

 
 
98 

Th.Eksp. 1.0x108 

Deosan Th.Kontr. 1.0x108  
 
 
0.04x108 

 
 
 
0.96x108 

 
 
96 

Th.Eksp. 1.0x108 

 
A sample with Pseudomonas aeruginosa - Table 1 

 
 
Disinfectants 

The dosage of infection 
M 

Survived 
microorganisms 
M 

Eroded 
microorganisms 
M 

Eficacity 
% 

Jodocor Th. Kontr. 
1.3x108 

 
 
 
0 

 
 
 
1.3x108 

 
100 
 Th.Eksp. 

1.3x108 
Isoiodina Th.Kontr. 1.3x108  

 
0.005x108 
 

 
 
1.295x108 

 
 
99 

Th.Eksp. 1.3x108 

Alfa blue Th.Kontr. 1.3x108  
 
 
0.036x108 

 
 
 
1.264x108 

 
97 Th.Eksp. 1.3x108 

Deosan Th.Kontr. 1.3x108  
 
 
0.035x108 

 
 
 
1.265x108 

 
97 
 
 

Th. Eksp. 
1.3x108 

 
A sample with Escherichia coli - Table 2 
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Disinfectants 

The dosage of infection 
M 

Survived 
microorganisms 
M 

Eroded 
microorganisms 
M 

Eficacity 
% 

Jodocor Th. Kontr. 
1.29x108 

 
 
 
0 

 
 
 
1.29x108 

 
 
100 Th.Eksp. 

1.29x108 
Isoiodina Th.Kontr. 1.0x108  

 
0.01x108 
 

 
 
1.28x108 

 
99 Th.Eksp. 1.29x108 

Alfa blue Th.Kontr. 1.29x108  
 
 
0.03x108 

 
 
 
1.26x108 

 
 
97 

Th.Eksp. 1.29x108 

Deosan Th.Kontr. 1.29x108  
 
 
0.04x108 

 
 
 
1.25x108 

 
 
96 

Th.Eksp. 1.29x108 

 
A sample with Staphylococcus aureus - Table 3 

 
 
Disinfectants 

The dosage of infection 
M 

Survived 
microorganisms 
M 

Eroded 
microorganisms 
M 

Eficacity 
% 

Jodocor Th. Kontr. 
1.1x108 

 
 
 
0 

 
 
 
1.1x108 

 
 
100 Th.Eksp. 

1.1x108 
Izojodina Th.Kontr. 1.1x108  

 
0.033x108 
 

 
 
1.067x108 

 
97 Th.Eksp. 1.1x108 

Alfa blu Th.Kontr. 1.1x108  
 
 
0.055x108 

 
 
 
1.045x108 

 
 
95 

Th.Eksp. 1.1x108 

Deosan Th.Kontr. 1.1x108  
 
 
0.067x108 

 
 
 
1.033x108 

 
 
94 

Th.Eksp. 1.1x108 

 
A sample with Streptococcus agalactie - Table 4 

 
 
  
Disinfectant 
 

 
Streptococcus 
agalactie 
 

 
Staphylococcus 
aureus 
 

 
Escherichia  
coli 
 

 
Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 
 

Iodocor 100 100 100 100 
Isoiodina 97 99 99 99 
Alfa blue 95 97 97 98 
Deosan 94 96 97 96 

 
The percentage of the eroded mistitogenous causers from the disinfectants taken in control - Table 5    
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A statistical analysis of the action of the three disinfected products, do not give a 
considerable changes in the efficasy of the various treatments, excluding Iodocor, which 
contains a great amount of active principals (17 500 ppm) and cannot be compared with 
other products, thus it is more efficient in action (tabela 6). The conclusion comes up, 
taking into consideration the action of the products classified on the basis of the active 
principal versus different microorganisms, and by assessing the feedback between two 
factors (table 7). 
 
 Deviation Variation Value of  F Prob.(>F) 
Among disinfectants  0.0638657 0.0079832 0.7529072 0.6451 

Inside disinfectants 0.4771432 0.0106032   
Total 0.5410089    

 
The comparison of the efficasy of different disinfectants - Table 6 

 
 Deviation Variation Value of F Prob.(>F) 

Principal factors 
Active principals 
microorganisms 

0.1309480 
0.0486629 
0.0822851 

0.0163685 
0.0162210 
0.0164570 

1.7395769 
1.7239877 
1.7489844 

0.1298 
0.1832 
0.1539 

 
The efficacy of different active principals versus microorganisms - Table 7 

 
The comparison of the product activity with the content of the same active (active 
substance) versus different microorganisms, didn’t exactly show up valuable changes, 
whether in the products which contain iodine, or in the cases of those which contain 
clorixidine.  
 
 Deviation Variation Value of F Prob.(>F) 
Principal factors 
disinfectants 
microorganisms 

0.0022090 
0.0011149 
0.0010941 

0.0003155 
0.0002229 
0.0005470 

1.4523761 
1.0262452 
2.5177034 

0.2858 
0.4523 
0.1301 

   
The comparison of efficacy of the disinfectants with iodine substance - Table 8 

 
 Deviation Variation Value of F Prob.(>F) 
Principal factors 
disinfectants 
microorganisms 

0.1765167 
0.0130746 
0.1634419 

0.0252158 
0.0056389 
0.0325784 

0.9527001 
0.2460303 
1.2341102 

0.5101 
0.7856 
0.3517 

 
The control of the disinfectants’ efficacy with the clorixidine substance - Table 9 

 
The possibility of the single microorganism evaluation versus different products is 
determined by the help of “the student’s test”. As big as the value of “t” that bigger is 
the destructive efficacity and also the biggest is the sensitivity. From the data of the 
table 10, can be seen that Streptococcus agalactie reaches a high level of destruction 
(t=3.4936 and p<0.008), as well as it has a satisfactory sensitivity against different 
disinfectants. Also Staphylococcus aureus reaches a satisfactory level of destruction 
(t=2.8833 and p<0.020) but it doesn’t have a satisfactory sensitivity versus different 
disinfectants.  
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Microorganisms Value of t Prob. P< 
Streptococcus agalactie 3.4936 0.008 
Staphylococcus aureus 2.8833 0.020 
Escherichia  coli 1.1860 0.269 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa 2.0180 0.078 

 
The determination of the possibility of the use in different microbic species - Table 10 

 
Streptococcus agalactie can be considered as a sample of control for different 
disinfectants because it is very sensitive even against concentrations, active principals 
and weaker chemical formulas (versus disinfectants with weaker concentration of 
antimicrobic activity). If a disinfectant doesn’t act against it, then it is useless and 
inefficient for a rank of other microorganisms, causers of cattle mastitis.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

1. The percentage of the distruction of the mastitogene causers from the inspected 
disinfectants is: 

 
  Disinfectant 
 

Streptococcus 
agalactie 
 

Staphylococcus 
aureus 
 

Escherichia  
coli 
 

Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa 
 

Iodocor 100 100 100 100 
Isoiodine 97 99 99 99 
Alfa blue 95 97 97 98 
Deosan 94 96 97 96 
 
2. Experimented methodology (in vitro) is in state to determine the antimicrobic activity 
of the used products for disinfection of the sucking nipple after milking. The data 
received from this study agree with the data of the contemporary literature in this field.   
3. The products that the market offers today hold a high antimicrobic activity versus 
agents in routine, causers of the mastitis in cattles.  
4. We didn’t notice significant changes, neither among products with different active 
principals, nor among those different chemical formulas.  
5. Among the tested microorganisms, Streptococcus agalactie can be considered as a 
bacterial species once a reference in assessing different disinfectant’s efficacy, with 
apparent effects, in sparing the time and different tools (when it doesn’t show any effect 
in this microorganism it isn’t worthy to try in other microorganisms).  
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PHENOLOGIC, BIOMETRIC AND PRODUCING 
INDICATORS OF SOME WHEAT CULTIVATION UNDER 
POLLOGU SURROUNDINGS IN TETOVA 

Abdullahu, XH  
Pollozhani, H 

EKSTRAKT 

Gruri për shumë vende është një nga kulturat bujqësore të rëndësishme strategjike, sepse është burimi kryesor 
i ushqimit të popullatës dhe për nevojat e industrisë përpunuese. Në Maqedoni, nevojat për këtë drithë janë në 
rritje, parë nga ky kënd është me interes kërkimi i rrugëve për rritjen e prodhimit. Kjo del më shumë në 
evidencë dhe për faktin se në Maqedoni po ndodh një zvogëlim i vazhdueshëm i sipërfaqes së tokës arë. Dihet 
se prodhimtaria e grurit lidhet me një numër të madh faktorësh të natyrave të ndryshme, klimatike, tokësore 
dhe agronomike. Disa prej tyre nuk mund t’i kontrollojmë, ndërsa të tjerët varen nga aktiviteti i njeriut 
(Bostinino A; Jugenheimer J; Aldrick S R etj). Problemi është gjetja e rrugëve për rritjen e prodhimit të cilat 
janë të natyrës agronomike dhe asaj gjenetike. Në këtë punim paraqiten rezultatet e hulumtimeve lidhur me 
ndikimin e faktorëve të ndryshëm me të cilët lidhet prodhimi për zonën e Pollogut me synimin të arrihet: Së 
pari: Të kemi një pasqyrë mbi gjendjen e grurit lidhur me strukturën variatore dhe rajonizimin e grurit në 
zonën e Pollogut. Së dyti: Studimin e kushteve klimatike e tokësore duke i ballafaquar këto me kërkesat 
biologjike te grurit. Së treti: Studimi i kapacitetit prodhues të kultivarëve më të përhapur. Mbi këtë bazë jepen 
rrugët e mundshme të përmirësimit të strukturës variatore për të ardhmen. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Gruri, prodhimtaria e grurit, agronomia, gjenetika, zona e Pollogut, etj.  

ABSTRACT 

For many countries, the wheat is one of the most important strategic agricultural culture, because is the main 
food resource for the population and for the needs of manufacturing industry in Macedonia, the need for this 
cereal is increasing, from this point of view it is interesting the search for production increase ways. This is 
more evident from the fact that in Macedonia it is seen a continuous decrease of the field ground. We know 
that wheat production is linked with a number of different nature, climate, ground and agronomic factors. 
Some of them we cannot control, and the others depend on man’s activity (Bostinino A; Jugenheimer J; 
Aldrick S R etc). The problem is finding the ways for production increase which is of agronomic genetic 
nature. In this paper we show the search results related with the influence of different factors with link the 
production for the Pollog region with the aim of achieving: Firstly: The picture of wheat situation related to 
the variable structure and the wheat regionalism in the Pollog region. Secondary: The study of climate and 
ground conditions facing these with the biological wheat demands. Third: The study of the production 
capacity of the most spread cultivators. On these bases are given possible ways of improving the variable 
structure in the future. 
 
Key words: Wheat, wheat production, agronomy, genetics, Pollog region, etc.  
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MATERIAL AND WORKING METHODS 

The study of these in 2004/05 and 2005/06 where 10 variables (cultivators) were tested 
in fields of wheat with different origin with spreading perspective, concretely: 

-IBK – 1   
  -IBK – 11 
  -IBK – 12 
              -IBK – 18 
  -IBK – 22 
  -IBK – 23 
  -EVROPA 
  -TAKOVÇANKA 
  -POBEDA 
  -KG – 100 
Variables (cultivators) which are used in this study, represent a high potential material 
which we believe are of future interest. The experimental field tests were built in the 
individual farmer’s properties from the villages of Kamenjane, Tearce and Slatino. The 
test was built according to the scheme board randomized on three (3) repeats; every 
cultivator was inseminated in a surface of 10 m2. The insemination was performed 
manually in 550 to 600 plants per m2. According to the studying method there were 
made field estimations during vegetation as main phonologic  and the biometric peaks 
in every repeat in the base of  10 plants taken casually, from where was calculated the 
average value for every feature. The climatic data for the temperature and rains for the 
region of Pollog were taken form the State Hydro meteorological Institution.Data were 
analysis statistical to facilitate their interpretation. On these bases are given the 
conclusions and appropriate generalizations. This is noticed from the relation with the 
achieved results from wheat production in the Pollog region.  

AGRO CLIMATIC ASPECTS OF POLLOG ZONE RELATED TO WHEAT  

The geographic position of the Pollog zone: Pollog valley is situated in the Western part 
of Macedonia. This is an important place and is spread from the source of river Vardar 
to the beginning of the Radusha outfall. This is a fertile valley divided into two parts: 
The upper and the lower Pollog, this valley is situated in a highness of 300-600 meters 
above the sea level and has a surface of 373m2. Such a surface conditions an intensive 
and well-studied development of agricultural production, based on this despite other 
things, it is also required a careful regionalization of the agricultural plants and the 
modern technology applications of cultivation, mainly cereals. To judge the 
conclusions, especially those related to wheat regionalization, it is necessary to face the 
ecological conditions in the biological wheat demands. The wheat, during its 
development passes through six main phases: seeding, unification, growing, processing, 
blooming and ripeness. In etch of them; wheat has special climatic and ground 
conditions. According to the newest scientific data, it is said that wheat can be 
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successfully cultivated in those regions, in which the sum of annual active temperature 
is 1700-2100 degrees Celsius. In the growth and successful development of this plant, 
affect a lot the temperatures with positive and negative values. In the durability of 
winter variables toward lower temperatures different factors affect it a lot, but firstly is 
the genotype of the variety and regionalization in the zones where these are not 
endangered from the temperatures. In wheat culture during its vegetation, important is 
its active temperatures above 5 degrees Celsius. In the tale 1 are given the optimal 
temperatures in degrees that wheat requires in different phases of its development faced 
with the most important wheat production regions in the Pollog field in Macedonia 
(tab.1.) 
 

 
Tab.1. Optimal temperatures of wheat in degrees, in different development stages 

 
From this table (tab.1.) it is seen that in general the biological demands of wheat are 
conform to those which are obtained from the studied regions. A deviation is seen in 
Tetova and Gostivar region where in the first stages are noticed minimal lower 
temperature. However, these small deviations from the optimal demands can emphasize 
that the Pollog zone has minimal conditions. A problem which should be considered 
during wheat regionalization is the spring and autumn frosts. As conclusion we can say 
that from the facing of biological wheat demands, with the climatic data of the studied 
zone, results that the temperature amendment from growing, development till the end of 
vegetation is adaptable for a successful wheat production. The humidity is another 
important factor in wheat production. From the scientific data, experimental data results 
that this culture can be successfully cultivated in all those regions which annually have 
350-1100mm rains. If we face these demands with the concrete conditions of Pollog 
field, results that in most of the regions with medium continental climate where wheat 
zones are located, optimal conditions exist concerning the wheat demands for humidity. 
For Tetova, this has an average above 700mm, for Gostivar above 800mm and Skopje 
above 500mm rain annually. Analyzing more complexly the main climatic indicator’s 
data we can say that in Pollog zone there are good conditions for successful wheat 
cultivation. Concerning the ground demands, it is known that wheat, as a cultivating 
culture, is successfully in almost all types of soil. The practice has shown that better 
results with higher and qualitative efficiency results if it is closed in qualitative sold 
with high worthiness, like: cernozeme soil, alluvial smonica, with structure etc. In the 
meantime, the following soil types are not appropriate: superficial frame soil, gritty, 
heavy clay which have high level of underground water and also acidic and salted soil. 
The Tetova region soils are mainly deluvial, alluvial etc. Usually they are soils with 
deep bed, enriched with nutrition materials and the needed microelements for wheat 

Zone Seeding 
growing 

Seeding 
unification 

Production growth Formation Blooming granulation 

Optimal 12-24 8-13 14-20 16-20 20-25 20-25 
Skopje 18.9-12 12.5-11.0 12.5-17.5 17.5-21.4 21-24 21-24 
Tetova 16.9-11.1 11.1-5.6 11.4-15.8 15.8-19.9 15.8-19.9 19.2-21.3 
Gostivar 16.1-10.8 10.8-5.4 10.7-15.4 15.4-18.8 15.4-18.8 18.8-20.4 
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growth and development. The underground waters are deep, and aren’t a problem for 
the normal functioning of the root system in general and plant metabolism especially.  
 

 
Tab.2. Phonologic phases process of cultivators in actions. 

THE COMPARATIVE STUDY RESULTS OF THE CULTIVATORS IN 
POLLOG ZONE 

As it was mentioned in the methods, the study includes 10 cultivators which are in a 
structure or perspective to expand in the zone in which the study is done. To see the 
values in the Pollog conditions, the study is concentrated in phenological, biometric and 
efficiency indicators. In table 2, it is given the passing of phenologic phases of the 
tested cultivators. From this table (tab.2.) it is seen that growing happened 14 to 16 days 
after insemination, a non-emphasized difference between the cultivators for this 
indicator. The raising phase happened earlier at IBK – 18 cultivators and later at Evropa 
cultivator, 171 days after. The formatting phase has happened in an average of 195-196 
days. Earlier has shown the cultivator IBK – 22, and later the cultivator Evropa, 197 
days wheat.  The blooming like the other phenological phases hadn’t had big 
differences. Concretely at the cultivator Pobeda the phase came after 201 days, while at 
the variable IBK – 23 after 203 days. So, for the total ripeness phase, as most earlier is 
the IBk – 12 cultivators, where this phase has came 251 days after full growing and at 
cultivator IBK – 23 after 254 days. The others are included in this interval. From this 
data we can conclude that the studied cultivators, no matter of the fact that they come 
from different resources; they don’t have deep differences concerning the phonological 
phases. In table 3, are given the average data of the main biometric indicators of the 
tested wheat in Pollog zone, Tetova.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lines Developing pheno-phases (daily) 
Sprouting Growing heading Blooming Ripeness 

 2005/06 2005/06 2005/06 2005/06 2005/06 
IBK – 1 14 168 196 203 252 
IBK – 11 15 169 197 204 253 
IBK – 12  14 168 196 202 251 
IBK – 18 14 167 196 203 252 
IBK – 22 14 166 195 202 251 
IBK – 23 16 169 198 204 254 
Evropa 16 171 197 203 254 
Takovçanka 15 169 196 202 252 
Pobeda 15 168 196 201 251 
Kg-100 14 168 195 201 251 
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Table 3. Biometric indicators of wheat cultivators tested in the Pollog Zone of Tetova 

 
In the data of this table (tab.3.) it is seen that between cultivators there are significant 
differences for the biometric indicators, a fact which was not noticed in the case of 
phenological indicators. Concretely, the plant highness is from 69 cm to the cultivator 
IBK 12 in 93 cm to the cultivator Evropa with an average of 82.7 cm. The spike length 
is from 7 cm to the cultivator IBK 22 to 12 cm to the cultivator IBK 1 with an average 
of 9.7 cm. The number of wheat in spike is from 48 wheats in the cultivator IBK 18 to 
66 wheats in the cultivator IBK 1 with an average of 55.3. The weight of wheat in spike 
in grams is between 1.75 to the cultivator IBK 11 to 3.03 to the cultivator IBK 1, with 
an average of 2.3 gram. To see that these changes are significant or casual, it was done 
the variance analysis of these data, given in table 4 (tab.4.). 
 

 
Tab. 4. Variation analysis regarding with biometric indicators of the plant and wheat at some 

wheat cultivators tested in Tetova, Macedonia 

 
Table 5.  KV/ha Efficiency of wheat cultivators in Pollog zone in 2004-2006. 

Lines Researched parameters 
Pollog Zone 
Cropper height    spike length (cm)     corn no: in spike    spike corn weight(cm)                       

IBK  1 86 12 66 3.0 
IBK 11 80 9 51 1.7 
IBK 12 69 9 49 1.9 
IBK 18 84 9 48 2.1 
IBK 22 70 7 53 2.0 
IBK 23  88 10 57 2.5 
Evropa 93 11 57 2.6 
Takovçanka 81 10 63 2.7 
Pobeda 92 11 55 2.6 
KG -100 84 10 54 2.1 
Average. 82.7 9.2 55.3 2.3 

Resource of variance Quadratic sum Free scales Quadratic average F-Fact F-Critical 

Rows 88.81 8 11.10 2.82 2.59 
Columns 14208.37 2 7103.68 1167.52 3.63 
Error 97.34 16 6.083881   
Sum 14393.52 26    

Variety/year 2004/05 2005/06 Average efficiency 
IBK 1  71.20 91.20 81.20 
IBK 11 43.10 49.80 46.45 
IBK 12 49.40 55.20 56.30 
IBK 18 53.70 61.10 57.40 
IBK 22 45.20 52.70 48.70 
IBK 33 43.00 50.70 46.85 
Evropa 62.50 79.50 71.00 
Takovçanka  54.70 61.10 57.90 
Pobeda 64.10 80.10 72.10 
KG – 100 44.90 51.30 48.10 
Average 53.2 63.2 58.6 
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From table 5 (tab.5.) are noticed differences between cultivators concerning kv/hk 
efficiency. Concretely in 2005 the efficiency has been 43 kv/ha for cultivator IBK 23 to 
71.2 for cultivator IBK 1, with an average of 53 kv/ha. For 2006 with lowest efficiency 
it is shown cultivator IBK 11, while with highest efficiency s cultivator IBk 1. The 
efficiency average has been 63.2 kV/ha higher than in 2005. The graphic presentation of 
the efficiency kv/ha of the studied cultivators. 
 

 
The graphic presentation of the efficiency kv/ha of the studied cultivators 

 
Figure 1  

 
 

 
Average efficiency 

 
To see if the change is significant or casual, it was done the variance analysis for the 
efficiency kv/ha of the experimented cultivators. The data of this analysis are given in 
able 6 (tab.6.). In this table the rows present the efficiency variances of the cultivators, 
while the columns the efficiency variances from one year to another. From the data of 
this table, there are noticed significant changes between the cultivators as well as from 
one year to another which should be held in mind in the regionalization of wheat 
cultivators. 

 

 
Table 6. The variation analysis for efficiency kV/ha of the tested cultivators. 

Variation source Square sum Liberty scales Square medium F-fact F-critical 

lines 1884.93 8 235.62 58.61 3.44 
columns 72.80 1 72.80 18.11 5.32 
error 32.16 8 4.02   
Amount 1989.90 17    
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CONCLUSIONS 

From the data of the comparative study of some wheat cultivators in Pollog region 
conditions Tetova-Macedonia, seen in relation with ecological conditions we made 
these generalizations: 1) From the facing of climatic and ground indicators of the Pollog 
zone with the biological demands, we come to the conclusion that the Pollog zone has 
good conditions for wheat production. 2) The experimented wheat cultivators are 
characterized of differentiated morphological and phenological features. 3) From the 
study of the morphological feature’s relations, some of indicator show strong positive 
relations which can be taken in consideration if these cultivators are used in a program 
of genetic improve. 4) The experimented wheat cultivators have different production 
capacities, more successful are cultivators IBK-1, IBK-18, Pobeda and Evropa. From 
the variance analysis, are seen the year effects in the tested cultivator’s efficiency, 
which should be kept in mind during the regionalization of this plant. 
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THE EVALUATION OF PHENOTYPIC VARIATION OF NATIVE 
POPULATIONS OF THE BEAN IN THE POLLOG AREA 

Mr. Xhezair Idrizi 
Prof.Dr. Sami Hoxha 

EKSTRAKT 

Variacioni gjenetik është element bazë për përmirësimin e bimëve dhe një ndër komponentët kryesorë të çdo 
ekosistemi ose sistemi prodhues bujqësor (Pham 2000). Nëpërmjet përdorimit të tij mund të arrihet krijimi i 
linjave, hibrideve, përmirësimi i popullatave, krijimi i kultivarëve sintetikë me frekuencë të lartë të gjeneve të 
dobishme për prodhimin, cilësinë, si dhe për qëndrueshmëri ndaj streseve mjedisore. Sa më i larmishëm të jetë 
spektri i variacionit gjenetik, aq më e lartë është frekuenca e manipulimit të gjeneve të dobishme në sfondet 
gjenetike të formave të reja bimore (Saavedra, 2002). Variacioni gjenetik i bimëve mund të vlerësohet në 
nivelin fenotipik dhe molekular duke përdorur metoda e teknika të ndryshme (Wouw 1999, Kearsey 2000). 
Vlerësimi i variacionit fenotipik është i rëndësishëm jo vetëm në aspektin e përdorimit në programet e 
përmirësimit gjenetik për krijimin apo përmirësimin e maketeve gjenetike të bimëve, por edhe për të kuptuar 
më mirë rolin e bimësisë në ambient dhe përdorimin praktik apo kultivimin e tyre. Praktikisht vlerësimi i 
variacionit fenotipik është më i thjeshtë se vlerësimi i variacionit në nivelin molekular. Edhe pse variacioni 
morfologjik ndikohet shumë nga kushtet e mjedisit, ai nuk jep një tablo të qartë të vakacionit gjenetik real që 
ekziston brenda dhe midis gjenotipeve të ndryshëm të një popullate, ende markerët morfologjikë përdoren 
gjerësisht për karakterizimin e gjermoplazmës. Për identifikimin e variacionit gjenetik përdoren metoda të 
ndryshme, por në fund të fundit secila bazohet në diferencimin e polimorfizmave që ekzistojnë ndërmjet 
gjenotipeve të ndryshme për një ose disa tipare, të cilët mund të jenë sasiore dhe cilësore. Zakonisht variacioni 
fenotipik i bimëve vlerësohet për të evidentuar dhe matur ose kuantifikuar ndryshimet fenotipike që ekzistojnë 
ndërmjet individëve të një popullate ose specie, ndërmjet specieve dhe gjinive të ndryshme. Nëpërmjet 
vlerësimit të variacionit fenotipik, përmirësuesit e bimëve kanë bërë grupimin e aksesioneve në grupe të 
veçanta për të lehtësuar planifikimin e kryqëzimeve ndërmjet bimëve në programet e tyre të përmirësimit 
gjenetik. Nevoja për diversitetin gjenetik është në rritje për faktin se të tilla janë edhe nevojat për ushqime të 
njerëzimit. Ai është gjithashtu esencial për një zhvillim të qëndrueshëm të bujqësisë që adaptohet sipas 
ndryshimeve të mjedisit si dhe funksionimit të vazhdueshëm të biosferës duke siguruar kështu në fund të 
fundit vetë mbijetesën njerëzore. Ashtu si edhe për bimët e tjera, prania e variacionit gjenetik në fasule është 
kushti kryesor për arritjen e objektivave për zbatimin e programeve të suksesshme të përmirësimit gjenetik që 
synojnë përmirësimin e tipareve të tilla, si numri i kokrrave në bishtajë ose madhësia e bishtajës, përmbajtja e 
proteineve, qëndrueshmëria ndaj thatësirës dhe sëmundjeve, etj. Nëpërmjet këtij studimi do të bëhet 
identifikimi i diversitetit gjenetik që ekziston ndërmjet popullatave të fasules duke përdorur polimorfizmat 
morfologjikë, si dhe do të përcaktohet lidhja e tyre nëpërmjet analizave të ndryshme statistikore, për të krijuar 
mundësinë e gjykimit të historisë së tyre evolutive dhe filogjenetike. Zona e Pollogut përbën një rajon mjaft të 
pasur me resurse gjenetike bimore. Pozicioni i saj gjeografik, klima dhe toka kanë bërë që në këtë zonë të 
kultivohen prej para shumë kohësh lloje autoktone bimësh me mjaft interes jo vetëm për përmirësimin 
gjenetik, por edhe për kultivimin e bimëve të ndryshme bujqësore. Falë kushteve të mira klimatike dhe 
edafike, si dhe mikroklimave apo mikromjedisve të kësaj zone, variacioni gjenetik mund të dallohet me lehtësi 
jo vetëm ndërmjet popullatave të vendit, por edhe midis tyre, siç është rasti i bimëve me pllenim të kryqëzuar. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Variacioni gjenetik, ekosistemi, zona e Pollogut, fasulja, resurse gjenetike bimore, etj. 
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ABSTRACT 

The genetic variation is a raw material for the improvement of plants and one of the important components of 
every ecosystem or agricultural system generator (Pham 2000). Using this we can come to the development of 
lines, hybrids, the improvement of population, the development of synthetic cultivars with high frequency of 
desirable genes for yield, quality and resistant towards environmental stresses. As much as diversified is the 
spectrum of genetic variation, the higher is the frequency of desirable genes manipulation in the genetic 
backgrounds of the new appearance of plants. (Saavedra, 2002). The genetic plant variation can be accounted 
in the phenotypic and molecular level using different methods and techniques (Wouw 1999, Kearsey 2000). 
The amount of phenotypic variation is important not only in using breeding programme for the improvement 
or development of new genetic make-up of plants, but also for better understanding the role of flora in a 
practical and useful environment. Practically, the evaluation of phenotypic variation is simpler than the 
evaluation of molecular variation. Even if the morphological variation is highly influenced by the 
environmental conditions, it doesn’t give a clear scene of the real genetic variation that exists among and 
between different genotypes of a population, and morphologic markers are used for the characterization of 
germplasm. For identification of genetic variation are used different methods. All of them are based on the 
differentiation of polymorphisms that exist between different genotypes. Either these polymorphisms might be 
qualitative or quantitative. Usually the phenotypic plant variation is assessed to rank and weigh or quantify 
phenotypic differences that exist between individuals of a population, between and among species. Through 
the estimation of phenotypic variation, genotypes are classified in different groups in order to facilitate the 
planning of crossing among plants in a breeding programme. The need of genetic diversity is increasing as is 
the need for food. It is also essential for a sustainable development of agriculture which adapts according to 
the environmental alternation, and continuous functioning of biosphere regarding mankind survival. As the 
other plants, existence of genetic variation in the bean is an important component for a successful programme 
application for genetic development that aim the improvement for characters as the number of beans per pod, 
protein content, resistance to drought and other environmental stresses. This study aims to identify genetic 
diversity of native bean populations using morphological polymorphisms, as well as their relation will be 
determined through the different statistic analysis, creating the possibility of estimation of their evolutive and 
philogenesys history. The Pollog area is opulent with genetic bean resources. Its geographic position, climate 
and the landscape have enabled this zone the cultivation of autochthon plants a long time ago, not only for 
genetic development but also for the cultivation of different agricultural plants. Owing to good and 
edaphically climate as well as the microclimate and habitat of this zone, the genetic variation can be easily 
detected by local farmers. In this study, the most important is the evaluation of genetic variation between the 
local varieties for agronomic traits. The target of this study generally is based on the evaluation of the 
collected populations in the field conditions. 
 
Key words: Genetic variation, ecosystem, Pollog region, bean, genetic plant resources, etc. 

PLANT MATERIAL AND METHODS  

As a plant material of this research are used 22 autochthon populations of bean with an 
early, secondary and dilatory cycle, collected in Pollog area, generally in the villages 
and suburbs of Tetova, Skopje and Gostivar (fig.1). As we can see in the figure below, 
most of the population (63.6%) are collected in the areas of Tetova. The research for the 
realization of this study is focused on the evaluation of the autochthonous population of 
beans in field conditions.The region where the collection is conducted is approximately 
450-500m above sea level. The air average temperature in the Pollog’s area is 11.3°C. 
The highest temperatures are recorded in August (average temp. of air is 22.2°C), and 
the lowest temperature is recorded in January (with average temp. of air 0.3°C). The 
average amount of rainfall in Pollog area is 700-1000 mm per annum, but the most of 
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the rainfalls are in autumn and winter seasons and less in summer time. The soil is of 
deep subsoil, full of nutrient, as well as necessary microelements for normal growth and 
breeding of the bean crop. The trials are conducted in the plots of the Xhepçishte village 
(Pollog area). Precautions of the vegetables are done being based on the cultivation 
technology of this plant. For the estimation of the genetic diversity existing between and 
within the collected autochthon bean populations are used several descriptors (Villa 
2006, Hazekamp 2000), taking into account: the sowing date; the number of days until 
sprout, the leaf color in three stages of growth; the leaf shape; the leaf durability; the 
stem diameter; the stem length; the stem shape; the vegetable type; the number of days 
until flowering; the flowering duration; the number of flowers per plant; the color of 
flowers; the size of the flower bud; the shape of the pod; the thickness of the pod; the 
pod width; the length of the pod; the color of the (immature) pod; the color of the 
mature pod; the number of the days while harvest maturity; the number of days while 
physiological maturity; the droop of the pod; the number of the pods per plant; the 
number of the beans in pod; the beak shape of the pod; the beak length in mm; the 
position and orientation of the pod’s beak. As morphological characteristics of the seed 
evaluated are: the shape of the seed; the color of the seed peel (film); the brightness of 
the seed peel; the weight of 1000 seeds; the length of the seed in mm; the width of the 
seed in mm; the thickness of the seed in mm and the ratio length: width. For every 
character, measurements are made in 10 plants within the variant and the average is 
computed, which is used not only to estimate the differentiation among the populations, 
but also for statistical analysing genetic variation models. The elaboration of data for the 
identification of the variation source for each feature is made one-way variance 
analysis. The analysis of data is based on the scheme of the complete random block, 
using some different statistical software for elaboration of data in order to specify and 
alleviate their interpretation (Sobral 2000). 

RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION  

According to the autochthonous populations of the white bean in Pollog area it comes to 
a conclusion that the populations differ a lot from each other in many characters with 
agronomical importance. It is thought that huge roles have played the factors of the 
external ambient of the microclimatic zones in which place they are cultivated, as well 
as the selections of the farmers living in the local areas. The areas in where these 
populations are cultivated have different climatic and edifice amplitudes as well as in 
some ways they are isolated from each other throughout geographical barriers. As these 
populations are specific for particular areas, their exchange or transferral to other 
growing areas of this territory did not happen or it happened but in small amounts that 
were unable to cause big recasts in genetic vectors of the phenotypic variation. The 
evaluation of the phenotypic polymorphisms for plant and kernel descriptors. 
Considering the phenotypic polymorphisms it is possible to make the differentiation of 
the autochthonous bean populations (Toll, 1995). As a result of the variance analysis, it 
proves that there are genetic differences confirmed by statistical way for plant’s 
characters (Tab. 1) among the bean populations.      
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Table 1. The variation analysis for plant’s features. 

 
Also for the kernel descriptors ensues a genetic variation confirmed by statistical way, 
offering more chances for the breeders of this plant, to manipulate slightly and 
successfully the characters of the plant, which are very important for the cultivating 
aspect as well as refining. 
 
Variation source Square sum Degree's at large Square average Score F. Table F. 
The populations 321306 12 26775.48 2.04 1.87 
The features 5608137 7 801162.4 61.18 2.12 
Lapse 1099923 84 13094.32   
Sum 7029365 103    

 
Table 2. The variation analysis for kernel characteristics 

 
Also there are observed a lot of phenotypic distinctions for the characters separately 
taken. The characters with the bigger variations (tab.1), such as the number of the 
kernels per plant, the weight of 1000 kernels, the product and the number of pods create 
more chances for the breeders of this plant to create different or mediatorial ways of 
markets of the new genetic off-springs.  But other characters such as the stem diameter, 
the number of the flowers per plant, the thickness of the seed, doesn’t show a big 
breeding potential, apart from the aspect that such characters does not show any special 
interest for plant’s breeders. One of the characters, which represent one of the objectives 
of the breeding programme of the bean for the improvement of the product’s 
components, is the number of the kernels per pod (Swami Nathan 2002, Li, etc., 1998). 
According to elaboration of the outcome data throughout the evaluation of this character 
from the collected populations ensues that there is no genetic difference which could be 
considered by the breeders. Also, for the improvement of this character, the collected 
populations do not show any special value from the individual point of view, therefore, 
the breeders have limited chances if they use as a genetic material in their programme 
only these populations. 
  

Variation source Square sum Degree's at large Square average Score F. Table F. 
The populations 1579.91 12 131.66 1.93 1.89 
The features 190004.1 6 31667.35 392.40 2.23 
Lapse 5010.59 72 67.90   
Sum 197394.6 90    
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Nr Features Variant 
1 Vegetative Cycle 93.677 
2 Log's diameter 1.019 
3 Number of bines per flower 1.450 
4 Pod's length 4.418 
5 Pod's width 7.192 
6 Pod's number 618.847 
7 Grain's number per pod 1.108 
9 The weight of 1000 grains 34410.9 
10 Grain's length 17.340 
11 Seed's thickness 1.258 
12 Grain's width  3.450 
13 Pod's thickness 2.994 
14 The production 24975.6 

 
Table 3. The variations for the major characters 

 
 

Features Veg.cycle 
Log's 
diam. 

Nr.bine 
p.fl. 

Stub's 
length 

Stub's 
width 

Stub's 
thickness 

Stub's 
nr. 

Veg.cycle 1       
Log's diamet. 0.599 1      
Nr. of bines per 
Fl. 0.543 0.32 1     
Stub's length 0.756 0.46 0.390 1    
Stub's width 0.487 0.83 0.519 0.47 1   
Stub's 
thickness 0.418 0.72 0.386 0.54 0.85 1  
Stub's nr. 0.298 -0.05 0.464 0.00 0.06 -0.02 1 

 
Table 4. The coefficients of the correlations for the plant’s characters 

THE EVALUATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PLANT AND 
SEED CHARACTERS 

On behalf of the usage of the autochthon populations in the programs of bean breeding 
is the exploration of correlations between some major characters (Tab.4 and 5). In 
general the correlation coefficients for plant’s characters prove positively but the 
correlations are not so strong excepting the correlative links between pod’s length and 
vegetative cycle, the pod’s width and the diameter of the stem as well as the thickness 
of the pod and the log’s diameter and thickness of the pod and the width of the pod. In 
the programs of breeding which aim the improvement of the vegetative cycle is 
helpfully to take into consideration the length of the pod; in order to abbreviate the 
vegetative cycle we have to select the plants with short pods because the correlative 
linkage between these two characters is positive. In general the correlative relations 
among the seed’s characters ensues weak excepting the correlative linkages between the 
production and weight of the 1000 kernels and the production and thickness of the seed. 
Even though it is not a strong linkage, it is assumed that also the linkage between the 
seed’s thickness and length could be taken into consideration during the explorations 
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and breeding of this crop plant. It ensues from the table 5 that if the breeders aim the 
production’s expansion of the white bean by using in their programs for genetical 
improvements genetic autochthon materials of Pollog area, their program’s priority or 
objective have to be the weight of 1000 kernels.  
 
The features Nr. of 

grains.per plant 
The weight of 
1000 gr. 

Length Width Thickness The 
rep.  
Thick. 
Width. 

Produ. 

Nr. of grains.per 
plant 

1       

The weight of 
1000 gr.  

0.61 1      

                         
Length 

0.09 0.08 1     

                                
width 

0.07 0.21 0.18 1    

                              
thickness 

-3 0.18 0.57 0.48 1   

 Therep. 
Thick./width 

0.10 -0.23 -0.37 -0.20 -0.42 1  

                                
Produ. 

0.41 0.76 0.47 0.39 0.66 -0,36 1 

 
Tab.5. The coefficients of the correlations for the kernel’s characters 

CONCLUSION  

Pollog area is rich in genetic variation of autochthonous white bean, which comprises a 
valuable genetic resource for the breeding and cultivation of this crop plant. The greater 
genetic variation exists especially for quantitative characters and, mainly for the 
production and its components. Most of the populations could be used as parental 
components in various schemes of genetic improvement, not only for the white bean 
cultivaton with high productive capacity, but for the improvement of those that already 
exist in local area.  
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POLLUTION SCALE DETERMINATION OF BISTRICA RIVER 
IN THE VILLAGE OF JEGUNOVCE FROM THE ANALYSIS 
OF THE PHYSICAL-CHEMICAL, BACTERIOLOGICAL AND 
SAPROBIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 

Gazmend Iseni, MSc 
Faculty of Natural and Mathematical Sciences - Department of Biology  
State University of Tetova 

EKSTRAKT 

Lumenjtë paraqesin burimet kryesore të ujërave të ëmbla. Deri në periudhën paraindustriale të shek. XIX ndotja e 
lumenjve ishte e vogël. Shumica e ndotësve ishin me origjinë shtazore ose antropogjenë dhe rrallë herë organikë, 
inorganikë dhe me origjinë industriale. Zhvillimi industrial dhe qytetërimi modern pas shek. XIX-XX çoi në 
formimin e zonave të mëdha të banuara dhe me industri të zhvilluar intensive. Kjo ndikoi në rritjen e shkallës së 
ndotjes, me shkarkimin e ndotësve në ujë, pa ndonjë përpunim paraprak, duke penguar aftësinë vetë pastruese të 
ujërave. Aktivitet e këtilla ndotëse ndikojnë negativisht në cilësinë e ujërave, por edhe në vetë ekosistemet ujore. 
Përpos ndotjes industriale, shumë ujëra po i nënshtrohen edhe ndotjes urbane dhe bujqësore si rezultat i përdorimit të 
tepruar të plehrave dhe pesticideve (Stanners et Bourdeau, 1995). Prandaj, sot, në mbarë botën, njerëzit janë të 
shqetësuar për cilësinë jo të mirë të ujit dhe mungesën e tij si rezultat i rritjes së popullsisë dhe përdorimit të 
pakontrolluar të tij në industri dhe bujqësi. Prandaj, duke u nisur nga rëndësia që ka uji, nevojitet një biomonitorim 
permanent i tij, për ta përcaktuar cilësinë dhe shkallën e ndotjes, mbështetur te vlerat e fituara gjatë analizës së 
parametrave fiziko-kimikë, bakteriologjikë dhe saprobiologjikë. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Lumenjtë, ndotja industriale, parametrat e cilësisë së ujit, zoobentosi. 

ABSTRACT 

Rivers do represent the main sources of the fresh water. Until the postindustrial period of the XIX th century the 
pollution of rivers was minimal. Most of the pollutants were from the animal or human extraction and very rarely 
organic, inorganicand with the industrial extraction.  Industrial development and the modern civilization after the 
XIX-XXth century led towards formation of the huge inhabited areas and with the intensive industrial development. 
This influenced in the increase of the pollution scale, with the pouring of the pollutants into the water, without any 
prior refinement, by prohibiting the self-refining water capability. These kinds of pollution activities negatively 
influence in the waters quality but also in the water ecosystem itself. Except the industrial pollution, many rivers are 
subdued to the urban and rural pollution as a result of the redundant use of the offscourings and pesticides (Stanners 
et Bourdeau, 1995). Therefore, today in the whole world people are upset for the bad water quality and its deficiency 
as a result of the population growth and its uncontrolled use in the industry and agriculture. Thus, starting from the 
importance that the water possesses, it is needed a permanent water biomonitoring, to determine the quality and 
pollution scale, being supported to the achieved values during the physical-chemical, bacteriological and 
saprobiological analysis. 
 
Key words: Rivers, industrial pollution, water quality parameters, zoobentos. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The river consistency differs a lot because of the specific physical-chemical and 
biological processes being done in them. The river waters are under the influence of 
great changes that especially nowadays are caused by the man’s action. Into these 
tickling waters there is no vertical stratification, temperature, oxygen and carbon 
dioxide but it is expressed the longitudional gradient. At such surface waters, based at 
the physical-chemical parameters (the water speed, substratum, water temperature, 
amount of O2, amount of CO2 etc.) are destinguished the surface, mid and down flow. 
Nowadays, with the icrease of the social development intensity, is increased also the 
number of the different water pollutants and pollution sources. The river water quality 
differs a lot, whereas pollutants reaching the water are various. According to Slladaçek 
(1973) waters can be devided into four groups. Depending from the quality and scale of 
pollution they are devided into: katarob waters (K); limnosaprob waters (L); eusaprob 
waters (E) and transsaprob waters (T). This division is worth only for the waters of the 
rivers. The evaluation of the water quality environments is sustained to the 
determination of the inorganic and organic matters presence (Bratli, 2000; John, 2002). 
As higher as the organic amount of the matters is into the water that lower is the 
presence of the oxygen, because it is being used by the microorganisms, which make the 
decomposition of these matters. Recently, there are being exposed as very important the 
biomonitoring assessors, as for example the study of fito and zoobentos. These kinds of 
water living species are very sensitive towards the changes that happen in the water 
environment, as little as they could be, while representing well every oscilation from the 
normal natural conditions. The surface water quality assessment through these 
indicators is with the meaningful biological value (Hürlimann & Schanz, 1988; 1993; 
Niederhauser, 1993; John, 2002; Pasy & Bode, 2004). The assessment of the heavy 
metals in sediments and living species (algae, plants and other animals) is also an 
important indicator for the water state determination (Simola, 2000; Bratli, 2000; 
Whiton, 2002). The accumulation of the heavy metals from the water living species is 
enough important for the short-term pollution determination. Its sediments and 
pollutants are in the continuous interdependence with the water and the living 
organisms that live there. Thus, this means that the sediment itself or the water returns 
to the pollution source and the heavy metal monitoring in sediments serves to assess the 
pollution scale in the natural water environment. According to the physical-chemical, 
bacteriological and saprobiological analyses, as the water pollution indicator, also on 
the basis of the aim of use, the river waters are ranked in special classes according to the 
quality, starting from the first class with the highest quality going up to the fourth 
quality with the weaker quality. Polluted waters according to their origin can be devided 
into four categories: sanitary, especially excrements; industrial; atmospheric (together 
with those municipality ones) and filterable (Jahić, 1990). In particular, there are 
polluted the so-called polluted waters of the urbane systems which above all are formed 
by the human action. By its origin they may be – city waters, waters from the house-
keep, industrial waters or manufacturing waters (Popović et al. 1968).  
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THE AIM OF THE STUDY 

The aim of this study is that according to gained values from the analyses of the 
physical-chemical, bacteriological parameters, as well as from other found living 
species, which compose the zoobentos of two localities of the river Bistrica, in the 
vicinity of the factory SILL-MAK in the village of Jegunovce, to be seen the water 
influence which outpours into this river through factory sewerage, and depending of the 
gained values during this kind of analysis, to be made a comparison between the two 
localities, to be assessed the state in this biotope and to be undertaken adequate 
measures to put in order this state. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

As a material for the realization of this study are used the water samples taken from two 
localities, which we have put into plastic cups in advance sterilized and etiquetted in 
which we have written the locality, the day, the date, the month and the year. These 
samples then we have sent to the laboratory of Ecology and Microbiology of the State 
University of Tetova where were done their analyses. Macroinvertebrata with the help 
of the pincette we have placed them into smaller plastic cups filled with 70% alcool, in 
advance sterilized and etiquetted and written in it. For the macroinvertebrata 
determination we have used binacular stereomicroscope with its serie NATIONAL, as 
well as the key for determination. Methods that were applied during this kind of 
analysis: Water pH determination which is done by the help of digital pH meter 
HANNA instruments, HI 8314 membrane pH meter. Permanganate of potassium with 
the method of Kubel and Tiemann. The general residue is measured with the steamy 
gravimetric method, with the estimation of the filtered and unfiltered water change.The 
determination of the electrolytic conductivity is done by the conductometric method. 
Ammonia, nitrates, nitrites, ferum, mangane, calcium, magnesium, copper, chrome, 
sulphates with the spectrophotometric method - spectrophotometrin GENESYS 10 UV. 
Chlorures with the method of the silver nitrate titration and tiosulphate sodium. For the 
identification of the bacteria types we have used the below material: 
Water samples for analysis  
Water sample inaculated with E. coli 
Three fermenting test-tubes with lactose fuss  
Two sterile pipettes with 10ml 
Inakulated esa 
Fermenting test-tube of the gall gland with briliant green 
Sterile plate with Eosin ethilen blue morn  
Morn terrain 
Painting material according to Gramit. 
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RESULTS  

From the tabel show of the achieved values for the physical-chemical parameters of the 
water sample of the river Bistrica, 200 m above the Sill-Mak factory can be clearly seen 
that all the values of these parameters move around the limits of the permitted values, 
(tab 1). 
 
Physical-chemical parameters Results Max.permitted values 
Alkality (CaCO3 mg/l) 40.000 mg/l  
pH 7.470  
The waste of  KmnO4 4.080 mg/l  
The general remnance from the steam  98.000 mg/l  
Electrolytic conductivity  196.000 µScm-1  
Suspended matters None  
Dissolved oxygen 9.760 mg/l  
Biochemical consumption of the oxygen HBO5 0.970 mg/l  
Dry remnance of the filteredwater  95.000 mg/l 1000.000 
Ammonia Ions 0.012 mg/l  
Nitrites as Nitrogen  0.005 mg/l  
Nitrites as Nitrogen None  
Chlorures 7.000 mg/l  
Sulphates 19.000 mg/l  
Ferum 0.040 mg/l 0.300 
Manganese 0.010 mg/l 0.050 
Calcium 40.400 mg/l  
Magnesium 9.760 mg/l  
Copper 0.060 mg/l  

 
Tab. 1. Physical-chemical parameters of Bistrica River, 200m above the factory Sill-Mak 

in the village of Jegunovce 
 

Whereas regarding to the achieved values from the bacteriological sample analysis of 
the river Bistrica water of the same locality, from the table show can be clearly seen that 
the number of coliforme bacteria and those with the excrements descent is above the 
maximum permitted values to 24000 in 1l, whereas the general number of aerobe 
mesophilia bacteria is 1230.  
Whereas as regards other microorganisms, it has not been ascertained none of the types 
(tab.2). 
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Bacteriologic parameters  Results Max.permitted values 
The number of colyphorm bacteria in 1l 24000.000 10.000 
Colyphorm bacteria with excerment descent in 1l 24000.000 0.000 

General number of Aerobea mesophile bacteria in 1l 1230.000 100.000 
Streptococi with excerment descent in 1l none  
Bacteria of the Proteus type in 1l none  
Sulphitoreducing Clostridies in 1l none  
Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 1l none  
Enteroviruses in 1l none  
Biological indicators in 1l none  
Bacteriophagues in 1l none  
Protozoan intestine in 1l none  
Escherichia coli in 1l none  
 

Tab. 2. Phisical-chemical parameters of the river Bistrica, 200 m above the factory Sill-Mak 
 in the village of Jegunovce 

 
From the physical-chemical analyses of the second locality 200 m down the factory and 
from the table show of the achieved values can be clearly seen that the values of the 
parameters mentioned are the limits of the normal values. Also, it is very relevant to 
mention that in the sample of the water of this locality has been found a little amount of 
the general chrome and the one with six valencies (tab. 3). 
 
Physical-chemical parameters Results Max.permitted values 
Alkality (CaCO3 mg/l) 65.000 mg/l  
pH 7.470 mg/l  
The waste of  KmnO4 5.700 mg/l  
The general remnance from the steam  170.000 mg/l  
Electrolytic conductivity  352.000 µScm-1  
Suspended matters No  
Dissolved oxygen 8.300 mg/l  
Biochemical consumption of the oxygen HBO5 1.369 mg/l  
Dry remnance of the filteredwater  165.000 mg/l  
Ammonia Ions 0.109 mg/l  
Nitrites as Nitrogen  0.005 mg/l  
Nitrites as Nitrogen 1.000 mg/l  
Chlorures 11.000 mg/l  
Sulphates 23.000 mg/l  
Ferum 0.120 mg/l  
Manganese 1.300 mg/l  
Calcium 59.200 mg/l  
Magnesium 15.870 mg/l  
Copper 0.100 mg/l  
Six valencies Chrome 0.010 mg/l  
General Chrome 0.020 mg/l  

 
Tab. 3. Phisical-chemical parameters of the river Bistrica, 200 m down the factory Sill-Mak  

in the village of Jegunovce 
 

From the tabel show of the achieved values during the microbiological water sample 
analysis of the second locality, can be clearly seen that the number of Coliphorme 
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bacteria and those with the excrements descent is above the maximum permitted values, 
same with the number of the first locality 24000, whereas the general number of aerobe 
mezophile bacteria is even more bigger comparing it from the first locality, 14568. 
Also, in the sample with the river water of this locality are found bacteria of the Proteus 
type as well (tab 4). 
 
Bacteriological parameters Results Max.permitted values 

The number of colyphorm bacteria in 1l 24000.000 10.000 
Colyphorm bacteria with excerment descent in 1l 24000.000 0.000 
General number of Aerobea mesophile bacteria in 1l 14568.000 100.000 
Streptococi with excerment descent in 1l none  
Bacteria of the Proteus type in 1l 1.000 0.000 
Sulphitoreducing Clostridies in 1l none  
Pseudomonas aeruginosa in 1l none  
Enteroviruses in 1l none  
Biological indicators in 1l none  
Bacteriophagues in 1l none  
Protozoan intestine in 1l none  
Escherichia coli in 1l none  
 

Tab. 4. Bacteriological parameters of the river Bistrica, 200 m down the Sill-Mak factory  
in the village of Jegunovce  

 
From the stereomicroscopic analyses of the living forms that compose the zoobentos of 
the two localities of the river Bistrica associated by the determination key, it is 
ascertained the presence of the presented forms in the below table. From the table 5 we 
can see that in the locality A1 are found a great number of Ephemeroptheras, 
Gamaruses and Planaria. As regards Planaria, we know that these living forms live only 
at sources. Their presence in the tickling river is justified by the fact that the water level 
in the river has been huge as a result of the snow melting from the highest peaks, and 
also as a result of the floods is done the locomotion of Planaria from the water of the 
sources into the river flow. In the locality A2 the number of the living forms has been 
less and beside Ephemeropthera was found Hirudineat and Gastropods (living forms of 
the polluted areas) which were not present in the locality A1.  
 

 
Tab. 5. The zoobentos of the two localities of the river Bistrica in the vicinity of the Sill-Mak Factory 

 

Macroinvertebrata of the two localities of the river Bistrica  
A1 (200m above the factory) A2 (200m down the factory) 
 
1. Ephemeropterae 
2. Gamarideae 
3. Planaria 
 

 
1. Ephemeropterae 
2. Hirudineae 
3. Gastropoda 
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CONCLUSION 

Based on the achieved results from the physical-chemical and bacteriological indicators’ 
analysis of the water sample of the first locality, and in accordance with the Regulation 
for the classification of waters in the official magazine of the Republic of Macedonia nr. 
18/1999 the analysed water sample corresponds: 

According to the organoleptic characteristics – to the first class 
According to the acidity values – to the first class 
According to the dissolved oxygen into water – to the first class 
According to the values of the mineral matters – to the first class 
According to the values of the bacteriological pollution – to the first class 
According to the values for the endangered and hazardous matters – to the first class 

Whereas the water sample of the second locality, according to the gained values of the 
physical-chemical and bacteriological parameters and the above-mentioned Regulation 
corresponds: 

According to the organoleptic characteristics – to the first class 
According to the acidity values – to the second class  
According to the dissolved oxygen into water – to the first class 
According to the values of the mineral matters – to the first class  
According to the values of the bacteriological pollution – to the fifth class  
According to the values for the endangered and hazardous matters – to the first class. 

Based on the analyses of the living forms which compose the zoobethos of this river 
water of the fist locality corresponds to the area β-mezosaprobe, whereas the water of 
the second locality corresponds to the second area α-mezosaprobe. 

MEASURES THAT SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN 

Counting on the achieved results from the analyses that were done, especially for the 
values achieved for the bacteria, as well as for the presence of Chrome which is once 
very harmful and toxical, and the huge difference in the living forms which compose the 
betafauna of the first locality, where its number was obviously very big in comparison 
with their number in the second locality, we recommend to stop throwing the trash into 
the water from the factory through sewerage, and the same in the future to be thrown in 
the special depository through a sanitary watercourse.    
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IN FISTE COMENIUS 

2.1. PROJECT 
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EKSTRAKT 

Viteve të fundit i kemi asistuar një evoluimi të vrullshëm të teknologjisë së informimit dhe komunikimit 
(ICT). Interneti po e ndryshon edhe mënyrën e të menduarit tonë, të mësuarit dhe komunikuarit dhe të 
punuarit dhe gjithashtu edhe kuptimin e largësisë (Kosmidis, 2001). Fëmijët në vendet e zhvilluara të botës po 
harxhojnë një sasi të madhe të kohës duke punuar dhe luajtur me kompjuterë të performancave të ndryshme 
(Livingstone & Bovill, 2001). Duke e marrë parasysh joshjen e fëmijëve për kompjuterët dhe Internetin si dhe 
përparësitë e përdorimit të rrjetit të internetit në arsim, interneti mund të llogaritet si një vegël e rëndësishme 
pedagogjike si dhe vegël që plotëson se sa zëvendëson mësimdhënien tradicionale nëpër shkolla. Ky shkrim e 
përshkruan projektin Comenius i titulluar: FISTE (A Future Way for In-Service Teacher Training across 
Europe), i koordinuar nga Universiteti Valahia në Târgovişte, Rumuni. Gjithashtu paraqet një përvijim të 
përgjithshëm të mësuesit Rumun, i cili futet në një kurs on-line rreth shfrytëzimit të ICT në procesin e 
mësimdhënies. Një varg i metodave të mësimdhënies që bazohen në rrjet dhe platforma të bashkëpunimit 
BSCW, e cila përdoret në kuadër të projektit. Shkurtimisht janë paraqitur dhe prapaveprimi i pjesëmarrësve, 
është analizuar ndaj kursit on-line “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training”. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Comenius 2.1, metoda e mësimdhënies bazuar në rrjet, instrumentimi i njëmendët, BSCW. 

ABSTRACT 

In the last years we have been assisting to an explosive evolution of the Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT). The Internet is changing the way we think, learn, communicate and work and also the 
meaning of distance (Kosmidis, 2001). Children in the world’s developed countries are spending great 
amounts of time working on and playing with computers of various descriptions (Livingstone & Bovill, 
2001). Taking into consideration the children attraction for computers and Internet and also the advantages of 
using the web in education, the Internet can be considered as an important pedagogic tool and also a tool that 
complements rather then replaces traditional teaching at schools. This paper describes the Comenius Project 
entitled: FISTE (A Future Way for In-Service Teacher Training across Europe), coordinated by Valahia 
University of Târgovişte, Romania. It also presents a generic profile of a Romanian teacher who joins an on-
line course about the use of ICT in the teaching process. A series of web-based teaching methods and the 
BSCW collaborative platform used in the frame of the project are briefly presented and the feedback of the 
participants to the on-line course “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training” is analyzed. 
 
Key words: Comenius 2.1, web-based teaching methods, virtual instrumentation, BSCW. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2001, the Ministry of Education and Research initiated a complex program, named IT 
Based Educational System (SEI - http://portal.edu.ro), and aimed to offer the ICT 
support for Romanian educational system. The program supports the educational reform 
objectives according to the eEurope 2005 Action Plan initiated by the European Union 
and conforms to the European eLearning initiative. SEI is implemented by a public – 
private partnership. The main companies involved in SEI implementation are: SIVECO 
Romania, HP Romania and IBM Romania (Ministry of Education, Research and Youth 
[MEC], 2007). The SEI program aims to provide all the participants in the teaching-
learning process with access to IT (computers and Internet) and the main objectives of 
this program are: Digital alphabetization of the Romanian society. All high-school 
graduates have gained computer skills by the time they leave school. The use of 
technology (mainly computers and Internet) as a support system for the educational 
system - In order to improve the management of the vast organizational structure of the 
educational system. The introduction of modern technologies (the use of computers) 
directly into the teaching process, for didactic purposes - Remodelling the teaching 
system currently in use by introducing new teaching tools and methods for various 
subjects. The purpose of the IT-based Educational System is to encourage innovative 
teaching and to stimulate the creativity of both students and teachers. The main 
components of the SEI program are: Hardware (IT laboratories); Learning & Content 
Management Solution (the AEL software system); Educational software and electronic 
educational content; Teacher training; Internet connectivity.  
The SEI program has four phases. 
 
First phase: 2001-2002 
 
The SEI Program was launched in 2001, with 120 pilot high schools' endowment with 
computer networks and educational software. The first phase included also the national 
computerized high school admission, the national computerized evaluation of manuals 
and the development of SEI educational portal http://portal.edu.ro 
 
Second Phase: 2002-2003 
 
The phase brought computerized laboratories and the AEL platform in other 1100 high 
schools. The national computerized high school admission project worked for the third 
year in a row. 
 
Third phase: 2003-2004 
 
In 2004, SEI brought other 290 ePlatforms (computer networks and AEL) implemented 
in vocational schools and major high schools, which needed a supplementary 
endowment. New auxiliary educational materials were included in the AEL platform, 
such as encyclopedias and dictionaries; 
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Fourth phase: 2005-2008 
 
The fourth phase includes many objectives. Some of them are: 
Supplying computers for the 3,228 IT-labs from middle schools and 42 regional training 
centres for the continuing education of teachers. 
Hardware updates for labs in 120 locations - which have been created during the first 
phase of the program (in 2001).  
Providing 1,000 schools with a computer and a printer for administrative use.  
Creating 1,255 multimedia lessons and distributing them to the IT-labs from all 
locations.  
Creating multimedia lessons for teaching English, which cover all 8 years of primary-
level education (children 6-14 years), etc. 
In April 2006, there were 2.468.589 users, 50.000 trained teachers in using AEL, 4780 
IT labs, 600 high schools connected to the Internet, 1.385 multimedia lessons, 16 
eDictionaries, 3 multimedia encyclopaedias, etc. (MEC, 2007) 

2. FISTE PROJECT 

Beside the “IT Based Educational System” Program, which is particular for Romania, 
the European Union have been taken a series of measures to promote computers and 
Internet access and usage in elementary and secondary schools. A great effort in this 
process is directed to the teachers’ education. An important program aimed to support 
the developing, promoting and disseminating of educational best practice, including 
new teaching methods and materials is the Comenius Multilateral Projects (Comenius 
2.1.), a component of the Comenius action. The FISTE (A Future Way for In-Service 
Teacher Training across Europe) Comenius 2.1 project, started in 2004, is based on the 
need for innovative and effective ideas for in-service teacher education. The overall aim 
of the project is to increase the quality and possibilities for in-service teacher education. 
The project’s specific objectives are: 1) To develop methods for integrating face to face 
and web-based learning for everyday work of in-service teachers; 2) To apply the 
methods for teaching in various learning environments in the work of joined partners; 3) 
To improve teacher education possibilities to use new types of technology for in-service 
teacher education; 4) To improve in-service teachers' use and understanding of ICT to 
support their own work in meaningful ways; 5) To develop European cooperation and 
awareness; 6) To improve the research base of knowledge of how to integrate and best 
combine face to face learning and web-based learning in European in-service teacher 
education; 7) To disseminate the results of the European in-service teacher education 
project on local, national and European level (FISTE, 2007). The FISTE project 
coordinating institution is Valahia University Târgovişte (Romania) and the other 
partners of the project, from 5 countries, are: University of Oulu (Finland), Iceland 
University of Education, Reykjavik (Iceland), In-Service Teacher Training Centre, Jerez 
de la Frontera (Spain), Babes-Bolyai University, Cluj Napoca (Romania), University of 
Latvia, Riga (Latvia), National Academy of Physical Education and Sport, Bucharest 
(Romania). At this moment, the project’s outputs are accomplished, as following: 
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1. The on-line course “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training”; 
2. The Database “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training”; 
3. 11 materials used for in-service education - in national languages; 
4. Assessment tools; 
5. The Project's web-site - http://fiste.ssai.valahia.ro; 
6. The on-line course for European educators: “ECSUT: Educational Challenges & 
Solutions in Using ICT”;  
7. The Dissemination Seminar “ICT in Education: Reflections and Perspectives”; 
8. Research results and articles. 

3. A ROMANIAN TEACHER PROFILE 

In the process of changing of the Romanian educational system, it is very important for 
the teachers to keep up with the times. Through training, in-service teachers have the 
opportunity to improve and develop their professional knowledge and capacities. The 
partnership of the FISTE project produced the on-line course “Integrating ICT in 
Traditional Training”, structured in 7 parts: 1) Introduction; 2) Instruction (Developing 
Basic Skills in Cooperative Platforms – BSCW); 3) Pedagogical Use of ICT in 
Teaching and Learning; 4) Using Technology; 5) Implementation; 6) Final Product; 7) 
Final Evaluation. The course duration was 42 hours and the discussion environment was 
created through BSCW (Basic Support for Collaborative Work) platform. This course 
had place at each partner site, at the same time, with local teachers as participants. At 
those three Romanian institutions, 120 teachers applied for attending the on-line course 
(first edition): 15% of them were primary school teachers, 2% secondary school 
teachers and 82% higher education teachers; 3% of them declared at the beginning of 
the course that they can not use a word processing program, 7% of them a web browser, 
34% can not make a PowerPoint presentation, 10% can not use a mail program, 52% 
can not take a photo by digital camera and use it in teaching with a computer; 100% 
declared that they can find information in Internet and 56% have joined courses for 
Computer Supported Learning; 8% of them declared at the beginning of the course they 
never use a computer in preparing lessons and materials for students, 47% sometimes, 
19% quite often, 18% often and 8% always (fig. 1); 8% of them declared at the 
beginning of the course they never use Internet in preparing lessons and materials for 
students, 53% sometimes, 19% quite often, 14% often, 6% always; 55% of them joined 
the course to learn to use ICT: computer, platform, video-clips; 15% to learn how to use 
Computer Assisted Learning, 16% to get some tips how to use ICT in teaching, 14% to 
get to know more about collaborative learning. 

4. FACE TO FACE VS. WEB BASED TEACHING METHODS 

Both modes of teaching - face to face and web-based - have its own set of strengths and 
limitations. In the frame of the on-line course “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training”, 
that had place in Dâmboviţa County, initiated by Valahia University Târgovişte, 
discussions were proposed related to the following topic: “Opinions about Web-Based 
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Learning Methods”, in four different workspaces, on BSCW platform, moderated by 
four tutors.  
The participants to the on-line course underlined the advantages and disadvantages, the 
opportunities and the risks, the strengths and the weaknesses of the web based teaching 
methods. There were also posted questions, to which the tutors and the other 
participants tried to give the answers. Here are some examples: Has still the teacher a 
role in the teaching process if the student is learning using a program which offers him, 
step-by-step, the lessons stages? Can teachers/students learn by themselves and also 
evaluate themselves, in a Romanian reality, where many of them do not even have the 
elementary knowledge of web searching and informing? Is the actual curriculum 
allowing us to use ICT in teaching? How about the endowment? (all those questions 
were posted by Marius Duţă, “Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); A series 
of the advantages and strengths of the web based teaching methods identified by 
discussion’s participants are mentioned below: The learning process is easier, 
systematic and interactive; it encourages a personal learning rhythm, in a personal style; 
offers access to millions of resources; the relationship between tutors and the students is 
easily integrated in the website (Adrian Păunaş, “Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group, 
Târgovişte); The web based teaching methods simplify the teacher’s work when they 
control the methodology of using this methods and came to the students expectation, 
who are enough interested on these methods. The teachers can coordinate the student’s 
activity and guide them to select the useful information (Monica Radu, “Voievodul 
Mircea” Scholar Group, and Târgovişte); The web offers a great amount of resources, a 
high flexibility of the web materials, a various teaching mediums integration (Nicoleta 
Cătărea, “Coresi” School, and Târgovişte); The great number of web resources leads to 
a higher motivation and a more active student involvement in the learning process 
(Mihaela Voiculescu, “Constantin Brâncoveanu” Scholar Group, and Târgovişte). The 
web based methods facilitate, more than traditional ones, the discovery learning method 
(Doru Câlţea, “Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); The teaching/learning 
process is student centred; the information can be accessed any time, anywhere and do 
not require transportation costs or professional activity interruption (Luminiţa Popescu, 
“Ion Ghica” National College, Târgovişte); The web based methods are attractive 
through the data presentation format; because the tasks have to be accomplished in a 
period of time, the students can choose the moment to do it when they feel capable of it 
(Elena Alexandrescu, “Matei Basarab” School, Târgovişte); The learning becomes a 
social process through interaction and collaboration; The participants to the on-line 
course also pointed out a list of disadvantages and weaknesses of the web-based 
methods, as following: The web-based teaching methods require an initiation in using 
computers and ICT resources, both for teachers and students (Doru Câlţea, “Voievodul 
Mircea” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); An on-line course preparation is more expensive 
than a traditional one (but the costs are very quickly amortised) and the “building” team 
contains web design and training specialists; The web-based teaching/learning is 
efficient only if exists a proper IT endowment; (Suzana Ilie, “Ion Ghica” National 
College, Târgovişte); Some methods involve real-time video communications which 
demands high speed connections and the costs for these connections are in direct ratio to 
the offered quality (Diana Diaconu, “Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); A 
part of participants enumerated a series of risks of web-based teaching methods usage: 
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The exclusive usage of the web-based teaching will conduct to the individual isolation; 
The excessive usage of this methods may lead to contrary effects: it can not guarantee 
the efficiency of learning, a part of the students may not participate to the learning 
process in case of group working (Pătraşcu Luminiţa, “Spiru Haret” Electrotechnical 
Scholar Group, Târgovişte); At the end of discussions, all the participants agreed that 
the web based methods are very useful, efficient and attractive but should not substitute 
the teacher, but certainly will become a complement for the face-to-face teaching 
methods.  

5. INTERNET AS A SUPPORT FOR EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE 

The Internet has become a major global infrastructure for education, research, 
professional learning, public service, and business and is currently growing at the rate of 
about ten percent per month. Many features of the Internet, such as the availability of 
on-line library catalogues and information articles, will actually end up saving 
considerable time once an instructor learns to use them, and there are new tools being 
developed all the time to make Internet resources more easily accessible (Sellers, 1994). 
On the other hand, keeping in touch through using technology is possible also by 
appealing to special resources where the “visibility” can be situated at a maximum level. 
This is the case of the on-line conferences, even they are using or not video facilities. 
On-line arranged meetings and videoconferences are now familiar applications (also in 
the area of education) used all over the world especially when people work across large 
distances and the opportunity for face-to-face interaction is greatly reduced. On-line 
conferences promote a communication medium based on Internet and an interface with 
facilities that allows people to communicate over long distances and allows all parties 
involved in the meeting to access their own resources. Meetings held on-line are similar 
to a standard, face-to-face meeting, especially when the participants use one of the 
many specially designed conference software options. In this way, it can benefit both 
for the face-to-face and on-line methods advantages trying to reduce the disadvantages 
of these methods. At the same time, through a videoconference system it is possible to 
make efficient contacts between at least two persons (fig. 2). The videoconference can 
be a useful instrument in the teaching process due to the following reasons: Trainers, 
teachers, students, etc. can see and hear each other simultaneously all around the world; 
Making videoconference connections outside the classroom increases student 
motivation and learning; Videoconferencing is ideal for virtual fieldtrips, for 
collaborations and for community events. In the frame of the on-line course “Integrating 
ICT in Traditional Training”, the participants from Dâmboviţa County were involved in 
three videoconferences, using the iVisit software: 1) the first one was realized in three 
points - Valahia University Târgovişte, „Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group Târgovişte 
and “Ienăchiţă Văcărescu” National College Târgovişte; 2) the second one was 
established by 2 points - Valahia University Târgovişte and “Ienăchiţă Văcărescu” 
National College Târgovişte; 3) the third one was realized by 2 points - Valahia 
University Târgovişte and Oulu University, Finland. At the end of those sessions the 
participants expresed, on the BSCW colaborative platfom, their opinions regarding their 
experiences and how a videoconference system can be used in the teaching process. 
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Here are some examples: the videoconference is an useful method especially when the 
children have to learn a subject and they have to enter in contact with a expert team who 
can explain aspects related to the subject (Tinca Alexandrescu, “Coresi” School 
Târgovişte); Videoconferencing is an efficient collaboration method, having the 
advantages of real-time communication. Using videoconferencing in the teaching 
process stimulates the creativity and the interactive meetings, can lead the participants 
to creatively react to others opinion. It also encourages the collaboration: at the same 
project could be involved more pupils, their participation being made in “real-time”. 
(Mihaela Voiculescu, “Constantin Brâncoveanu” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); A 
videoconferencing system allows ideas and experiences exchange, between teachers, for 
pupils benefit, without a distance problem. 
Another target of the on-line course “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training” was 
related to the Virtual Reality environments. In this way, the participants learned about 
how to be immersed in virtual reality and also to use a specific VR application - 
SmartMeeting VR Software. Most virtual reality environments are primarily visual 
experiences, displayed either on the computer screen or through special stereoscopic 
displays, but some simulations are including additional sensory information, such as 
sound through speakers or headphones. SmartMeeting is a conferencing and 
collaboration application that immerses its participants in a 3D collaboration 
environment and allows them to discuss and hold meetings in front of a business table 
or a panoramic giant projection screen. In the frame of the on-line course “Integrating 
ICT in Traditional Training”, at Valahia University Târgovişte, four SmartMeeting 
sessions were initiated. The tutors created the meetings and invited the participants to 
enter into the virtual space (rooms) at a specified moment (fig. 3). The points for 
accessing virtual space were multiple, in different locations in Dâmboviţa County. The 
virtual reality experience, beyond the technical problems that occurs in the time of the 
meeting sessions, had a great impact to the participants. Here are some impressions 
expressed by the participants: Even it was hard to adapt to the environment, I am sure 
that this way of communication will be a success in the future. (Adrian Turcu, “Şerban 
Cioculescu” School, Găeşti); It is a very attractive environment that hit the taste of the 
pupils; It facilitates the teacher-student and student-student interactions, especially when 
they are far away one from each other; it can be used for non-common teaching 
activities for the Romanian educational system; (Marius Duţă, “Voievodul Mircea” 
Scholar Group, Târgovişte); Virtual reality is effective because offers the possibility to 
create a virtual world as a support for our tests and experiments, conducting to a real 
time and resources saving; Within this environment can be presented abstract concepts 
and can be created simulations of experiments inaccessible in the real world (Simona 
Zepişi, “Voievodul Mircea” Scholar Group, Târgovişte); The participants expressed 
their enthusiasm related to such modern and powerful methods but also observed the 
fact that technical problems occurred due to the lack of good computers and high speed 
connections. A teaching method using a videoconferencing system or a virtual reality 
space requires special technical resources. 
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6. BSCW PLATFORM 

At this moment, Internet offers a series of communication platforms for teachers, 
administrators, students, researchers and many other categories, within there are studied 
and debated different problems, theoretical and practical experiences, becoming, in this 
way, a significant interface between the educational and research communities all over 
the world. Due to its performances, the BSCW - Basic Support for Collaborative Work - 
platform was selected as cooperative environment in the frame of FISTE project and a 
BSCW server was installed at Valahia University Târgovişte (Gorghiu, Gorghiu, 
Alexandru, & Jitaru, 2005). In this way, the shared spaces and the discussions 
established between the FISTE project partners and also between the participants to 
both on-line courses: “Integrating ICT in Traditional Training” and “ECSUT - 
Educational Challenges & Solutions in Using ICT” (the last one being in progress and 
involves educators from all around Europe) had place inside the BSCW platform. The 
major advantage is that the BSCW environment supports asynchronous and 
synchronous cooperation with the other participants over the Internet. From the 
educational point of view, BSCW has a series of qualities that support a variety of 
possibilities – it promotes not only interaction between learner and tutor but also 
interaction between learners (Bîzoi, Gorghiu, Suduc, & Alexandru, 2006). The use of 
the virtual classroom model offered by the cooperative learning platform BSCW 
determines the development of cooperation, team work, control and monitoring of 
learning and classroom activity (Glava & Glava, 2006). The BSCW system is a web-
based groupware system around the shared workspace metaphor. Shared workspaces are 
established by groups of people to organize and coordinate their work. A workspace 
may contain different kinds of information, represented as information objects arranged 
in a hierarchical order. The objects may be of various types such as folders, URL links 
to web pages, documents, graphics, spreadsheets, discussion forums or user specific 
waste baskets, address books and calendars. The system allows numerous operations - 
usually depending on the object type - that can be applied to objects, e.g., objects may 
be renamed, deleted and undeleted, documents may be put under version control, or 
users may add a comment to a discussion forum. Operations that have been carried out 
result in events, which are reported to the users by means of event icons so that they are 
aware of each other's activities in a workspace. The BSCW system lets users structure 
their data hierarchically; there is no pre-defined fixed structure. Any object can be 
stored anywhere in a workspace. Additional to the folder hierarchy in a shared 
workspace, BSCW supports individual views on the data which vary from end user to 
end user. Thus, each user may arrange his data according to his needs without imposing 
this order and structure on the other users. BSCW is tailored to the proficiency of its 
user. This is based on the assumption that, as users get more involved with BSCW and 
more accustomed to using it, they can cope with - and effectively utilize - a wider range 
of functions. BSCW servers may offer their users a series of predefined user interfaces 
with growing functionality and complexity. BSCW offers user interfaces for three levels 
of proficiency: beginner, advanced and expert. Figure 4 offers an example of shared 
space inside BSCW platform – more precisely, here is presented the structure of 
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“ECSUT - Educational Challenges & Solutions in Using ICT” – a course which 
presents methods for integrating face to face and web-based learning tools, available in 
English language, with the duration of 42 hours. Each user can switch from the 
“beginner” to “advanced” when he gain some experience with the system, and 
eventually select the "expert" interface if he need access to the full BSCW functionality. 
The BSCW platform was successfully used by all participants. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Statistics related to how often the teachers are using a computer in preparing their lessons and 
materials for students 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  Example of an iVisit interface – sharing files options 
 

 
 

Figure 3. A SmartMeeting session room 
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Figure 4. The BSCW platform 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

Comenius 2.1 projects have illustrated their power in developing new teaching methods 
and materials and produced the necessary support for promoting and disseminating of 
the educational best practice. In fact, the dissemination aspects of these projects are one 
of the key components of spreading the knowledge and the experiences gained at the 
European level. Having in view the experience resulted from the FISTE Comenius 
project coordinated by Valahia University Târgovişte and taking into consideration the 
feedback from de participants to the on-line courses organised in the frame of this 
project, it can be concluded that: Even a great part of the Romanian teachers (more than 
50 percents of the participants to the on-line course “Integration ICT in Traditional 
Training”) use occasionally computers and new technologies in teaching process, they 
expressed an availability to the web-based teaching methods usage; An important aspect 
of teacher’s acceptance of using new technologies in the teaching process is the training 
factor: they need to be trained so they can use ICT in teaching; The new technologies 
which simulate a face-to-face collaboration, like videoconferencing or virtual reality 
systems, are very easily accepted by the teachers by reason of the spectacular features 
included by this kind of software and because the sessions created with this software are 
not far away of traditional face-to-face teaching methods. Related to the implementation 
of the presented Information and Communication Technologies and their usage for 
educational proposes, the participants tried to adapt the lessons according to their needs 
and introduced ICT in their activities, combining, in an efficient way, the face-to-face 
and web-based teaching methods. 
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EKSTRAKT 

Të jetosh në një shoqëri me mungesë të mjeteve financiare si një parakusht për rritjen ekonomike, Republika e 
Maqedonisë po përballet me sfidat e reformave, dhe se i vë në lëvizje gjitha burimet dhe strukturat me qëllim të 
joshjes së investimeve direkte nga jashtë. Përballja me përqindjen e papunësisë të mbi 30%, çdo investim, në çdo 
sektor apo sferë të shoqërisë, nënkupton mbështetje të drejtpërdrejtë për ta zvogëluar papunësinë dhe vobektësinë dhe 
të krijojë vlerë shtesë në shoqëri. Organizatat joqeveritare, si organizata të themeluara nga individë apo institucione 
me qëllim që të arrijnë cak të përbashkët, përfshin të gjitha organizatat që kanë për qëllim krijimin e vlerave 
shoqërore për shoqërinë si tërësi, e që nuk e kanë si qëllim kryesor, krijimin e profitit për aksionarët. Organizatat 
joqeveritare, në mënyrë direkte apo indirekte, prekin jetët tona, duke siguruar shërbime thelbësore ku edhe çdo 
bashkësi mbështetet. Ato kanë nevojë të shpërndajnë shërbime të porositura dhe të cilësisë së lartë me qëllim që t’i 
tejkalojnë ndërlikimet mjedisore dhe mungesën e burimeve, ashtu siç është rasti edhe i Republikës së Maqedonisë. 
Brenda këtij shkrimi, është paraqitur mundësia e thithjes së investimeve nga organizata joqeveritare dhe roli i tyre i 
mundshëm në shoqëri. Studimi i rastit është paraqitur si një rrëfim i suksesit i OJQ-së nga Maqedonia, si një shembull 
dhe model për iniciativa të tjera të reja apo ekzistuese, organizata dhe institucione.  
 
Fjalët kyçe:  OJQ – Organizatat joqeveritare, investime direkte nga jashtë, kapacitetet, bashkëpunimi, ndikimi.  

ABSTRACT 

Living in a society with lack of financial means as a precondition for economical growth, the Republic of Macedonia 
is facing the challenges of reforms, and it is mobilizing all the resources and structures in order to attract foreign 
direct investments. Facing the rate of unemployment of over 30%, every investment, in every sector or field in the 
society, means direct support to reduce the unemployment and poverty and to produce additional value in the society. 
The non-governmental organisations, as a organisation established by individuals or institutions in order to achieve 
common aim, encompasses all the organisations aimed at creating social value for society as a whole, and which do 
not recognize as their main goal, creation of profit for their stockholders. The non-governmental organisations, 
directly or indirectly, touch all of our lives, providing essential services on which every community relies. They are 
required to deliver tailored and high-quality services in order to overcome environmental complexity and lack of 
resources as it is the society in the Republic of Macedonia. Within this article, the possibility for attracting 
investments by the non-governmental organisation is presented and their possible role in the society.  Case study is 
presented as a success story of an NGO from Macedonia, as an example and model for other existing or new 
initiatives, organisations and institutions.  
 
Key words: NGOs – Non-governmental organizations, Foreign Direct Investments, Capacities, Collaboration, 
Influence.  

INTRODUCTION 

The association of citizens, or Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) as a non-profit 
structures, use to exist even during the former socialist system, but by the start of the 
democratic changes, new structures were established, aiming at responding to the 
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challenges such as armed conflicts, support and assistance for the IDP’s and refugees, 
raising inter-ethnic understanding. The non-profit sector, including the non-
governmental organizations, encompasses all the organisations aimed at creating social 
value for society as a whole and which do not recognize as their main goal the creation 
profit for their stockholder. These organisations touch all of our lives, providing 
essential services on which every community relies. They are required to deliver 
tailored and high-quality services in order to overcome environmental complexity and 
lack of resources. In economical environment as it is in the Republic of Macedonia, one 
of the key elements for development is attracting foreign direct investments in order to 
provide new jobs for unemployed. The relationship between the non-profit sector, 
including the non-governmental organizations and the foreign direct investment, is not 
explored and analyzed to the level, the importance of this issue to be understood by the 
citizens and society in general. Misperception about the way of functioning of the non-
governmental organisations and their aims by the citizens, often decrease or diminish 
the achievements and the importance of their role.  View to the fact that in 2003, the 
organisation121 members of the Citizens platform122 have had a budget123 of 12 millions 
EUR, in environment and performance of the economy; this can be considered as a 
significant contribution. The lack of own resources and financial means to be invested 
in the business sector,  has negative effects and highly influence the economical growth 
and development of the country, and it is a reason for mobilizing of all the structures 
and resources by the state to attract FDI. This issue tackles also the non-governmental 
sector, to mobilize its resources to face this challenge and contribute to that aim. Taking 
into consideration the previous trends of decreased and/or lack of inflow of FDI in the 
country and current new governmental initiative for attracting FDI (because of political 
instability, armed conflicts, lack of reforms), this paper will give recommendations for 
further activities and actions to be taken by the NGOs to create favorable economical 
environment and further to stimulate economical growth. The NGO sector could have 
crucial role in attracting FDI for structural and legal reforms. As indicated in “Notes on 
FDI Activities in Southern eastern Europe in 2004-2006” prepared by Tony Levitas & 
Gabor Peteri, FDI, through the association has supported may be one of the critical 
unresolved issue in the southeast and eastern Europe such as property transfer. By 
support of the FDI to the association for drafting new law on local government revenue 
and monitoring of execution, beside other effects, the barriers are overcoming for other 
investors to invest in the region. This is one of the clear examples how the FDI invested 
in NGOs produce better economical; environment for development and growth and for 
welfare of the citizens. According to the (Levitas and Peteri, 2006) in the above 
mentioned report, the FDI funds have been used the most effectively in countries, where 
international local government projects have involved NGOs. Taking into consideration 
that NGOs are very active internationally, and implement cross border activities, they 
have more possibilities to present the current economical environment in the country, 
and to lobby for direct support that will result in investments in economical or 
infrastructural sector. FDI has the potential to generate employment, raise productivity, 

                                                 
121 According to Civikus,  there are 5769 registered NGOs in Macedonia in 2003 
122 In this case, only NGOs registered according to the law for association of citizens and foundations in  R. M 
123 Civikus, (2005) Macedonian center for International cooperation, Skopje. 
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transfer skills and technology, enhance exports and contribute to the long-term 
economic development of the world’s developing countries. More then ever, countries 
at all levels of development seek to leverage FDI for development (UNCTAD, 2007). 
FDI`s development benefits are strong, but the effects depend on the host country, 
whether there is a clear vision of how FDI fits into its overall development strategy. The 
FDI can be used to diversify the economy thereby reducing over-dependence on a few 
commodity based factors such as: creating new manufacturing service sector and in 
information and communication technologies. Globalizations present wave 
encompasses a number of trends which should, in a principle, be very positive for FDI 
in developing countries. These include:  
The emergence of globally integrated production and marketing networks; 
The associated reduction in transaction costs arising out from the spread of information 
and communication technologies; 
Policy environment favorable to foreign investors.   
The latter is evident in the proliferation of bilateral investment treaties, a greater 
acceptance of the merits of outward-oriented development strategy, the policy advice 
and the influence of multilateral development banks which favor FDI, and the generally 
positive experiences of countries that have encouraged FDI (Brooks et al 2003). 
According to the UNCTAD data released in the World Investment report (UNCTAD, 
2003, www.unctad.org), the FDI in developing countries from year to year vary with 
negative trend, with only small increase in 2003.       
 

 
Table 2. FDI flows to developing countries, 2001 – 2003 (in millions of $) 

Source: UNCTAD, www.uncatd.org  
 
Taking into consideration the trend of decreasing of FDI, need for reforms and 
economical development, the role of NGOs could be critical in creating favorable FDI 
climate for possible investors.   
 

 
Table 3. What Determines FDI flows to Developing countries? 

 
As it can be seen and concluded from the table 2 and table 3, we can see the trend of 
decreasing of FDI, and the economic factors important for the investors are: Markets, 
Resources, Competitiveness, Social and economical capital.Taking into consideration 
the activities of the NGOs comparing to the economic factors, the NGO could play the 

Host region/economy 2001 2002 2003 
World 818 681 580 
Developed economies 571 490 380 
Developing economies 220 159 173 

Economic factors Government policies Foreign investor motives 
Markets Macroeconomic policies Primary motive 
Resources Privet sector policies Risk perception 
Competitiveness Trade / industry polices Global strategy 
Social and economical capital  FDI policies Exit strategy 
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following role: examination of the market and market analyses, analyses of the 
resources available, to analyze the competition but also monitoring whether the law is 
violated and monopolies created so to avoid the moment other investors not to be 
interested, and the factor of Social and economical development which is one of the 
strengths of the NGOs.    

MILLENNIUM DEVELOPMENT GOALS 
THE ROLE OF THE NGOs IN THE SOCIETY 

Millennium development Goals (MDGs) are now central to the work of the global 
development community. The MDGs represent ambitious but realizable goals, the 
achievement of which depends upon making rapid progress in the areas of trade, finance 
and peace building. FDI can play an important role in the overall development process, 
and in meeting MDGs. NGOs, through attracting FDI can contribute to the MDGs by 
reducing income-poverty (through its employment effect) and, via its revenue effects, as 
a source of finance for public spending on human development, particularly in the areas 
of basic health care, primary education and safety nets for the poor (Klein et al., 2001). 
One of the roles of the NGOs in improvement of the quality of life and economical 
development of the country could be activities related to attract FDI to meet MDGs 
objectives. Preconditions for FDI inflow, which also means improving human capital 
base, should be met. In order to reach this aims, there is a need for massive investment 
in education and training to improve human capital base of the certain region with 
important implications for private capital flows and capital flight reversal (Addison and 
Mavrotas, 2003). According to that, taking into consideration the role of the NGOs and 
the current and “traditional” activities, the role of the NGOs in this direction and 
providing training and education could improve the human capital, and thus to create 
favorable investing climate. According to (Piercy, Niels, 2002), the main barriers to FDI 
(and to domestic investments) in low income countries are:   
 
Constraints of human, social and institutional capital  
Administrative barriers  
Macroeconomics, Trade and Exchange Policy regimes  
Infrastructure Shortcomings  
Lack of international competitiveness 
Information Asymmetric and Imperfections   
 
Focusing to the moment that the most of the NGOs organize training and workshops in 
order to empower people, to provide education and training for self-employment, their 
contribution will be significant to overcome some of the barriers for FDI.  
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COLLABORATION AND COORDINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES 
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS AND NGOS FOR 
ATTRACTING FDI  

The collaboration and coordination of the efforts, activities and resources are not a 
strong side of the NGOs and the government. Despite the fact that they both declare that 
have common interest and same aim, still, their relationship is not well established and 
functional. The non-profit organisations (Donoghue, 1998) in their relationship with 
governments are very much in conflict and not well stated, with hardly any policies to 
support it. Definitely, having in mind that both the government and NGOs play very 
important role in attracting FDI, there is a great need of their effective collaboration 
based on a principles of common interest. A stated in the “Compact of Government and 
Voluntary and Community Sector in North Ireland (1998), the government wishes to 
work in closer relationship with the non-profit sector because it value and needs the 
“voluntary” organisations contributions in solving and performing many of the social 
services needed in society, with cooperation being the key to the achievements of many 
of governmental policies. On the other side, the NGOs also express their interest in 
collaboration with the government, and their aim is to get public recognition for their 
work, access to some of the governmental funds and benefits for the staff members. 
This could be also considered as an additional motivation for the NGO staff members, 
having in mind that most of the work done by the NGOs is on voluntary bases. There is 
a degree of resource interdependence between the two, whereby legitimacy is required 
bye ach party from the other, so that they each contribute to one another legitimization. 
In essence it is an exchange of revenue and resources for the delivery of a service 
carried out by the NGOs (Saidel, 1991 in Donnelly-Cox and O`Regan, 1999). Brewer, 
T. (1992) writes and supports establishing of economical development corporations that 
will act as a liaison between the state capital and local businesses and government 
networks. Bearing in mind that one of the barriers for influx of the FDI is administrative 
obstacles and barriers, this kind of entities registered as non-profit organisations could 
play a significant role. This is already applied by establishing of the “Monroe County 
Industrial development” which is a private non-profit corporation. In this case, the threat 
is the fact that very soon, these NGOs that could play that role of intermediary could 
very soon lose their independence and to become a mirror of the governmental 
structure, with rough administration and similar behavior (Froelich, 1999). NGOs and 
governments share a common public service mission but different responsibilities and 
abilities. NGOs have a distinctive role in building trade capacity as a result of their 
long-standing operational experience at grass root level. NGOs also have a legitimate 
role to play in ensuring that the benefits and the cost of trade liberalization and foreign 
investment are equitable distributed. On international scene, NGOs strive to 
constructively contribute to the growth of the international trade aiming to promote 
welfare to all citizens. As the public opinion and awareness is increasing, the 
government realizes the power and importance of collaboration with the civil society 
organisations, and increasingly seeks active participation from civil society 
organisations in various spheres of activities. The field of attracting FDI is new both for 
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the government and the NGOs, but the facts and results so far, and the impact and 
results achieved, should be encouraging from both sides, because the principle of 
common interest is obvious. One of the weaknesses of the NGOs are weak capacities, 
and this issue is going to be further elaborated and possible changes and improvements 
proposed within this project.  

GOOD PRACTICES OF NGOs AND CASE STUDY  

Macedonian center for International Collaboration (MCMS) is one of the most active 
local based NGO that has initiated many activities that contribute to the improvement of 
the economical environment in the country. It is one of the rare examples, efforts of the 
NGOs to bring positive change.  
Case study - The results and impact made by the NGOs in the society by attracting FDI 
- case for innovative approach   
The NGO called Macedonian Center for International Cooperation (MCIC), in 1998 
founded the Macedonian Enterprise Development Foundation (MEDF) which is focused 
specifically on small-business development and self employment in order to reduce 
poverty, to increase the integration into market economy and to promote harmonized 
relations within the community. The foundation provides loans and business 
development services to farmers and micro-and small entrepreneurs, in agricultural and 
non-agricultural sector.   
Case study: Macedonian Enterprise Development Foundation - MEDF 
The MEDF Contributes towards: poverty reduction and establishment of harmonious 
community relations (vision) through supporting employment opportunities and 
development of micro and small businesses (mission) and since 1998 as an apex 
institution: facilitating market development without market distortions using both 
mainstreaming and special focus approach with:  more than 2.860 credit clients 
including 1.437 farmers, 190 small and 1.235 micro enterprises. Supporting 4.900 
employees with 730 new planned jobs, € 13 million credit disbursements, 30% co-
financing by participating financial institutions reached, € 500.000 initial Guarantee 
Fund supplementary to the credit covering collateral deficiency risk and political risk, 9 
million euros in total assets. Fully operationally and financially sustainable committed 
to innovate for accomplishing its vision and mission  
Established and managed by MCIC. 

FINANCIAL SERVICES - LOANS 

MEDF provides three types of loans through financial intermediaries for farmers, small 
and micro enterprises. MEDF has reached over 2.800 credit beneficiaries with more 
than € 13 million in credit disbursements, of which: € 1.8 million in micro-loan type 1 
for 1.437 farmers through trade intermediaries, € 6.5 million in loan type 2 for 190 
small enterprises, € 4.7 million in micro-loan type 3 directly to 1.235 farmers and 
micro-enterprises. The credit beneficiaries employ 4.900 persons planning new 730 
employments with the investments. 
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Disbursement structure Beneficiaries Disbursements 

 
Female 37% 30% 
Male 63% 70% 
Rural 70% 50% 
Urban 30% 50% 
Agriculture 75% 36% 
Production 10% 35% 
Services 13% 27% 
Purchase of Equipment / 59% 
 
The disbursement is leveraged with a co-financing mechanism by the participating 
financial institutions reaching 30%. 

GUARANTEE MECHANISM 

In 2004 MEDF introduced a pioneering guarantee mechanism to ease the access to 
credit for beneficiaries with sound commercial ideas and projects that are assessed as 
non-bankable due to perceived political risk (e.g. beneficiaries from the former crisis 
regions) or insufficient collateral to comply with the requirements of the financial 
institutions. € 500.000 initial Guarantee Fund established. 

MEDF AS AN ORGANIZATION 

€ 9 million total assets 
€ 7.6 million Loan Fund 
€ 1.3 million Capital/Guarantee Fund 
Fully operationally and financially sustainable 
Established by the Macedonian Center for International Cooperation (MCIC) in 1998 
Managed by Employment Department of MCIC 
Governed by Board of Trustees representing MEDF’s key stakeholders 
Major support provided by the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands through 
the Ministry of Development Co-operation and the Embassy in Skopje 
 
Platform for development of micro and small enterprises 
 
Information and exchange 
2.276 potential credit beneficiaries informed through direct contacts 
2.000 copies of publication on available business development services distributed to 
MSEs 
500 key MSE stakeholders regularly informed through a quarterly bulletin 
The financial support for the foundation was provided by the Kingdom of Netherlands. 
Updated information available on www.mrfp.org.mk  
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FINAL REMARKS  

Taking into consideration the current economical situation, lack of investments and 
funds available for Macedonia in near future from EU funds, both for profit and non-
profit sector, especially after the candidate status of Macedonia for EU membership, 
NGOs could play significant role in the society. NGOs could be active in creating 
economical environment; to advertise and design campaigns in order to attract foreign 
investors; to address the main problems and issues in the society such as corruption and 
to act as a “watch dog” for anticorruption and others as mentioned above.  
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ZHVILLIMI I MARRËDHËNIEVE MIDIS REPUBLIKËS SË 
MAQEDONISË DHE BASHKIMIT EVROPIAN 
KORNIZA EKONOMIKE PËR ANËTARËSIMIN E 
MAQEDONISË NË BASHKIMIN EVROPIAN 

Ecc.Dipl. Bujamin Asani 

EKSTRAKT 

Plotësimi i qëllimeve për anëtarësimin në Bashkimin Evropian paraqet plotësim të reformave afatgjate, të 
reformave ekonomike, kombinimi i së cilave mundëson transformimin e ekonomisë së vendit tonë dhe 
krahasimin e kërkesave formale, si dhe të kushteve për anëtarësim. Në këtë mënyrë do të jepen kushtet e 
nevojshme që kanë rëndësi të madhe për periudhën finale të Maqedonisë si vend në tranzicion në tregun 
ekonomik. Republika e Maqedonisë pothuajse është në përfundim të fazës së parë të tranzicionit, edhe atë: 1. 
Stabiliteti makroekonomik, 2. Liberalizimi, 3. Privatizimi. Në fazën e ardhshme, e cila është në vijim e sipër, 
vendi ynë duhet t’i përmbushë strukturat parësore dhe reformat që do të mundësojnë rritje të stabilitetit 
ekonomik, ekspansion (rritje ekonomike), rritje të punësimit dhe zhvillim të qëndrueshëm ekonomik. Kjo do 
të paraqesë një proces të rëndësishëm që do të zhvillohet për një kohë më të gjatë, sepse gjatë thithjes së 
investimeve nga jashtë, do të kemi zhvillim të hovshëm ekonomik, si dhe zvogëlim të papunësisë. Gjatë 
thithjes së investimeve, duhet të kemi parasysh dy faktorë që janë shumë të rëndësishëm për këtë proces, si: a) 
Stabiliteti (qoftë ekonomik a i sigurisë), b) Infrastruktura. Në qoftë se i kemi këta dy faktorë, mund të kemi 
thithje afatgjate të investimeve nga jashtë, në të kundërtën, mund të kemi investime afatshkurta. Prejardhja e 
pjesës sociale-ekonomik e strategjisë racionale është përgatitur në përputhje me të gjitha problemet 
ekonomike dhe sociale të Republikës së Maqedonisë për anëtarësim në Bashkimin Evropian, e cila paraqet 
proces të rëndësishëm social-ekonomik, që duhet krahasuar në kuadër të një periudhe më të gjatë kohore. Së 
bashku me të dytën, nga tri kriteret e Kopenhagës, shteti duhet të japë një ekonomi të tregut funksional, e cila 
do të jetë e aftë të ballafaqohet me konkurrentët e jashtëm, pa marrë parasysh nëse do të pranohet në 
Bashkimin Evropian ose jo. Në këtë kuptim, qëllimet e Strategjisë Nacionale për Integrim në Evropë në 
ekonominë dhe pjesën sociale të saj, që duhet të plotësohen deri në fund të vitit 2007, janë: 1. Të zhvillohet 
ekonomia drejt zvogëlimit të hendeku,t në krahasim me nivelin e mbërritur të aspektit ekonomik-social të 
zhvilluar të vendeve të BE-së. 2. Të zhvillohet ekonomia e Maqedonisë me konkurrentët e jashtëm. 3. Të 
mbërrihet zhvillim ekonomik në aspektin ekonomik-social dhe pika etike. 4. Të vendosen themelet e 
integrimit efektiv të Republikës së Maqedonisë në BE. 
 
Fjalët kyçe: Bashkimi Evropian, reformat ekonomike, stabiliteti makroekonomik,infrastruktura, liberalizimi 
dhe privatizimi, etj. 

KUSHTET ELEMENTARE EKONOMIKE PËR ARRITJEN E REPUBLIKËS SË 
MAQEDONISË NË BASHKIMIN EVROPIAN 

Për t’u bërë Republika e Maqedonisë anëtare e BE-së, sikurse të gjitha shtetet e tjera të 
BE-së, duhet të plotësojë një grup kushtesh. Për anëtarësim duhet që: 1. Shteti kandidat 
të ketë arritur stabilitet të institucioneve që garantojnë demokraci, qeverisje të drejtësisë, 
të drejtat e njeriut, respektim dhe mbrojtje të popullatës minoritare. 2. Të ekzistojë 
ekonomi e tregut funksional me kapacitet të ballafaqimit me konkurrentët dhe fuqi 
tregtare në kuadër të BE-së. 3. Që të mund të merren detyrimet për anëtarësim, duke 
marrë parasysh edhe ndihmën kah qëllimet e politikës, ekonomia dhe unioni monetar. 
Dimensioni i tregut ekonomik-funksional duhet të përfshijë: 1. Balansin midis ofertës 
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dhe kërkesës së vendosur drejt lirisë, aktiviteteve të fuqisë tregtare, çmimi dhe tregtia 
janë liberale. 2. Pengesat për hyrjet dhe daljet e tregut nuk ekzistojnë. 3. Sistemi i 
drejtësisë është i vendosur, ligjet dhe kontratat kryhen. 4. Stabiliteti makroekonomik 
është arritur duke marrë parasysh edhe çmimet stabile, pagesat e jashtme financiare. 5. 
Sektori financiar është mirë i zhvilluar që të udhëheqë mbrojtjen në kohë, zhvillimin e 
produktivitetit. Që të ekzistojë kapacitet i konkurrencës së fuqisë tregtare brenda në BE 
që paraqet: 1. Sigurimin funksional të ekonomisë tregtare dhe fuqisë së mjaftueshëm të 
stabilitetit makroekonomik për ekonominë, që të mund të vendosen vendimet kyçe në 
kushtet e stabilitetit dhe përparësitë. 2. Masë e mjaftueshme me çmime të përafërt me 
fuqinë blerëse duke marrë parasysh infrastrukturën. 3. Në cilën shkallë qeveria 
mbizotëron në politikën e saj dhe dhënien e ligjeve të konkurrencës midis politikës 
tregtare; ndihma e shtetit; ndihma e ndërmarrjeve të vogla dhe të mesme. 4. Përqindja 
dhe intensiteti i tregut për integrim në vendet e BE-së. 5. Numri i firmave të vogla dhe 
të mesme, pjesë që ato të adaptohen më lehtë dhe më shpejtë, ndërsa firmat e mëdha 
kanë fuqi ndaj ndryshimeve. Marrëveshja për Stabilizim dhe Asocim, gjithashtu i jep 
edhe kushtet dalëngadalë deri te“KATËR LIRITË”. Ato do të përfaqësojnë 
gurëthemelin e tregut të brendshëm në raportet midis RM-së dhe BE-së. Katër Liritë e 
marrëveshjes për Stabilizim dhe Asocim janë si vijon: 

LIRIA E ARRITJES SË PRODHIMIT 

Republika e Maqedonisë tani më ka liberalizim të madh në sistemin e tregtisë së 
jashtme dhe do të vazhdojë me liberalizimin e saj në pajtim me M.S.A dhe BE-në. Në 
mars të vitit 2003, Republika e Maqedonisë u bë anëtare e ORGANIZATËS 
BOTËRORE TREGTARE që do të mundësojë zhvillim të mjaftueshëm, duke marrë 
parasysh edhe vendet në sistemin tregtar botëror. Edhe deri në vendosjen e zonës së lirë 
tregtare që duhet të ndodhë më së voni deri në vitin 2011, në pajtim me M.S.A, 
Republika e Maqedonisë duhet të realizojë edhe disa qëllime që të kënaqë kërkesat dhe 
kushtet e tregut të jashtëm të BE-së. Vendimet e M.S.A garantojnë liberalitet themelor 
të regjimit të tregut të jashtëm të Republikës së Maqedonisë me BE-në në një qëllim, 
kjo përfshin liri momentale të prodhimeve të vendit në tregun e BE-së në njërën anë, 
ndërsa në anën tjetër zvogëlim të doganave të Republikës së Maqedonisë për prodhime 
me prejardhje nga BE-ja.  

LIRIA E SIGURIMIT TË SHËRBIMEVE 

Në tregun e brendshëm të BE-së liberaliteti i shërbimeve bazohet në sektorë të caktuar, 
ndërsa në M.S.A gjendja nuk është e njëjtë. Në M.S.A deri në kohën kur do të jetë në 
fuqi, asnjëri nga nënshkruesit nuk duhet të japë masa, pasi që shërbimet e doganave do 
të bëhen shumë më të ashpra. Në kuadër të katër viteve për bashkim, Republika e 
Maqedonisë ka të drejtë të japë mendime të veçanta për përfaqësim. Prej fillimit të fazës 
së dytë tranzicionale, jo para katër vitesh, deri në hyrje të fuqisë së M.S.A me vendime 
të caktuara dhe zhvillimin e procesit të realizuar për afërsi të dhënies së ligjeve, 
Republika e Maqedonisë duhet që të fillojë ta hapë tregun në raport të shërbimeve të 
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sigurta nga ana e ndërmarrjeve të BE-së. Prej kohës që do të jetë në fuqi Bashkimi; do të 
merren parasysh të gjithë hapat për njoftimin e fuqisë profesionale. 

LIRIA E SIGURIMIT TË FUQISË PUNËTORE 

M.S.A çështjen e lirisë së sigurimit e nënkupton në disa aspekte: Në kuadër të drejtësisë 
së punës garantohen si tretmanë për shtetasit e BE-së dhe RM-së, të cilët janë të 
punësuar lirshëm në Republikën e Maqedonisë ose në disa vende që janë anëtare të BE-
së. Në kuadër të drejtësisë sociale të punëtorëve do të jenë të definuara kontrata nga ana 
e botës për stabilitet dhe asocim, në pajtim me sistemin e sigurisë sociale që të garantojë 
sistem pensional dhe të drejta të tjera sociale deri në mbarimin e punës në BE ose në 
RM. Marrëveshja për Stabilizim dhe Asocim i mundëson BE-së dhe Republikës së 
Maqedonisë, si dhe ndërmarrjeve që kanë filiale në vende të tjera ose janë fillestarë 
profesionalë, t’u garantojë leje për qëndrim dhe punë deri në mbarim të punës. Leja për 
qëndrim në kuadër të Byrosë për Punësim, në përputhje me të drejtat e punësimit, u 
garanton kohë punëtorëve prej BE-së në Republikën e Maqedonisë. Për një kohë të 
shkurtër Republika e Maqedonisë duhet të përfundojë me ligjet dhe reformat në sferën e 
Byrosë për punësim në pajtim me dhënien e ligjeve dhe praktikës së BE-së, duke marrë 
parasysh edhe kushtet e sigurisë, pranimin e shtetasve të BE-së deri në fuqinë tregtare të 
punës së Republikës së Maqedonisë. 

LIRIA E SIGURIMIT TË KAPITALIT  

Liria e sigurimit të kapitalit është parakusht për liberalizim të shërbimeve financiare dhe 
personave. Prej kohës kur Bashkimi do të jetë në fuqi, parashihen këto transaksione të 
kapitalit: a) investim i drejtpërdrejtë nga ana e BE-së në ndërmarrjet Maqedone ose si 
rezultat për të fituar vend ose byro. b)të mira të lidhura me disa të mira transaksionale 
ose garantim i shërbimeve, ku merr pjesë personi me kredi në afat prej një viti, kurse në 
anën tjetër, liberalizimi i kapitalit institucional, hua dhe kredi në afat më të shkurtër se 
një vit, duhet që të vendoset pas mbarimit të fazës tranzicionale kur do të shikohen 
mënyrat e mundshme për pranim të tërësishëm të drejtësisë së Bashkimit, në raport me 
këtë liberalizim. 

PROCESI I STABILIZIM-ASOCIMIT 

Në maj të vitit 1999, Bashkimi Evropian miratoi një iniciativë të re për pesë vende të 
Ballkanit: Republikën e Maqedonisë, Shqipërinë, Kroacinë, Bosnjën dhe Hercegovinën, 
Serbia dhe Malin e Zi, të quajtur procesi i Stabilizim-Asocimit (PSA). Në shtator të vitit 
1997, u nënshkrua marrëveshja për bashkëpunim midis Republikës së Maqedonisë dhe 
Bashkimit Evropian, si dhe marrëveshja në fushën e transportit, e më vonë edhe në atë 
të tekstilit. Marrëveshja hyri në fuqi pasi që u ratifikua në Kuvendin e Republikës së 
Maqedonisë dhe u pranua nga Këshilli i BE-së, në janar të vitit 1998. Po atë vit, 
Bashkimi Evropian hapi përfaqësinë e përhershme, përkatësisht Zyrën e Komisionit 
Evropian në R. e Maqedonisë, kurse në vitin 2000, ajo u ngrit në nivel të Delegacionit të 
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Komisionit Evropian. Maqedonia ishte e para nga vendet e Ballkanit Perëndimor që 
nënshkroi Marrëveshjen për Stabilizim dhe Asocim (MSA) me Bashkimin Evropian 
(më 9 prill 2001). Kjo është marrëveshja e parë që u ratifikua prej të gjitha vendeve 
anëtare dhe hyri në fuqi më 1 prill të vitit 2004. Objektivat e Asocimit që vendoset me 
këtë marrëveshje janë: Të sigurohet kornizë adekuate për dialog politik, ku siguron 
zhvillim të marrëdhënieve të afërta politike midis RM-së dhe BE-së. 
Të përkrahen përpjekjet e Republikës së Maqedonisë për zhvillim të bashkëpunimit 
ekonomik dhe ndërkombëtar, si dhe përshtatjen e legjislativës së Maqedonisë me atë të 
Bashkimit Evropian. Të promovojë marrëdhënie të balancuara ekonomike, si dhe të 
zhvillojë zonë të lirë të tregut midis Bashkimit Evropian dhe Republikës së Maqedonisë, 
të zhvillojë bashkëpunim rajonal, të gjitha të përfshira në marrëveshjen. 

MENAXHIMI I SHPENZIMEVE PUBLIKE 

Menaxhimi me financat publike gjithashtu ka përparuar në reformën e administratës 
publike dhe menaxhimin e financave publike, inicimin e analizës “funksionale” në gati 
të gjitha shërbimet administrative, krijimin e një llogarie të vetme të arkës dhe 
përgatitjen e tregut të sigurt të qeverisë. Ngjeshja e strukturës së rrogave të shërbimit 
civil, kontrolli më i lartë i shpenzimeve në fondet jashtë buxhetore, zbatimi i revizionit 
në tërë administratën, implementimi i procesit të decentralizimit fiskal dhe veçanërisht 
sforcimi i kapacitetit të entiteteve lokale për të menaxhuar shpenzimet dhe për të 
mbledhur të ardhurat, mbeten sfida të mëdha. Reforma e administratës publike, një nga 
sferat më me prioritet në raportin paraprak, shënoi progres në vitin 2003. Procesi i 
reduktimit të numrit të administratës publike filloi në vitin 2003 me qëllim të reduktimit 
të numrit të të punësuarve publikë për 4 %, duke marrë parasysh obligimet e 
Marrëveshjes Kornizë. Është bërë një punë përgatitore për dekompresionin e rrogave në 
administratën publike (d.m.th. zgjerimi i dallimit të rrogave midis vendeve të 
kualifikuara dhe të pakualifikuara të punës), por në të vërtetë implementimi është shtyrë 
për në vitin 2004, për shkak të shpenzimeve plotësuese lidhur me këtë reformë. 
Përkundër numrit të ndërprerjeve të punës dhe pensionimeve të parakohshme gjatë vitit 
2003, sektori i shëndetësisë edhe më tej duhet të zvogëlohet dhe të implementojë masa 
të tjera kursyese, për të arritur rezultate të qëndrueshme, efikase dhe efektive. 
Megjithatë, punësia e përgjithshme shënon rritje neto prej 70.000 në 71.800 në fund të 
vitit 2003 dhe mbetet problem delikat strukturor, me degëzime që shkojnë përtej 
aspektit të financave publike, duke përfshirë angazhimin për arritjen e “përfaqësimit të 
barabartë” të pakicave etnike në administratë (që është ende 12% edhe përkundër 
punësimeve të reja, kryesisht në polici dhe ushtri) dhe çështjet e cilësisë që janë vitale 
për procesin e integrimit në BE. Menaxhimi i shpenzimeve publike: implementimi i 
procedurave që kanë të bëjnë me regjistrimet në arkë, shënuan përmirësime të 
rëndësishme, në pajtim me rekomandimin e raportit të PSA-së të vitit 2003. Në vitin 
2003, autoritetet e ndryshuan Ligjin e buxhetit dhe Ligjin e furnizimit publik dhe i 
bashkuan llogaritë e veçanta të shpenzuesve të buxhetit në një llogari të vetme, në suaza 
të arkës shtetërore. Llogaria e vetme i mundëson arkës të garantojë mbikëqyrjen e saktë 
dhe kontrollin e shpenzimeve dhe borxheve të papaguara të ministrive. Llogaria 
përfshin të gjitha të hyrat qendrore qeveritare, duke mos mundësuar një mekanizëm 
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kontrollues për fondet ekstra buxhetore. Racionalizimi i mëtejshëm duhet të mundësojë, 
aq sa mundet, kontrollimin e fluksit financiar lidhur me disa projekte të financuara, 
pjesërisht si tërësi, nga donatorët e huaj. Kontrollet e brendshme dhe revizionet janë 
duke u zbatuar në Ministrinë e Financave, por duhet të forcohen dhe të zbatohen në tërë 
administratën publike. Në Ministrinë e Financave është themeluar Njësiti i Revizionit të 
Brendshëm, i cili më vonë planifikohet të forcohet dhe të bëhet departament i veçantë, 
me dy nën njësitë, siç janë: Njësiti i Politikës Revizionuese dhe Njësiti i Revizionit 
Operativ. Sa i përket menaxhimit të të hyrave publike, autoritetet përmirësuan 
administrimin e TVSH-së me anë të kontrolleve të shtuara interne dhe me anë të 
përkrahjes së saktë të teknologjive të informimit. Megjithatë, niveli i kthimit të TVSH-
së së papaguar, në vitin 2003, është rritur dhe autoritetet duhet ta shqyrtojnë këtë 
problem. Çështjet financiare janë duke u bërë prioritet urgjent, pasi që burimet kryesore 
(kryesisht të huaja) financiare, gjatë viteve të fundit për Republikën e Maqedonisë, 
grantet e donatorëve dhe pagesat e privatizimit janë duke u zvogëluar. Për këtë arsye, 
tani është i domosdoshëm zhvillimi i një sistemi të besueshëm të sigurisë qeveritare, në 
mënyrë që të tërhiqen financimet vendore. Gjatë vitit 2003, Ministria e Financave dhe 
Banka Popullore, së bashku përgatitën strategjinë për zhvillimin e tregut të detyrimeve 
shtetërore. Sipas  kësaj strategjie, qarkullimi i parë i faturave të arkës është parashikuar 
në pjesën e parë të vitit 2004. Tranzicioni i suksesshëm nga financimi i 
jashtëzakonshëm i huaj, në financim nga obligacionet shtetërore, do të jetë esencial në 
aftësinë e Qeverisë për të menaxhuar financat publike. Zhvillimi i qeverisë së 
decentralizuar edhe më tej ka nevojë për reforma kuptimplote legjislative. Ligji për 
financimin e qeverisë lokale ende nuk është miratuar nga Kuvendi. Implementimi i 
procesit të decentralizimit fiskal dhe veçanërisht forcimi i kapaciteteve të entiteteve 
lokale për të menaxhuar shpenzimet dhe për të mbledhur të hyrat, mbetet sfidë për 
zgjedhjet e ardhshme lokale, në vjeshtë të vitit 2004, dhe sfidë e pjesës së dytë të vitit. 
Autoritetet kanë parashikuar klauzolë në buxhetin e vitit 2004 për zgjedhjet lokale, por 
nuk ka përcaktime të veçanta të buxhetit për shpenzime që kanë të bëjnë me 
decentralizimin fiskal. Nevojitet etablimi dhe zhvillimi i sistemit modern të unifikuar 
për raportimin financiar në kuadër të njësiteve të vetëqeverisjes lokale. Janë marrë një 
sërë masash, të cilat shënojnë dëshirën për përshpejtimin e reformave të orientuara kah 
BE-ja, në suaza të Procesit të Stabilizimit dhe Asocimit (PSA). Këto masa përfshijnë 
koordinimin më të mirë në implementimin e obligimeve, që rrjedhin nga marrëdhënia 
kontraktuale midis Republikës së Maqedonisë dhe BE-së dhe rekomandimet e bëra në 
suaza të MSA. Vendimi i Qeverisë për të zgjidhur problemin e shkaktuar nga 
kundërvajtja e Marrëveshjes së Përkohshme në rastin e OKTA-s, ishte i mirëseardhur. 
Hyrja në fuqi e Marrëveshjes për Stabilizim dhe Asocim (MSA), në mënyrë 
substanciale do të rrisë mënyrat dhe nivelet e bashkëpunimit, i cili momentalisht 
ekziston midis Republikës së Maqedonisë dhe BE-së. Miratimi i Marrëveshjes së 
Stabilizimit dhe Asocimit duhet të kompletohet para 1 majit, duke pasur parasysh 
zgjerimin e BE-së. Edhe pse puna e realizuar për përputhshmëri me obligimet e MSA-s 
është për t’u përshëndetur, burimet, përfshirë edhe ato të buxhetit nacional, të dedikuara 
këtij procesi, mbeten të pamjaftueshme. Përveç kësaj, linku midis prioriteteve 
strategjike, definicioni dhe mobilizimi i burimeve duhet të qartësohen. Numri më i 
madh i strukturave, përfshirë edhe ato parlamentare, janë duke u zbatuar në një kohë 
shumë të shkurtër dhe nuk mund të demonstrojnë kapacitet për të çarë me forcë 
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përshpejtimin e procesit të reformës të përfshirë nga MSA. Involvimi dhe mobilizimi i 
mëtejshëm i të gjitha ministrive do të jetë i nevojshëm për qëndrueshmërinë e numrit të 
madh të reformave në agjendën qeveritare. Pozita aktuale e Procesit të Stabilizimit dhe 
Asocimit do të ketë dimension të ri në Republikën e Maqedonisë, si rezultat i ratifikimit 
të Marrëveshjes së MSA, që mundëson hyrjen në fuqi të marrëveshjes më 1 prill 2004. 
Negociatat filluan në tetor, me protokoll të Marrëveshjes, që do të merret parasysh në 
bashkimin e dhjetë shteteve të reja anëtare me BE-në. Tani duhet të përfundohet, në 
mënyrë që t’i shmanget tregut që ndikon negativisht dhe gjithashtu të përfitojë nga 
zbatimi i Marrëveshjes për Stabilizim dhe Asocim në një treg të zgjeruar. Periudha prej 
raportit të vitit të kaluar, është karakterizuar me një agjendë shumë intensive. Pas 
ripërshtatjes së strukturave të palës punuese për t’i reflektuar më mirë kërkesat e 
Marrëveshjes së Përkohshme të dakorduar në prill, një cikël i plotë i takimeve të palëve 
punuese u mbajtën në suaza të Marrëveshjes së Përkohshme, Marrëveshjes për 
Bashkëpunim dhe asaj për Transport. Mbledhja e gjashtë e Këshillit për Bashkëpunim, 
u mbajt në Bruksel në muajin qershor. Përveç kësaj, takimet teknike mundësuan 
diskutime të thella lidhur me çështje të veçanta të Marrëveshjes së Përkohshme (çështje 
që kanë të bëjnë me tregun e brendshëm, përfshirë këtu politikën konkurruese, 
mbrojtjen e konsumatorëve, standardizimin, metrologjinë, akreditimin, certifikimin dhe 
mbikëqyrjen e tregut). Negociatat u përqendruan në liberalizimin më të lartë të tregut, 
në prodhimet bujqësore dhe ato të peshkut, ato filluan në dhjetor të vitit 2002 dhe 
përfunduan me sukses në qershor. Në dhjetor, rezultatet e këtyre negociatave u miratuan 
me vendimin e Këshillit për Bashkëpunim. Vlerësimi i përgjithshëm i cilësisë 
administrative pas shpalljes së raportit të vitit të kaluar. Në qershor, Qeveria miratoi një 
plan aksionar, i cili transformoi rekomandimet e MSA-së në 216 aktivitete dhe, 
gjithashtu, përcaktoi organet përgjegjëse për implementimin e këtyre aktiviteteve. Pas 
kësaj vijonte miratimi i Programit Nacional për Afrimin e Legjislacionit, në prill të vitit 
2003. Strategjia Nacionale për Integrim në BE është ende në fazë përgatitore. Raporti i 
parë mbi implementimin e Planit Aksionar të MSA-së u prezantua në Këshillin e 
Bashkëpunimit në qershor. Raportet gjithashtu u kompletuan në nëntor dhe shkurt, si 
dhe të gjitha këto kontribuuan në elaborimin e raportit aktual. Janë marrë masa për të 
forcuar kapacitetin e Qeverisë për implementimin e MSA-së dhe për të përparuar me të. 
Në mars 2003, u themelua një komision punues për integrime evropiane. Procesi i 
reformës është ende në zanafillën e vet në më tepër sfera dhe do të duhet shumë 
përpjekje që ato të transformohen në ndryshime konkrete dhe të sjellin beneficionet e 
parashikuara.  Situata politike në përgjithësi ka mbetur stabile dhe vazhdon të ndërtojë 
procesin e iniciuar në vitin 2001 në Ohër, i cili edhe më tej mbetet krucial në zhvillimin 
e Republikës së Maqedonisë si shtet unitar dhe multietnik. 

PUSHTETI LOKAL 

Qeveria lokale. Decentralizimi është sfida kryesore ku shteti duhet të ndërhyjë për të 
rritur cilësinë e qeverisjes dhe demokracisë së vet. Procesi i decentralizimit ka dy 
objektiva kyçe, si: të sjellë qeverinë më afër popullit dhe të përmirësojë ofrimin e 
shërbimeve publike. Suksesi i decentralizimit varet nga racionalizimi i madhësisë dhe 
numrit të komunave, që të mund të rrisë kapacitetin fiskal dhe menaxherial dhe të 
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transferojë në nivel komunal kompetencat e definuara në nenin 22 të Ligjit për 
vetëqeverisje lokale, që kaloi pas nënshkrimit të Marrëveshjes Kornizë të Ohrit. 
Programi operativ qeveritar, që përfshin tri ligjet e ndjeshme (Ligjin për organizim 
territorial, Ligjin për qytetin e Shkupit dhe Ligjin për financimin komunal) është duke u 
përpunuar në Kuvend. Procesi i decentralizimit është duke u koordinuar me reforma të 
tjera në sektorin social dhe administrativ, me anë të grupit punues për decentralizim 
ndërministror dhe trupit koordinativ të sekretarëve shtetërorë. Duhet të bëhet 
racionalizimi dhe transferi i kompetencave, në mënyrë që skena e re e decentralizuar të 
fillojë të funksionojë më 1 janar 2005. Progresi tani varet nga koordinimi efikas në 
suaza të qeverisë qendrore, nga miratimi i akteve juridike prej kuvendi, nga trajnimi i 
administratave komunale dhe qartësimi i situatës që ka të bëjë me borxhet komunale. 
Shoqëria civile: Forcimi i shoqërisë civile është përkrahur nga përpjekjet e Qeverisë për 
të favorizuar zhvillimin e organizatave joqeveritare (OJQ). Kjo përfshinte shkallë më të 
lartë të bashkëpunimit midis organizatave joqeveritare dhe Qeverisë. Sidoqoftë, janë të 
nevojshme masa plotësuese, për të arritur qëllimin e një shoqërie civile aktive, kurse 
përkufizimi i nivelit të ri të marrjes së vendimeve në kuadër të decentralizimit të 
ardhshëm, gjithashtu, do të nënkuptojë zhvillimin e mëtejshëm të organizatave 
joqeveritare dhe asociacioneve në nivel lokal. Zhvillimi i organizatave profesionale dhe 
asociacionet qytetare edhe më tej janë penguar nga mungesa e burimeve financiare dhe 
mbeten kryesisht i varura nga burimet e jashtme, publike ose private. Mbeten të 
nevojshme iniciativat plotësuese qeveritare për përkrahjen e zhvillimit të shoqërisë 
civile, siç janë: subvencionimet dhe bashkëpunimi i strukturuar më mirë. Projektet 
ekzistuese për zhvillimin e platformës lidhur me atë të fundit, janë një hap në drejtimin 
e duhur. Një shkallë më e lartë e transparencës në kriteret e zbatuara për beneficientët e 
përkrahjes publike, do të reduktonte rrezikun e keqpërdorimit dhe do të përmirësonte 
vrojtimin e përgjithshëm të rolit të tyre nga publiku më i gjerë. Kjo mund të nënkuptojë 
revidimin e Ligjit të vitit 1998 lidhur me asociacionet. Forcat e armatosura. Aspirata për 
anëtarësim në NATO e ka detyruar Qeverinë të prezantojë një koncept të sigurisë dhe 
mbrojtjes, i cili u miratua nga Kuvendi në muajin qershor. Ligji për shërbimin ushtarak 
u ndryshua në tetor, për të lehtësuar reduktimin dhe reformën e strukturës ushtarake deri 
në vitin 2007. Janë ndërmarrë masat e para për përcjelljen e përgjegjësisë së kontrollit të 
kufirit, nga Ministria e Mbrojtjes në Ministrinë e Punëve të Brendshme. Zhvillimi i 
kapacitetit shtetëror për të menaxhuar krizat në mënyrë efikase dhe demokratike, kërkon 
definim më të përpiktë të koncepteve, legjislativë adekuate dhe kornizë moderatore. 
Duhet të gjendet një qasje e baraspeshuar që ka për qëllim përforcimin e ruajtjes së 
sigurisë, veçanërisht duke marrë parasysh rolin e armatës, aksionin preventiv të policisë 
dhe institucionet e përforcimit të ligjit. Doemos duhet të garantohet udhëheqësia civile 
dhe të plotësohet me definicionin e proceseve, të cilat ofrojnë transparencë dhe 
përputhshmëri të plotë me parimet e ushtrimit të ligjit. Prania e komunitetit 
ndërkombëtar ka mbetur garancë për progresin e vazhdueshëm të vendit drejt 
stabilizimit të plotë. Roli i përfaqësuesve të komunitetit ndërkombëtar në Shkup, 
veçanërisht ai i përfaqësuesit special të BE-së në koordinim të mirë me përfaqësuesin e 
SHBA-ve, ka qenë kritik në përkrahjen e implementimit të Marrëveshjes Kornizë të 
Ohrit. Delegacioni i Komisionit është duke luajtur rol të rëndësishëm në përkrahjen e 
procesit të reformës. Më 15 dhjetor ndodhi një ndryshim i rëndësishëm që kishte të 
bënte me prezencën e sigurisë së BE-së në vend, edhe atë me përfundimin e misionit 
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ushtarak të BE-së “Konkordia” dhe lansimin e misionit policor të BE-së “Proksima”. 
Duke marrë përsipër punën, nga prezenca ushtarake e NATO-s në prill, misioni 
“Konkordia” ka qenë aktiv në terren në të gjitha zonat e krizës së mëparshme, duke 
monitoruar situatën e sigurisë dhe duke implementuar masat për ndërtimin e besimit të 
ndërsjellë. Zhvillimi në situatën e sigurisë ka shpjer drejt vlerësimit se prania ushtarake 
ndërkombëtare në terren nuk ishte e nevojshme më, por kishte nevojë për hapa të tjerë 
para se të konsiderohet plotësisht i etabluar ushtrimi i ligjit në zonat e krizës së 
mëparshme. Për të përmirësuar edhe më tej Situatën e sigurisë dhe stabilizimin e vendit, 
këshilli për çështje të përgjithshme, me ftesën e autoriteteve të Republikës së 
Maqedonisë, më 29 shtator, miratoi Aksionin e Përbashkët për themelimin e Misionit 
policor të Bashkimit Evropian. Oficerët policorë janë dislokuar në dhjetor, në suaza të 
Ministrisë së Punëve të Brendshme dhe nëpër stacione policore në tërë vendin (Tetovë, 
Gostivar, Kumanovë, Dibër, Ohër, Kërçovë dhe Strugë). NATO ka ruajtur një mision 
ndihmës dhe vazhdon të ketë rol të rëndësishëm në reformën e sektorit të sigurisë. 
OSBE, gjithashtu, ka vazhduar rolin aktiv për të ndihmuar implementimin e disa 
pjesëve të Marrëveshjes Kornizë. Prezenca e komunitetit ndërkombëtar në terren, ka 
qenë kërkesë e autoriteteve lokale dhe e Qeverisë për të ndihmuar në zbatimin e procesit 
të mbledhjes së armëve prej 1 nëntorit e deri më 15 dhjetor. Fakti se në procesin e 
mbledhjes së armëve nuk u shënua asnjë incident dhe involvimi pozitiv i autoriteteve 
lokale dhe popullatës, kanë kontribuar pozitivisht në stabilitetin e mëtejshëm. Reforma 
në sistemin gjyqësor është duke bërë progres shumë të ngadalshëm. Hapat e parë tanimë 
janë bërë, sidomos me miratimin e ligjit për buxhetin e pavarur gjyqësor. Gjithashtu, u 
prezantua edhe parimi i përfaqësimit të barabartë në zgjedhjen e gjykatësve, mirëpo 
mbeten dobësitë serioze, të theksuara në raportin e vitit të kaluar, të cilat ndikojnë në 
funksionimin e sistemit gjyqësor. Ekziston nivel tejet i ulët i besimit publik në sistemin 
gjyqësor. Dobësitë dhe pavijueshmëria logjike e sistemit aktual të selektimit dhe 
shkarkimit të gjykatësve dhe prokurorëve, shkakton shtrëngime të ashpra në zhvillimin 
e gjyqësisë së pavarur dhe sistemit që bazohet në sistemin e karrierës së merituar. Një 
çështje kyçe është politizimi i Këshillit Republikan Gjyqësor dhe i sistemit gjyqësor. 
Kjo çështje duhet të qaset pa ngurrim, si dhe, po qe nevoja, të përfshijë edhe ndryshimin 
e kornizës kushtetuese. Ka pasur gjithashtu raste të supozuara të korrupsionit, konfliktit 
të interesave ose nepotizmit të raportuar dhe shqyrtuar nga Komisioni Shtetëror për 
Ndalimin e Korrupsionit. Kundër personave për të cilët ekzistojnë fakte të mjaftueshme 
për korrupsion, duhet të merren aksione të veçanta. Mungesa e vazhdueshme e mjeteve 
të menaxhimit, stërngarkimi i gjyqeve me raste të kundërvajtjeve dhe detyra 
administrative dhe, rrjedhimisht, grumbulli i madh i rasteve të ndryshme, edhe më tej 
pengojnë efikasitetin e gjyqësisë dhe i tërë procesi duhet të racionalizohet. Krahas faktit 
se problemet janë identifikuar mirë, për shembull në Raportin e Gjyqit Suprem për 
gjyqet më të ulëta, nuk janë realizuar rekomandimet e dhëna. Procedurat punuese të 
gjyqeve nuk janë transparente, kurse vendimet e gjyqit shpesh sillen me vonesa të 
paarsyeshme. Sjellja e saktë e vendimeve të gjyqit është çështje elementare dhe shumë e 
rëndësishme. Mungesa e efikasitetit dhe moszbatimi i rregullave, hapin rrugën kah 
ndikimet politike dhe korrupsioni. Bashkëpunimi i mirë midis prokurorisë dhe policisë, 
gjithashtu, është duke dështuar dhe kjo ka shpënë në pamundësinë e trajtimit me 
efikasitet të rasteve të korrupsionit dhe të krimit. Trajnimi i përgjithshëm duhet të 
modernizohet, veçanërisht përmes formimit të shkollës nacionale për gjykatës dhe 
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prokurorë. Trajnimi i veçantë për ligjet e BE-së kundër krimit të organizuar dhe 
formave të reja të krimit, gjithashtu, duhet shtuar. Republika e Maqedonisë ka bërë 
progres të ngadalshëm në forcimin e ushtrimit të ligjit, kryesisht si rezultat i dobësive 
strukturore të zbatimit të ligjit dhe institucioneve gjyqësore, administratës së varfër dhe 
të politizuar, korrupsionit dhe krimit të organizuar. Legjislacioni, pushteti ekzekutiv dhe 
gjyqësia të koordinojnë aksionet e tyre në mënyrë që të gjejnë zgjidhje për të sjellë 
ushtrimin e ligjit në harmoni me standardet evropiane. Shkalla e lartë e korrupsionit dhe 
mosbesimi ndaj institucioneve që ai gjeneron, mbeten faktorë kryesorë parandalues për 
zhvillimin ekonomik dhe, përtej kësaj, pengesë për suksesin e shumë reformave që janë 
filluar për të përshpejtuar tranzicionin e vendit drejt demokracisë dhe ekonomisë 
moderne. Dobësitë e institucioneve dhe mungesa e transparencës në vendimet publike 
janë çështje kyçe që duhen trajtuar. Në përgjithësi, mundësia institucionale për të bërë 
hetime dhe ndjekje penale të korrupsionit duhet të përmirësohet dhe bashkëpunimi 
midis organeve të zbatimit të ligjit duhet ndërtuar, siç është përcaktuar nga Qeveria në 
listën e masave për aksion kundër krimit të organizuar, e miratuar në nëntor. Qeveria ka 
marrë masa preliminare, veçanërisht duke përmbajtur Komisionin Shtetëror për 
Ndalimin e Korrupsionit, të cilit i është dhënë rol qendror – përkundër burimeve të 
kufizuara – në definimin e një qasjeje të gjithëmbarshme në luftimin e korrupsionit. 
Komisioni Shtetëror e filloi punën e vet duke mbledhur raporte për pronën e personave 
publikë dhe janë iniciuar tridhjetë e nëntë procedura gjyqësore për dështimin e raportit. 
Komisioni, gjithashtu, prezantoi programin shtetëror për ndalimin dhe shtypjen e 
korrupsionit. Në muajin qershor, Qeveria miratoi tekstin, i cili duhet pasuar nga 
përcaktimet e duhura buxhetore dhe plani real implementues. Bashkëpunimi i plotë i 
administratës publike, që ndonjëherë është problematik, do të mbetet thelbësor. Një 
dobësi tjetër e qasjes strategjike në luftën efikase kundër korrupsionit, paraqet mungesë 
të koncepteve të qarta për koordinim në identifikimin dhe përndjekjen e korrupsionit 
dhe dështimet në këmbimin e informatave të shërbimit të fshehtë midis policisë 
kriminele, policisë financiare, prokurorisë dhe Komisionit Shtetëror për Ndalimin e 
Korrupsionit. Që në fillim të kësaj iniciative të re, Shqipëria do të bëhej pjesë e saj. Ky 
proces ka për qëllim vendosjen e marrëdhënieve më të ngushta ndërmjet BE-së dhe 
vendeve të lartpërmendura, nëpërmjet Marrëveshjes së Stabilizim-Asocimit (MSA). Në 
nëntor të vitit 1999, Komisioni Evropian paraqiti një raport mbi studimin e fizibilitetit 
për hapjen e bisedimeve me Shqipërinë për nënshkrimin e Marrëveshjes së Stabilizim-
Asocimit, duke arritur në përfundimin se megjithatë Shqipëria nuk i kishte plotësuar 
kushtet për një marrëveshje të tillë. Perspektiva e vendeve të Ballkanit Perëndimor për 
integrim në Bashkimin Evropian përforcohet pas Këshillit Evropian të Feiras, i 
mbledhur në qershor të vitit 2000, i cili vendosi se të gjitha vendet e përfshira në 
procesin e Stabilizim-Asocimit janë kandidate potenciale për anëtarësim në Bashkimin 
Evropian. Në muajin nëntor të vitit 2000, në Zagreb, u zhvillua takimi i vendeve të 
përfshira në procesin e Stabilizim-Asocimit. Në këtë takim BE-ja vendosi të 
përshpejtojë bashkëpunimin me Shqipërinë nëpërmjet krijimit të Grupit të Nivelit të 
Lartë Drejtues Shqipëri-BE. Qëllimi i këtij grupi ishte të vlerësojë kapacitetin e 
Shqipërisë për të marrë përsipër detyrimet për një Marrëveshje Stabilizim-Asocim me 
BE-në. Grupi i Nivelit të Lartë Drejtues Shqipëri-BE  zhvilloi tre takime në Tiranë në 
përfundim të të cilave Komisioni Evropian hartoi një raport vlerësimi,ku evidentohej 
procesi i bërë dhe fushat ku ende nevojiten përmirësime. Si përfundim, Komisioni 
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vlerësoi se ndonëse mbetet ende për të bërë në drejtim të plotësimit të detyrimeve që 
rrjedhin nga një marrëveshje Stabilizim-Asociimi, perspektiva e hapjes së negociatave 
është rruga më e mirë për të ruajtur tempin e ndryshimeve politike dhe reformave 
ekonomike në vend. Për këtë qëllim, Komisioni arriti në përfundimin se është çasti për 
të proceduar me një Marrëveshje Stabilizim-Asociimi me Shqipërinë. Në muajin 
qershor 2001, Këshilli i Ministrave të BE-së miratoi raportin e Komisionit dhe i kërkoi 
atij që të paraqiste një projekt-mandat për hapjen e negociatave me Shqipërinë përpara 
fundit të vitit 2001. Në përputhje me kërkesën e Këshillit, në muajin dhjetor të vitit 
2001, Komisioni Evropian ia paraqiti Këshillit projekt mandatin e negocimit të një 
marrëveshjeje  për stabilizim-asocim me Shqipërinë. Gjithashtu, në këtë takim u vendos 
edhe krijimi i Grupit Konsultativ BE-Shqipëri. Projekt-mandati i bisedimeve, i 
përgatitur dhe paraqitur nga Komisioni Evropian, u diskutua në nivel teknik nga vendet 
anëtare të BE-së gjatë periudhës janar-korrik të vitit 2002. Këshilli i çështjeve të 
përgjithshme të BE-së në mbledhjen e tij më 21 tetor 2002, vendosi hapjen e 
negociatave me Shqipërinë. Negociatat u hapën zyrtarisht nga presidenti i Komisionit 
Evropian, z. Romano Prodi, më 31 janar të vitit 2003. Qëllimi i Marrëveshjes së 
Stabilizim-Asocimit është vendosja e stabilitetit politik dhe ekonomik të shtetit 
kandidat. Pikërisht për këtë arsye kjo marrëveshje përmban detyrime asimetrike në 
favor të tij.  Për t’u bërë palë e marrëveshjes, Shqipëria duhet të plotësojë kriteret e 
vendosura nga Këshilli Evropian i Kopenhagës në qershor të vitit 1993. Këto kritere 
janë të karakterit politik dhe ekonomik. Ato kërkojnë që nga njëra anë shteti kandidat 
për integrim të garantojë demokracinë, shtetin e së drejtës, respektimin e të drejtave të 
njeriut dhe të minoriteteve, por dhe, nga ana tjetër, të vendosë një ekonomi tregu që 
mund t’i bëjë ballë presionit të konkurrencës së tregut të përbashkët evropian. Së fundi, 
shteti kandidat duhet të jetë i aftë t’u përgjigjet detyrimeve që rrjedhin nga “acquis 
communautaire” - legjislacioni i Bashkimit Evropian. Kuadri i përgjithshëm i 
Marrëveshjes së Stabilizim-Asocimit përbëhet nga katër shtylla: dialogu politik dhe 
bashkëpunimi rajonal, dispozitat tregtare lidhur me liberalizimin progresiv të 
këmbimeve deri në vendosjen e një zone tregtie të lirë midis palëve, liritë komunitare 
dhe, së fundi, bashkëpunimi në fushat parësore, e sidomos në fushën e drejtësisë dhe 
çështjeve të brendshme. Për realizimin e objektivave të procesit të Stabilizim-Asocimit 
dhe të Marrëveshjes së Stabilizim-Asocimit, BE-ja ofron një mbështetje financiare 
nëpërmjet programit CARDS, i cili zëvendësoi programet PHARE dhe OBNOVA, me 
rregulloren nr. 2666/2000 të datës 5 dhjetor 2000 të Këshillit të Bashkimit Evropian.  
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LANGUAGE, CULTURE AND DISCRIMINATION: 
COMMUNICATIVE EQUALITY BETWEEN GENDERS 

Authors: Amando López Valero & Eduardo Encabo Fernández 
(Barcelona: Ediciones Octaedro, 2008, 272 páginas) 
 

This text is the result of the intense research made by the authors and it is part of 
their prolific scientific production. The book itself introduces the reader to the 
three concept categories embedded in the title. After that, it focuses on gender 
differences, a current issue that provides a basis for the authors to reflect on and to 
make some didactic suggestions both social and educational. Following a precise 
introduction in which the authors’ expectations are clearly stated, we find the first 
content section. It revolves around the relationship between language, culture and 
didactic. Firstly, the concept of language is dissected in order to expose its 
complexity and its importance in the daily evolution of human beings. Secondly, 
an essential concept is defined: the concept of culture. And finally, the last one, 
didactic, refers to the teaching environment and it becomes essential to complete 
this concept triangle.The next section of the book focus on the connection 
established between language use and sexism. The concept of language is 
approached loosely. Thus we find that verbal and non-verbal aspects, the cultural 
expressions, etc., are presented as elements of a complex corpus largely under the 

influence of any gender differences. The text is rich in references to the discriminatory use of the language which are 
taken into account in order to incite us to an urgent change both educational and social. The third section focus on the 
educational institutions and questions the most traditional education system proposing a socio-critic approach that 
may lead to a social and institutional transformation instead. This chapter is closely related to the previous ones and 
shapes an ideal background with enough elements for the reader to go deeply into the contents of the book while 
becoming well aware of the importance of the concepts delt with. Next section includes a practical application based 
on the written outcome of different students. The authors intend to illustrate their work by focusing on the gender 
stereotypes found on the students’ written outcome. In spite of the social commitment institutions seem to adhere to, 
Primary Education is saturated with evidence of gender stereotype transmission. The authors regard this situation 
with concern and will try to raise the reader’s awareness of it by means of significant examples which develop the 
idea embedded in the whole text. Before summarizing the main points of the argument, a large number of didactic 
suggestions are made from the area of Language and Literature for teachers and parents, among others, to become 
aware and prevent the situation highlighted by the previous examples from perpetuating generation after generation. 
In conclusion, the text brings our attention to the problem of gender discrimination and approaches it from a 
perspective which provides the reader with some relevant information that will leave them pondering on the 
expressed ideas, regardless they finally agree with them or not. It also combines theory and practice which makes its 
contents accessible and its use, active and practical. The authors’ valuable contribution may inspire teachers, parents 
and other professionals to aim for equality especially, as it are suggested throughout these pages, between women and 
men.      
 

    Gabriel Sánchez-Sánchez 
University of Murcia 
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A PRACTICAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR 

Author: Arburim ISENI, MSc 
State University of Tetova 
Faculty of Philology 
English Department 
 

In preparing this Grammar Book author’s aim has been to satisfy the needs of 
university students, of intermediate and advanced level, Departments of English, 
in Macedonia and Albania, who require theoretical and practical knowledge of 
English Grammar to comprehend and use it in their teaching classes later. I think 
that anybody using this book needs to have a reasonable knowledge of English, at 
least intermediate level. However the author has been careful to preserve the most 
important and useful ideas needed for this category of students. At the same time 
based on his experience and the excellent Grammar Books written by outstanding 
American and British professors I think that with this book he is giving a modest 
contribution to his students. In order to accommodate the needs of his students he 
consulted a number of friends and colleagues, scholars with rich experience of 
teaching English, well-known scholars with rich experience in teaching Albanian 

Grammar, whose opinion he values a lot. This Grammar Book is a systematic account of grammatical issues with the 
focus on the parts of speech and their function in a sentence, without pretending to have reached perfection. As 
language is a living thing, grammar rules are not so strict. So students may find on their way of learning English 
deviations from the rules given here, and that does not mean that they are wrong or the rules in the book are wrong, 
unless the meaning and use convey the meaning of the message and do not confuse the learner. This information is 
important for learners. In some situations it may be safer for them to use either of the forms. This book covers the 
main areas of English Grammar at intermediate and advanced level. It looks for example, at parts of speech defining 
their role in a sentence. Parts of speech are often a tricky subject when dealing with languages other than one's native 
one(s), since in some cases they do not match as expected. Albanian language changes the adjectives according to 
gender and plural while English does not; Albanian has a free word order in a sentence, due to inflections, while 
English has a fixed word order. Many languages don't have a distinction between adjectives and adverbs, or 
adjectives and nouns, etc. This means that the formal distinctions between parts of speech must be made within the 
framework of a given language, and should not be carried over to other languages. It also looks at the characteristics 
of nouns and verbs, adverb and adjective structures, the use of articles, determiners, pronouns, quantifiers, etc. It also 
provides a lot of examples and exercises for every topic. In traditional English grammar, which is patterned after 
Latin grammar, and still taught in schools and used in dictionaries, the parts of speech are: noun, verb, adjective, 
adverb, pronoun, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. Modern grammarians however believe that this list is 
somewhat simplified and artificial. Some grammarians classify the parts of speech taking into consideration the 
function, calling ‘open word classes’: adjectives, adverbs, interjections, nouns, verbs (except auxiliary verbs). Closed 
word classes: auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, determiners, particles, measure words, prepositions and postpositions, 
pronouns. Students may find various classifications and grouping while reading and studying with various books and 
teachers, but the basics, the core is mostly the same. English is an analytic language and frequently does not mark 
words as belonging to one part of speech or another. Words like break, outlaw, laser, microwave and telephone might 
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all be either verb forms or nouns. Although -ly is an adverb marker, not all adverbs end in -ly and not all words 
ending in -ly are adverbs. For instance, tomorrow, slow, fast, crosswise can all be adverbs, while leisurely, friendly, 
ugly are all adjectives. In certain circumstances, even words with primarily grammatical functions can be used as 
verbs or nouns, as in "We must look to the hows and not just the whys". All these have their advantages and 
disadvantages, students should not be discouraged. "The terms, "nomen", "verbum", "adverbum", etc, definitely were 
a legacy of Latin grammarians. But if the criteria for defining nouns, verbs, etc, in English are different from the 
criteria used for Latin, then how do we know that English Nouns and Verbs have anything to do with Latin Nouns 
and Verbs. Obviously, the only answer is that they express similar notions. The conclusion is that there are no 
universal morphological or syntactic categories. What is universal is the broad pragmatic functions and conceptual 
distinctions expressed by language. Since all languages perform basically the same tasks, there are a lot of similarities 
and many universals, but there are no universal morphosyntactic features. In the book we have treated the following 
Morphosyntactic issues: Morphology: regular and irregular morphological forms of nouns, adjectives, adverbs, verbs, 
etc. Word formation Grammatical basic component: fundamental interference mistakes, basic grammar 'Advanced' 
grammar: tense, aspect, mood, and modality. Functions of the parts of speech in a sentence, Word order. Often, the 
Subject-Verb-Object (SVO) word order of English leads to the assumption that sentences with lexical Noun Phrases 
(NPs) as subjects and objects are the norm in English. Let’s see an example: Men eat fish. This type of sentence, 
however, is highly a typical of English conversation. If we translate it in Albanian it will be: Njerëzit hanë peshk. 
Let’s change the word order. Fish eat man. (Peshkun e hanë njerëzit). If we change the word order in English the 
sentence will be completely different in meaning. In Albanian the word order is different but the meaning is the same. 
This is due to inflections of nouns and verbs in the Albanian language. Other issues treated in this book are also the 
Direct and Indirect Speech, the Conditionals, etc. We hope that this book will prove to be fruitful, helpful, stimulating 
and why not rewarding to author’s students.                      

                                      Vilma Tafani, PhD 
University of Elbasan - Albania 
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THE ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

Authors: Sami Ibrahimi & Arburim Iseni 
Arbëriadesign, 2008, p. 117  
 

The textbook prepared by two authors Prof. Dr. Sami Ibrahimi and Mr.sc. 

Arburim Iseni, both lecturers at the University of Tetova, under the title The 

Origin and History of the English Language, apparently is meant for use by the 

students of English at the University. In almost hundred and sixteen pages of its 

text it follows a methodology of progressive growth of a language to become 

world’s most spoken and written tongue. At the very beginning of it the authors 

give a long list of nations and lands in which English is either their mother 

tongue, or their first and official language. The list has, no doubt, an immediate 

impact on the reader. Once the student’s attention is secured the authors conduct 

him through the intricate patterns of English, showing and illustrating their 

history and development. Numerous examples, illustrations, columns, and charts 

clearly mirror the changes of the language from the earliest Anglo-Saxon 

(Beowulf) times, to the times of its established and perfected (Samuel Johnson) forms. Students of English will find 

in it a good companion to its historical development from a rough and inelaborate to a smooth, pleasant language, 

capable of devouring and digesting every kind of experience. The text provides the necessary corpus for a final test. 

The text, as method and matter, meets the standards of a textbook for the students of the State University of Tetova; 

therefore, it is my pleasure to recommend it. 

Prof. Dr. Hamdi Daci 
University of Prishtina 

English Department 
Republic of Kosova 
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TEACHING ONLINE: A PRACTICAL GUIDE 

Authors: Susan Ko & Steve Rossen 
Houghton Mifflin, 2nd Ed., 2004, 339 pages 

 
Teaching Online: A Practical Guide is a good resource for both beginners; 
intermediate and advance level teaching staffs who either want to start exploring 
online teaching environments or want to pursue new ideas on how to improve their 
fully online or blended / hybrid courses. The Book includes 14 Chapters covering 
the main issues related with online teaching, namely Institutional scenarios (low, 
medium and high tech), how to convert a face-to-face course into a blended or 
fully online course, how to create a comprehensible and effective syllabus, how to 
prepare course activities in the online environment (groups activities, simulations, 
discussion boards, assessment, peer evaluation, etc.), teaching with the internet, 
online participation and effective communication, work load and time management 
and copyright and intellectual property (for both teaching staff and students) 
among others. Several practical examples are also provided in a wide variety of 
fields such as, pharmacology, psychology and physics among others.Very useful 

examples, suggestions and hints are given for the integration of online and face-to-face (traditional) learning 
environments. Different technology tools as email, discussion boards, chat, internet resources and synchronous 
systems and asynchronous learning management systems (LMS) are analysed. However, Susan Ko and Steve Rossen 
totally demystify the need for very High-Tech tools and support and continuously provide the reader with 
alternatives, different approaches, relevant new strategies and tips concerning the different subjects addressed. 
Teaching Online follows a very practical approach, when opposed to a more theoretical and descriptive layout, which 
makes reading easy for a newcomer in the subject and a reference for those who are more experienced in online 
instruction. This book also provides an excellent guide of resources at the end of each chapter and as a book closure 
section as well as a very complete glossary which is considered to be particularly helpful for beginners into the online 
teaching and learning.124  

  
Isabel S. Carvalho 

Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 

                                                 
124 http://college.hmco.com/education/ko_rossen/teaching_on/2e/students/glossary.html 

     http://college.hmco.com/education/ko_rossen/teaching_on/2e/students/resources.html 
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ALL IN ALL: A PLURAL VIEW OF OUR TEACHING & 
LEARNING 

Authors: María Jesús Lorenzo Modia & Ana Demitroff  
Year: (2005). Place: A Coruña 
Publishing House: Servizo de Publicacións da Universidade da Coruña 
 

The publication object of this review gathers almost thirtieth of articles, that as it is 
detached already in its title, offers a wide range of innovative ideas about the 
language, literature and English culture, directed mainly, though not in a way 
exclusive, to the development of educational practice in the English classroom. The 
book is made in connection with two large blocks. The first of them, "Ideas to think 
about," is at the same time split into two parts. In the first part there is an approach 
to the relationship between culture and literature from different perspectives. Thus, 
this section is opened with the articles of José Miguel Alonso Giráldez, that 
analyzes the force of the Shakespearean work in the XXI century, and María Jesús 
Cabarcos Traseira, who explores the connections between the work of J.M. Coetzee, 
Premium Nobel of Literature in 2003, and his perception of the world and of 
himself as writer. As a continuation to the contributions, we have the ones of the 
brothers José Manuel and Margarita Estévez Sáa, who reflect on the importance of 

the literature and Irish culture within the English studies and offer different approximations to the teaching of these 
matters. Of equal manner that these scholars are investigating Irish culture, they demand Irish literature and culture to 
take the place that corresponds to them in the study of English language and culture, the professor María Jesús 
Lorenzo Modia, publisher of the present volume, insists on the need of checking the rate of the English literature to 
give content in it to certain literature in English that it has always been traditionally relegated. Also, we find in this 
part of the book an article, certainly very interesting, by Alan Floyd in the one in which is analyzed the 
propagandistic use of the cinema on the part of British government during the II World War. This first section is 
closed with the articles of Alejandra Moreno Álvarez, who analyzes from a poststructuralist point of view the beauty 
stereotypes in The Life and Loves of a She-Devil by Fay Weldom, and finally Andreas Mueller, tries to establish the 
reasons why the English literature of the XVIII century counts on not many adepts in the classrooms of the English 
Universities. The second section of this first part of the work explores the connections between the culture, the 
teaching and the learning. Here we can see so relevant problems in the area as the importance of the presentation by 
García Laborda, about the reading (article by Lasa Álvarez), about the cultural context (article by Vidal Rodríguez - 
Sabio), and of the continuous learning (article by the experienced teachers Filgueira Figueira and Lorica Iglesias) in 
the competence acquisition in a second language as English. Also it is analyzed the use of various types of materials 
and methodologies in the teaching of the English language (articles by O'Neill, Caridad Barreiro, López Boullón and 
Pérez Guerra). Finally, they integrate in the same way in this section the articles by Amenedo Costa, on the life of the 
English citizens in  the Ferrol of the XVIII century; Clark Mitchell, who analyzes the use of varieties of speech in 
Martin Chuzzlevit by Charles Dickens; Crespo García, on the need of the study of the history of the English 
language; Palacios Martínez and Nuñez Pretejo, in their article reflect to us the importance of the creation of the 
European Common Framework of Reference for the teaching and languages learning, as well as the European 
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Linguistic Passport; and Vázquez Maroño, as far as it is concerned, offers strategies for the teaching of an English 
course for specific uses related to the safety forces of the state. The second and probably one of the largest blocks that 
compose the book, "Ideas to put I intuit practice," has a specific practical character and in it the are found 
contributions as those by Encarnación Cortés Maté and Jesus García Laborda, Mauritio Corretjé, Ana Demitroff or 
Adrian Underhill, who offer precious ideas and suggestions of facing its application to the teaching practice of 
English. In spite of the fact that, in these lines it has not been able to give an account and a true reference compliment 
of all the contributions that compose the volume that occupies us, we have denoted that in him, there are combined in 
an exceptional manner the theoretical aspect and its practical one. Fit to mention also, the fact of the fact that the 
work collects articles signed by professional of the teaching at primary education levels, secondary, official language 
schools and university, which develop their educational practice in Spain as well as in other countries of the European 
environment. Taking the magnitude of the challenge into consideration, which supposes to carry out a work as the 
one which occupies us - in the one which it is attempted to include in the same volume theoretical and practical 
approaches of the language, literature and English cultures, accomplished from and applicable, and at the same time, 
at different levels of the educational system - it could be questionable, a priori, the success in such an ambitious task. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the implicit difficulty to the process of giving form to so many and so assorted contents, the 
final product is characterized by its cared setup, its clarity and the perfect harmony of the parts in the final set of the 
work. As a conclusion, we will clearly assert that the characteristics of this work make its reading a pleasant 
experience, highly enriching and quite advisable, for specialists, as well as for readers interested in different aspects 
of the language, the literature and the English culture, as well as in the forms to its scope to acquire or widen such 
knowledge related to these areas of the study of the English language. 

 
Juan José Varela Tembra 

Instituto Teológico Compostelano 
Universidad Pontificia de Salamanca 

Spain  
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NDIKIMI I GJUHËS SHQIPE NË TURQISHTEN E FOLUR NË 
MAQEDONI DHE NË KOSOVË 

Prof.Dr. Sami Ibrahimi 
Shtëpia botuese: LOGOS – A, Shkup, 2005, fq. 162 
 

Ndikimi i gjuhës në turqishtën e folur në Maqedoni dhe në Kosovë - në rrafshin 

fonologjik, ka rëndësinë e vet shkencore sepse studion një dukuri gjuhësore në një 

ambient të posaçëm, i cili nuk është hulumtuar sa duhet deri tani. Kjo rëndësi është 

aq e madhe, meqë paraqet ndikimin e gjuhës shqipe në të folmet e një gjuhe të 

madhe - të turqishtes, gjë që nuk është rast i shpeshtë në përvojën e ndikimeve 

ndërgjuhësore. Ky studim është një analizë e hollësishme e ndryshimeve të 

fonemave si vokalike ashtu edhe konsonantike që i bëjnë në ligjerimin e tyre 

folësit e këtyre dy trevave të të folmeve të turqishtes në Ballkan, duke dhënë si 

rezultat shkeljen e rregullave gjuhësore të harmonisë vokalike të turqishtes. 

Gadishulli Ballkanik është një nga regjionet e shumta në Evropë dhe përgjithësi në 

botë, ku shekuj me rradhë janë bërë kontakte intenzive etnike dhe linguistike. Kjo 

gjendje e ndërlikuar etnolinguistike dhe kontaktet që i kushtëzon ajo ende janë të 

pranishme në shtetet ballkanike, veçmas ky fenomen është i shprehur në Maqedoni e diç më pak edhe në Kosovë. 

Autorin  gjithmonë e ka tërhequr aspekti dhënës i gjuhës shqipe në gjuhën e folur turke, e poashtu edhe në gjuhen jo 

vetëm të folur maqedonase por edhe në atë letrare sepse ka 30 elemente shqipëtare në rrafshe të ndryshme 

gramatikore në maqedonishte, të cilat e bëjnë këtë gjuhë që të dallohet nga të dy gjuhët fqinje sllave: bullgarishtja dhe 

sërbishtja. Nuk ishte e lehtë për autorin që ta bëjë këtë studim, por sfida ishte më dominuese krahasuar me vështirsitë 

që ka hasur gjatë mbledhjes, analizës dhe përpunimit të materialit dhe natyrisht se ai ka bërë një studim që nuk ishte 

prekur deri më atë kohë nga ndonjë studiues shqipëtarë, pra në ndikimin kardinal të gjuhës shqipe në turqishtën e 

folur në Maqedoninë perëndimore dhe në Kosovë, pikërishtë në dy rajone ku shqipëtaret paraqesin shumicë absolute. 

Autori ishte përcaktuar që ta analizojë ndikimin në rrafshin fonologjik, por në të vetvetiu përfshihet edhe rrafshi 

fonetik, meqë formimi dhe cilësia tingullore e fonemave qe përdoren në turqishten e folur janë absolutisht identike 

me ato të së folmes shqipe, bile me të gjitha veçoritë që na paraqiten në të folmet shqipe të Maqedonisë dhe atë të 

Kosovës, duke bërë  distinkcionet në përdorimin e fonemave ç-q dhe xh-gj. Importimi dhe përdorimi pa vështirësi i 

disa fonemave nga gjuha shqipe, të cilat nuk i posedon gjuha turke dhe asnjë dialekt tjetër i gjuhës turke, si p.sh. 

fonemat: th, dh, c, dhe x, por edhe përdorimi i pastër i fonemave të shqipës q dhe gj. Dihet se në interferencat 

gjuhësore, huazimet më së shumti bëhën në rrafshin leksik e shumë rrallë në rrafshin morfosintaksor, fonologjik e pse 

jo edhe në frazeologji. Shqipëtarët shekuj me rradhë në sundimin turk janë detyruar ta mësojnë guhën e 

administratorit, mirëpo duke hasur në vështirësi të mëdha në strukturën fonologjike dhe morfosintaksore të gjuhës 

turke, ata së pari huazuan mjaft fjalë nga leksiku i turqishtes me të cilat pastaj formuan një gjuhë turke të ndikuar nga 

gjuha e tyre amtare dhe si të tillë filluan ta përdorin. Si ilustrim do të marrim një shembull ku dominon leksiku sllav, 

por megjithatë fjalia ka strukturën e gjuhës shqipe. P.sh. Një nënë nga Shkupi jo aq e arsimuar i drejtohet vajzës së 

saj me këto fjalë: “Merre nanës mrezhën, shko në samoposllugë, blej disa grisnika e solenka dy slladoleda edhe një 
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gusti sok se sonte në televizi asht nji film i mirë”. Ndërsa një nënë e rëndomtë fshatare fëmijëve të vetë do t’u 

drejtohej me këto fjalë: “Hajt djali nanës shkurtoje nji krah dru, ta kallim zjarrmin e ti zogëza nanës shko shkule nji 

lokën se për darkë du me gatu nji laknor”. Jemi të bindur se e folmja turke ka filluar pikërishtë me fjali të tilla si 

shembulli i parë, por në rastin tonë me fjalë turke, sepse shqiptarët, e sidomos gratë dhe fëmijët nuk kanë qenë në 

kontakte të drejtëpërdrejta me folës burimor të turqishtes, meqë sunduesit turq, apo më mirë të themi administruesit 

dhe ushtarakët turq në të shumtën e rasteve nuk i kanë sjellë anëtarët e familjeve të tyre nga vendlindja që të kenë 

pasur mundësinë të bashkëjetojnë me shqipëtarët e kjo ka ndikuar që e folmja turke në këto troje të jetë një përzierje e 

çuditëshme e leksikut turk në struktura gramatikore të shqipes. Ky konstatim i yni mund të gjejë mbështetje në faktin 

se dy fonemat e turqishtes o dhe g, të cilat nuk i njeh gjuha shqipe, nuk i hasim as në gjuhën e folur turke në 

Maqedoninë perëndimore e as në Kosovë. Autori ka bërë mjaft hulumtime edhe në rrafshin morfosntaksor dhe me 

këtë rast sheshazi ka vërejtur se gjuha e folur turke në këto troje është një e folme shqipe me leksik të gjuhës turke e 

me të njëjta ndikime të leksikut sllav si në gjuhën shqipe që përdorej para disa dekadave nga shqipëtarët e rëndomtë 

apo të paarsimuar, ku gjykatësi ishte sudija apo komuna ishte opshtina e kështu me rradhë. Ne shpresojmë se ky 

studim do të jetë një udhërrëfyes dhe një kontribut modest që studiuesve të ardhshëm t’u jap shtysë që më me guxim 

dhe më me sukses t’u hyjnë temave të ndryshme në këtë fushë dhe të ndriçojnë ndikimin e shqipes jo vetëm në 

gjuhën turke, por edhe në gjuhën sllave të Ballkanit dhe në greqishten e re. Çdo respekt studiuesve të huaj të shqipes  

ndaj të cilëve duhet të jemi shumë mirënjohës, për atë që mund ta bëj shqipëtari për gjuhën e vetë amtare, të cilën e 

njeh thellësisht dhe e ndjen në çdo pore të qenies së vetë, nuk mund ta bëj i huaji. Me të lexuar këtë studim, mund të 

konstatojmë se gjuha shqipe ka ushtruar ndikim të theksuar në rrafshin fonologjik të turqishtes së folur në Maqedonië 

perëndimore dhe në Kosovë, pikërisht aty ku shqipëtarët janë shumicë e konsiderueshme. Mbase mund të themi pa 

kurrfarë hamendjeje se ndikim të këtillë të theksuar nuk hasim në asnjë të folme turke të asnjë rajoni, duke u nisur 

nga Kina, Irani, shumë shtete kaukaze të ish Bashkimit Sovjetik, disa shtete arabe, shtete sllave të Ballkanit, 

Rumania, Moldavia, Greqia dhe të folmet turke në Maqedoninë Lindore. Ky ndikim ëstë i dukshëm edhe në rrafshin 

morfosintaksor dhe në frazeologjinë, mirëpo me këtë fenomen linguistik në lëmin e gjuhëve në kontakt duhet të 

punojnë një ekipë e 3-4 vetash, të cilët i njohin mirë sistemet e të dy gjuhëve (shqipes dhe turqishtes) si të asaj 

popullore ashtu edhe gjuhësve letrare të të dy popujve. Përveç aspektit të pastër gjuhësor, ky fenomen duhet studiuar 

dhe në aspektin sociologjik, psikologjik, religjioz dhe politik, sepse vetëm në këtë mënyrë mund të fitohet një pasqyrë 

e qartë e rrethanave se si nisi, si u zhvillua dhe si arriti këtë shkallë ndikimi i gjuhës shqipe në turqishtën e folur të 

këtyre trojeve. Nga çdokush mund të shtrohet pyetja se pse ndikim kaq i fuqishëm i gjuhës shqipe e jo i gjuhëve 

sllave, si sërbishtja, bullgarishtja e maqedonishtja ose pse jo gjuha greke në turqishten e folur në Greqi, ose 

rumanishtja e folur në Rumani ose Moldavi?! Menjëherë duke theksuar se ndikimi i gjuhëve të lartpërmendura në 

turqishten e folur në rajonet e tyre është i madhë më së shumti në rrafshin leksikor e jo në rrafshet gramatikore, siç 

ndodh në turqishten e folur në trojet ku jetojnë shqipëtarët, rajone këto që janë temë shqyrtimi i këtij studimi. Edhe në 

turqishten e folur në Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe në Kosovë, ndikimi i gjuhëve sllave ne gjuhën e folur shqipe të 

këtyre rajoneve është i madh, gati i ngjashëm numerikisht me huazimet sllave në gjuhën e folur shqipe të këtyre 

rajoneve, sidomos në leksikun administrativ, që është edhe e natyrshme, sepse administratori, përkatësisht okupuesi, 

nuk është i detyruar të përdorë gjuhën e të okupuarit ose të të nënshtruarit. Shikuar realisht, Maqedonia Perëndimore 

dhe Kosova shekuj me rradhë kanë qenë të administruara (lexo të okupuara) nga sundiuesit osmanë ose sllavë, 

prandaj edhe sot e gjith ditën gjuha shqipe në Maqedoninë Perëndimore nuk përdoret si gjuhë zyrtare në plotkuptimin 

e fjalës, krahasuar me gjuhën shqipe në Kosovë, në termet administrative. Mirëpo, kjo dukuri na paraqitet edhe në të 

folmen shqipe të Kosovës, ku shumë terme administrative turko-arabe ose sllave zëvedësohen me terme të gjuhës 
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letrare shqipe, si: kadija, myftija, deveja, hapsaneja, sudija, mollba, zhallba, opshtina, etj. Dëshmia më e fuqishme se 

ndikimi i shqipes në turqishten e folur në Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe Kosovë është i pamohueshëm dhe shumë i 

madh, është se dy fonemat e turqishtes, vokali o dhe konsonanti g, që nuk i ka gjuha shqipe, nuk i hasim poashtu në 

asnjë fjalë të turqishtes së folur në këto rajone. Poashtu, fonemën vokalike u(y) e hasim çdokund dhe në çdo pozicion 

të fjalës, por jo edhe në të folmen turke që e përdorin të ashtuquajturit “torbeshë”, të cilët gjuhë amtare e kanë pasur 

maqedonishten, si në shembujt:     Shqip: bylbyl 

    Turqisht: bylbyl (bülbül) 

    Torbesh: bullbull 

    Shqip: qymyr (thëngjill) 

    Turqisht: qymyr (kümür) 

    Torbeshë: qumur 

    Shqip: zymbyl (lule) 

    Turqisht: zymbyl (zümbül)  

    Torbesh: zumbull 

Për çdo linguist që merret me ndikimet ndërgjuhësore do të ishte e tepërt dhe punë e kotë të mos e pranonte 

konstatimin tonë. Kur t’ia shtojmë kësaj se në turqishten e folur në Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe në Kosovë na 

paraqiten fonemat konsonatore të shqipes, të cilat nuk i njeh gjuha turke, si c, x, th, dhe dhe rr, por shqiptimi i 

fonemave q dhe gj në Maqedoni, ndërsa ç dhe xh në Kosovë, njësoj si te folësit e gjuhës shqipe, atëherë ky konstatim 

i ynë vetëm që vjen e forcohet edhe më shumë dhe nuk lë kurrfarë hapësire për manipulime shkencore në dobi të 

politikës ditore ose për qëllime të tjera. 

Njësoj si zanorja ö edhe zanorja e gjerë labiale o, përveç në fjalët e huazuara si horos (gjeli), motor (motori) ose ö në 

söfor (shofer), profesör (profesor) e të tjera, paraqitet rregullisht vetëm në rrokjet e para të fjalës, dukuri kjo që vlen 

për të gjitha të folmet turke të Rumelisë Perëndimore, me disa përjashtime në Maqedoninë Perëndimore e Kosovë, ku 

në të folmen turke të Prizrenit fonema o na paraqitet në të gjitha pozicionet në fjalë, gjë që paraqet përjashtim nga të 

gjitha dialektet e gjuhës turke. 

Labializmi i vokalëve të rrafshta na paraqitet te të gjitha të folmet turke në Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe Kosovë, por 

në mënyrë shumë karakterisitike na paraqitet në të folmet e Gostivarit dhe Prizrenit.Ku në procesin e labializmit 

vijmë deri te diftongizimi i vokalit a në ou ose au,si p.sh: 

  

Në Prizren:   kouk-kauk (kalk) çohu (ngrihu) 

    çouka-çauka (çalka) shpërlaje 

    huova-hauva (helva) hallvë 

    ouma-auma (elma) mollë 

 Në Gostivar:  auma-ouma (elma) mollë 

    hauva-houva (helva) hallvë 

    kauk-kouk (kalk) çohu 

    jauvar-jouvar (jalvar) lute 

Mendojmë se vështrimet që ia bëmë zëvendësimit të fonemave vokalike që na paraqiten në turqishten e folur në 

Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe Kosovë dhe shembujt e paraqitur do të mjaftojnë për të vërejtur se, nën ndikime dhe 

rrethana të ndryshme gjuhësore dhe sociale, gjuha turke që flitet në këto troje ka pësuar ndryshime të mëdha në 

sistemin fonetik të turqishtes letrare. E duke mos i respektuar ligjet e harmonisë vokalike, kjo është një karakteristikë 
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të cilën nuk e hasim në turqishten letrare, por as në asnjë dialekt të saj, bile as në të folmet e tjera të turqishtes së 

Rumelisë Perëndimore ku bëjnë pjesë edhe të folmet turke të Bullgarisë, Greqisë, Maqedonisë Lindore, Rumanisë 

dhe Moldavisë sepse shumë teza të paraqitura deri tash nga studiues të ndryshëm të të folmeve turke me argument të 

gjalla do të mohohen, meqë pjesa dërmuese e ndikimeve është ushtruar nga gjuha shqipe e jo nga gjuha sllave. Edhe 

në zëvendësimin e fonemave konsonantore na paraqiten disa karakteristika. P.sh., në të folmet e gjuhës turke të 

viseve tona, përveç fonemës frikative g, e cila nuk ekziston në gjuhën shqipe e as në guhët sllave, të gjitha fonemat e 

tjera konsonantore i hasim në përdorim, por për nga mënyra e artikulimit dhe cilësisë së tyre ato nuk ndryshojnë fare 

nga konsonantet e gjuhës shqipe apo më mirë të themi të folësve të shqipes së këtyre anëve, karakteristikë kjo e cila 

që në fillim të shtynë të konstatosh se ndikimi i gjuhës shqipe në këtë aspekt është kardinal dhe kryesori, ndërsa 

gjuhët sllave marrin pjesë minimale dhe jo aq të rëndësishme. Është mirë të përmendim edhe palatalizimin e 

fonemave k dhe g.  Në gjuhën letrare turke mbështetur në rregullat e harmonisë konsonantore, bashkëtingëlloret k dhe 

g, kur gjenden para zanoreve të përparme i,e,o dhe u, rregullisht palatalizohen, ndërsa në të folmen turke të 

Maqedonisë Perëndimore dhe Kosovës na paraqitet njëri nga karakteristikat më të theksuara, sepse këto konsonante 

jo vetëm që rrallë palatalizohen, por ato në tërësi zëvendësohen me fonemat ekzsistuese në të dy gjuhët, turke dhe 

shqipe, pra me fonemat që q dhe gj, përkatësisht ç dhe xh në të folmet turke të Maqedonisë Perëndimore dhe Kosovës 

realizohet  në tërësi si të folësit e gjuhës shqipe, prandaj gjatë përshkrimit të shembujve këto fonema janë shënuar me 

shkronja shqipe për të pasur mundësi që në mënyrë sa më reale të pasqyrohet kjo karakteristikë. Për të mos dalë nga 

kornizat e realitetit shkencor e shohim të udhës që në fund të përmendim edhe një dukuri që na paraqitet kohëve të 

fundit në turqishten e folur në këto rajone, përkatësisht në Maqedoninë Perëndimore dhe Kosovë. Me zhvillimin e 

hovshëm teknikoteknologjik, informativë, të masmediave, të turizmit dhe të tregtisë, folësit e turqishtes së këtyre 

trojeve në kontakte të drëjtëpërdrejta me turqit në Turqi, ose me përcjelljen e programeve të ndryshme televizive 

përmes rrjetit satelitor, kanë filluar ta pasurojnë fjalorin e tyre me fjalë origjinale turke, ta përmirësojnë shqiptimin 

dhe t’u përmbahen rregullave të harmonisë vokalike dhe asaj konsonatore, mirëpo këto ndryshime janë aq minore, 

saqë, përveç gjuhëtarit të kujdesshëm nuk mund t’i vërej folësi i rëndomtë i turqishtes së këtyre anëve. Përkundër 

ndryshimeve të vogla, përqindja e gabimeve në rrafshin fonologjik dhe morfosinaksor është aq e madhe, saqë nuk e 

hasim në asnjë të folme të gjuhës turke as në Azi e as në Evropë, e të mos flasim për turqishten në Turqi, prandaj 

gjuha e folur turke në Maqdoninë Perëndimore dhe Kosovë nuk mund të bëjë pjesë në dialektet turke të Rumelisë 

Perëndimore, sepse është e qartë se kjo vlen vetëm në aspektin gjeografik e kurrsesi edhe në atë linguistik. 

 

      Mr.sc. Arburim ISENI 
Universiteti Shtetëror i Tetovës 

Fakulteti Filologjik 
Dega e Gjuhës dhe Letërsisë Angleze 
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READ IT ALOUD! 

Using Literature in the Secondary Content Literature 
 
Author: Judy S. Richardson 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia, USA 
 

The purpose of the author in writing this book is simple: to spread the joy of 
reading. Constructing lessons that are interesting and relevant should be every 
teacher’s goal. The author demonstrates how seamlessly teachers can add 
literature to a lesson, why they should, and that rewards can be immense. The 
activities require very little instructional time. By showing how read-aloud and 
read-along can be used in content classrooms, teachers and students will see the 
array of resources, which will enrich learning while giving pleasure. When 
students see their teachers reading, they begin to understand how extensive 
reading engages and teaches us, and they become more likely to try in 
themselves. The introductions are followed by brief descriptions of the selections. 
An excerpt is provided and, finally, several activities for instruction in the content 
area and language arts are given. In addition to the selections included in this 
book, the author encourages teachers to read the entire resource not only for their 
own enjoyment, but also because they may find other portions to read aloud. The 
selections are grouped by content. Each chapter features a content area for easy 
access by busy teachers who want to find selections specific to their daily 

instruction. Each chapter begins with a brief introduction of the content area and its focus. Next, three or four read-
aloud read-along selections are presented in details. Following the lengthier selections are some abbreviated 
selections. Appendix A lists other read-aloud and read-along that the author and other teachers have discovered, but 
were not used in this book. I hope that teachers will read all the read-aloud selections because many can be applied to 
other content areas. Teachers will see possibilities the author has overlooked. When you read Read It Aloud! you will 
see why the selections included here can engage your students, as they have author’s. You will discover, collect, and 
share your own great red-aloud and read-along. The selections in this book are intended to be representative, not 
exhaustive. You will see from these selections that many possibilities exist for using literature read-aloud in content 
classrooms. You are encouraged to modify, mix and match, and create. You may like selections but prefer to use 
different activities. Or may like an activity but would like to use it with other selections. The number of possibilities 
is as great as the number of books available to us. Appendix B lists more selections, with just a sentence about each. 
It’s your chance to begin to look at literature in new ways. Authors give so much to readers. Not only do they share 
with us the elements of lot and content, style, voice, setting, characters, and theme and thesis, they also teach as they 
entertain. Reading literature is truly an education. Share this with your students. Perhaps you remember the story in 
The Phantom Tollbooth of the Dodecahedron explaining to Milo that a beaver 68 feet long with a 51-foot tail could 
build Boulder Dam? When Milo points out the absurdity of this, the dodecahedron replies, “If you want sense, you 
have to make it yourself” (p.175). Read-aloud make the best sense when You discover them and their many uses. 
Author Judy Richardson supports the belief that reading aloud is a valuable activity for students of any age, and that 
reading aloud models expressive, enthusiastic reading; transmits the pleasure of reading; and invites listeners to be 
readers. In the conversation I had with the author myself; she told me that she likes this book in the uppermost apart 
from her other books she has published.  
 

Mr.sc. Arburim ISENI 
State University of Tetova 

Faculty of Philology 
English Department 
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AN ENGLISH TEACHER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE  

Author: Judy S. Richardson 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Richmond, Virginia, USA 
Pippin Publishing Corporation, p.128 
 

When teacher education professor Judy Richardson left theory behind to spend a 

semester teaching flesh-and-blood high school English students, her new 

colleagues placed best on how long she’d last. The story of Judy Richardson’s 

return to the hurly-burly world of a real high school is honestly and artfully 

portrayed in this book, which interweaves entries from her personal journal with 

essential survival tips and some that didn’t. The story of her joys and frustrations 

is designed to appeal to experienced teachers seeking fresh, workable ideas, as 

will as to those who are new to the field. This book is organized around the 

instructional framework which will help students become more effective readers. 

Most chapters start with a survival guide. When I read this beautiful book it 

confirmed my belief that as teachers we can help our students learn and even 

enjoy – subject matter if we are going to adapt new activities or variations on 

older ones, rather than relying on a traditional academic approach. 

  
Shpend Ademi 

Teaching Assistant 
English Department 

State University of Tetova 
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READING TO LEARN IN THE CONTENT AREAS 

Authors: Judy S. Richardson, Raymond F. Morgan, Charlene E. Fleener 
Seventh Edition, Wadsworth, Cengage Learning, p. 536 
 

This textbook is meant for anyone who wants to teach students to learn and think 

about subject matter. This book is for readers who have never studied reading, as 

well as for those who have studied how students learn to read, but not how they 

read to learn and think in subject areas. This book demonstrates how teachers can 

use reading, discussion, and writing as ways to learn in any discipline. The 

Instructor’s Manual summarizes each chapter’s main points theories and strategies, 

and also provides test questions with it, instructors will be able to assign group 

activities for their classes; assign individual activities to students for homework; 

guide their students in analyzing content area reading material; select test items for 

multiple-choice, true / false, and essay test, and display the authors ‘graphic 

organizers and vocabulary inventories for each chapters. This edition includes a 

DVD. Authors reflect the influence of technology on reading to learn and think 

through this DVD, which includes many links to sites, examples of teachers using technology as they teach their 

content, suggestions for software, video that demonstrates content reading in action, and exercises that can be 

completed using Wadsworth’s free subscription ( included with the textbook) to Info Track. The entire edition 

emphasizes the use of technology throughout the text. Both the DVD and the text chapters describe effective use of 

the Internet and computer technology in content teaching. At the end of each chapter, and within the Instructor’s 

Manual, suggested literacy activities are provided. 

 
 

Shpend Ademi 
Teaching Assistant 

English Department 
State University of Tetova 
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YOUNG TALENTS 
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NO MORE BLACKOUTS 

Power cuts lasting for hours will become a thing of the past in Albania 

“The lack of a reliable power supply isn’t only annoying to the local population, it has 
also served to obstruct entrepreneurs and scare off much needed foreign investors” 
 
Can you imagine living with blackouts everyday lasting for as long as 10 to 13 hours? 
In Europe something like that is hard to imagine, yet this happens regularly in Albania, 
one of Europe’s poorest countries. The country’s production doesn’t cover all its needs, 
and imports of electricity are not only expensive: Albania’s infrustructure is simply not 
sufficient. Albania gets most of its electricity from hydro power plants. While this 
relatively clean and renewable resource is in vogue elsewhere in Europe, its’ also 
vulnerable to the climate. Hot summers bring drought and thus less electricity. In the 
worst cases, for example in 2005, the reservoirs dry up and Albania loses up to half of 
its powers generating capacities. All this will soon end, however. “In 2009, Albania 
won’t have problems with supplying electrical power to all customers that pay for it,” 
said Genc Ruli, the Minister of METE’s Albania’s Economic, Energy and Trade 
Ministry. METE’s focus is on fixing the existing power-generating capacities of the 
country and building new ones. According to Ruli, in the next few years new power 
plants will increase the country’s capacities. To some extent this has already happened: 
the daily production of electricity in Albania has reached 14.8 million kilowatt hours, 
which is 417,000 kWh more than a couple of years ago. 

MANY RIVERS TO DAM 

The construction of a new thermo power plant in 
Vlora has already started – to be the biggest power 
plant in the country. The new 400 kilowatt Elbasan-
Podgorica line, which will link the Albanian and 
Montenegrin power grids, will be finished in mid-
2009 and provide the necessary technical 
infrastructure for an increase in power imports. The 
Austrian company EVN AG was the winner of a 
tender giving a concession for the exploitation of all 

the hydropower potential of Devolli dale. The Austrian plan to invest 900 million euros 
of new hydrocentrals with a total capacity exceeding 319 megawatts. Meanwhile, the 
potential for a new hydro central in Bushat is being studied: the area seems promising. 
The potential of smaller projects are also being explored in a number of rivers in 
Albania. A new electric substation was put into action in Berat in November 2007. The 
project included a rebuilding of the town’s power grid and the building of a new line 
connecting Berat with the neighboring town of Kucova. The rehabilitation of the 
transmission and diffusion grid in Berat was essential in order to provide the town with 
an uninterrupted supply of electricity. The value of the project reached 11 million euros, 
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and it was insured and partly financed by the World Bank, which contributed 2,650,000 
euros.The remaining costs were covered by the Albanian Power Corporation fund. The 
involvement of the World Bank reflects the importance of the project: the lack of a 
reliable power supply isn’t only annoying to the local population; it has also served to 
obstruct enterpreneurs and scare off much needed foreign investors. Until now most of 
the Albanian population has accepted daily power cuts. The situation before the 
transition from Enver Hoxha’s isolationist communist regime wasn’t much better – but 
in those times Albanian citizens had more difficult problems to worry about. Now that 
they are free and eager to improve their lives and have better prospects for the future, 
the local politicians who have promised that these blackouts will end had better keep 
them. An abundant rainfall this winter has promised more steady power supply 
throughout the year. This should give the authorities some extra time to finish those 
projects. And that’s good – but the patience of the population won’t last forever. 
 

Besa Rexhepi Kadriju 
Fourth year student - State University of Tetova 

Faculty of Philology - English Department 
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DREAMS AND THE SUPERNATURAL 

Nescit vox missa reverti. (Horatious) How to choose anly a few moments out of a sea of 
impressions of a day? How to capture a feeling never known before stepping   on the 
ground of your ancestors? I really never imagined it to be an active and living part of 
me. This whirlwind is a parasite on my bravery: with each minute everything becomes 
more uncertain and undefined, even my own identity. The unknown is impossible to 
begin with. It is too abstract and cannot be captured by raw words, unconscious, in the 
rythm of a telegraph at 6.30 AM. The bed had spread its web. I am falling in sleep 
again, falling in love again with uncertainty, with the arrythmia of a wannabe poetic 
heart. Nothing is said. Everything is lost when something sweet is thrown away under 
the pillow because of my condition. (...) The first thing that came to my mind the 
moment I was aware of the awakening of my body was how I hate the melody on the 
cell phone that woke me up so early. I definitely need some changes in my life. A lot of 
new uploads burn into my gray matter for the last few days in such an extent that I will 
soon face a system overload! I need some charging, some comatose sleep to kill my 
headache. I haven't had more than few hours of sleep for whole two weeks. There were 
just some more chores to do, just a few more worries to be worried at, this) "clown. (...) 
A ray of light was burning my dreamy eye through the courtain. I woke up dehidrated 
and disoriented- not knowing whose place I'm at or whose bed I'm sleeping in. The 
room had an odour of the stains of sweat from the sheets. My head hurt like there was 
an axe splitting my head in two. TWO?!! Oh, yes. Something had happened. The 
remembrance blew away the headache. Am I missing the point here? I was always pixel 
free. Well, it feels as though I should write some facts but I don't know I can be trusted 
lately. I can't write from the heart because I'm not in love. Therefore I suppose I can't 
express myself fully: because I'm all tied up by the strings of confusion and the fear of 
tomorrow's truth. (...) Chaos of thoughts and confusion of the heart. The physical 
manifestation of my arrythmia arrives. I shouldn't worry as much. I am not by myself 
but never felt more alone than I do now and the day hasn't even begun. I am sick of 
waiting fot this big breakthrough to happen: will I always be the last to know that it was 
never ment for me to be anything but the shadow under the Reader's fingers and the 
loneliness of an immemorable moment in the lives of others? I want to sleep when 
others sleep; I need not to give up daydreaming and hope for a better tomorrow. 
Tomorrow will be worse yet still I daydream and fear strange thoughts. I know too 
much for my age. I do over my boundaries (can it ever be too much?). I think too much. 
I am rational, too much. I am fair, too much! (...) 

Iris Cvetesič – Croatia 
August 16, 2007 - Thursday  
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BUSINESS SUCCESS 

(MACEDONIAN) ALBANIAN STYLE 
New enterpreneurs in Tetova contribute significantly to the relative prosperity of northwestern Macedonia 

 
Tetova, the economic, cultural, university and 
administrative center of northwestern 
Macedonia, has a predominant ethnic Albanian 
population. Before the collapse of Yugoslavia 
in the early 1990’s, the city’s economy was 
based on heavy industry. Predictably, many of 
Tetova’s local industrial giants ended in severe 
difficulties. Yet against all odds, the city 
managed to find new life and dynamism. And 
there’s hardly better proof of the new sense of 
opportunity that is lingering in the (much 
cleaner) air of this city then the growing 

community of successful local enterpreneurs. The road to success wasn’t easy. The 
region’s economy in socialist times was mostly based on two large systems. The first 
was Jugokrom, a factory manufacturing chrome alloys and other metal products. 
Denationalized and taken over by a French investment group, Jugokrom was 
incorporated into a new joint-stock-company Silmak. The other local giant was the 
textile producer Teteks, which makes everything from wool to ready-made clothes. This 
company has also found a new owner. Not everybody was happy with the way the 
denationalization of both companies was carried out, and particularly among 
Macedonia’s Albanian minority population. “If some must be frustrated because of the 
injusticies of the denationalization process, in which all were not given truly equal 
opportunity to take part, it’s the Albanians,” wrote Abdylmenaf Bexheti, an economics 
professor at the South east European university in Tetova. “The Albanian population 
was largely eliminated from taking part in this ‘share-out’ of public resources. They 
didn’t have equal chances to participate in the denationalization and they are to a large 
degree absent from the managerial teams.” 

NEW CHAMPIONS 

While many of these formerly state-owned enterprises still face a dire need for 
restructuring and modernization, local enterpreneurs are in fact thriving, and many of 
them are ethnic Albanians. Largely unburdened by the past, they operate in much better 
conditions than the traditional industrial giants – and they often can be more 
competitive on international markets as well. Take Dajti, a Tetova based soft drinks 
producer and Trade Company started back in 1991 by a couple brothers, Nizamedin and 
Nuhi rexhepi. Originally a simple shop, nowadays it’s a sophisticated operation run by 
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20 professionals with different backgrounds whose activities include grocery and 
sanitary products either wholesale or retail, as well as distribution of the same. The 
company has also invested in a new and technologically advanced production line for 
soft drinks. The company’s own soft drinks brand, Derby, is already well known in the 
region and sold throughout Macedonia, Kosova and Albania, and the owners plan to 
expand to other countries as well. The owner of another company, Helga, started in 
1992 as a furniture trader. Gradually Adem Murati developed the know-how necessary 
to build a production company that makes various types of furniture. The company now 
employs 38 people. In 2005 and 2006 the company took part in Skopje’s, Shkupi’s 
furniture fair. “We got the first prize for quality,” Murati proudly emphasizes. 

SOCIALLY AWARE ENTREPRENEURS  

Renova was started in 1992 by another pair of brothers, Shefki and Qenan Idrizi. In the 
beginning the company mostly traded in the mortar products imported from Austria. In 
a short time, however, Renova launched its own production of mortar products under 
their own brand name, renofix. The limestone, which is the base for Renofix mortar 
products, comes from Šar Planina Mountain only a few kilometers from tetova. The 
stone is characterized by a clean white color incomparable with the other limestones of 
the region. The best proof of the company’s success is its fast expansion. “Now we 
operate another factory in Macedonia, in Manastir, and two more in Gurez and Kaqanik 
in the Republic of Kosova,” says Shefki Idrizi. “We also acquired 10 hectares of land in 
Albania to build new production facilities.” Renova employs 400 people – most of them 
on permanent basis. Its products are present throughout the region: in Macedonia, 
Albania, Kosova, Bulgaria, Serbia and Montenegro. Beside investments in production 
the company also put money into the local community. A typical case is the Foundation 
Renova, which currently gives scholarship to 159 students. Since 2000 the company has 
also owned the local football club, perhaps predictably named Renova. The success of 
these entrepreneurs can’t be disputed. Experts, however, believe that the region would 
have had many more success stories if conditions had been more favorable to 
entrepreneurship. “Even after 17 years of transition, companies in Republic of 
Macedonia feel handicapped, and those of ethnic Albanian origin even more so,” says 
Liman Kurtishi, an economics professor and a member of the council of the National 
Bank of the Republic of Macedonia. “The main reasons area too strong influence of 
political parties in the economy, nontransparent privatization, deficiencies in the legal 
system and an overemphasized bureaucracy.” If Macedonia wants to become a member 
in good standing of the European Union, it will have to fulfill some strict conditions and 
accomplish such necessary reforms as the estabelishment and maintenance of 
macroeconomic stability, an intensification of the economic transition, and a full 
adoption of EU rules and regulations. The country’s small and middle-sized enterprises 
are waiting for these changes and reforms to happen. 

Besa Rexhepi Kadriju 
Fourth year student - State University of Tetova 

Faculty of Philology - English Department 
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POETRY 
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Arburim ISENI 

SIBLING  RELATIONSHIPS 
 
I terribly love you baby 
I love you in the altogether 
nude exposed in the bed 
craving in Cupidity 
I lick your jiggled hips 
caress your silken breasts 
I crave in the bed 
with sorrows sideways 

                       

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Majlinda NUHIU 

 
THE SATAN’S EYE 
 
You … 
Yeomen of the Satan 
You … 
Heartless being 
You, the rooster with the crow’s voice 
How dared you look! 
How dared you open the door without 
shutting the other? 
But now I know 
You didn’t think enough, did you? 
But, you investigated enough to come to your 
awaited intention 
You Lucifer’s blood! 
Surely you were laying, sleeping and dreaming 
about my sin 
This as a chain brought you a lot of victims to 
slay and kill stubbing in their heart with your 
Satan’s eyes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adem ABDULLAHU 

 
BLOODY SCENE 
 
Behind the red arras 
The robot with the bullit proof jacket 

Nathalie HANDAL 

THE HANGING HOURS  

When I leave the windows will be shut 
the air in the room will be moist 
the city loud and everything will continue as usual -  
the telephone will not stop ringing, the electricity will 
go on and off, the coffee will be brewing 

When I leave the sky will dress in light blue 
before wearing black, the people I know will have tears  
descending from their eyes to their hands  
before they wipe them off and continue their tasks 

The bed I leave will be warm 
the other body will not know I am missing 
until the very next day when the hours hang 
in his heart as he finds himself in a mild season  
a wild place where breaths crowd the bedroom 
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SHËNIME NË LIDHJE ME KONTRIBUESIT 

Kryeredaktorë 
 
Mr.sc. Arburim ISENI 
Hyreme GURRA, MA 
 
KONTRIBUIMET 
 
Shkrimet e dërguara preferohet të kenë 8,000 fjalë duke i përfshirë këtu edhe fusnotat, 
diagramet, tabelat dhe referencat, mirëpo mund të bëhen edhe përjashtime varësisht nga 
rëndësia e shkrimit. Stafi botues do të ketë të drejtën të lejojë kapërcimin e këtij limiti 
në rast se shkrimi apo shkrimet janë të interesit të veçantë shkencorë. Shkrimet 
gjithashtu duhet të përmbajnë dy ekstrakte me jo më shumë se me nga 300 fjalë secili, 
por mund të lejohet tejkalimi i këtij numri të fjalëve. Njëri pra duhet të jetë në gjuhën 
angleze dhe tjetri në gjuhën shqipe, së bashku edhe me nga katër ose pesë fjalët  kyçe. 
Shkrimet duhet të jenë në anglisht, por nganjëherë redaksia do të lejojë që ndonjë 
shkrim të botohet edhe në gjuhën shqipe. Ekstrakti dhe fjalët kyçe duhet patjetër të 
shkruhen edhe në shqip. Autori apo autorët mbajnë përgjegjësinë e përmbajtjes së 
shkrimit të cilin e dërgon apo dërgojnë. Ndalohet rreptësisht marrja e ndonjë fjalie apo 
fragmenti pa mos u cituar dhe konsiderohet plagjiat. Kontribuesit lokalë duhet ta 
dërgojnë edhe përkthimin në gjuhën shqipe të shkrimit. Shkrimet duhet të dërgohen në 
këtë e-majl adresë: id.est.journal@gmail.com me ataçment.Titulli, emri i autorit apo i 
autorëve duhet të jepen qartë.  
 
Formati i fletës dhe stili 
 
Formati i fletës duhet të jetë 170x240 cm. Shkrimi duhet të shtypet me fontin Times 
New Roman me 10 për tekst, 7 për fusnotat.  Fonti i cili do të përdoret brenda tabelave 
duhet gjithashtu të jetë me 8.  Gjerësia e rreshtave duhet të jetë normale për ekstrakt, 
tekst, fusnota, citime dhe referenca. Citimet duhet të bëhen në tekst duke e dhënë emrin 
e autorit dhe vitin e botimit, me reference për fletë kur e kërkon nevoja – p.sh. (Sánchez, 
1998:15). Referencat pastaj duhet të jepen komplet në faqen e fundit të shkrimit. 
Fusnotat duhet përdorur, dhe duhet të paraqiten poshtë në mënyrë të rreshtuar gjatë 
gjithë shkrimit.  Grafikonet duhet të jenë me format [.tif].  
 
Ekstrakti dhe Fjalët kyçe:  me fontin 8 
 
Titujt dhe nëntitujt kryesorë duhet të shkruhen me shkronja të mëdha dhe bold.  
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Recensionet e librave 
 

Recensionet e librave nuk duhet të tejkalojnë 2000 fjalë, dhe duhet të kihen parasysh 
udhëzimet e sipërshënuara. Ilustrimi i kopertinës së librit duhet përfshirë në formatin 
“.tif”. 
 
Përzgjedhja e shkrimeve të dërguara 
 
Shkrimet e dërguara do t’ju dërgohen nga redaktorët dy recensentëve nga jashtë të cilët 
janë të specializuar në atë lëmi të cilës i takon shkrimi pa mos u ditur emri i tyre – pra, 
ky proces është anonim. Të gjithë ata që dëshirojnë të kontribuojnë në revistën tonë ID 
EST kërkohet që t’i kenë pranuar këto kërkesa dhe kushte tona, dhe të pajtohen me 
vendimin e Këshillit redaktues.  
 
Afatet e fundit për dorëzimin e shkrimeve  
 
Afati i fundit për dërgimin e shkrimeve me e-mail është muaji janar për çdo vit, dhe pastaj 
vëllimi botohet në qershor. 
 
Bibliografia 
 
Hulumtimi i kryer duhet të referohet në listë të plotë në fund edhe atë me fontin e 
shkronjave Times New Roman  8, (shih këtë version, më poshtë) 
 

1. Cook, V.J. (1983). "What should be language teaching be about?" ELT Journal, 37, 3: 229-34.  
2. Brumfit, C.J. & Carter, R. (eds.) (1986). Literature and Language Teaching. Oxford: Oxford 

University Press. 
3. Vez Jeremías, J.M. (1996). "The social context of EFL", en N. McLaren y D. Madrid (eds.) A 

Handbook for TEFL. Granada: Grupo Editorial Universitario, 25-34. 
4. Widdowson, H.G. (1994). "Pragmatics and the pedagogic competence of language   teachers", en 

T. Sabbage y S. Sebbage (eds.), Proceedings of the 4th International NELLE Conference. 
Hamburgo: NELLE.  
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NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS 

Editors 
 
Arburim ISENI, MSc 
Hyreme GURRA, MA 
 
CONTRIBUTIONS 
 
Papers submitted should not have been previously published nor submitted for current 
consideration elsewhere. They should not exceed 8,000 words including footnotes, 
diagrams, tables and references; there may be exceptions depending on the relevance of 
the article. The Editorial Board reserves the right to extend this limit in the case of 
articles of special scientific interest. Papers should also include two abstracts of no more 
than 300 words each, but the number may be allowed to exceed. One Abstract should be 
in English and the other in the language of the article, together with four or five key 
words. Papers should be in English, but sometimes the editorial board will allow some 
of the articles to be published in Albanian, too. If the article is in English, the second 
abstract and key words must be written in Albanian. The author or authors are 
responsible for the content of articles submitted, and for any opinions expressed therein. 
Local contributors when submitting their articles must also send the Albanian version of 
the article. Contributions should be sent at this e-mail: id.est.journal@gmail.com with 
an attachment; the title, author’s/authors’ name(s), should all be clearly indicated.   
 
Format and style 
 
Page format should be 170x240cm. Papers should be typed using Times New Roman 10 
font for the text, 7 for footnotes.  The font used inside tables and as captions should also 
be 8.  Spacing should be single for the abstract, text, quotations and references. 
Citations should be made in the text by giving the name of the author and the year of 
publication, with page references where necessary – e.g. (Sánchez, 1998:15). 
References should be listed in full at the end of the paper.  Footnotes should be used, 
and indicated in superscript consecutively throughout the text.  Graphics should be in 
[.tif] format. The presentation of originals and enumeration of sections should be as 
follows: 
 
Abstract and Key words: 8 font 
 
The main titles and subtitles should be typed in capital letters and bold.  
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Book Reviews 
 
Reviews should be no longer than 2000 words, and should comply with the directions 
given above. An illustration of the book cover should be included in “.tif” format. 
 
Selection of work submitted 
 
Submitted papers will be sent by the Editors to two external referees who are specialists 
in the subject for review on the “double blind” basis - this process is anonymous. All 
those wishing to contribute to the ID EST Journal are required to accept these 
conditions, and agree to abide by the decision of the Editorial Team. 
 
Deadline  
 
Deadline for submitting the article is in January, every year. For every year the volume 
is published in June. 
 
Bibliography 
 
Research referred to should be listed in full in a reference at the end of each article, in 
Times New Roman 8, (see this version, below) 
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